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Abstract

Architects o en draw a line around the boundary of a site on a plan to demarcate a part of the 

world that is subject to design, or delineate legal ownership. Yet, in human experience, that 

line is frequently impercepble as a presence on the ground. People o en perceive that when 

they move from one place to another, somemes in close proximity, there is not a clear sense of 

a de nite line that separates one from another. These limits in urban design and architecture are 

complex, made manifest in mulple ways, yet architectural representaon rarely captures their 

richness. This thesis explores the delineaon of such limits in relaon to their representaon in 

architecture and urban design. It draws from phenomenological methods to analyse limits as 

“experienced” in the world, and from design research methods, by exploring the architectural 

drawing of limits. It thus constutes phenomenological design research.

A working de nion of the experienal limit in urban design and architecture is provided, based 

on a review of key urban design thinkers in relaon to the limit, accounts of the experience 

of limits in two urban case studies and one landscape case study, and a review of the idea 

of the limit in philosophy, anthropology and socio-polical literature. The limit is de ned as 

recognisable, inhabitable, spao-temporal, re ecve and contested, resulng in a strip which 

can be characterised as ‘topological’. This strip constutes what might be called a double limit, 

which simultaneously separates and joins, and is asymmetrical, ambiguous and uctuang. 

Therea er, this working de nion of the limit is tested against drawn representaons of limits 

with further reference to the case studies, following a review of convenons of architectural 

representaon. The limit is recognised as inherent in the line, which characterises architectural 

representaon, despite lines not being experienced beyond the drawing. The line, through the 

experience of drawing, explores and arculates aributes of the limit and how these operate, 

further re ning the de nion of the experienal limit.

The thesis concludes that this idea of limit which “has made space for” is no longer negave, 

restricve or obstrucve – as in the convenonal de nion of “liming” – but instead posive, 

imagined conceptually as a space from which to look outwards, mediate, mulply, and examine. 

Indeed, the idea of “liming”, conceived in this way, as a design process, opens-up opportunies 

for alternave ways to imagine urban design, architecture, spaces, and the conceptualisaon of 

the act and outcomes of the design process.
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Introducon

Introducon

1



On the Limit

2



Introducon

Statement of Aim and Objecves

Most architects draw a line around the boundary of a site on a plan to demarcate a part of the 

world that is subject to design, or to delineate legal ownership. Yet, in human experience, that 

line is frequently impercepble as a presence on the ground. Alternavely, people read very 

di erent places in the world, o en in close proximity, perceiving that they move from one to 

another, without a clear sense of there being a de nite line that separates one from the other. 

Architects and urban designers o en nd it di cult to encapsulate such palpably present, 

but ambiguous, limits straighorwardly in drawing. The commonplace experiences of these 

di cules of limit, in drawing and in human experience of the world, are seldom analysed.

This thesis aims to examine how the delineaon of limits is experienced in the world in relaon 

to how they are delineated in architectural and urban design drawing. To do this, it pursues ve 

objecves:

1. Frameworks for analysing the world outwards from experience – what might be called 

‘phenomenological’ methods will be introduced.

2. Frameworks for examining drawing, through the process of drawing, from the methods of 

design research will also be introduced. 

3. Literature on the idea of the limit will be surveyed, tested in relaon to three case studies of 

places where boundaries are experienced in disncve ways, and a working de nion of the 

limit will be proposed.

4. Literature on convenons of architectural representaon with regard to the limit will be 

surveyed, tested through aempts to draw boundaries in relaon to the same three case 

studies, and conclusions drawn about the experience and pracce of represenng limits in 

architecture and urban design.

5. Conclusions will be drawn on the delineaon of limits in architectural and urban design 

drawing in relaon to how the delineaon of limits is experienced in the world.

The aim of this research, and its objecves, begin with two proposions drawn from exisng 

literature:
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On the Limit

The Experience of Limits is Complex and Mulple

The rst proposion is that we – dwellers – experience limits everyday while we dwell,1 and these 

limits are complex and are manifested in mulple ways. This thesis concentrates on limits in 

the world experienced physically and visually. They may involve moving between domesc and 

collecve domains, private and public realms, inside and outside, the street and the boulevard, 

and so on. Thus, our journeys are constructed through an amalgamaon of spaces and places 

where the limit is implicit. Some are subtle and well-integrated and consequently di cult to 

perceive as limits per se, becoming invisible2 to our eyes and intangible a priori. Whereas others 

are visible or have more presence,3 being disncve and noceable or repeve. All limits, in 

some way or another, in uence the way we move through, experience and understand the 

environment.

To exemplify the kind of limit I am concerned with, I present here an imaginary4 but ordinary and 

perhaps familiar example to most of us, the experience of accessing a public building:

We5 walk on the street along the pavement. The façade of the building de nes 

where an inside and a pavement ends or begins and acts as the limit on one 

side. The edge of the pavement, the kerb, on the other side de nes the end and 

beginning of the pavement and the kerb itself arculates a small but symbolic 

change of level that may be challenging for some. Hence, in this precise moment, 

this is our place6 from which we read the environment; we walk, touching and 

1 Phenomenological wring o en uses "we" to involve the reader with the writer’s account of their own 
experience. One famous example is Marn Heidegger’s essay, ‘Building, Dwelling, Thinking’, published in his 
book, Poetry, Language, Thought (New York: Harper Colophon, 1971), pp.141-160.
2 Invisible is used in a metaphorical sense as I am referring to limits that are physical but because I 
encounter them frequently, many mes in a journey, I do not perceive them as limits. This might be di erent 
for people with a physical disability.
3 Presence is another term that Heidegger deploys, and this will be explored later.
4 In this instance I opted for an imaginary urban condion over a real one, to encourage the reader 
to become immersed in the experience, bringing to their mind similar experiences based on their own 
experience. 
5 As experiences are unique (no experience is the same as another one) and parcular (each person’s 
experience is exclusive to the person), I should describe them in rst person; based on my own experience. 
Nonetheless, in this instance, I opted for the rst-person plural to encourage the reader to get involved; to 
create his/her own images based on the descripon using his/her own memory of experiences of his/her 
urban environment.
6 Place in the sense that we are located in space and me. We are taking a speci c posion determined 
by the façade, kerb but perhaps other elements as a mounng on the background or cars parks alongside 
the kerb and so on. All these, are also limits. For some these limits are just helping to locate; to others may 
be liming therefore these are subjecve to many aspects of the individual. 
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feeling the oor through our steps and shoes, we see from a standing but moving 

posion as we walk at a promenading pace.7 Ahead, to one side, we see a large 

building that presents itself to the city with a set of grand steps and we ask 

ourselves “is this a public building?” The queson is based on the appearance 

of the grand façade and the gesture of the steps. The next queson is “have we 

arrived?” Not yet; the building is there and we are here.8 We reach the steps and 

walk up towards the entrance and ask again; “have we arrived?” Yes, the building 

is here, I see it, I feel it – indeed, I am on it. But, are the steps part of the building? 

Are we in the building? Not yet, we are on it but not in it. In front of us and very 

near, we see the imposing overhang of the building framing the grand entrance, 

the light has changed, and now the city sounds seem far away. Finally, we reach 

the door and we move through it.9 We are inside, we turn around and the outside 

seems far away – in space and me - and is doubly framed by both the opening and 

the overhang further beyond. The outside looks far away, further than it actually 

is. This may be due to our higher posion in relaon to the street pavement that 

enables us to see further but, with authority and suddenly, we feel detached from 

the outside. Are we in the building? Yes, we are in it. Where is the limit between 

the street and the public building? Is it at the rst step? Or, is it at the door; at the 

threshold of the building? Is it a wide strip de ned by the rst step and the door or 

the space beyond? It seems that the limit could be in di erent locaons depending 

on the criteria; lines, planes or areas that could be iden ed as the boundary, the 

in-between, the transional area between two places…

This familiar example illustrates the complexies and ambiguies associated with the limit. We 

could also consider the limit between two streets, a street and a boulevard or in a square and 

its adjacent urban elements. Thus, the research focuses on the experienal limit, conceived as 

a phenomenon that we experience in our everyday life, which carries uncertaines as to how 

and where it is located, informing our experiences and percepon. Therefore, this research has 

a ‘phenomenological’ component, recognising that experiences are personal and unique and 

determined by the cultures in which the individual who experiences them lives and grows up. I 

7 In my case, my eyes are about 1.65cms from the oor and my average walking pace is around 1.4m/s or 
5km/hr. But, these parameters are unique to each person. The average view is structured by the sight line 
at -10 degrees in relaon to the horizontal, but again this varies from person to person. 
8 The here and there implies a limit; something is here and something else there. 
9 I could dwell on this part much longer as it is a big moment where the dweller touches with their hands 
a part of the building; there is a change of scale and the framework changes, being rede ned by other 
elements and measures. 
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recognise that my own posion as a researcher, as a subject who experiences architectural and 

urban limits, is formed by my own experiences and percepon.

This is constructed by my Spanish generalist educaon in architecture and urban planning where 

both are part of the remit of the architect and have a strong emphasis on design. At University, I 

carried out independent and parallel design projects for both disciplines. Despite the separated 

departments under which each discipline was delivered, there was a degree of overlapping 

of content and scales between the two project types, leaving lile space for urban design 

to emerge as a disnct discipline. Urban planning taught design to work within the Spanish 

planning system, related frameworks and theory of urbanism and history of urban planning. 

On the contrary, architecture was taught within the creave process of design and research 

aligned with philosophy and conceptual theory. The regulatory system and construcon, 

structures, services, history of architecture and cies were taught separately. My experience 

and percepon have been also determined by my upbringing in the lile island of Mallorca, with 

constant contact with the big city and the rural environments. I moved to Gran Canaria in the 

Canary Islands to take my university degree, which exposed me to a di erent culture, values and 

urban and rural environments far from the place I grew up. These changes were experienced 

again with a brief move to Antwerp and a much longer stay in Britain, which has since become 

my place of residence. My work experience in pracce and as an educator in Britain has o ered 

me a great contrast in relaon to my previous experience where the understanding and remit of 

the professions of the architect, urban planner and urban designer di er. Thus, my professional 

architectural background as well as the experiences of and belonging to di erent cultures 

at di erent stages of my life constute my “baggage”, shaping, in one way or another, my 

observaons and interpretaons of the environment I dwell in.

Architectural Representaon Rarely Captures the Richness of the ‘Experienal Limit’

The second proposion from which this research begins responds to the rst one; it quesons 

whether, and how, the limit is represented in convenonal architectural drawings,10 in relaon to 

the full experienal richness and complexity of the experience of limits in the world. Drawings11

are mainly constuted of lines and the line is important to this research for three key reasons:

10 Architectural drawings refer to diagrams, sketches, par, diagrams, plans, secons and elevaons that 
are part of the profession and pracce of the architect. In this research, these are referred to as drawings.
11 The Oxford English Diconary de nes the noun drawing as 2.a. “the formaon of the line by drawing 
some tracing instrument from point to point of a surface; representaon by lines, delineaon…” and 2.b. 
“the arrangement of the lines which determine them”. OED Online (Oxford University Press, March 2018) 
<www.oed.com/view/Entry/57552> [Accessed 12 April 2018].
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1. As medium in drawing.12 The line assists with the graphic representaon of objects in 

architectural drawings. The line bounds them, separang and di erenang.

2. Line-making is implicit in the making of visible limits. From a very early age we learn to see 

through lines in uenced signi cantly by the act of drawing.13 Looking at the line transversally 

de nes where something begins and ends, an inside from an outside. But the line also has a 

materiality and in many cases, is de ned by its own qualies.

3. It is implicit in the horizon – the ulmate limit. The philosopher Marn Heidegger wrote in 

1951 that: “A space is something that has been made room for, something that is cleared 

and free, namely within a boundary, Greek peras. A boundary is that from which something 

begins its presencing. That is why the concept is that of horismos, that is, the horizon, the 

boundary”.14 He refers to the experienal horizon that structures our views as we move. This 

moves, changes posion and we cannot touch it. Implicitly, he also refers to other horizons, 

of our broader experience, our intellectual horizons, and ulmately the nal horizons of life 

and death. The representaon presented by a line, then, structures the view, each view’s 

horizon interrelang with others forming a connuum.

These three reasons refer to the representaon of the limit through the line, recognising 

that the limit, per se, is rarely experienced beyond the drawing as a line, despite the fact that 

intuively a line can be read as a limit itself.

On the one hand, planners draw lines on maps at di erent scales, de ning the limits of 

development areas, catchment areas for facilies and services, districts, neighbourhoods and 

land uses. Some of these lines may be materialised as fences, walls or painted lines but many 

of them are not – it is primarily those which I will focus on in this research – and such lines are 

ostensibly invisible to our eyes. However, these lines usually intersect with the intrinsic meaning 

of boundary, making room for a speci c land use, development, providing a speci c area with a 

service etc. Furthermore, many of them are legislave, with associated regulaons and tenures 

that a ect our everyday lives. Lines on drawings may seem to come alive in the world in many 

diverse ways, inferring meaning, regulang movement, in uencing dwelling paerns and much 

more. 

12 Simon Unwin, Doorway (Oxon: Routledge, 2007).
13 Tim Ingold, Lines. A Brief History (Oxford: Routledge, 2007) pp.147-146.
14 Heidegger, p.152.
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Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured in two parts preceded by the introducon and followed by the 

conclusions.

Part 1 explores and de nes ‘the experienal limit’. The rst chapter looks at recognised urban 

design literature where the limit features, to highlight the importance of the limit, idenfy 

the noon of the limit in urban design and the research methods previously deployed in its 

inquiry. In the second chapter, a series of case studies exemplifying the complexity of limits 

in ‘real world’ situaons – two urban and one landscape – are presented through a series of 

descripons, accompanied by a photographic survey idenfying and describing the signi cance 

of the limits in those contexts from my own subjecve experience. This seeks to provide a 

preliminary understanding of limits and how they present to us. The urban cases central to 

the discipline of inquiry are presented rst. These are followed by the landscape case study 

presenng the limits in the natural environment with lile preoccupaon with, or aenon to, 

regulaons and thus contrasng with the urban cases. The third chapter returns to theory, on 

the basis of the case studies, parcularly reviewing the “philosophy of the limit” as proposed 

by the Spanish philosopher and author Eugenio Trías15 in relaon to the idea of the liminal 

introduced by Victor Turner in anthropology and the ideas of threshold found in the work 

of Aldo Van Eyck and Unwin16, the bridge in Georg Simmel17 and from Heidegger.18 Thus, the 

nal chapter of Part 1 culminates with a working de nion of the limit to be explored through 

drawing and graphic representaon of the limit in Part 2.

Part 2 examines the graphic representaon of the experienal limit already described and is 

based on the working de nion established in Part 1. Part 2 is structured into three chapters. 

The opening chapter discusses the relevance of drawing,19 as a medium to see, enquire and 

15 Presented in the trilogy: Los Límites del Mundo (Provença, Barcelona: Ediciones Desno S.A., 1985), 
Lógica del Límite (Provença, Barcelona: Ediciones Desno S.A., 1991), La Razón Fronteriza (Provença, 
Barcelona: Ediciones Desno S.A., 1999).
16 Aldo van Eyck, ‘Doorsteps’ in Alison Smithson, ed., Team 10 Primer (Boston: MIT Press, 1968), pp.96-
105.
17 Georg Simmel, ‘Bridge and Door’, in Theory, Culture & Society, 11 (1994), pp.5-10.
18 Heidegger, pp.149-156.
19 The act of drawing involves the limit whilst this may vary depending on the purpose of the drawing. The 
architect thinks through drawing and at certain stages of the design process makes conceptual drawings 
inferring meaning to the lines. To start with, the lines are neutral but through drawing and re-drawing they 
acquire meaning and are codi ed. On the contrary, when a construcon detail is designed pre-exisng lines 
are codi ed as they correlate with materials and their characteriscs and the act of drawing is to de ne the 
locaon of each material represented by codi ed lines. These are just two ways in which the designer uses 
lines di erently in relaon to the limit.
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propose, as a verb and a noun within the pracce and convenons of representaon deployed 

by the architect and urban designer. It also re ects on the line as a medium and the “drawing 

forth”,20 intrinsic to the limit and the scope of the notaonal system as part of the process 

of enquiry. The subsequent chapter deploys architectural drawing techniques to graphically 

represent the limit based on the working de nion of the experienal limit provided in Part 1, 

1.4. The graphic representaons and the associated experience through drawing allows the limit 

to reveal and display whilst re ning the working de nion of the experienal limit parcularly 

for and within the pracce of architecture and urban design. This me, the case studies are 

presented in reverse order compared to the descripons in Part 1, beginning with the landscape 

case study. This is covered rst, as it allows a degree of freedom to invesgate the limit in an 

environment that is not shaped by rules and regulaons. This is followed by the urban cases. 

The nal chapter in this part draws interim conclusions on the experience and techniques 

deployed on the graphic representaon of the limit and ends with the re nement of the working 

de nion of the experienal limit in architecture and urban design.

The nal conclusion presents a re econ on the progression of the delineaon of the 

experimental limit in architecture and urban design presented based on the lessons learned 

through the case studies and the theories discussed in Part 1 and Part 2. This is followed 

by the limitaons of the research in relaon to experience, language, drawing and the line. 

Subsequently, a succinct re-delineaon of the views on the limit proposed by the canonical 

urban design thinkers is presented. Finally, a limit is presented from which to think and propose.

Methods

This thesis draws from phenomenological methods in its analysis of limits as experienced in 

the world, and from design research methods in its exploraons of the architectural drawing of 

limits. It thus constutes phenomenological design research.

Phenomenological Methods

Edmund Husserl has been claimed as the father of the discipline of phenomenology. Its most 

in uenal protagonists include Heidegger, Hans-Georg Gadamer, Jean-Paul Sartre, Hannah 

Arendt, Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Jacques Derrida. Their work has in uenced numerous 

20 Jonathan Hill, ‘Drawing Forth Immaterial Architecture’, Architectural Research Quarterly, 10:1 (2006a), 
pp.51-55.
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disciplines and elds, among them Architecture.21 Phenomenology22 proposes “to return to 

things themselves” (Husserl) to “study the laws of free fall while falling”23 believing that we 

start to understand the world from a posion of already being in it, outwards from our own 

experience of the world.

According to Heidegger, phenomenology is composed of two Ancient Greek words: 

phainomenon and logos. The convenonal meaning of logos is “word”, “concept”, “thought”; 

however for Heidegger, it relates to “discourse”, “to bind together” and “gather up” into a unity. 

Phainomenon denotes “that which shows itself in itself, the manifest” derived from the verb 

phainesthai meaning “to show oneself”.24 Moran explains that “phenomenology has to do with 

self-manifestaon. Things show themselves in many ways, depending on the modes of access 

we have to them; indeed somemes things show themselves as what they are not, in cases of 

dissembling, seeming, illusion and other such phenomena” and he connues by saying “…”Since 

things don’t always show themselves as they are, phenomenology cannot be simply descripon, 

it does not depend on ful lling intuion as Husserl thought; rather phenomenology is seeking 

a er a meaning which is perhaps hidden by the enty’s mode of appearing” through creave, 

responsible interpretaon “how things appear or are covered must be explicitly studied. The 

things themselves always present themselves in a manner which is at the same me self-

concealing”.25 This research takes a Heideggerian stance, embracing the idea of embodiment 

proposed by Merleau-Ponty, based on my own experience of the world as a thinking researcher 

and speci cally of the case studies as lived-experience. This lived-experience is central and is the 

foundaon of the wrien and drawing experiences here, which are simultaneously determined 

and broadened by my person and background. These experiences of the limit facilitate 

re econs upon the limit, deploying di erent means (observaon, wring and drawing), with 

di erent outcomes and ways in which the limit can manifest itself beyond its appearance.26 The 

wrien and drawn experiences are co-dependent on the lived-experience, recognising that each 

21 Architects, and theorists like Steern Eiler Ramunsen, Chrisan Norberg-Schulz, Robin Evans, Peter 
Bosselmann, Simon Unwin, Juhani Pallasmaa, Alberto Gómez-Pérez, Steven Holl, Dalibor Vesely, David 
Leatherbarrow, Peter Zumthor, Tadao Ando, Daniel Libeskind, Juan Navarro Baldeweg, Alvaro Siza Vieira, 
Eduardo Souto de Moura have dedicated books to the endeavour of architecture linked to its experience. 
22 For Heidegger, phenomenology was iniated back with Aristotle and the ancient Greek philosophy 
and his de nion of phenomenology stems from them instead of Husserl. Dermot Moran, Introducon to 
Phenomenology (Oxon: Routledge, 2000), p.229.
23 Borrowed from the tle ‘Parng with Catholicism and Laws of Free Fall While Falling’ a chapter of 
Rüdiger Safranski’s book; Marn Heidegger: Between Good and Evil (Cambridge, Massachuses / London, 
England: Harvard University Press, 1999) pp107-125, specially pp.114-116.
24 Moran, 2000, p.228.
25 Ibid.
26 It refers to “discoverness -Heidegger’s term for the way in which we reveal parcular enes; engaged 
in the world, we discover enes”. Stephan Käufer and Anthony Chemero, Phenomenology, An Introducon
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type of experience is an experience in itself and these are complementary.

Design Research

This research, parcularly Part 2, concerns the graphic representaon of boundaries, as the 

tle27 suggests. Boundaries are the way in which limits are revealed to us as we dwell in the 

environment and the aim of the research is to draw these boundaries as experienced.

Thus, aspects of what follows fall into the category of design research,28 even though the nal 

output is not a convenonal architectural design or product. Within design research, Christopher 

Frayling29 establishes a triple categorizaon to explain the relaonship between research and 

design; research “for”, “through”, and “into” design, which are based on Herbert Read’s analysis 

in the ne arts that is widely cited, and was reviewed by Jane Rendell30 and Katja Grillner31

from an architectural design stance. Research “for” design is usually an inquiry with a design 

applicaon in mind32 and is “understood as the process of exploraon, discovery and fact- nding 

which makes it possible to produce a parcular art-work. This process can be both careful, deep 

and systemac, as well as spontaneous, associave and serendipitous”.33 Research “through” 

design places the emphasis on the act of research taking “design processes to constute 

the research methodology itself”34 relying on interdisciplinary35 intersecons with complex 

architectural design exploraons. In these two rst categories the researcher has “access to, 

(Cambridge: Polity Press, 2015), pp.78-79.
27 The tle also includes urban design and architecture because the research is centred within the eld of 
urban design but strongly relies on the discipline of architecture. The boundary between these two elds  
can be contested. They share a design focus covering complementary scales and aspects though di ering 
in the speci cies determining the way professionals and theorists in these areas look at things, think and 
refer to space.
28 Research design is a developing type of research and it is also termed creave pracce, pracce-led 
or pracce-based research, pracce-as-research to name a few depending on the parcular approach to 
design, relaon to pracce and emphasis of the research.
29 Christopher Frayling, ‘Research in Art and Design’, London Royal College of Art Research Papers, 1/1 
(1993/4).
30 Jane Rendell, ‘Architectural Research and Disciplinarity’, Architectural Research Quarterly, 8/2 (2004), 
pp.141-147.
31 Katja Grillner, ‘Design Research and Crical Transformaons: Situang Thought, Projecng Acon’, in 
Design Research in Architecture. An Overview, ed. by Murray Fraser (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate Publishing 
Limited, 2013), pp.71-94.
32 Rendell, p.143.
33 Grillner, p.73.
34 Rendell, p.143. Frayling menons Leonardo Da Vinci’s and John Constable’s noble methods of 
observaon and documentaon contribung to the future development of knowledge in di erent elds.
35 Interdisciplinary research takes place when “individuals operate at the edge and in between disciplines 
and in so doing queson the ways in which they usually work”, Ibid., p 145.
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or personal experience of, methods which are, if not unique, then at least characteriscs of 

[…] design pracces”.36 Finally, research “into” design “examines design from a historical and 

theorecal perspecve”.37 It is characterised by resorng to research methodologies from other 

disciplines such as social sciences and humanies among others and has been pracced the 

longest of the three categories, starng in the nineteenth century. In the two laer categories, 

it is considered that the act of knowledge development is explicit, and this has to be arculated 

during the research process but the outcome is not necessarily a design.38

The present research is posioned within the category of research “through” design due to 

the way the knowledge is generated based on complex architectural enquiry (into the limit) 

intersected with interdisciplinary methods combining theory (urban design literature and 

philosophy), personal experience and pracce (descripons, drawings, photography). These 

lead to a disncve research process conducted through re ecve pracce, a term coined by 

Donald A. Shön and central to the pracce of the architect and design. It relates to the "process 

of re econ-in-acon which is central to the "art" by which praconers somemes deal well 

with situaons of uncertainty, instability, uniqueness and value con ict”.39 In this research, 

drawing is the method of inquiry into limits. It is acknowledged that drawings represent things 

yet are unlike the thing itself or the experience of it.40 However, the act of drawing involves 

intense thinking and re econ where the rst line of the drawing is fragile and uncertain but 

this “talks-back” to the designer and she responds. Her response implies making a decision 

and this may include drawing a second or mulple lines, a change of drawing, technique or a 

change of plan. Thus, a “paern of acon” emerges, developing a uid conversaon between 

the drawing and designer. In some cases, the designer is aware of the process and decisions, 

applying her knowledge. In others, she is unsure and tries learning through doing. In other 

moments, the process takes over, where one line leads to another and one drawing to another 

as a reverie41 and it may even lead to surprise. Knowing is tacit to the responses and is referred 

36 Grillner, p.74.
37 Rendell, p.143.
38 Grillner, pp.73-75.
39 Donald A. Schön, The Re ecve Praconer (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2016), First published by 
Ashgate Publishing, 1983, p.50.
40 This gap is discussed by many authors but it is worth nong the work by Alberto Pérez-Gómez, in 
‘Architecture as Drawing’, Journal of Architectural Educaon, 36:2 (Winter 1982), pp.2-7 and Robin Evans, in 
‘Translaons from Drawing to Building’ published in his book taking the name from this chapter, Translaons 
from Drawings to Buildings and Other Essays (London: Architectural Associaon, 1997), pp.153-194 (154-
160).
41 This term is understood in the sense explained by Gaston Bachelard in his book The Poecs of Reverie. 
Childhood, Language and the Cosmos (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971), pp.159-160.
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to as “knowing-in-acon” by Shön.42 In this research, “knowing-in-acon” conveys the sense 

of knowledge acquired about the limit from diverse sources, presented in Part 1, of which I am 

aware and pay aenon to. However, it also conveys the sense of knowledge of pracce-led 

experience, gained through years of pracce in architecture/urbanism and urban design from 

di erent contexts. I am less aware of this during the drawing process, but it is equally relevant, 

determining and permeang precisely into the decisions made around the act of drawing, the 

drawings and the inquiry. Thus, this drawing process is a mode that allows the limit to reveal 

what is concealed and this happens within a pracce that includes re econ at its centre. 

Re econ enables quesoning of the tacit knowledge developed from repeon and di erent 

points. Hence, drawings will be complemented with explanaons based on the re econs 

unfolded through the process of drawing and the experience of drawing. Nevertheless, these 

explanaons will be paral as it is impossible to fully cover all the re econs and consideraons 

through the drawing process.

Phenomenological Design Research

Bringing together the two tradions described here, phenomenological research and design 

research, this thesis draws from the literature of phenomenological theory, which grounds my 

experiences of the case studies and their representaon, and the theories of design research. 

These have enabled me to interrelate the actual physicality of the limit and its experience 

with its representaon, alongside the experience of drawing representaons. As is tradional 

in ‘applied’ phenomenological research, I rely on my own experiences conducted in the rst-

person. Given that human experiences of the world are inherently subjecve and conngent, 

my accounts of my experiences are inevitable. Their rigour and reliability lie in my aempts to 

convey experiences in good faith, directly, thoughully and authoritavely, in such a way that 

they may resonate with others’ experiences of the same places. These accounts will inevitably 

include preconcepons deriving from my own cultural experiences and professional training, 

although I have done my best to acknowledge these where appropriate.

Experiences of limits as developed here are threefold, providing di erent, though 

interdependent, interpretaons: lived-experience, wrien-experience and drawing-experience. 

The lived-experience of the limit denotes the experience aained as Being43 condioned to 

42 Schön, see pp.49-75 and chapter 3 'Design as a Re ecve Conversaon with the Situaon', pp.76-104, 
for an insight into the re econ-in-acon in pracce of the architect.
43 Being begins with capital leer as it refers to the animated subject; in this case, I. 
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being-in-the-world44 where body-mind are a unity and the Being exists through dwelling in the 

world,45 meaning -in phenomenological terms- that they cannot be separated. Hence, lived-

experience takes place when we dwell-in-the-world and the limit appears and manifests itself 

to me in the world. The wrien-experience and drawing-experience are dependent on lived-

experience. The wrien and drawn  experience of the limit refers to re econs upon the limit 

through describing my lived-experiences, enabling me to idenfy and disnguish the limit in a 

conscious way. 

Idenfying the Research Gap

This thesis aims to make original contribuons to literature on urban design and architectural 

representaon. To do this, I must rst reach an understanding of the work that has been done 

by others on this subject.

In Urban Design

In urban design, Jan Gehl46 refers to the “edge e ect”, rst coined by the anthropologist Derk 

de Jonge.47 Kevin Lynch48 iden es the edge as one of the key ve urban elements contribung 

to legibility and iden es the boundary as a seam as well as a divider. Christopher Alexander 

comments that “if the edge fails then the space never becomes lively”.49 Similarly, Jane Jacobs50

refers to the dynamics between the sidewalk and the building, how the rim of the park a ects 

the performance of the park, to the border vacuum and how “a border exerts an acve 

in uence”.51 Gordon Cullen52 introduces the “art of relaonship” and, with this, introduces the 

“here and there” and the “this and that” with the tacit limit between them. The landscape 

architects Clare Cooper Marcus and Carolyn Francis53 consider the boundary and edge in 

44 Term borrowed from Heidegger.
45 Kaufer and Chemero (pp. 78-79) de ne the Heideggerian “world” as “the holisc background that we 
disclose” and “disclosedness” as the “we disclose the broad background against which parcular equipment 
makes sense […] (It) constutes our openness to the world”.
46 Jan Gehl, Life Between Buildings (Copengahen: The Danish Architectural Press, Island Press, 1971), 
p.141, & Cies for People (Washington: Island Press, 2010), p.137.
47 Derk de Jonge, ‘Applied Hodology’, Landscape 17 No.2 (1967), pp.10–11,
48 Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1961).
49 Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, Murray Silverstein and others, A Paern Language. Towns, 
Buildings, Construcon (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977) p.600.
50 Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of the American Cies (London: Penguin Books Ltd, 1961).
51 Ibid., p.217.
52 Gordon Cullen, The Concise Townscape (Oxford: Architectural Press, 1961).
53 Cooper Marcus, Clare and Francis, Carolyn ed., People Places. Design Guidelines for Urban Open Space 
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relaon to ownership and people’s needs and safety with a similar approach to the previous 

work by Oscar Newman (1973). Nevertheless, he focused his research on the residenal. Thus, 

since the 1960s there has been a clear recognion that the border, boundary, edge, here 

referred to as limit is prime in the urban space, the city.

However, to trace the origins of the boundary, we must go back at least to 1748 when this was, 

in a loose way, recognised in the Nolli map of Rome by Giambasta Nolli. The map shows how 

public spaces are assembled by the drawn detail, not just of the open public spaces, but also 

the inner public spaces accessible to all. The map shows an interest in exploring the connuity 

between public spaces revealing the transions between inner and outer spaces transgressing 

the limit between the two domains. In 1889, Camillo Sie54 published his work on the enquiry 

into arsc principles in the city, implying the limit in his gure-ground plans, even though he 

did not explicitly menon it.

This desire for connuity of space has been explored and taken to an extreme degree in the 

modern period. Rob Krier’s morphological studies55 are a reacon to the modern period aligned 

with Sie’s approach and, in a less direct manner, to the concept of the Nolli plan. He de nes 

two types of open public spaces: spaces to move through and spaces in which to stay, and all 

these are anked by façades. Thus, the façade is the limit of the public spaces and when two 

spaces are put together, the limit is implicit or transgressed. However, the limit, boundary, 

border or edge all seem relevant to Krier’s work and thinking, yet he does not menon them. 

Later, Edward T. White in his book Path, Portal, Place, Appreciang Public Space in Urban 

Environments, 56 combines the approaches of Cullen and Krier and de nes portals as moments of 

“transion and transformaon”. Portals are gateways or thresholds where the inside transforms 

into an outside and vice versa. They are in-betweens in their own right, able to orchestrate the 

unfolding of our views.57

From this millennium, three relevant studies should be noted. Firstly, the work by the 

geographer Larry R. Ford58 who lists an inventory of “spaces between buildings”, in his book with 

2nd. edn. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1998).
54 Camillo Sie, City Planning According to Arsc Principles, trans G Collins and C Collins. (New York: 
Random House, 1965 original published in 1889).
55 Rob Krier, Urban Space (New York: Rizzoli, 1979).
56 Edward T. White, Path, Portal, Place, Appreciang Public Space in Urban Environments (Tallahassee: 
Architectural Media Ltd, 1999), pp.57-98.
57 Quenn Stevens, The Ludic City. Exploring the Potenal of Public Spaces (Oxon: Routledge, 2007), p.188.
58 Larry R. Ford, Space Between Buildings (Balmore/London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000).
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this same tle. He establishes three categories of elements and spaces: 1). Buildings and space 

around the buildings, 2). Green, shaping space and the street, and 3). Alley and parking, shaping 

access.

The elements or spaces he re ects upon are spaces in their own right, and he argues how 

the current city is an inside out version of the tradional city. The terms limit, boundary and 

edge are menoned and in-between is de ned but in a generic way. Subsequently, the former 

architect Miloš Bobić59 provides the most extensive study on the boundary, focusing on the 

transion between inside and outside, public and private, and public and domesc domains. 

In his view, this transion de nes in a delicate but complex manner the degree and sense of 

urbanity of an environment and this can be in uenced, but not designed. The main argument 

and descripons presented in the rst parts of the book are original and accurate, but the 

representaons of the transions presented in the second part of the book are unsasfactory, 

adding lile or no knowledge. The third study is by the architect-urban planner Stevens, who 

examines the “playful uses of urban space”,60 where boundaries restrict or broaden what people 

can do in the public realm, demonstrang that the boundary shapes people’s experience and 

play in the city.61 Three chapters of his book are related to the limit: intersecons, boundaries 

and threshold and these are explored through descripons and in some cases supported by 

photos, but not graphically represented.

Although there is seemingly a consensus on the signi cance of the limit, there are no conclusive 

studies to the inquiry. A considerable number of studies recognise the limit, in others the limit is 

implicit and in a few the limit is explicitly explored. These studies o er a variety of terms and yet 

these are rarely de ned. The sociologist Richard Senne, in his essay The Open City,62 deploys 

the noun edges for limits and establishes two categories; boundaries or borders, which also 

feature in his later book Together.63 Edward Casey adopted the same terms de ned di erently in 

his later book, The World in Edge and he presents an intricate re econ upon the terms related 

to the edge leading to a loose categorisaon.

59 Miloš Bobić, Between the Edges. Street-building Transion as Urbanity Interface (The Netherlands: 
THOT Publishers, 2004).
60 Stevens, p.01.
61 Ibid., p.115.
62 Richard Senne, ‘The Open City’ in The Endless City, ed. by Ricky Burde and Deyan Sudijc (London & New 
York: Phaidon, 2007), also accessible at <hps://www.richardsenne.com/site/senn/UploadedResources/
The%20Open%20City.pdf> [Accessed 11 November 2016].
63 Richard Senne, Together. The Rituals, Pleasures and Polics of Cooperaon, (London: Penguin Books 
Ltd, 2013), p.79.
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On the Representaon of Limits in Drawing

Urban designers, landscape architects and architects use drawings as a way of represenng 

and communicang but they are aware of the separaon between the drawing and the object 

they represent. Designers and theorists as such as Alison and Peter Smithson,64 Evans, Vesely 

and others a rm that drawings cannot re ect the full extent of experiences. Even though 

the designer cannot design people’s experiences, she can plan, predict, aim to trigger certain 

experiences through the subtle use of elements, their physiognomies and their manipulaon. 

The architect65 perforates a wall not just to allow light and venlaon through but to show 

the passing of me or to mark something speci c with direct light. She may propose a large 

overhanging canopy to mark the entrance, providing a transional space protected from rain 

and direct sun, but also -and perhaps more importantly- to announce the authority of the 

company the building hosts through the imposed projected changeable shadow from the 

canopy upon the visitor. She may de ne the height of a wall de ning a space or segregang 

it but this may also be a seat acquiring a di erent funcon, meaning, and modifying the 

relaonship between the spaces it is dividing. So, the experiences per se are not designed as 

these are unforeseen but the triggers of possible experiences are considered and designed for, 

although these are far from being guaranteed.

Of the three designers -urban designer, landscape architect and architect- it is the architect 

whose medium is to manipulate limits in an explicit manner. She sets limits using walls and 

oors and transgresses them with doors, windows and stairs, these being the primary elements 

of a building. Hence, the limit is embedded in the thinking of the architect even if she does 

not think about the wall and oors in these terms.66 Nonetheless, some architects have looked 

at the limit explicitly. Van Eyck67 and Unwin pondered over the noon of the threshold in 

relaon to the doorway and indeed drew them. Many of Le Corbusier’s projects (Casa de La 

64 Alison and Peter Smithson, Italian Thoughts (Sweden: published by the o ce of the authors 1993). This 
book is the result of the summer workshops that annually would take place somewhere in Italy.
65 In this research architect refers to the professional who engages with design as a process of inquiry. 
The architect moves back and forth between the world of conceptual and tangible ideas deploying di erent 
types of thinking and operang. He tests conceptual ideas in the realm of the tangible through drawing 
or modelling deploying di erent scales enabling him to establish relaons. He goes through an iterave 
process moving ideas forward slowly through re ecve pracce. Di erent architects adopt and develop 
di erent methods and these vary through me and even between projects. The architect is a professional 
and in spite of applying a personal design method, he adopts the professional code of pracce. This varies 
between countries but in all it carries a signi cant level of liability and, at speci c stages of projects, de nes 
his pracce.
66 Adam Sharr, Heidegger’s Hut (Boston: MIT Press 2006).
67 In Smithson, Alison, ed, Team 10 Primer (Boston: MIT Press, 1968), pp.96-105.
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Plata, Villa Savoye, to name a few) are explained through the journey, moving from one room 

to another room, from one space to another and this implies the limit and its overcoming. 

Another paramount example is the work by Alvaro Siza, also considering the journey through 

the city into his buildings, as well as the con guraon and seng68 of the di erent parts of the 

building becoming part of the exisng where the limit is connuously transgressed. Moreover, 

Carlo Scarpa, in his project at Brion Cemetery in Italy, works with the idea of the threshold and 

the horizon de ning the physical boundary of the site. In all these cases and many others, the 

limit has been considered and drawn implicitly as part of the project prior to it being built. The 

architect neither drew the limit just as a limit, but as part of the whole and nor did he write 

speci cally about them. Nonetheless, we experience them.

Unlike the architects noted above, Bernard Tschumi69 writes about the boundary and deploys 

it in his design inquiry, encouraging him to experiment and overcome drawing convenons and 

move to other representaonal convenons like the ones used in music and choreography. 

Pallasmaa, Holl, and Pérez-Gómez70 unveil the importance of the di erent “grounds” to 

construct our views connuously presented to us while dwelling and a limit is embedded 

between two grounds. Moreover, the grounds are structured from the horizon, the datum 

as Alison and Peter Smithson call it in their book Italian Thoughts, common to all views. 

Juan Navarro Baldeweg71 di erenates between the experienal and geometric horizon and 

understands that space is experienced through the amalgamaon of views. These views are 

interrelated (stched together) through the horizon -as datum- proposing an alternave way 

of construcng views that quesons the bounding nature of space. Nevertheless, there is no 

published work, let alone an anthology on the graphic representaon of the limit, even though 

this is embedded in the thinking and pracce of the architect. The architect primarily draws with 

lines, which become an expression of the design process and these are limits and perspecves 

built from the horizon, the ulmate limit.

A Note on Case Studies

As outlined above, disncve case studies have been iden ed here. The phenomenological 

method relies on the researcher’s experience and these examples were selected as places 

68 Seng as he was trying to cover the empty and vacant posion on the view; nishing the scene.
69 Bernard Tschumi, Architecture and Disjuncon (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1996), pp.101-118.
70 Stephen Holl, Juhani Pallasmaa, Alberto Pérez-Gómez ed., The Queson of Percepon. Phenomenology 
of Architecture (San Francisco: William Stout Publishers, 2006).
71 Juan Navarro Baldeweg, Una Caja de Resonancia (Girona: Editorial Pre-textos, 2007).
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whose complex limits had previously made an impression on me in terms of their intriguing, 

complex and rich conjuncon of limits. I consciously returned to them to conduct this research 

and study further their experiences and representaons.

The landscape case I have examined is an inlet called Cala Pi situated on the South-West coast 

of the island of Mallorca. An inlet by de nion is an in-between, liminal space where the land 

made space for it. It is a disconnuity on the edge of the land where sea and land meet; a 

potenal place for invesgang limits.

The urban cases are located in the city of Barcelona, which has become famous since the 1980s 

for the strategic importance accorded there to public realm and city making, shown through 

the care invested in new projects. The city of Barcelona has a way of “making”72 re ecng a way 

of thinking and doing expressed as the “Modelo Barcelona”.73 This is characterised by the term 

“integraon”, an aribute that leads to design considering a variety of taccs, avoiding or at 

least minimising “plans” and empowering projects74. Barcelona is characterised by work-with-in 

(with the exisng and heritage) aiming for a balance between contextualism and innovaon.75

In Barcelona, typical urban elements of the large-middle scale such as ring roads, malls, large 

avenues with great ows of tra c, residenal units etc. are not juxtaposed with the urban 

fabric, expecng them to blend due to mere proximity. On the contrary, these elements are 

generated and designed from within the urban fabric and the dialogue among the di erent 

scales. They are designed for their integrity and identy as well as connuity, revealing intricate 

and sophiscated limits. These limits mediate di erent situaons in an operave way and also 

exist in the chosen case studies. Furthermore, the city council provides access to numerous data 

and mapping and substanal literature is available on the development and implementaon of 

72 This way of making is presented in several books and authors: Josep M Montaner, Fernando Álvarez, 
Zaida Muxí, ed. Archivo Crico: Modelo Barcelona 1973-2004 (Barcelona: Actar D, 2012); Joan Busquest Grau, 
Barcelona. The Urban Evoluon of a Compact City (Italy: Nicolodi, 2005), and Tim Marshall, Transforming 
Barcelona (London: Routledge, 2004).
73 Montaner et al., pp.217-284.
74 The city in the 1980s supported for Special Projects of Interior Refurbishment (Proyecte Especial de 
Rehabilitació Interior, PERIs) and avoided plans. The former provides informaon from the middle scale 
characterisc to planning but great e ort is put into the detailed design proper of the small scale and 
resoluon and characterisc of architecture.
75 Barcelona does not romancise heritage leaving parts of the city like museums due to an over protecon 
of the heritage. Barcelona allows even presgious parts of the city to change through me aiming for 
that balance between context, history and innovaon. An example of this are the changes to the original 
secon of the Avinguda Diagonal to adapt to the new needs of electric vehicles. The boulevard Diagonal is 
recorded in Allan B. Jacobs, Elizabeth Macdonald, and Yodan Rofé, The Boulevard Book. History, Evoluon, 
Design of Mulway Boulevards (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 2002), and recognised by many as a great 
urban element but the people of Barcelona have the con dence to allow this to mutate for the best to 
reach the needs of the 21st century. 
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its public realm.

Landscape Case Study

The landscape case study was iden ed as part of the general methodology to re ect on the 

limit, to queson what a limit is and how it operates for three reasons:

1. Liminality is a constuent condion of the landscape. Therefore, it makes it the perfect place 

to experience the liminal with minimal ar ce.

2. It has proved helpful to queson distorted intuions, overcome and see beyond 

preconcepons and to overcome my limitaons as a trained architect and urban designer.

3. Its experiences have helped me think about the limit outside of the built environment, 

where everything is made, manipulated and formalised following regulaons and socio-

economic processes.

The site is about 130 miles from Barcelona, sited on the south coast of Mallorca. The landscape 

here is mainly formed of limestone. Cala Pi itself is a geological incident where the sea meets 

the land, the land seems to have cracked open to allow the sea water to enter and, in this 

parcular inlet a stream of fresh water from inland crosses the inlet and meets the sea. 

Furthermore, the inlet is a limit to a selement placed to the east whereas the opposite side is 

purely natural. There are subtle man-made intervenons and the case will be presented from 

the whole to the parcular, ending by re ecng on the juxtaposion of sand, fresh water and 

sea water.

Two Urban Case Studies in Barcelona

The urban case study Jardins de Lina Òdena correlates with the famous Cerdà street-block of the

Eixample,76 which is repeated across a large part of the city. The term "street-block" includes the 

block itself, plus half of the adjacent streets, considered together as a unit. The selected block 

is one of over 50 blocks which have had their interior spaces  - Jardins (gardens) - recovered as 

open public spaces over the last 30 years. In the 1890s, Jardins de Lina Òdena was divided by 

76 The Catalan term Eixample translates into Spanish as Ensanche and in English refers to widening. This is 
deployed for the large urban extensions (widenings) to exisng cies or towns implemented at the end of 
the 1800s and 1900s in Spain as a result of a large populaon moving to the city. Valencia, Palma, Bilbao, 
Madrid, Sant Sebasan are some cies which have their eixample or ensanche. Manuel de Solà-Morales, 
in Cerdà / Ensanche (Barcelona: Edicions de la Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, SL, 2010), pp.13-19 
provides informaon on the Spanish ensanches and their relaon to European developments of that period.
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the limit separang the municipalies of Barcelona and Sant Mar.

The parcularity, but not uniqueness, of the recovered inner space of the block for public use 

proposes a greater number of juxtaposions of domains and consequently a greater number 

of liminal situaons compared to the typical street-block. There is public and private space, but 

within these there are variees; the street o ers a di erent type of publicness from the one 

experienced in the inner space, and the private space behind the front façade de ning the limit 

of the block di ers from the private space behind the façade facing the inner space. Therefore, 

a series of limits are studied. At the level of the street, the limit between the area dedicated to 

the vehicles and the pavement. At the level of the street-block, the limit between the pavement 

and the outer perimeter of the block and the limit between the pavement, outer perimeter and 

accesses to the inner space. At the level of the block, the limit between the inner open public 

space (Jardins) and the inner perimeter of the block and the limit between spaces within the 

inner open public space.

The case study L’Illa Diagonal superblock includes a variety of land uses including a shopping 

mall, o ces, hotels, car parking, convenon centre, high school and night club sited to the 

south-west of the Eixample. This shopping mall is a product of "neoliberalism",77 where the 

privazaon of public space has increasingly become a common condion and pracce in most 

cies. The generic shopping mall, when introduced into the urban fabric of a dense city, is 

usually conceived as an introverted box that collides with the city, and relaonships are forced. 

In this instance, the L’Illa Diagonal shopping mall which is part of the superblock includes a 

shopping centre, market, o ces, hotel and car parking. It has been carefully integrated into the 

city to overcome the typical boundaries and limits with the urban fabric associated with this 

type of development.

This case study belongs to one of the twelve areas of opportunity that the city council 

designated to decentralise Barcelona.78 L’Illa Diagonal belongs to the development area 

Diagonal-Sarrià and the district of Les Corts, placed between and mediang the Avinguda 

Diagonal and the residenal neighbourhood behind it. The programme has been used in a 

77 L’Illa Diagonal with its privased public space is a product of the neoliberal polical economic system 
based on the free-market with direct implicaons for development, culture and even social life where 
the private interests compromise the public good. Neoliberalism is based on laisse-faire in contrast to 
the egalitarian liberalism system of the 19th Century. This is associated with deregulang the market and 
reducing state intervenon in the economy through privasaon and austerity (see Paul L. Knox, Cies and 
Design (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2011), pp.127-138.
78 Joan Busquets Grau, Barcelona, The Evoluon of a Compact City (Italy: Nicolodi, 2005) p.380.
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strategic way in order to establish a gradaon between the scale of the Avinguda Diagonal and 

the local uses and scale of the neighbourhood. The building, L’Illa Diagonal, where the shopping 

centre is located, is an “in-between” designed to relate to the avenue, the residenal area and 

its varied dwellers, deploying intelligent and sophiscated limits. This is the most architectural of 

the case studies presented, involving moving between buildings and through a building.

Several limits will be considered: The superblock adopts a liminal condion as an in-between, 

between the avenue and residenal area and among the blocks facing the Avinguda Diagonal, 

in terms of deployment of massing and topography, land uses and linkage-entrances to the L’Illa 

Diagonal and its wider context. The entrances from Avinguda Diagonal experience the illusion 

of inside/outside, public/private (pseudo public) domains. These are openings inserted in the 

façade that de ne their relaonship with the façade, massing and pavement (linking di erent 

elements operang at di erent scales). The entrances are part of the passages that cross the 

building and intersect with the public space behind it, and the central arcade of the mall.
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Part 1: The Idea and Experience of the Limit

The Idea and Experience of the Limit

Part 1 of the research aims to account for the ontology and epistemology of the experienal 

limit in the built environment. It is structured into three chapters plus an interim conclusion.

Chapter 1.1. ‘The Idea of the Limit’ reviews how the limit is conceptualised and studied in the 

eld of urban design.1 It seeks to idenfy the research gap within the eld of urban design, 

the de nion of the limit in urban design and architecture, and methods employed to study 

the limit. The primary literature within the urban design eld,2 reviewed in Chapter 1.1, 

highlights authors who refer to the limit by using a broad terminology associated with a generic 

understanding. Theorists deploy di erent terms such as boundary, bound, edge, in-between, in-

betweeness, margin, marker and threshold. However, there appears to be no consistency in the 

use of these words.

The descripons of experiences of limits in the world presented in Chapter 1.2 ‘Experiencing 

the Limit’ complement this nding, exploring in the real world how the mulple descripons 

and de nions of the limit play out. All the words used to describe limits are part of our daily 

language. In meaning, they are in close proximity, introducing a dimension of ambiguity which 

makes them intriguing and inspiring, yet open to study and interpretaon. These di erent terms

pose relevant quesons. For instance, do “limit” and “boundary” have the same meaning? Does 

the “in between” refer to the limit or something di erent? Is the edge a limit or does the “edge” 

imply a limit? Does the “margin” include a limit? Do each of these terms correlate to a speci c 

spaal con guraon, do they include a number of determinant aspects? These quesons ask 

whether there is there a correlaon between language, experience and spaal con guraon.

Chapter 1.3, ‘De ning and Re-de ning the Limit’ thus turns to conceptual and abstract 

thinking about the limit in philosophy, and how the limit structures our lives as presented 

1 This chapter presents theories that belong to the eld of urban design, but these may be wrien by 
geographers, architects, planners or sociologists. The author’s background permeates their views as well 
as methodologies.
2 The revised theories are relevant or emergent from urban design as far as the authors refer to the built 
environment and more speci cally the space between buildings and urban condions. Nonetheless, some 
authors have a background in geography, anthropology, architecture, planning who conduct research in 
urban design.
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in anthropology. Philosophers have contemplated the limit as central to the act of being. 

Anaximander (c. 610 BC– c. 546 BC), for example, one of the rst philosophers to write down 

his re econs, was already concerned with this concept and it was the beginning of a concern 

shared by many in uenal philosophers through history, passing through Plato, Aristotle and 

Emmanuel Kant to modern and contemporary thinkers like Marn Heidegger and Gilles Deleuze. 

In this research, signi cant importance is given to the Spanish philosopher Eugenio Trías Sagnier, 

who dedicated most of his later work to the “Philosophy of the Limit”. Subsequently the concept 

of “liminal”, closely related to the limit, is explored through the work of anthropologists as 

such as Victor W. Turner, Arnold van Gennep and other more contemporary authors like Bjørn 

Thomanssen and Arpad Szakolczai. The noon of the liminal advances the discussion to the 

threshold, bridge (Simmel) and city wall bringing it back to the built environment. This chapter 

will address the etymology of the limit and other related words and idenfy a theorecal 

framework for the limit through its de nion.

Chapter 1.4 ‘Interim Conclusion’ presents a working de nion of the limit in architecture and 

urban design based on the above, to be further explored in relaon to the representaon of the 

limit in Part 2 of the thesis.
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1.1  The Idea of the Limit

Canonical authors publishing within the eld1 of urban design have considered the queson 

of the limit to some degree, but it is challenging to propose a convincing categorisaon of 

knowledge due to the variety of approaches to urban design as subject and profession. The 

available reviews of the eld of urban design published in books by Ali Madanipour, Clara 

Greed and Marion Roberts, Barnerjee Tridib and Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris, and the trilogy 

by Alexander R. Cuthbert and the readers Malcom Miles, Tim Hamm and Ian Borden, Mahew 

Carmona and Steve Tiesdell, Michael Larice and Elizabeth Macdonald2 provide di erent 

overviews determined by the respecve editors’ backgrounds, pracces and interests, o ering 

diversity instead of consensus to the structure of knowledge on urban design. This research is 

interested in the design nature of the eld and in thinking for urban design, referring to “the 

body of knowledge, ideas and pracces which characterise the applied eld”.3 My interest lies 

1 In 1956, the Spanish architect-urban planner José Luis Sert held the conference “Urban Design” at the 
Harvard University Graduate School of Design where he presented two de nions of urban design, but 
nowadays there is sll no consensus on the de nion of urban design or if this is a eld or discipline (see, 
Alex Krieger, William S. Saunders, Alex and William S. Saunders, eds., Urban Design (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2009), pp.113-114; Ali Madanipour, Design of Urban Design. An Inquiry into a Social-
Spaal Process (Chichester, West Sussex: John Wiley & Sons, Inc, 1996), pp.91-94 and Urban Design, Space 
and Society (Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), pp.11-14; Mahew Carmona, Tim Heath, 
Taner Oc & Steve Tiesdell, Public Places Urban Spaces (Oxford: Architectural Press: 2003), pp.3-19. Clara 
Greed and Marion Roberts consider urban design as a “subject and a profession”, Introducing Urban Design. 
Intervenons and Responses (Harlow, Essex: Addison Wesley Longman Limited, 1998), p.vii. Carmona et al. 
(2003), deploy the terms " eld" and "discipline" while Alexander R. Cuthbert in his trilogy (edited book), 
Designing Cies: Crical Readings in Urban Design (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2003); The Form of Cies: 
Polical Economy and Urban Design (Malden & Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2006) and Understanding 
Cies: Method in Urban Design (Abington, Oxon: Routledge, 2003, 2006, 2011), reviews “urban design” 
concluding that urban design is not a discipline but an inter and muldisciplinary eld. Madanipour, Urban 
Design, Space and Society (Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), pp.14-23, agrees with 
Cuthbert’s posion but he goes further discussing that “urban design can potenally go beyond mul-
disciplinary collaboraon and engage in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary work”.
2 Madanipour 1996 & 2014; Clara Greed and Marion Roberts; Barnerjee Tridib, Anastasia Loukaitou-
Sideris, eds., Companion to Urban Design (Abington, Oxon: Routledge, 2011); Cuthbert 2003, 2006 & 2011; 
Malcom Miles, Tim Hamm, Ian Borden, eds. The City Cultures Reader, 2nd edn. (Abington, Oxon: Routledge, 
2004) this includes a part tled: ‘Boundaries and Transgression’ though this covers the subject from a 
di erent angle than the boundaries/limits of interest to this study; Mahew Carmona & Steve Tiesdell, 
eds., Urban Design Reader (Oxford & Burlington: Architectural Press, 2007), Michael Larice and Elizabeth 
Macdonald, eds., The Urban Design Reader (Abingdon, Oxon and New York: Routledge, 2007).
3 Mike Biddulph, ‘The Problem with Thinking about or for Urban Design’, Journal of Urban Design, 17:1, 
(2012), pp.1-20.
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in the parcularity of substanve knowledge quesoning the “what and why”, in contrast to the 

normave thinking that focuses on “what should be”. This chapter covers a review of authors 

whose work is widely accepted and well referenced in urban design, yet also relates to the 

speci city of this research and its focus on the spaality and the everyday life of boundaries 

(limits) by deploying a phenomenological design research methodology. Therefore, the selected 

authors and theories study boundaries, at least to some extent, as socio-spaal phenomena and 

thus focus on their spaal qualies and people’s experience of them. This secon, founded on 

my review of the literature, proposes a loose triparte structure. Each group is based on what 

originated their enquiry in relaon to the crical posion that informed their research methods 

and outcomes that are relevant to this research.4

The rst group is led by authors who studied urban life in the public realm such as Jan Gehl, 

William Hollingsworth Whyte, Jane Jacobs, Gordon Cullen and Quenn Stevens. 5 These authors 

do not conceive the city without people therefore, these are at the centre of their enquiry. 

They study people’s behaviour and preferences when inhabing the built environment in 

order to idenfy ways of designing the built environment to improve it and increase its use. 

The second group includes authors who contributed to de nions of some of the normave 

theories6 of urban design based on their work quesoning the “what and why”. These are Kevin 

Lynch, Christopher Alexander, Clare Cooper Marcus & Carolyn Francis, and Larry R. Ford.7 These 

look for principles and guidance to assess or design new environments, predicng a posive 

result as well as providing environments that people desire. The authors in the second group 

are sll interested in people, but start their enquiry from the built environment and, in some 

cases engage with people to examine what they think, want or wish but do not monitor their 

behaviour in the built environment. Therefore, there is a shi  between the rst and second 

group in relaon to the role of the inhabitant within their enquiry and this has informed their 

4 In their book Public Places Urban Spaces 2nd edn (Oxford: Architectural Press: 2010), Mahew Carmona, 
Tim Heath, Taner Oc & Steve Tiesdell o er an overview of the eld organised into three parts and the 
second part is structured under six dimensions: morphological, perceptual, social, visual, funconal and 
temporal, providing some support to the proposed structure here.
5 Jan Gehl, Life Between Buildings (Copenhagen: The Danish Architectural Press, Island Press, 1971); 
William H. Whyte, The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, (New York: Project for Public Spaces, 1980); Jane 
Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cies (London: Penguin Books Ltd, 1961); Gordon Cullen, 
The Concise Townscape (Oxford: Architectural Press, 1961); Quenn Stevens, The Ludic City. Exploring the 
Potenal of Public Spaces, (Oxon: Routledge, 2007).
6 Larice and Macdonald eds.
7 Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1961); Christopher Alexander, Sara 
Ishikawa, Murray Silverstein with others, A Paern Language. Towns, Buildings, Construcon (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1977); Clare Cooper Marcus and Carolyn Francis, ed., People Places. Design 
Guidelines for urban Open Space 2nd edn. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1998); Larry R. Ford, Space 
Between Buildings (Balmore/London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000).
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methodologies. The third group is composed of authors whose main approach is morphological, 

focusing on the forms of urban fabrics, recognising the aspects, elements and interrelaonships 

that de ne the urban fabrics as well as the processes and transformaons that are shaped by 

cultural and socio-economic factors. Some concentrate on idenfying elements that constute 

the urban fabrics establishing types that are repeated evolving and adapng through me. 

Hence, this group have shi ed their view-point on the built environment as a result of human 

intervenons, with an emphasis on processes and systemazaon. The importance of the Nolli 

plan and gure-ground plan as techniques are recognised and this group is led by Nolli, Italian 

architect and surveyor and his interpretaon and representaon of Rome dated 1748. He is 

followed by Camillo Sie, Rob Krier, Roger Trancik, Edward T. White and Bobić.8

The Limit De ning Urban Life in the Public Realm

This rst group of authors studying urban life base their research on the study of people’s 

behaviour and inhabitaon of the public realm. They are interested in understanding how 

people use public spaces, where they like to go, preference of paths, sing. In short, they are 

interested in the individual’s behaviours and their choices. They observe people’s behaviour in 

the city and this is recorded in di erent modes chosen by the authors. Some select mapping the 

inhabitants’ movements, stops, where they stay and for how long, while others take pictures 

and/or videos. Some prefer to conduct quesonnaires or open interviews, asking for rounes 

and preferences when inhabing a space or area. Researchers design the protocols behind the 

method in relaon to the research queson and in some cases, they use a mixture of methods 

to be contrasted or complemented.

Acvies Dependent on the Edges

Gehl,9 in his seminal book Life Between Buildings rst published in 1971, puts forward his theory 

on the dynamics of urban life in public spaces based on systemac empirical observaon. 

He studies and classi es acvies that take place in the public real. He establishes a direct 

proporonal relaonship between the me people spend in a space, their acve contact with 

8 Camillo Sie, City Planning according to Arsc Principles (New York: Random House 1965 -original pub 
1889); Rob Krier, Urban Space (New York: Rizzoli, 1979); Roger Trancik, Finding Lost Space (Canada: Wiley, 
1986); Edward. T. White, Path, Portal, Place, Appreciang Public Space in Urban Environments (Tallahassee: 
Architectural Media Ltd,2007); Miloš Bobić, Between the Edges. Street-Building Transion as Urbanity 
Interface (The Netherlands: THOT Publishers, 2004)
9 Gehl is Danish architect devoted to the study of “urban life” and his well-known work started in 
Copenhagen though he has conducted studies for many European cies, American and Australia. 
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other people and also between the me people stay in a space in relaon to the quality of the 

public space. As part of the qualies of the public space he refers to the term “edge e ect”10

originally coined by the sociologist Derk de Jonge, in 1967, who demonstrated the importance 

of the “edge” through his observaons whilst “open plains or beaches are not used unl the 

area around the edge is fully occupied”.11 Gehl observes that the “edge e ect” also takes place 

in public spaces and he refers to natural condions like the forest or beach relang to both de 

Jonge12 and Edward T. Hall.13 Gehl corroborates that the “popular zones for staying are found 

along the façades in a space or in the transional zone between one space and the next[…]. 

Stopping zones also are found along the borders of the spaces or at the edges of spaces within 

the space”.14 Therefore, the edge in this reading refers to the limit between two things or areas; 

somemes it is where two spaces, space and façade or others meet. He a rms that the edge

provides some psychological and praccal advantages where people can see whilst not being too 

exposed, helping them to keep distance from others. Acvies may take place within the edge; 

for instance, when an acvity spills from one domain into another. He refers to the doorstep as 

a place to stay and from which later to move into the space if desired, and describes how kids 

gather along the entrance for a while unl they start playing and taking over the space. Thus, 

the edge is more than just a thin line; it has a thickness where things happen. Furthermore, 

Gehl, in Cies for People published in 2010 menons once again15 the noon of the edge but 

this me with considerable focus, addressing the edge de ned by the buildings where he o ers 

pictures of people inhabing the edge, walking alongside façades, shopfronts de ning the edge 

and so on, alongside text explaining its characteriscs. He refers to the place “where the city 

and building meet” referring to the “zone” we experience as we walk along where the frontages 

are places, where we “enter buildings and where indoor and outdoor life can interact”. The 

edge de nes the individual visual eld contribung to the spaal experience helping to de ne 

the “individual space as a place. Just as the walls of a home support acvies and communicate 

a sense of wellbeing, the city’s edges o er a feeling of organizaon, comfort and security”.16

The façade, as edge, establishes a rhythm to the street through a sequence of front shops, the 

10 Gehl, Life Between Buildings, pp.148-149.
11 Ibid., p.149.
12 Derk de Jonge, ‘Applied Hodology’, Landscape 17 (1967), pp.10–11
13 Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension (New York: Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, Inc. 1988), 
pp.138.141.
14 Gehl, pp.149.
15 Previously menoned in Life between Buildings originally published in 1971 and again in 2011.
16 Hall explains how Europeans usually furnish spaces from the edge while Japanese furnish the space from 
the centre from which to read and make evident the edge of the space establishing a tension between the 
two. These are completely di erent concepons of space and its limit based on cultural and philosophical 
understandings of the void. 
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width and size of ve to six metres of property is favoured, and vercal lines are favoured when 

posioning the fenestraon as well as when composing the main lines of the overall façade.17

All these aspects a ect our percepon of me as well as the amount of acvity these create. 

Gehl explains that ground oor elevaons of buildings should have details, as we need 

smulaon every four to ve seconds and also di erence things can take place jointly such as 

secondary seang or standing along the façade. We get seven mes more city life in areas with 

so  edges, acve façades, contrasng with hard edges.18 Along the so  edges, even if these 

tend to be busier than the hard edges, people stop to compose their shopping bags, talk on 

the mobile phone, while people walking along hard edges walk faster and no acve interacon 

takes place. This corroborates Gehl’s frequently quoted remark that “people come where people 

are”.19

A similar argument applies in residenal areas, although the formalizaon of the so  edge is 

de ned by the use and needs for privacy, and the di erent points have been substanated by 

observaon studying di erent residenal areas in di erent countries with di erent cultures.20

In residenal areas the so  edges contribute to a sense of protecon, security and territoriality. 

Gehl menons Oscar Newman’s guidance provided in Defensible Space21 where he welcomes 

transional space/s between private and public, but these need to be well-de ned where the 

public can disnguish between public, semi-public and private, and he especially alludes to 

changes in levels as a possible tacc (the same is also referred by Bobiç and N. John Habraken).22

So we can conclude that the “so  edge” de nes places where the city and building meet, 

whereas the edge de nes space as place. Due to perforaons of the edge, exchange between 

the inside and outside takes place, contribung to the possible creaon of a common zone along 

the edge. In many occasions this provides opportunies for sing, standing and more. “The 

edge is a really good place to be in the city” and “life grows from the edge towards the middle".

17 Gehl focuses on the experience of the pedestrian and says that every four seconds we should see 
something di erent; this new or di erence thing can be a small change. It is a way of keeping the pedestrian 
entertained and to some extent engaged and the environment working to her rythmn. Therefore, vercal 
lines in contrast to horizontal lines supports this. If we constantly receive smulus in a structured manner, 
then a journey may feel shorter than physically is or longer depending on how these are.
18 Hard edges are edges with no openings, closed or very few doors on ground oors. Façades that have 
lile interacon with the outside; therefore, do not generate city life.
19 Whyte also uses the same sentence.
20 Jan Gehl, Cies for People (Washington, Covelo, London: Island Press 2010), pp.75-89
21 Oscar Newman, Defensible Space. People and Design in the Violent City (London: Architectural Press, 
1972).
22 N. John Habraken & ed by Jonathan Teicher, The Structure of the Ordinary. Form and Control in the Built 
Environment (Cambridge, Mass and London, England: MIT Press, 1999), pp.22-24.
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To understand the importance Gehl devotes to the “so  edge”, it is necessary to revisit the 

criteria he establishes to assess the quality of the public space.23 In his latest book How to 

Study Public Life,24 he presents 43 criteria for the assessment of public space qualies. The 

criteria are structured into four main groups and the relevant ones for this study are under 

“design”, subdivided into a further three groups: 1) Structure of pedestrian systems including 

six aspects; 2) Designing the spaces – Designing the edges including four aspects and relevant 

to this research; and 3) Designing/Detailing the public spaces, that includes 16 aspects which 

he reduced to just 12, becoming the nal criteria to assess public space and already presented 

in his previous book referenced above and New City Life.25 The 12 criteria are organised under 

three themes: Protecon with three criteria, comfort with six and delight with six and all 

presented on a matrix. Within the 12 criteria, in number four the edge is implied: Protecon 

against tra c and accidents (feeling safe), protecon against crime and violence (feeling 

secure)26 and opportunies to stand and opportunies to sit.27 Nonetheless, the implicit 

representaon of the edge in the criteria is clear a er reading his book Cies for People but 

there is no speci c part devoted to the edge.

Thus, the edge is relevant to the spaal experience of the inhabitant. This may be physical, but it 

also has a psychological impact. For instance, it can contribute to de ning territory and sense of 

safety in residenal areas. The edge has dimension; it is not just a line; it can be inhabited, and 

acvity can grow from it a ecng the centre. 

People’s Use and Acvies De ning the Double Edge

In some respects, the sociologist Whyte28 could be considered the counterpart of Gehl in 

America but with a di erent background. Whyte was the pioneer of “The Street Life Project”,

which started in 1970 in New York, whereas Gehl was the precursor of pedestrianisaon based 

23 This probably is his main contribuon to the eld of urban design alongside the classi caon of acvies 
and their correlaon with the quality of space
24 Jan Gehl, How to Study Public Life (Washington, Covelo, London: Island Press, 2013), pp.106-107.
25 Jan Gehl, Lars Gemzøe, Sia Kirknaes & Bri Søndergaard, New City Life (Copenhagen: Danish Architectural 
Press, 2006).
26 Safety and security is a feeling experienced and desired in all cultures and it is especially important in 
residenal areas where personal territory is a key aspect.
27 Jan Gehl, Cies for People, pp.239.
28 Whyte was an American sociologist, urbanist and writer. He mainly studied public life in New York’s 
streets and open spaces. 
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on his studies carried out between 1962 and 1996.29 Whyte is renowned for his observaons 

applying clear protocols. However, both authors put people rst30 in their invesgaons with 

the aim of understanding people’s behaviour in everyday situaons to deduct their needs 

and wishes, using comparable and in some cases similar methodologies.31 Whyte studied the 

speci cs of how a person behaves, how people relate to each other and how this happens in 

the public realm, re ecng his sociological background.32 The environment is the backdrop and 

the person is in the foreground leading the research methods and analysis. He found out that 

there are contradicons between what people say they do in the public realm in informal chats, 

quesonnaires or interviews, compared with what they actually do.33 An example of this is when 

people say that they want to see but not to be seen but they behave in a contradictory way.34

This “see and be seen” somehow informs the way the public realm is used and these two things 

happen in the centre, but in many cases between the centre and the limit creang tensions35

between the two, alluding in an indirect way to the limit. Thus, Whyte does not corroborate 

Gehl’s view of the symbiosis between the limit and the centre, or the limit being essenal for 

the centre to work.

The limit is implicit in many of his examples, but he does not re ect speci cally upon the limit, 

boundary, border, transion or in-between. For instance, he recalls that most encounters take 

place at corners, at the intersecon between streets, and at entrances of busy commercial 

29 And published in Jan Gehl and Gemzoe Lars, Public Spaces Public Life 3rd edn. (Copenhagen: Danish 
Arkitektens Forlag, 2004), p.7, the rst publicaon in English dates from 1996.
30 Nonetheless, conceptually, they begin from slightly di erent approaches which in turn in uences the 
way they present their research and outcomes. Gehl was interested in nding out why a public space works 
and for him this is de ned by the number of people inhabing the space, plus the me they inhabit it for. 
Therefore, he studied how people use the public space aiming to understand the triangulaon between the 
person, people and the environment though with great aenon on the laer to inform design. In Whyte’s 
work people are very much at the front of his observaons.
31 Whyte conducted rst hand observaons of public spaces focusing on individuals, groups behaviour 
and paying special aenon to how many people inhabited the space at one me, length of their stay and 
acvies. Gehl recorded similar situaons but both developed di erent protocols. Whyte used the camera 
to take photos at equal mes enabling him to acquire data for long periods of me and to understand overall 
rhythm of spaces. Whereas Gehl followed people, mapped inhabitaon and so and he also conducted 
quesonnaires and interviews. Whyte and his team, where appropriate, will record in maps and tables 
inhabitaons using a speci c coding that it is comparable to Gehl’s.
32 Perhaps one of the di erences between both authors is that Gehl agrees with the statement that the 
environment determines people and people determine the environment; there is a symbioc relaonship 
between them. Whereas Whyte is interested in people’s behaviours and needs, and the individual is the 
focus and the environment serves to the individual. 
33 William H. Whyte, City: Rediscovering the Center (New York, London: Doubleday, 1988), p.11.
34 Gehl also presents this idea and Cullen dwells on the same presented through the analogy of the city 
as a theatre where you go to “see and be seen” and Senne also refers to this in his book The Fall of Public 
Man (London: Penguin Books, 2002), rst published in 1977 by Alfred A. Knopf Inc., New York.
35 Habraken explains that the relaon and dynamics between private and public are de ned by the degree 
and nature of tensions between the two and types and levels of negaons. 
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buildings and at the edge between the inside and outside. He explains the “sidewalk ballet” and 

how this is associated with the locaons menoned above whereby he could predict people’s 

reacon when encountering people they know. He talks about how watchers -to see but also to 

be seen36- place themselves at the edge of the street - and this can be a low wall that limits but 

it also acts as a bench. He considers the façade as a thick wall, a limit where di erent things take 

place such as people sing on it, playing chess or exhibing art work. Once more the façade is 

a locaon for waing, seeing things, exhibing. In other cases, the window in the façade frames 

the outside, while simultaneously, the inside becomes the stage to be contemplated from the 

outside reversing the tradional role of the window: to see and be seen.

He also talks about the good use of the limit in the plazas on 5th avenue which have a double 

funcon, whereby at one level it is interpreted as a limit and on another it is a link between the 

two areas it de nes. Subsequently, Whyte alludes to the limit and to elements that are limits but 

which also have other funcons. His conclusions however are comparable and complementary 

to those of Gehl, who is more speci c especially about the importance of the limit in the public 

realm.

The Membrane Versus the Border Vacuum

Jane Jacobs37 dedicates the rst part of her renowned book The Death and Life of Great 

American Cies published in 1961 to the understanding of people’s social behaviour in cies as 

the basis for the second part about the economic behaviour of cies,38 and in di erent parts she 

refers to the border. In the opening of the chapter “The uses of sidewalks: safe”, she says that 

“a city sidewalk by itself is nothing… It means something only in conjuncon with the buildings 

and other uses that border it, or border other sidewalks very near it”39 and the same can be 

said about the streets. The bordering uses and users of the street and sidewalks are acve 

parcipants, making the sidewalks and street safe and this is one of the most valued aributes 

of cizens. She devotes the chapter to narrang anecdotes of her mixed-use neighbourhood and 

drawing from them, we understand that these happen from the façade, creang an in-between 

of around two metres from the façade into the building and four metres from the façade into 

the street. Of course, this refer to an exemplary lively and safe neighbourhood, but something 

36 Whyte, City: Rediscovering the Center, pp.28-30.
37 Jane Jacobs was an American-Canadian journalist and acvist who in uenced urban studies and 
opposed to the plans for Robert Moses the city planners for New York.
38 Jacobs, p.24.
39 Ibid., p.39.
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di erent will take place when this urban condion is absent. These in-betweens would not 

exist if the buildings were the same but, due to residents’ fears, insecuries or di erent modes 

of living replaced the idea of the façade operang as a membrane, with the idea of islands 

with their associated boundaries.40 This argument is very close to that of Gehl and Whyte, but 

extends it further by idenfying the width of the strip, de ning a type of limit or in-between.

Jacobs also refers to the importance of the rim of the neighbourhood parks and their 

relaonship to the hinterland and speci cally to diversity as this will a ect the rhythm41 of the 

park. If the rim and the hinterland have a dominang use with users having the same daily 

metable, the park is used at very speci c hours but is empty at other mes, thus becoming a 

vacuum.42 Furthermore, the park changes if you change its surroundings; therefore from the 

outside (the limit) you can change the performance of the centre. Successful parks help to knit 

together the intricacy of diverse funcons of the hinterland, and they are neither barriers nor do 

they create vacuums.43 She opens the chapter “The curse of border vacuums” with a re econ 

on borders:44

“A border – the perimeter of a single massive or stretched-out use of territory- 

forms the edge of an area of “ordinary” city. O en borders are thought of as 

passive objects, or maer-of-factly just edges. However, a border exerts an acve 

in uence.”45

The border vacuum takes place when there is a lack of diversity and therefore also of vitality. 

This is presented in railroad tracks, waterfronts, campuses, large parks or parking areas, etc 

as a result of mono-funconal areas and low intensity of use. The border of the area forms a 

vacuum to the adjoining area. To understand this e ect, she suggests dividing all the land of the 

city into two types. Firstly, “general land” refers to the land where people can move freely from 

40 Here understood as a barrier with a negave connotaon. See Ibid., pp.56-57.
41 Whyte also refers to the rhythm of the street depending of the uses of the building and how these 
de ne people’s coming and goings de ning the public life on the streets re ected in a form of rhythm due 
to its cyclic repeons: daily, weekly, sessional, yearly depending about the place and acvies taking place. 
He explains in detail the rhythm of the 5th Avenue where o ces are the main and leading usage.
42 Jacobs, pp.107-108.
43 Ibid., p.111.
44 Borders are contested lines that connuously change their in uence and meaning. It is a term used 
by geographers and sociologists to refer to the froner between countries and these have a jurisdiconal 
meaning and power. From these lines laws are imagined and implemented that apply to the two sides of the 
border or just one side. The two countries rede ne their idenes from this line. 
45 Ibid., p.271.
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here to there and back and traverse it, including the streets, small parks, plazas and lobbies of 

public buildings. The second type, “special land”, refers to “something that is in the way, so far 

as the general public on foot is concerned. It is a geographic obstacle”.46 It supports the use of 

the general land and supports people’s dwelling their home, work or other acvies. These two 

kinds of land need from each other “but there is always certain tension in their relaonship”.47

Thus, in the join between these two main types of land there is a limit characterised by 

tension and negoaon. She concludes that by understanding these borders48 we should avoid 

producing them. For her, “diversity”, used in the broad sense, is the remedy for these situaons, 

though in her secon on “Salvaging project”, she acknowledges that special taccs are required 

to salvage these laer situaons.

The Limit De ning the Ever-Changing View

Jacobs believes that there is a di erence between complexity and chaos in the environment. 

We experience chaos in the city, but this has an underlying order. The city needs a complex 

order that is read as chaos in order to funcon and succeed, and this is essenal to street 

safety and city freedom.49 Cullen50 would support her argument about the complex order of 

the city, as he aims to understand order among complexity while inhabing and experiencing 

the city. However, the similaries between both authors end here as they have completely 

di erent approaches. Cullen in 1961 published Townscape and in 1971 re-published it under 

the tle The Concise Townscape, based on the idea of townscape51 coined by Thomas Sharp in 

his study of Oxford in 1948.52 Cullen had studied it since 1949 when he joined the Architecture 

Review as editor. The “art of relaonship”53 is fundamental to Cullen’s theory as a way of seeing: 

46 Ibid., p.276.
47 Ibid., p.277.
48 In the way border is framed here, it is understood as a barrier, something that separates, and it is 
di cult to be overcome or transgressed. She proposed diversity helping with relaonships, overlapping 
and/or linking. 
49 Alice Sparberg Alexiou, Jane Jacobs: Urban Visionary (New Brunswick, New Yersey, London: Rutgers 
University Press, 2006) p.176.
50 Gordon Cullen was a Brish journalist and architect and urban planner consultant. He worked for the 
Architectural Review (AR) taking di erent roles and during that period he became interested in planning. 
A er leaving AR he became an independent writer and through his wrings in uenced the profession of 
Town Planning. 
51 Townscape is de ned as “the visual appearance of a town; the landscape or layout of a town or other 
urban area; urban scenery” by the online Oxford English Diconary (OED online Oxford Press <hp://www.
oed.com/view/Entry/204075> [Accessed 18 April 2018].
52 The Urban Diconary of Urbanism states that Sharp is the rst using the word in this sense and its 
meaning was developed by collaborators of the AR (Robert Cowan, The Diconary of Urbanism (Tisbury, 
Wiltshire: Streetwise Press Limited, 2005) p.400) where Cullen was an important gure.
53 Charles W. Moore and Gerald Allen in their book Dimensions. Space, Shape & Scale in Architecture (New 
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nong that many di erent elements like buildings, trees, water, walls, railings, etc form the 

environment. Each of these elements has its own aributes and these are put together to create 

the whole, releasing visual drama. The aributes of these elements are exaggerated, enhanced 

or understood depending on how these relate to the whole and to di erent parts, and how 

the di erent elements and parts are entwined de ning the uniqueness of the context. This 

way of seeing was developed further, based on the characteriscs of our everyday experience 

of the built environment. This is comprehended through sight and the kinaesthec experience 

whereby the body takes posions in the environment – in space. As we move through space 

the body takes posions and associated to this is the ever-changing views that the subject 

experiences. Therefore, the urban environment is experienced through the juxtaposion of 

these views, giving form to what Cullen calls the “serial view”. Cullen records the “serial view” 

with a plan, usually a gure-ground, where he numbers all the locaons from which the views 

have been experienced and this plan is completed with a perspecve for each locaon.

Nowadays this is a recognised method whereby the perspecves may be substuted for photos. 

The views constung the “serial view” are generated by the symbioc relaonship between 

the body and its relave posion within the environment creang reacons. These reacons 

are expressed with what Cullen calls the “unspoken words I am outside it, I am entering it, I am 

in the middle of it”54 and these correlate to the “here” and to the reciprocal “there”. These two 

terms relate to two di erent things with an inherent limit somewhere in between. For example, 

I am leaving the plaza therefore entering the park: two elements that are put next to each other, 

automacally establishing relaonships which de ne the limit itself; perhaps the in-between. I 

am right under the arches –“here”- from which on one side I see the street -the “there”- and on 

the other side the square –the “other there”. In this case, the limit between the two “theres” is 

the “here” of the arches; a limit for the two adjacent spaces and an element that essenally puts 

the two spaces together and de nes the way these are related and experienced. This reminds us 

of the horizon;55 the ulmate limit between the “here” and the “there” that is informing Cullen’s 

reading.

York: Architectural Record Books, 1976), in the last secon refer to architecture as an assembly of things and 
how these are put together emanang the magic (p.175). The secon on “scale” simply explains what they 
mean with “put together” relang to something in relaon to something else (p.17), to sets of relaons 
(p.21) and refer to a façade that seems a choreography where order is perceived among surprises and 
ambiguies (p.22). Their re econs are on architecture and public spaces de ned by/from the buildings 
without referring to the open space independently though it is applicable to the spaces in between.
54 Cullen, p.9.
55 The horizon is the boundary-line where the earth and sky meet. Here, it refers to a boundary -line that 
may not correlate with the canonical horizon, but it acts like it. It is there, I can see it but I cannot touch it. 
It reposions again and again as I move relave to my eye.
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This “here” and “there” of Cullen relates to the “architectural synthesis of foreground, middle 

ground and distant view” of Steven Holl, Juhani Pallasmaa and Alberto Pérez-Gómez. Subjecve 

and objecve qualies fuse and become part of the “experienal connuum” unfolding from 

the enmeshed experiences and intrinsic views. Their short descripon sheds light on these 

relaonships: “When we sit at a desk in a room by a window, the distant view, light from the 

window, oor material, wood of the desk, and eraser in hand begin to merge perceptually”. The 

two grounds and view –crucial “in the creaon of architectural space”- are juxtaposed with a 

limit in between, but in the design phase these can be explored separately though ulmately 

they will be experienced and perceived together.56

Cullen also refers to diversion in relaon to “conformity”, evoking this and that, referring again 

to the art of relaonship where the individual and juxtaposion of properes of the elements 

become truly themselves.57 This concept is not far from the “here” and “there” but refers to 

elements or properes within the “here”, but with an implicit unde ned limit between the two: 

this and that. In this case it is the materials, properes or form of objects which di erenate the 

one from the other.

Playful Boundaries, and Thresholds

Stevens,58 in his book The Ludic City. Exploring the Potenal of Public Spaces, explores “the 

playful uses of urban space”59 focusing on people’s experiences in the urban environment 

where the laer is the backdrop and people in the forefront, similar to the studies of Whyte 

and Gehl. Although Stevens points out that to some extent experiences are possible, due to 

spaal qualies and everyday acvies associated with spaces encouraging and supporng 

certain playful acons. He provides detailed descripons of people’s behaviour examining 

the relaonship between speci c sengs and their playful use. These are catalogued under 

ve types: paths, intersecons, boundaries, thresholds and props of which two (or perhaps 

three) are related to this research directly. Boundaries are presented as limits de ning what 

individuals can do, see and where they can go, providing a framework which people can take 

56 Steven Holl, Juhani Pallasmaa, Alberto Pérez-Gómez, The Queson of Percepon. Phenomenology of 
Architecture (San Francisco: William Stout Publishers, 2006), p.45.
57 Ibid., pp.11-12.
58 Stevens is an academic researcher with a background in architecture and urban planning who received 
his educaon in Australia and USA. He has worked in the UK and Australia and has conducted research in 
many di erent countries like Britain, Germany, USA, Korea, France, Canada, Mexico and Hungary.
59 Stevens, p.1.
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advantage of if they interact with them in a direct or indirect way. Furthermore, the limit 

proposes opportunies and brings smulus. “People use boundaries to shape their experience 

of the city and their play” restricng as a well as broadening possibilies.60 Stevens alludes to 

di erent types of boundaries without classifying them and uses the terms limit, boundary and 

edge in a loose manner while he de nes the threshold.61 People posion themselves in relaon 

to boundaries, test, cross and transgress them. The boundary regulates the level and type of 

social engagement in and with the environment. Well de ned boundaries enhance “people’s 

togetherness and their disncveness”62 but also can de ne place by segregang it, creang 

marginal places while solid edges may create tension.

The boundary chapter is organised under seven headings based on playful acts that are 

determined by the physical boundary condion. In some cases, this is solid with clear presence 

and in others it is so , sophiscated and relave. The rst heading is on “edge e ect” coined 

by De Jorge (already menoned above) and describes acvies that take place at the edge of 

space. Like Alexander and Gehl, he agrees on the importance of the boundary, a rming that 

playful acts commence at the boundary where people feel secure and then move to riskier 

posions. “Adjacency” refers to playful acts that happen alongside movement and are related 

to so  edges. He refers to people playing cards or performers placing themselves to the side of 

paths between people moving and the curb of pavement or on the line of trees, benches and 

lamp posts. The posioning is de ned by subtle appreciaons by the individual/s but safety, 

visibility, possibility of triangulaon and in the case of performance the theatrical distance of 

ve-six metres, are some of the determining aspects. The third heading is “backdrops” referring 

to closed edges: blank facades or with no entrances, absence of cross streets providing clear 

orientaon and backdrop to the display. In this case, poor design situaons have been taken 

advantage of, bringing some bene ts. Therea er, he moves on to describe situaons related to 

control and transgression. The previous parts related to edges, which provided orientaon and 

distances between them and audiences. Here, he refers to elements that act as boundaries, 

regulang the relaonship between the performer and the audience where the performer 

60 Ibid., p.115.
61 The threshold, part of the doorway (an architectural element physically belonging to the building) is 
central to the act of entering and leaving a building; arriving and deparng. Thus, architects design in detail 
the physicality and materiality of this de ning element but also moment. Its phenomenological condion is 
explored in relaon to its physicality by some like Aldo Van Eyck in his essay ‘Doorsteps’ published in Alison 
Smithson, ed., Team 10 Primer (Boston: MIT Press, 1968), pp.96-105; Richard Lang in his essay ‘The Dwelling 
Door: Towards a phenomenology of transion’ in David Seamon, Robert Mugerauer ed. Dwelling, Place 
and Environment. Towards a Phenomenology of Person and World (Malabar, Florida: Krieger Publishing 
Company, 1985), pp.201-213 and Simon Unwin, Doorway (Oxon: Routledge, 2007), to name a few. And, the 
threshold has led to the idea of the liminal in anthropology.
62 Stevens, p.114.
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retains a certain control and the audience and the passer-by transgress the boundary. On many 

occasions, the edges in these situaons are just lines drawn on the oor by the performer as 

a temporary “so  edge”, or similarly carrying a certain degree of uncertainty as “roles, rules 

and relaons are not well understood or mapped out on the ground, there is not necessarily 

danger”.63 Under the heading of “marginality”, he covers two di erent types of boundaries: 

rstly, he refers to an area whereby the area itself is the boundary, or a marginal zone able to 

seclude itself from the wider urban fabric so that it is comparavely unregulated in terms of 

access and use. Secondly, he presents formal marginal spaces that are segregated from main 

ows and spaces. On many occasions, these are at a di erent level, with limited visibility from 

the main ows and spaces. He describes playful acts along the river where a retaining wall 

arculates the change of level as well as de ning the seng; its speci c qualies and users 

select the seng based on the speci city and marginality. A “place apart” relates to leisure 

understood as “by nature, a diverse, inclusive, messy ‘funcon’ which does not sit easily with the 

desires of order and predictability… Leisure does not tend to respect boundaries”.64 He refers to 

people’s creavity in using elements in an unconvenonal way and people are prepared to take 

risk to set a place aside for themselves. The secon “tesng the edge” is devoted to boundaries 

and edges that are fun elements for the user engaging physically with the edge, taking risks. It 

is primarily about skateboarders, cyclists or similar types of users who acvely and physically 

interact and feel (many mes involving actual physical contact; pressing on) the edge. Therefore, 

the boundary provides opportunies to directly interact with it and mark our experience of the 

urban environment.

The chapter that follows de nes the “threshold” as “a point on the boundary between inside 

and outside that can be opened. A wide range of percepons, movements and social encounters 

become possible there”65 and it comes in di erent architectural forms and is designed for 

praccal as well as ceremonial requirements. Stevens catalogues the threshold experiences in 

ve ways, starng with the “convergence” that relates to the threshold associated with large 

public buildings characterised by a generous forecourt fronng the building with a wide staircase 

correlang with the large formal façade that leads to an arch or colonnade that forms the entry. 

In many cases these are dimensioned for speci c ows of people. These are gathering points 

where chance and risk come together, and they can be intense. A high frequency of thresholds 

of di erent land use buildings in a street favours the amount and variety of new and unplanned 

experiences. A erwards, he introduces the threshold as the “passage of me”, suggesng that 

63 Stevens, pp.131-132.
64 Ibid., p.142.
65 Ibid., p.152.
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thresholds are designed for people to move through them not to spend me on them, but 

people linger on them and if events happen in or around them, then people spend more me 

in them. Alexander et.al.66 point out that the threshold in private buildings mediates with the 

physical transion as well as with the psychological change between the outside and inside 

in two respects: the individual moving from outside to inside who has to adapt to a di erent 

expected social behaviour, moving from a place associated with uncertainty to a place with a 

degree of certainty, moving from a place governed by physical acvity to a place governed by 

intellectual acvity, from a place with lile or no regulaon to a regulated place. The secon “a 

space apart” refers to the threshold composed of a number of elements and spaces interlinked 

that create a smooth and gradual transion between inside and outside, including semi-private 

large foyers and semi-public spaces, forecourts, as well as canopies and/or grand staircases, 

generous landings, large entrances and so on. The parcularity of this case is that it becomes 

a social space, a place entailing “gradaons of percepon, regulaon and exposure”.67 He 

describes how the landing between the staircase and the entrance is “a place to wait and rest 

which is separated horizontally and vercally from both the regulated indoors and the constant 

movement of the street”,68 where the elevated landing opmizes the sense of publicness. The 

fourth secon is devoted to the “act of passage” related to liminality. The threshold unites and 

separates two domains, and/or two di erent condions. He describes the tradional case of 

the use of the threshold in weddings as a symbol marking the change of personal status from 

single to married, the formalizaon of a relaonship where the passing through the doorway 

symbolises the before and a er. Then, he describes the use of staircases or windows framing 

wedding pictures or similar occasions. The nal secon is on “blurred space in-between” where 

Stevens starts by saying that some thresholds are disncve and controlled and others are 

“nebulous and ill-de ned”69 and these laer characteriscs encourage playful acts. He describes 

three situaons associated with three speci c thresholds. The rst is about a blurred threshold 

between the outside -the street- and the inside -the shop. He refers to aspects like music helping 

to blur the disncon and how there is a triangulaon between the music over owing from 

the shop, a person dancing to the music and people passing by. The second case is a re econ 

upon shops that sell games, whereby video screens are located at the edge of the property 

line aiming to distract the pedestrian as they feel aracted to the content of the screens; these 

produce lights and sound and are located to favour the viewpoint of the pedestrian.70 The third 

66 Alexander et al., p.552.
67 Stevens, p.163.
68 Huizinga, 1970 in Ibid. p.164.
69 Ibid., p.170.
70 In the rst two cases the physical boundary is transgressed creang a contradicon and de ning our 
percepon.
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case relates to the rst case as it involves music though it is about a restaurant/café instead of a 

shop. This is between the physical inside and outside, music and a couple moving from inside to 

outside to dance and then moving back inside. In all these three cases the social boundary has 

been blurred (and perhaps transgressed) using music, images, lighng, smells that smulate our 

senses. This is possible as the tradional shopfront has vanished in the sense that the frontage 

is fully opened so that the outside ows into the inside, resulng in an increase of permeability. 

In most cases, a change of ooring between the inside and outside results in a faint line and this 

is weaker where there is no change of level between the two domains.71 The shopfront does 

not have the desire to completely vanish as it needs to have presence to aract. Therefore, the 

shop is framed by the formalized upper aperture containing the name of the enterprise. Stevens 

concludes that the threshold is “a place of movement”,72 it separates and connects, it wants to 

be defensible but is also unregulated and disarranged, it provides opportunies as well as risks 

and it can create an indeterminate; an in-between. The threshold can a ect people’s speed of 

movement as well as how long they spend in that place, o er opportunies, and in many cases 

sensory smuli are used to a ect and manipulate all the above. The threshold holds a symbolism 

and it is related to the concept of liminality.

Thus, boundaries and thresholds are presented here as di erent types of limits. Each includes 

signi cant variable qualies and spaal con guraons presenng potenal and restricons. 

These are inhabitable and noced through engagement; each triggers and shapes how 

we engage with the environment and other people di erently and as a result de nes our 

experiences and percepons.

The Limit in Normave Thinking

Some urban thinkers as such as Lynch, Alexander, Marcus & Francis and Ford, who are included 

in this secon, have iden ed principles and/or aspects to inform design and the basis on 

which to assess spaces. This secon o ers a chronological review of the di erent approaches, 

deploying di erent methodologies and reaching di erent outcomes of these authors with 

di erent backgrounds where the limit has been considered and included in di erent measure.

71 Domains apply to situaon when the shop is part of a public street though these taccs go far in 
shopping centres when the circulaon spaces and shops belong to the same domain and both have been 
designed and built at once.
72 Ibid., p.176.
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As with Cullen, Lynch73 was intrigued about how, as part of our everyday life, we experience 

and perceive the urban environment through the sense of sight, but he focused on legibility 

instead of understanding the impact on our emoonal reacons.74 In his in uenal book The 

Image of the City, he presented the visual components of what constutes the mental image of 

the city. The edge is one of the ve iden ed elements that makes “the city image”. Edges are 

de ned as “linear elements not used or considered as paths”,75 usually they are the boundary 

between two things,76 they take lateral posions and are longitudinal with direconal qualies. 

An edge may be a barrier and, in many cases penetrable but fragmented. In other situaons, it 

unites by acng as a seam creang di erent e ects. In one case, the edge is unpleasant, but in 

another it is posive, able to bring “people together by aracng to itself. It acts ambiguously 

either as lineal node, edge of path for various people and various mes”.77 These edge elements 

are usually not as dominant as paths but are for many people important ordering features.78

Whilst describing how to design the edge, Lynch disnguishes between edges linking areas 

with di erent or similar natures and notes how to intervene in the longitudinal and transversal 

dimensions. When the edge is between di erent areas, it needs to have a recognisably 

connuous form and transversally needs to be visible from a distance, mark a transional area 

and join two sides together. On the contrary, if the two sides are of a similar nature then the 

transversal two sides of the edge may be di erenated enhancing the inside-outside sense and 

thus helping with orientaon. This edge may be shaped to include a gradaon with perhaps 

one end standing out. When the edge is disconnuous the ends act as anchors posioning it, 

and the transversal dimension can be shaped with visual or moon penetraons or to include 

gradaons; this can result in a feature, or can be seamless and interwoven with its surroundings. 

Lynch does not allude to land uses or acvies. Neither does he consider the scale or size of 

the longitudinal or transversal dimensions, the di erence between them or how they a ect 

the rhythm related to their size. He is clear, although he notes the dichotomies intrinsic to the 

edge: it unites and separates, it may be connuous and/or disconnuous, it has a longitudinal 

and transversal dimension. The edge acts di erently depending on how these dichotomies are 

physically manifested having an impact on people’s percepon of the environment. 

73 Lynch was an American urban planner, scholar and writer who aempted architecture and engineering 
prior to taking a degree in planning.
74 Carmona et al. p.134 & Larice and Macdonald, p.167.
75 Lynch, p.47.
76 Ibid., pp.47-62.
77 Ibid., p.65.
78 Ibid., pp.62-65.
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Edge, Boundary, Transion in the Paern Language

Gehl menons and agrees with Alexander about the “edge e ect” where acon and acvies 

grow from the edge towards the middle of the space: “if the edge fails then the space never 

becomes lively”.79 Alexander80 published with his collaborators a series of books on a new 

approach to architecture and planning. Unlike the previous authors, who learned from the 

exisng urban environment, Alexander’s approach is the reverse; he quesons how buildings, 

streets, neighbourhoods and towns come about, what things should be considered during the 

design process before these are built. He believes that buildings and towns can be produced 

“by using languages81 which he calls paern languages. A paern language gives each person 

who uses it the power to create an in nite variety of new and unique buildings, just as his 

ordinary language gives him the power to create an in nite variety of sentences”.82 Paern 

languages can assist the design of a house, a neighbourhood, a public building, conduct a 

workshop or guide the actual construcon. The middle book A Paern Language published 

in 1977 by Alexander and his collaborators presents a possible language, the archetypal core 

formed by 253 paerns. The paerns are displayed from the large to the very small scale and 

all follow the same template for rigour, ease of use and as a network, each indicang their 

interdependency and correlaon with other paerns. Each paern is dedicated to a common 

issue idenfying the problem and soluon in such a way that each me somebody uses the 

paern the actual formalisaon is di erent. The problem and soluon can be judged and 

modi ed by the user without losing the essence.83 The boundary, bounding, edge and transion 

have been considered in a good number of paerns and in some of these the referred term is 

crical. For example, paern '15 Neighbourhood Boundary' brie y discusses the importance of 

the boundary in relaon to identy and the boundary to become an element per se.84 He refers 

to the analogy of transacons through the membrane of a cell, as Jacobs and later on Senne, 

which is complex, acng di erently in both direcons.85 It directly relates to paerns 13, 14, 

79 Gehl, Space Between Buildings p.150, Alexander et al. p.600.
80 Christopher Alexander was a Brish architect working at Berkeley, University of California, and 
a  longstanding director of the Center for Environmental Structure. The book A Paern Language was 
produced by a group of academics but I just refer to Alexander as a the most visible gure and director of 
the research centre without wanng to undermine the collaborators.
81 Language, here, is used as an analogy referring to symbols with meaning which are combined following 
rules by a close system allowing inde nite variaons. The generic system is personalised by the individual 
and it is understood among all knowing the system independently to personalisaon.
82 Alexander et al, p.xi.
83 Ibid., p. x-xiii.
84 Ibid., p.90.
85 N. J. Habraken, 1998 also considers the selecve and di erent interchange between the two sides of 
the membrane depending on the direcon; the transacon is easier from the private to the public and more 
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43 and others and has an echo of Lynch’s district and edge. Paern '112 Entrance Transion' 

recommends the provision of a physical in-between marked with a change of light, direcon, 

sound, level,… to harmonise the tensions from the public realm (atmospheres) and mediate 

the public with the private or inside and outside. The secon on 'Acvity Pockets' voices the 

importance of the edge for the space to work and introduces the concept of “scalloped edge”

concerning the tension created by the edge to make the space lively.86 Other paerns are 

included such as arcades, building fronts, building edges, openings to the street, inmacy 

gradients, and changes of level. All are considered with the edge featuring strongly. This 

work explicitly endorses the boundary, the edge and transion as crucial features of the built 

environment and acknowledges their diversity and complexity. 

Boundary and Edge in Pracce

The book People Places. Design Guidelines for Urban Open Space published in 1998 and edited 

by Cooper, Marcus and Francis87 is the result of much research into American open social spaces 

based on surveying spaces and monitoring how these are used, in a similar manner to Whyte 

and Gehl. Most of the surveying work was conducted by the main authors and their students 

and most of the contributors to the book are landscape architects. Like Alexander, their work 

comes to fruion to in uence design and, as with Alexander’s work, the boundary and edge 

feature strongly. In contrast to the previous research presented, these authors focus on three 

groups of spaces without referring to the urban fabric as a whole. The categorisaon is related 

to Habraken’s territory and control of space and form, based on ownership and who can use the 

space; 1) publicly owned and used spaces, 2) privately owned but publicly accessible spaces, 

and 3) privately owned spaces accessible to speci c groups. A total of seven types of spaces 

within the three groups are presented and each evaluates di erent case studies concluding with 

a design checklist. The concept of the limit is not equally relevant in all the types. For instance, 

in the neighbourhood parks and the hospital outdoor spaces the boundary is less present. In 

the ‘Urban Plazas’, there is a short secon dedicated to boundaries and transions. How the 

plaza is joined to the adjacent sidewalks is considered and it is noted that “the transion from 

resistant (stronger boundaries) from the public to the private.
86 Alexander et al, p.600.
87 Cooper Marcus and Francis taught together in the department of landscape architecture and architecture 
at the University of California, Berkeley and at the me of publishing People Places were working together 
as specialist consultants on user-needs analysis. Cooper Marcus is also co-author with Wendy Sarkissan of 
the well-regarded book Housing as if People Maered. Site Design Guidelines for Medium-density Family 
Housing (Berkeley & Los Angeles, California: University of California Press, 1986).
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the sidewalk to the plaza is one of the most important aspects of plaza design”.88 The corporate 

foyer includes four categories de ned by the type of transion, but the intricacies of the 

boundaries as part of these transions are neither fully explained nor clear. Moreover, on the 

(type of) creaon of sub-spaces, the boundary is menoned explaining that “spaal subdivisions 

should be clear but subtle”,89 evoking the porous boundary that Alexander and Jacobs related 

to the membrane of the cell though the term “porous” may not take into account the di erent 

performance in the two di erent direcons. In the mini-parks and vest-pocket parks, the 

boundary is crucial due to the size of these spaces as di erent things collide in relavely small 

spaces and this juxtaposion needs to be controlled or structured from the juncon, the limit. 

With the ‘Open Campus’ type, the boundary between building and open spaces is de ned in 

a similar way to Gehl and Alexander, whereby the open spaces should be bounded, where the 

edge produces a high degree of use throughout the day supporng the vitality of the open 

space. The book also provides guidance on green boundaries and edges complemenng the 

advice provided in previous secons for the di erent types of spaces. The secons on outdoor 

spaces in housing for the elderly and child care outdoor spaces are guided by the speci city of 

the users and have similaries with re econs upon the limit as transion and boundaries that 

frame and screen; it also relates to actual and psychological safety which is of prime importance 

for these two types of users. Across the secons some graphic detail is provided through 

pictures, diagrams, sketch plans and in some cases detailed plans which in most cases are more 

concrete and also more explicatory than the text. Although it is surprising that the secon takes 

a secondary place in relaon to the plan. Even though a plan is provided for all cases, the spaces 

are presented as islands with no context or are too schemac. Thus, adjacent limits to the 

space in queson, such as the inseron of space within the urban fabric, entrances to buildings 

and accesses to spaces are omied in many cases which is revealing when, for some types of 

spaces, it is acknowledged that the space needs to be bounded in a posive way to support 

its vitality. Hence, these authors mainly refer to transions and in many cases this is made of 

subspaces which need to be clear but also help to integrate. When appropriate, the façade, as 

boundary can create a great amount of acvity. Green can contribute in formalising boundaries 

and transions and when designing for the elderly and children these should frame or screen, 

contribung to psychological safety. 

88 Clare Cooper Marcus and Carolyn Francis, p.34.
89 Ibid., p.36.
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Spaces Between Buildings

Ford,90 in his book The Spaces between Buildings published in 2000, provides an inventory of 

spaces between buildings. Once again, the study is based on observaons and historical studies 

on the north American city focusing on how spaces through me have evolved their role, form 

and meaning to understand the situaon today. Parcular emphasis has been given to the 

change of use with its repercussions on the symbolic meaning and possible embellishment. 

The preposion/adverb “between” takes the literal meaning, thus he considers all the spaces 

between buildings, shaped or not shaped by buildings. He structures his work into three 

secons and each is complemented with a photo-essay. The rst secon is devoted to spaces 

and condions associated with the façade and elements and spaces immediately adjacent 

to it; the in-between public and private. The second secon refers to spaces in which to stay 

between buildings or elements that help to shape them, such as the lawn in the private space 

between the public and domesc domains, but also the square or trees that help to shape the 

public realm. The nal secon is on spaces that are for moving through or provide access to 

buildings or spaces in which to stay between buildings. It also refers to car parking understood 

as transional space.91

The rst secon ʻBuilding and Spaces Around Themʼ covers the “architectural forms, façades 

and embellishment”92 where he considers the evoluon of the residenal, commercial and 

retail façade, its decorave purpose and evoluon through me and how this is a ected by 

regulaons and technologic advances. He also points out the increasing visibility of side and 

back façades a ecng the urban landscape and the percepon of the city. He concludes that 

the city has turned inside out. Some backs of buildings, due to the use of the car, have become 

fronts, as in these cases buildings are mainly entered through the back and the front has lost its 

main funcon, simply becoming a symbolic façade. Other façades, parcularly in commercial 

buildings, are just symbolic due to technology as openings are no longer needed. Shopping 

centres are another example where space is reversed and where elements that de ne the 

street like lamp posts and benches are found in inner spaces. Thus, in all these cases there is a 

transgression of the tradional limit between public and private, between inside-outside where 

the spaal con guraon and meaning has evolved rede ning the limit.

90 Larry R. Ford was an American urban geography professor..
91 Transional space referring to me; a space used between two mes dedicated to meaningful things 
that happen in specialised spaces.
92 Ford, p.5.
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The second secon tled ʻLawns, Trees and Gardens in the Cityʼ with an associated photo essay 

on ʻShapers of Spaceʼ looks at the role of the lawn within private and public property and how 

its symbolic meaning has changed through me and how this has been regulated and has 

recently been a ected by sustainable consideraons. He also describes the introducon of trees 

into the city and the reasons, speci cally menoning that trees blur boundaries.93 This chapter 

also covers the downtown plaza and its problems associated with high rise buildings and density. 

At the end of the chapter, quesons around open spaces and associated vegetaon are raised, 

suggesng that these could be designed di erently, with a di erent understanding towards 

measurement, considering management in the long term and how vegetaon is not just about 

embellishing the seng but also about contribung to identy.94 Thus, the second secon again 

discusses the evoluon and meaning of another type of between and how this has evolved, and 

the limit is implicit but not explored in these terms.

The third secon ʻOn Streets, Alleys, and Parking Areasʼ, together with the photo secon on 

ʻShapers for Accessʼ revises spaces for movement and for storage such as the street with its 

pavement for vehicles and pedestrians, parking areas and garages. This secon introduces the 

direct e ects of the rapid growth of mobility of people and goods enabled by the transport 

revoluon, which started in the middle of the XIX century and changed the urban landscape 

by the middle of the XX century, with considerable e ects on people’s lives. Alleys were rst 

established in business areas due to the need for storage and to avoid disrupng the life of the 

street and later this was introduced in residenal areas. Exisng alleys mutated providing access 

to garages instead of accessing mews and parking lots, buildings for parking followed. These 

spaces su ered transformaons. In business areas was due to the intensi caon of parking 

and the use of backyards as ancillary spaces. In residenal areas, the garage migrated from its 

original posion due to the discouragement of alleys and reinforced by regulaons changing the 

posion of the garage to become an integral element of the house, in some cases taking 60-80% 

of the façade. Nevertheless, recently the alley has had a renaissance, considered as a retreat 

providing an alternave to the busy street. The garage in residenal areas is mutang to an 

in-between providing life to the alley while de ning a backyard with the back of house and the 

garage. As a result, now they have become a family o ce or play room and are becoming acve 

frontages framing the private inner space. In other cases, the alley has become a space for art 

and the pedestrian.

93 Ibid., p.120.
94 Based on other authors, as Doreen Massey, the boundary has a role to contribute to de ne identy and 
for Habraken these elements will re-de ne territory and then the identy.
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Despite having a tle that intuively relates to the between, hence to the limit, boundary 

and edges, it is surprising how these terms have been eluded. The author de nes “between” 

in a generic way applying to all elements that are not buildings aligning with their historic 

evoluon95 in the city, providing more emphasis on those which are secondary in terms of 

size. The author reviews a great number of elements between buildings, not as interfaces, but 

rather as individual elements per se independent from the rest. He writes a great deal about 

the façade, but he never menons the space beyond the skin (façade), disnguishing the inside 

from the outside, or considering this as an element capable of establishing a triangulaon of 

these two and the observer or user. The sidewalks are also spaces in their own right which 

people have appropriated in some form, as Jacobs had already highlighted, but he does not 

establish any intrinsic spaal relaons with other collateral elements. The same applies to the 

lawn and trees. Ford refers to the boundary zone creang distance between inside and outside, 

de ning a transion zone of steps, stairways or others to link with the inside of the building at a 

higher level in relaon to the street to create distance from the old unpaved and muddy street. 

Although the study o ers a brief view of the limit per se, it is relevant in the way the author 

considers the limit solved by spaces in-between. While the analysis of the spaal con guraon 

and its changes through history is vague, the presentaon of the evoluon of the meanings of 

the in-betweens are worth reviewing as few authors cover this aspect.

The Limit in the Morphological Approach

The third group is reserved for authors whose work has a morphological approach and, in many 

cases, it relates to cartographical and/or mapping studies. Some authors included in this group, 

like White and Bobić, have a mixed approach sing between the urban life group and this one 

or even between all three groups.

Nolli and the Figure-Ground Map in Relaon to the Limit

Between 1736 and 1748, the Italian architect and surveyor Giambasta Nolli was commissioned 

by Pope Benedict XIV to survey Rome and worked on the ichnographic map (ground plan) of 

the Pianta Grande di Roma, nowadays commonly known as the Nolli map. The predecessor 

of Nolli’s map was that of Leonardo Bufalini, whose map of Rome was published in 1551 and 

95 I use element instead of space because Ford refers to space to anything that it is not a building. He 
refers to any void without considering the topological characteriscs of space. 
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is considered a pioneering work in cartography and archaeology. Nolli’s version was a more 

advanced representaon of Rome, achieving the accuracy lacking with Bufalini’s map. The 

Nolli plan is a seminal work providing an intuive understanding of spaal structures of the 

city through its rendering: buildings are rendered in dark and voids in white and light shades 

of grey represenng vegetaon and paving giving the impression that the voids are carved 

providing outdoor rooms, and this has in uenced many authors’ understanding of the city such 

as Cullen, Gehl, Rowe, Sie, Krier among others. The interior of public buildings is drawn in 

detail conveying the paerns within the public realm and relaonships between inner and outer 

spaces and how these are assembled. In this reading, gradaons of spaces between public and 

semi-public or pseudo-public spaces are represented including transions, thresholds. It depicts 

spaces in which to stay and move through, conveying a sense of connuity of space. Trancik96

explains the term urban poché associated with the gure-ground map, a simpli caon of the 

Nolli map as it only shows in white the mass and in black the voids or vice versa. Poché refers 

to the black gures that de ne or emerge from the white background or in some cases other 

gures. He de nes the term urban poché as “the supporve structure which registers the spaal 

landscape engaging the buildings with their adjacent voids, making a kind of connuous imprint 

on the plan”.97 The gure-ground correlates with the Gestalt98 where the gure emerges from or 

on the ground. There is no gure without ground,99 and when we perceive we concentrate on 

the gure. The Gestalt reveals something other than just a whole as a sum of its parts; the whole 

exceeds the sum of its parts. The gure-ground map relates to the gure and ground referred to 

here and these -in the image- can be reversed revealing alternave and complementary features 

of the whole. The two gure-grounds of a whole cannot be held simultaneously in our mind.100

This is wide spread tool deployed by many to expel and disclose intrinsic relaonships.

Camillo Sie101 was in uenced by the Nolli plan102 and his work is a reacon to the development 

96 Roger Trancik author of Finding Lost Space. Theories of Urban Design (Canada: Wiley, 1986) is an 
American landscape architect and urban designer.
97 Ibid., p.99.
98 The German term Gestalt means quality form or structure and it gave name to the Gestalt Psychology 
group. Its origins are interwoven with phenomenology (Stephan Käufer and Anthony Chemero, 
Phenomenology, An Introducon (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2015), pp.78-9)).
99 Dermot Moran, Introducon to Phenomenology (Abington, Oxon & New York: Routledge, 2000), p.393 
on the secon of Maurice Merleau-Ponty.
100 Käufer & Chemero, pp.80-91.
101 Sie was an Austrian-German architect and he is considered by many the father of urbanism. 
Beatriz Colomina in her paper Bale Lines: E.1027 refers to Sie’s comments on planning failing to de ne 
boundaries.
102 This is evident on the way he portrayed the plans of the places he studied and included in his renowned 
publicaon City Planning according to Arsc Principles published in 1889.
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happening in his me and based on an understanding of the urban fabrics that he considered 

aracve and beauful. Fundamentally, Sie is very interested in the duality of urban elements 

such as buildings, plazas, monuments, street, which are elements in themselves while also 

parts of the whole. He studied the con guraon, order and spaal aributes of these urban 

spaces and how these are experienced as we approach and/or move through them, drawing 

out what he labelled as the arsc principles. He visited and drew a large number of parts of 

old urban fabrics, especially in Italy, using analycal methods such as a variaon of the Nolli 

and gure-ground maps, perspecves and façades though it is surprising that he does not draw 

secons. Some of the principles he considered relate to the limit as the principle of enclosure 

of spaces and how these are interrelated.103 He re ected upon the locaon of civic buildings, 

di erenang them in the map by lling them in with black thus making them stand out from 

the white of the open space and grey of non-civic buildings. He concludes that these should 

be integrated into the block, albeit enjoying a predominant posion, but ensuring that the 

façades of civic buildings are part of the walls (limit) facing the square. He believed that the 

walls (façades) form the space and these should be put together relang to the theory of the 

“picturesque”,104 obeying composional principles. He also referred to the size of the open space 

as this should be de ned in accordance to the major building in the space revealing a direct 

relaonship between the width and length of spaces. He also considered the composion of 

space in accordance with our percepon and experience saying that important monuments 

should be placed at edges producing dramac environments. Hence, Sie considered the limit 

of the space as its generator and, important for its good design, paying aenon to what extent 

this (the wall, the limit) can be manipulated to enrich the users experience.

Cullen and Sie have a similar way of reasoning, coinciding in their spaal approach, but 

di ering in their phenomenological approach. On the one hand, Cullen advances and clari es 

Sie’s discourse with the introducon of the term kinaesthec and the analycal method of 

the serial view where the gure-ground map is complemented by perspecves moving a two-

dimensional to a three-dimensional study. On the other hand, the Belgian architect, urban 

designer, theorist and sculptor Rob Krier, in his book Urban Space published in 1979 in memory 

of Camillo Sie, de nes urban space as “all types of spaces between buildings in towns and 

103 These are close to the principles of the Gestalt, but these were de ned later.
104 The term "picturesque" rst appeared in the 18th century as part of the English empiricism relang 
to the aesthecs of the landscape where lineality, geometric accuracy and formality were rejected in 
gardening. This trend moved into urban design and architecture through the hands of Humphrey Repton 
who worked closely with John Nash. See Raymond Issacs, 'The Urban Pictoresque: An Aesthec Experience 
of Urban Pedestrian Places', Journal of Urban Design, 5/2 (2000), pp.141-180 (p.149-150).
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other localies”105 in line with Ford. Furthermore, he says that these spaces are geometrically 

bounded by façades. He introduces the noon of carved space also adopted by the sculptor 

Eduardo Chillida in his unbuilt and very controversial project at Mount Tindaya, Fuerteventura, 

Spain. This simple de nion, just considering the spaal dimension of space, implicitly refers 

to the limit and is contested by geographers, sociologists, anthropologists, philosophers and 

the previous author, Sie. Krier establishes a broad classi caon of space in relaon to its basic 

geometry and topology correlang it to spaces in which to stay and move through, analogous 

to the corridor and room in buildings already posed by his predecessor Sie and others like 

Gehl. He determines a taxonomy of spaces between buildings based on geometric aributes 

deploying the gure-ground map as a technique to visualize the spaces, resembling Sie’s 

studies but with a di erent aim. Secons are provided occasionally to overcome the two-

dimensional constraint of gure-ground studies. This study is principally based on the gure-

ground plan instead of the Nolli plan reducing the limit106 to a line and what is beyond the line 

is never referenced. As menoned previously, the gure-ground presents the dichotomy and 

inherent interdependence between open and inner space in a blunt manner where one cannot 

exist without the other, and these are presented as opposites with no dialogue between the 

two and with no in-between. Thus, the limit is implicit, but this approach can be cricised for 

disregarding the complex phenomena taking place at that juncon that results in a sophiscated 

and rich limit.

The term “lost space” was introduced by Roger Trancik107 referring to ill-de ned space 

concerned with the underused and not de ned space (without boundaries) that creates 

negave disconnuies in the urban fabric. These are found in areas in need of development, 

and applies to small, medium or large size areas. In all cases the disconnuity implies a limit 

between the lost space and larger context that needs consideraon. He de nes ve causes 

resulng in lost space and these are sll relevant. He does not refer speci cally to the limit or 

boundary, focusing his argument on the problems that ill-de ned space brings.

The Portal as a Transional Space and Space for Transformaon

in 1999, White published his paper ʻPath-portal-place. Appreciang Public Space in Urban 

105 Krier, p.15.
106 The encounter of the white and black.
107 Trancik introduced this concept and causes in Finding Lost Space. Theories of Urban Design, pp.3-20 
and he proposes three theories of urban design: gure-ground theory, linkage theory and place theory.
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Environmentsʼ, 108 which relates to Cullen’s work as he also adopts the kinec approach, 

describing people’s movements between spaces while referring to our percepon and the way 

this a ects our feelings and sensaons. He refers to “kind spaces” or “we are transformed into 

cizens” sensaons that we experience in the urban environment when we move between 

the private and public realm. Although this paper is also close to Krier’s work, which sits on 

the other side of the spectrum in relaon to Cullen and Whyte, it somehow takes from both 

20 years later. White bases his study on a triparte classi caon contrasng with Krier’s109 dual 

type of spaces from which to elaborate his rich taxonomy.110 White considers paths, portals and 

places where paths correlate with streets/corridors and places with squares/rooms of Krier’s 

classi caon. Even though Krier does not include portals in his classi caon; he dedicates a 

secon to the “intersecons of street and square”111 and while this is not considered as an 

element in its own right there is an acknowledgement that something happens when two 

elements meet. The second commonality is the manner in which both conduct their studies 

relying on the gure-ground map and occasionally the Nolli plan. The mass is drawn with thick 

lines and, where appropriate, the mass is lled to perceive the void as the posive element, thus 

bringing it alive. White de nes the portals as points in the urban environments that are about 

“transion and transformaon. Points in paths where we move into and out of plazas, gardens, 

and courts. Portals are gateways, thresholds, those wonderful places where outside become 

inside. We are changed when we pass through portals. We are altered by virtue of entering 

public space, becoming urban cizens at a lo ier level and feeling the heightened intensity of 

a higher belonging (…) culminate rituals of procession”.112 This fragment reveals the correlaon 

of the portal with “liminality” and the adjecve liminal –on the threshold- referring to a speci c 

and privileged locaon but ambiguous condion; neither “here” nor “there” reminding us 

of Cullen’s readings. Liminal refers to the middle stage of ritual passages introduced by the 

anthropologist van Gennep in the early 1900s and then resurrected by Turner in the 1950s, 

denong the middle stage between life stages (between child and adulthood, un married and 

married…) and later applied to other social-spaal situaons. Here, it refers to the part linking 

locaons and condions, where the part reveals the whole; a journey manifesng the between 

108 Edward T. White is a Professor of Architecture in Florida, America. This paper was originally published 
in Architectural Media Ltd, Tallahassee p.57-98 and later published in the Urban Design Reader in 2007 
by Mahew Carmona and Steve Tiesdell and an extended version was published separately in 2007 by 
Architectural Media Ltd.
109 Krier, pp.15-16, established a taxonomy of urban spaces without making value judgements and the 
aesthec qualies are featured through the study of variaons and combinaons of geometric shapes, 
details and interrelaons of the urban elements.
110 Ibid., pp.16-17.
111 Ibid., p.28.
112 White, pp.67-68.
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(or moving through) a path and a plaza. White does not consider the portal between a path and 

another path or a plaza to another plaza but the portal as a nexus which has physical presence 

and qualies. The portal is an in-between in its own right, able to orchestrate “the unfoldment 

of our view (…), point of orientaon and collect ourselves geng our bearings”.113 He considers 

them as thresholds, “they (portals) are the doorways that draw us along paths, as visible 

invitaons, apertures that frame our view”114 the point of entry and not the exit point providing 

possibilies, opons and invitaons. On the contrary, Krier does not give this status to the 

intersecons as he assesses them from a formal and funconal view point.

White analyses the portals under four headings that are also applied to the paths and places: 

“Container” presents the morphology and formal elements, “acvity” refers to the funconality 

and some reference is made to acvies, ambiance relang to the atmosphere in a similar 

way to that used by Peter Zumthor,115 “historical signi cance” refers to the historic value and 

“good” correlates with the conclusions drawn from the previous headings. Under the secon of 

“container”, White refers to plans, secons and freehand perspecves as analycal drawing tools 

and these are in line with the methods applied by Krier. It is surprising that he does not jusfy 

the four headings that structures his explanaons and no overall conclusion is provided. White 

refers to the boundary when reviewing and presenng the path, portal and place that correlates 

with the façade and considers its formal characteriscs that will determine our experience and 

percepon but without engaging in its possibility or potenal as did Jane Jacobs.

Urbanity De ned by the Interfaces

In 2004, Miloš Bobić116 published his book Between the Edges. Street-building Transion as 

Urbanity Interface, in which he studies the relevance of interfaces resulng from a negoated 

boundary where the private meets the public, the inside meets the outside and the individual 

meets the common culture. Both, the individual and the common culture, change but the laer 

is de ned by the community which lasts longer. His study speci cally focuses on housing, where 

the domesc domain meets the street/public domain. His study emerges from quesoning the 

113 Ibid., p.68.
114 Ibid., p.68.
115 Peter Zumthor, in Atmospheres (Basel, Switzeland: Birkhauser, 2003), relates the atmosphere to the 
quality of architecture and this to what manages to move us. He compares it to our rst impression of a 
person; to the feelings this triggers on us. He says that “we perceive atmosphere through our emoonal 
sensibility – a form of percepon that works incredibly quickly, and which we humans evidently need to 
help us survive”, pp.11-13.
116 Bobić was a Serbian architect-urban planner and academic who worked in the Netherlands. 
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ambiguous and complex concept of urbanity117 that manifests in urban areas. He reaches the 

conclusion that interfaces118 play an essenal role on de ning urbanity and interfaces can be 

condioned but not designed.119 He argues that there is no universal de nion for urbanity as 

it depends on many localised factors and it is phenomenological in nature. “Urbanity appears 

from complex relaonships between economic potenals, juridical regulaons, norms, social 

structure, cultural milieu and tradions, religion, geographical locaon and climate, spaal 

paerns and architecture of the city”.120 There are di erent types of urbanity and a city 

includes a variety of them associated with locaons, own idenes, speci c spaal qualies 

and characteriscs based on its “history, parcular social structure and cultural con guraon 

and potenal”.121 Urbanity changes connually122 through me and space which are intrinsic to 

each other, leading him to the idea of genesis and transformaon. Thus, it comprises a process 

of transformaon where individuals and people express their ideas and wills a ecng, de ning 

and re-de ning the “behavioural code in the community”,123 determining changes or just 

adjustments and negoaons, reaching transitory balances among people and environment. 

Any transformaons may be measured as improvements in relaon to inhabitants’ needs and 

desires instead of professionals’ principles. Urbanity can neither be designed nor planned as 

too many factors are involved and it is down to inhabitants exercising their freedom and to 

the resultant mul-scalar interrelaons within an exisng framework. Subsequently, the ideal 

framework proposed by urban planning and design should be mediated by the reality of spaal 

polics. Bobić advocates a morphogenec process including the genesis of a spaal morphology 

containing a spaal framework as well as socio-polical structures that allow growth. Thus, inial 

spaal paerns (framework), including inherent sets of rules, degrees of exibility and so on, 

connually adjust through me by the socio-polics of space and this provides a higher meaning 

to the di erent elements determining the urbanity of a place. He concludes that the edge is 

117 The Diconary of Urbanism provides three excepons for the de nion of urbanity which are general. 
The fourth excepon refers to “urbanism” expanding the term even further. The three de nions are: “1. 
The quality of being well-mannered; 2. The condion of life in a city (…); 3. The posive qualies of the 
social and collecve life of cies; a quality of vitality and diversity possessed by successful towns and cies, 
resulng from a wide range of people coming together in the same place for di erent purposes (…); 4. A 
type of urbanism.” See more in Robert Cowan, The Diconary of Urbanism (Tisbury, Wiltshire: Streetwise 
Press Limited, 2005), p.432.
118 An interface takes place between, at least, two things implying a boundary, a line to be crossed. Due to 
relaonships between them the line is contested from both sides creang an interface.
119 Bobić, p.79.
120 Ibid., p.37. Bobić’s de nion of urbanity is based on relaonships making it very dynamic and “spaal 
paerns and architecture” are just two of the many factors contrasng with the de nions provided in The 
Diconary of Urbanism. 
121 Ibid., p.38.
122 The adjecve connual is relevant as it refers to the type of change that it is de ned by external factors. 
Genesis determines the change and its extend becoming a relevant term for Bobić.
123 Ibid., p.39.
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the right place to act and he claims that “a proper balance between private and public must be 

inialised through the careful conceptualisaon of a speci c spao-regulatory framework of 

their edges”.124

His existenal space theory study of the interface nds out that our experience and percepon 

is a ected by diverse aspects: from the width, height and alignment of buildings’ facades 

composing the block, the overall width of the street and its parts, land uses, to the relaonships, 

confrontaons and negoaons due to economic, social, cultural and scalar di erences. He 

concludes by de ning the interface as “a surface serving as the common boundary of two bodies 

or spaces, but also as common boundary or interconnecon between systems, equipment 

or human beings. It is essenally a space, or eld of transion wherein the processes of 

interrelaons occur”125 and he promotes a well-planned and well-designed in-between resulng 

in spaal and street identy where inhabitants can act on them.

He adopts “typomorphology”126 as the way forward to study further the interface encompassing 

the agents of genesis and transformaon. Bobić believes a type is able to idenfy codes of 

speci c elements providing a direcon and framework but no speci c rules or soluons as 

the type accepts variaons and adapts. He explores individual and collecve interfaces,127

acknowledging that material and immaterial elements128 determine our experience of the 

interfaces. In the interfaces, the sensaons of material and immaterial elements are manifested 

and experienced in di erent measure and in endless combinaons, resulng in in nite cases 

proving it di cult to de ne the typology and types. Bobić iden es ve agents that de ne the 

124 Ibid., p.46.
125 Ibid., p.66.
126 Typo-morphology combines typological and morphological studies with special aenon to the changes 
over me. Typology is the classi caon of the forms that are characterisc of buildings. Morphology refers 
to the study of urban structures, paerns, form of human selements and processes. Typomorphology 
emerged in the 1960s but Anne Vernez Moudon coined it in 1994. 
127 Individual interfaces refer to interfaces to individual dwellings where the unit as part of a block where 
the domesc domain meets the public space with its own regulaons and spaal con guraon. It is the 
place where urban and architectural “levels of scale” meet, intersect or are juxtaposed.
Collecve interface refers to the mews, alley, arcade colonnade, gallery, courtyard considered as subtle 
subdivisions between the dwelling unit, group of dwellings and the city. These spaces physical and 
psychologically protect the community while o ering an inmate space for community speci c rules and 
rituals can be developed. 
128 The immaterial elements refer to the shadows, light, smells, re econs, security cameras and others. 
The material elements correlate with the spaal con guraons aached to the building which include 
a combinaon of elements correlang with funconal, spaal and formal aspects. These are de ned 
by spaces/zones de ned by materials, change of level, canopies to name some and includes territorial 
condions and personalisaon.
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morphology and character of the interface: 1) plong out principle, referring to the qualies 

of the plot that de ne the posion of the buildings in the block, between them and in relaon 

to the public space; 2) width of the façade (physical and visual length of contact with street); 3) 

street type (pro le and content); 4) Posion of building in the plot; 5) inner structure of building 

on plot with di erent size and depth of front gardens.129

In relaon to the type he points out that current typological studies focus on the type of open 

space or the block based on ownership, formal con guraons and funconal requirements 

but the edge or the result of their parcular relaonship and interrelaon is not studied.130

Although the interface has a spaal con guraon that evolves through me with an agent of 

morphogenesis. It is the product of a dynamic, dualisc and complex relaonship between the 

building and the street. The criteria of the “typologisaon” for the street, public and private 

and building are contradictory due to opposite interests. The interface is where the individual 

meets the common culture, wherein “the social relaonship between the public, collecve and 

private”131 evolves and is negoated. It is where the building meets the street that di erent 

agents are manifested: material and immaterial factors, juridical, behavioural and cultural and 

also characteriscs of volume, meaning, content and use, materials, temporality or permanency 

and transparency or opacity. The size of the spaal and visual depths in relaon to territorialies 

is important and also the understanding of the intrinsic relaons between levels of scales 

referring to the transion and interrelaons of scales. The study of the interface requires 

studying the two direcons as Habraken (1986) already pointed out and as Jacobs, Alexander, 

White and Senne considered in their idea of the membrane.

The typologies of the interface presented in the nal chapter are grouped under seven types132

based on the spaal con guraon resulng from the juncon of the building and the street. No 

analycal diagrams are provided and in most cases the picture has been manipulated to isolate 

the element to be studied. The book ends with a simplisc presentaon of the types and a taste 

for variaons where there is neither evidence nor exploraon about how all the complexity 

of the interface is portrayed. This last chapter in terms of content does not correlate with the 

previous chapters, but we can discern a methodology or design research as to how the author 

has approached the general study whereby the methodology in relaon to the study of the 

129 Ibid., p.81.
130 Ibid., p.82.
131 Ibid., p.84.
132 These are integrated, overlapped, confronted, associated, inserted, extended and suspended and 
under these types between three to seven subtypes are presented with a picture and a short descripon 
normally highlighng an aspect.
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types is too simplisc, even banal, where the previous secons and way of thinking had lile 

consequence.

The interface is a type of limit basic to urbanity and belongs to architecture and urban design. It 

is an enty in itself, which includes many variaons, as part of a bigger whole. It is changed and 

changes over me as this manages tensions. It absorbs and records them and we can rediscover 

the previous spaal forms through typomorphological studies, disclosing individual cultural 

habits and values.

Summary

The texts referred to above indicate how the limit has presence in our lived-experiences of the 

built environment. The paramount and obvious example of the limit - the façade - gures in many 

authors’ work and is de ned by the line where the public meets the private or the inside meets 

the outside. Nonetheless, the overview of authors reveals a rich spectrum of approaches. On 

the one hand, the limit for Whyte, Cullen, Cooper Marcus and Francis, Nolli, Sie and Trancik 

is merely implied in their discourse. Whereas, on the other hand, in the work of Gehl, Jacobs, 

Stevens, Lynch, Alexander, Ford, Krier, White, Habraken and Bobić, the limit is arculated as a 

speci c aspect de ning the experience and performance of the built environment.

Despite Whyte not naming the edge, boundary or border, he dwells on the triangulaon that 

may occur along the façade or a low wall that di erenates spaces as well as serving as a 

sing area from which to watch. Cullen, with his existenal spaal approach, describes the 

environment deploying the here/there and this/that with an implicit limit between each pair of 

adverbs and pronouns respecvely. Cooper Marcus and Francis refer to the limit that frames, 

acts as a membrane, is an edge, a transion or barrier. Sie and Trancik do not discuss the limit 

per se, although the gure-ground map presents the limit in a simplisc way but this is crucial 

as it de nes the double limit where the white and black begin and end, one de ning the other. 

The gure-ground is a simpli caon of the Nolli plan, which conveys the limit in a complex way 

aligned with the discourse of connuity of space central to the modern period.

Within this myriad of thinkers, some like Gehl, Alexander and Bobić go as far as saying that 

the limit has a direct relaonship with how the centre performs. Gehl and Alexander refer 

to the edge of the space, which in many cases coincides with the façade while in others is 

something much subtler and more complex where the line has become a zone with depth, 
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spaal con guraon and able to be inhabited. Jacobs speci cally de nes this zone providing 

measurements and describing the dynamics in a speci c case and she also precisely refers to 

the importance of border along the perimeter of parks. Stevens demonstrates how the edge 

is instrumental in how acvies develop and appropriate the city contribung to the degree 

of urbanity. Lynch de nes the edge as one of his ve elements that characterise the built 

environment applying it to di erent scales; between districts or the edge along the path. Ford 

and Bobić, despite their di erent focus and movaons, both explain the changes of meanings 

of “in-betweens” based on mutaons of funcon and therefore of spaal con guraon in 

many cases related to technological advances or diverse noons of public and private. While 

Krier conceives the intersecons as the point where two things join as such as two streets or a 

street and a plaza creang a third -the between. White introduces the portal as one of the three 

elements that makes the spaces between buildings. He considers this in a similar way as the 

interacons for Krier, but he re ects upon them as a main element that we experience in the 

built environment relang to the idea of the threshold; an in-between, an interface where the 

person becomes a cizen. Bobić presents an intelligent and sophiscated study of the interface 

between the domesc and public domain, between the house and the street. He poses a 

complex and sound discourse reaching a de nion of the interface or transion including the 

agents and characteriscs. His study is valuable, and it will be interesng to explore how this 

translates when applied to the di erent nature of interface condions that this research studies.

Boundary, bound, edge, threshold, portal, transion, and interface are terms with slightly 

di erent meanings but with similar connotaons. De nions are provided for the more concrete 

terms relang to physical condions, such as the portal and the threshold. In this case, authors 

have the urge to approach the conceptualizaon and philosophical root of the word aiming for 

guidance and clarity. Therea er, for Bobić, “transion and interface” are two interchangeable 

terms and he has provided a complex de nion of the phenomenon for a speci c type. De 

Jonge, referenced by several thinkers, deployed the term “edge e ect” referring to how people 

locate themselves in space in relaon to the limit, and if this does not exist or is not clear, then 

the people themselves will de ne it. On the beach where the limit can be far and di cult for 

individuals or groups to directly relate to, it is a common pracce to mark133 the territorial limit 

where inhabitaon and acvies evolve. Therefore, based on this understanding, some authors 

adopt the term “edge” but they do not examine its origin. Other authors adopt “boundary” 

and its derivate “bound” that the former acts as a noun and the laer as an adjecve or verb 

implying that “this is made” and it may “ uctuate” or “be modi ed”; it can be permanent, 

133 Mark the limit de ning their territory (their gure in the immense ground) placing windbreaks, 
parasols, or even just towels and bags.
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temporal or can evolve. For example, Alexander deploys the “edge” and “boundary” for di erent 

situaons entailing di erent characteriscs.

Hence, there is a broad approach to the adopon of the terminology related to the limit. 

Nonetheless, there is some direcon in the complex characteriscs and variaons in which the 

limit is presented and experienced. It seems that just a sophiscated approach considering 

varied layers of knowledge will be valid.

Each author has a way of working and reaching conclusions though it is challenging to idenfy 

sound methodologies to be adopted in a study of the limit. Some authors base their studies on 

observaons. Gehl and Whyte observe a number of spaces following clear protocols and analyse 

and compare outcomes to draw conclusions. Others like Jacobs or Stevens also observe and 

record them but as individual cases. Cullen narrates his experiences based within a theorecal 

framework. Others, like Lynch and Alexander, base their studies on peoples’ re econs plus their 

analycal skills. Lynch works with students and lay people, asking for a mental map to idenfy 

the traits that de ne their experience and understanding. Another group of thinkers base their 

knowledge on morphological exploraons that usually include historical studies. The Nolli and 

gure-ground map are tools with a great potenal to start the study of the limit as well as other 

techniques that are deployed by morphologists but not applied by the authors assessed here. 

The nal group is con gured of authors who mix methods like White and Bobić.

Many authors demonstrate that the limit is signi cant in de ning our experiences and the built 

environment. The limit is physical and physiological. It is an enty with dimensions; it is more 

than a line even though in many cases this is di cult to measure, and thus it can be inhabited. 

It occupies a privileged locaon, able to separate as well as to establish relaonships (like the 

façade or the interfaces); able to aract or repel and cope with tensions. Some believe that it 

is able to harmonise tensions, it can be selecve and asymmetric. Through me it transforms 

in order to adapt but it is also able to provoke change. It is clear that the authors reviewed 

aempted to capture the idea of the limit, as experienced, in their works.

These thinkers raise key issues about the arculaon of the idea of the limit, and how it 

operates. The ideas outlined by these theorists and the related but disconnected vocabularies 

they present, are never tested against real-world experiences of the limit. The next chapter, 

1.2, will be devoted to accounts of my experiences of parcular limits of the urban and the 

landscape cases studies. Through the descripons, I will re ect upon the issues introduced 

in this chapter. These will set up the basis of chapter 1.3, which seeks to ‘de ne and rede ne 
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the limit’ engaging my real-world experiences with philosophical, anthropological and socio-

polical literature. This culminates with chapter 1.4, where a working de nion of the limit in 

architecture and urban design will be proposed.
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1.2  Experiencing the Limit

This chapter explores, from a phenomenological stance, the spaal-temporal experiences of 

walking through urban and landscape spaces between desnaons or just meandering between 

locaons and inhabing them, in relaon to individual percepon of a place. It seeks to express 

the complexity of the noon of the limit as urban design thinkers arculate it and the limit is 

understood through its experience, in uencing our everyday percepon.

Hence, the limit is explored through spao-temporal discursive descripons based on the 

lived-experience of three walks through three case studies: the two urban case studies located 

in the city of Barcelona, and the one landscape case study located on the coast of Mallorca, as 

already outlined in the introducon. The discursive descripons are in uenced by my knowledge 

in urban design, characterised by my architectural background determining what I see and the 

way I see it, whilst enabling relaonships to be established between the discourses of the urban 

design thinkers presented and the lived-experiences. The urban case studies are presented rst 

as they correlate with the place of research of the urban designers, the urban environment.

Descripon as Phenomenological Method

The descripons provided here have a resemblance to the ones presented by Edward S. 

Casey in his recent book The World on the Edge.1 He calls them “peri-phenomenology” which 

are descripons based on his experience at-hand (available to him in Heidegger’s mode) 

without providing any other complementary material such as pictures. The descripons are 

comprehensive, because the exercise of narrang the experience of moving through spaces 

analysing the way we see, feel and interrelate with things and/or understand them is, by 

necessity, detailed. The descripons surface from the lived-experience and focus on spaal 

and visual aspects, yet these encapsulate feelings and trigger the senses in the writer and 

reader. This exercise places demands on the wring of experience, entailing a process with 

careful descripons. These cover diverse elements and scales to idenfy aspects, rhythms and 

1 Edward S. Casey, The World on the Edge (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2017). See p.xix 
for etymology of the word and pp.53, 54, 300.
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Fig 1.2.1
Case study locaons.

Fig. 1.2.2
Barcelona case study locaons.
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paerns that may be formalised but, a priori, they appear invisible to us. The descripons are 

based on my personal experience (lived-experiences), yet are informed and in uenced by my 

understanding of the limit in urban design presented in the previous chapter.

These are explained in third person and use a female voice. My researcher’s approach is 

arguably disncve to that of the tourist, who has a di erent mind-set and looks for serendipity, 

the extraordinary and unique aributes of places. Or in opposion to the residents, who 

experience these spaces regularly and understand them more habitually. Thus, these are 

a ected and shaped by my professional background explained above and the aim of this 

exercise.

Photography as Phenomenological Method

The descripons are supported with photographs. As researcher, I have taken photographs and 

occasionally supplemented them with maps available to the public. These will enable the reader 

to engage and posion themselves within the locaon of the descripons and relate to them 

in a more vivid way. Photographs are not substutes for the descripons but complementary. 

Cameras are excellent tools for recording places, allowing the photographer to zoom in and 

out at will, using the macro or wide angle to take a general view or focus on a part of a view, 

element and so on. Each zoom is a separate shot, but is also part of a sequence. Each individual 

shot can be considered to recreate me, rhythms, screen out or obscure elements in order 

to simulate the experience/s. The smuli of sound, smell and touch are embedded in the 

experiences of a place and these are aroused through the imagery produced by the camera, 

evoking the memories of the viewer that correlate with collecve memories. However, the 

camera is not a substute for the human eye, which operates in a far more complex way; 

astute and quick, overlapping and juxtaposing elements within a view and between views and 

these in conjuncon with the rest of the sensory apparatus as part of a complex system. It is 

acknowledged that the camera represents what we see but in a distorted way compared to the 

way we see.2 However, it is a suitable tool providing another mode to aain the things at-hand 

with its own limitaons.

The photographs presented as complementary to the descripons have been taken on di erent 

visits to the di erent case studies and the camera was used as I used my eye. The eye is 

2 See the study and recording by Peter Bosselmann, Representaon of Places: Reality and Realism in the 
City Design (Berkeley, London: University of California Press, Ltd, 1998), pp.2-9 where he explains two views 
of the world to show the discrepancy between both; photograph versus eye view.
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selecve. In this case, the photographs in this study were taken in relaon to and determined 

by this parcular enquiry and my background. The camera - operated by me - is selecve as I 

am aware that a photograph based on its framing can reveal in a similar way to the framing of 

a drawing. The selecon of the photographs is based on the descripons, but the photographs 

have also informed the re econs as a record of the lived-experience. 

The Limit in Urban Design Informing the Descripons

The descripons seek to express the complex noon of the limit as arculated by urban design 

thinkers based on the experience of the limit. Hence, they focus on my experience of the limit 

and through the footnotes these are linked to the ideas of the urban design thinkers. There 

are re econs upon the limit performing as a membrane with di erenal ows between the 

two direcons of the limit.3 The “here” and “there” of Cullen is experienced revealing the limits 

within the view and an e ort has been made to idenfy the possible link between these and the 

grounds of a view.4

3 Jan Gehl, Christopher Alexander et al. and Quenn Stevens use the term membrane and Kevin Lynch 
menons the possible variaon along the length of the edge. This variaon may lead to di erent widths and 
qualies along the edge and at each side of it.
4 Gordon Cullen’s kinec approach to the experience of the urban realm takes him to the sequence of 
spaces and its inherent “here” and “there”. In the previous secon, I menoned the relaon with the 
foreground, middle ground and distant ground and their importance for the architect pointed by Steven 
Holl, Alberto Gómez-Pérez and Juhani Pallasmaa.
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1.2.1  In Architecture and Urban Design

The two case studies located in the city of Barcelona are presented in this secon and were 

selected because they provide a wide range of limits in di erent urban condions. Since the 

middle of the 1970s, a er the era of Franco, Barcelona has worked diligently in a creave 

and unique way to make city spaces, devong special care and aenon to the public realm. 

Policians,5 professionals6 and cizens have worked together to develop the common vision 

and values of the city and especially the public realm. Residents, visitors, academics and 

professionals7 of the built environment acknowledge and appreciate the richness and quality of 

the Barcelonis urban fabric and its public realm.

The case study Jardins de Lina Òdena is presented rst as it includes the everyday related to the 

street and compact public spaces associated with residenal areas and the domesc domain. 

L'Illa Diagonal follows, this relates to the residenal but covers a wider range of domains and 

scales including the city-scale.

5 Josep Maria Socías Humbert (1976-1979), Narcís Serra Serra (1979-1982), Pasqual Maragall Mira (1982-
1997), Joan Clos Matheu (1997-2006), Jordi Hereu Boher (2006-2011), Xavier Trías Vidal de Llobatera 
(2011-2015) and Ada Colau Ballano (2015-present) are the mayors of the city of Barcelona since the 
democracy was restored in Spain in 1975. Serra Serra is the mayor who supported the implementaon 
and regeneraon of open spaces and intervenons at the small and middle scale as well as originang the 
proposal for the Olympic Games 1992. Maragall Mira is the mayor who won the bid for the Olympic Games 
and delivered the projects to make it possible. He supported large and middle infrastructural scale projects 
across the city. Clos Matheu is known by the intervenon of Forum Universal de les Cultures, to end the 
un nished Avinguda Diagonal, regeneraon and redevelopment of the river Besòs, Diagonal Mar and the 
concepon of the project @22 based in Poblenou.
6 Josep Lluis Sert López (1902-1983), Oriol Bohigas Guardiola (1925- ), Manuel de Solà-Morales Rubio 
(1939-2012), Joan Antoni Solans Huguet (1941- ), Joan Busquest Grau (1946- ), Eduard Bru Bistuer (1950- 
) are a few in uenal names of Catalan architects and urban planners who acvely contributed to the 
development of the city and the ethos of its planning.
7 Bosselmann; Tim Marshall, ed., Transforming Barcelona (London: Routledge, 2004), p.1; Allan B. Jacobs, 
Elizabeth Macdonald and Yodan Rofé, The Boulevard Book: History, Evoluon, Design of Mulway Boulevards
(Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 2002), to name a few.
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Fig. 1.2.3
Barcelona and surroundings circa 1850.

Fig. 1.2.4
Cerdà Masterplan 1861.
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The Block Cerdà: Jardins de Lina Òdena

Historical Context

Nowadays, Barcelona is de ned as a dense, compact city with a robust urban fabric supported 

by rich architecture and public realm that o er good quality of life for both residents and 

visitors. A great part of this success is aributable to the consistent work carried out by the local 

authority working under the clear leadership of a number of policians from 1979 to 2006, 

supported by a generaon of exceponal and highly competent professionals. Both policians 

and professionals valued the public realm and saw this as an indicator of the city’s success and a 

re econ of its society.8 Above all, part of the success that Barcelona is today is due to Ildefons 

Cerdà (1815-1876), the Catalan engineer, polician, urbanist and social theorist9 who planned 

the expansion of Barcelona known as the Eixample. His masterplan was accepted by the central 

government in the early 1860s and was implemented in the subsequent decades with great 

input from the private sector.10 Cerdà proposed a city with medium densies and generous 

open spaces, following a number of the trends prevalent at that me.11 The new proposal was 

in stark contrast to the old city, constrained as it was by its defensive wall and characterised by 

overcrowding, very poor building condions with lile or no access to daylight, venlaon or 

proper service as well as poor quality of public realm.12

Nonetheless, Cerdà’s masterplan di ers greatly from its implementaon mainly due to two 

reasons: rstly, delays from the Madrid central government in approving the ordinances13

8 Jordi Borja, Zaida Muxi, El Espacio Público: Ciudad y Ciudadanía (Barcelona: Electa, 2003), p.14. Manuel 
Castell in the preface of Jordi Borja’s book Luces y Sombras del Urbanismo de Barcelona 2nd edn. (Barcelona: 
Editorial Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, UOC, 2010), p.10.
9 Tarragó, Salvador, Francesc Magrinyà, Cerdà, Urbs i Territori: Planning beyond the Urban (catalogue of 
the exposion, Barcelona: Fundació Catalana per la Recerca and Madrid: Electa, 1996), p.37. This is the 
book published alongside the exhibion to celebrate the 120th anniversary of the death of Ildefonso Cerdà. 
10 Miquel Corominas Ayala, Los Orígenes del Ensanche de Barcelona. Suelo, Técnica e Iniciava (Barcelona: 
Ediciones de la Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, 2002), pp.167-178.
11 He was greatly in uenced by the work of Georges-Eugène Haussmann (1809-1891) who directed the 
redevelopment of Paris (1850s-1870) and he re-drew the grids of di erent cies like Boston, Philadelphia, 
Copenhagen, Turin, Buenos Aires to name a few. See Arturo Soria y Puig, Cerdà. Las Cinco Bases de la Teoría 
General de la Urbanización (Barcelona: Fundació Catalana per a la Recerca and Madrid: Sociedad Editorial 
Electa España, 1999), pp.123-128.
12 Lluís Permanyer in the preface of the book by Floro Azqueta, Jesús Portevella J., Els Interiors d’Illa de 
l’Eixample. El Signi cat dels Seus Noms (Barcelona: Lunwerg Editores and Proeixample SA, 2007), p.8; 
Manuel de Solà-Morales (2010).
13 Ordinances are the rules associated to plots correlang to policies in the Brish planning sytem and, in 
this case to regulaons in design codes. 
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Fig. 1.2.5
Aerial view of Barcelona.

Fig. 1.2.6
Aerial view of Barcelona.
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associated with the masterplan.14 This permied the private sector to build considerably higher 

densies than the ones proposed in the masterplan; from 16 metre-deep buildings to 24 metres 

plus the ground oor, or more. Secondly, the approved masterplan included an imbalance 

between void and mass from an economic view point, making it unviable.15 Thus, Cerdà’s 

dream was never fully realised, but it is recognised that one of its parcularies is the block. 

Barcelona ended up with an Eixample that is relavely dense at 230 dw/ha,16 mainly composed 

of consistent perimeter blocks with restricted open space. In 1987, in order to compensate for 

this imbalance,17 the rst interior of a block - Jardins de la Torre de les Aigüe18 - was recovered 

and opened up to the public. This was part of an ambious and challenging programme set 

up to provide all residents with access to a public space no further than 200 meters from 

their dwellings.19 Between 1987 and 2015, 46 block interiors were recovered, which achieved 

access to public space for all residents no further than 300 meters from their dwellings.20 The 

introducon of these spaces as part of the block juxtaposes a new public open space alongside 

the exisng ones and new relaons between di erent domains emerge. 

This case study seeks to explore the limits and relaonships that are established when di erent 

domains are juxtaposed: public-private and collecve/communal-domesc. The rst secon 

brie y presents the block designed by Cerdà and some of its variaons with the interpretaon 

14 Joan Busquets Grau, Barcelona, The Urban Evoluon of a Compact City (Italy: Nicolodi, 2005), p.297. It is 
worth nong that at that me the powers were centralised in Madrid. This contrasts with today’s situaon 
where a signi cant part of the planning powers are decentralised, sing with the regional governments of 
the communidades autonómicas.
15 Busquets, pp.297-303; Corominas Ayala, pp.120-146.
16 This compares with Brooklyn, New York with 482dw/ha, 17th Arrondissement, Plaine Monceau, Courtyard 
Housing, Block 4001 at 194dw/ha and contrasts with the theorecal block of the Garden City planned by 
Howard of just 15dw/ha. Data taken from Lee Turney, Imai Randall, Catherine Du y, et al. DENSITY atlas
(Massachuses: MIT, 2011) <hp://densityatlas.org/> [Accessed 21 April 2018].
17 The Barcelona masterplan proposed by Cerdà was very generous in open space as part of the block 
and ended up with a dense grid constuted of blocks with lile open space on the ground oor for leisure. 
Nowadays the claim for more open green space is mainly part of the sustainability agenda but for very 
similar bene ts to the ones Cerdà pursued; health (venlaon, light, social contact) and beer quality of life 
(social contact, contact with nature, mobility).
18 Most of these recovered spaces include the term “jardins” as part of their name, which translates as 
“gardens” evoking a con ned, breathing, quiet space de ned by its green, rich palee of material where sun 
is provided in winter and shade in summer. These aspire to contrast the harsh and busy street colonised by 
cars, motorbikes and busy pedestrians including trees as the only green element. They seek to improve the 
quality of life while taking advantage of the dense city; Lluís Permanyer in Azqueta Floro, Jesús Portevella,
p.9 and Ibid., p.162.
19 Ibid., p.158 and Joan Busquets Grau and Miquel Corominas Ayala, eds., Cerdà i la Barcelona del Futur. 
Realitat Versus Projecte (Barcelona: Diputació de Barcelona and Centre de Cultura Contemporànea de 
Barcelona, 2009).
20 P.R. Barcelona crea nous espais verds i esbarjo als interiors d;illa del distrite de l’Eixample (Barcelona 
creates new green opens spaces in the blocks of the district l’Eixample), 20 Minutes published on the 
25.07.2014, <hps://www.20minutos.es/nocia/2199905/0/crearan/interiors-illa/eixample/> [Accessed 
21 April 2018].
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Fig. 1.2.7
Street-block con guraons.

Fig. 1.2.8
"U-block" special study by Cerdà.
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of its associated limits based on the reading of well-known maps and research of Cerdà’s 

masterplan. The second secon explores how the recovered public space in the interior of 

the block for the residents establishes relaonships based on the modi caon of gradaons 

and overlaps of public-private, domesc-collecve, challenging the transions and perhaps 

rede ning the noon of the limit between public and residenal realms.

Cerdà’s Street-Block

For Cerdà, the street-block was the smallest enty needed to make the city,21 therefore he 

paid special aenon to it and this enty evolved connuously from the rst proposal unl the 

masterplan was approved and implemented. In his inial plan, dated 1859, Cerdà proposed 

open blocks as the main type with two buildings at opposite sides (and occasionally three 

buildings with an open side), formalised with 45-degree angled chamfers de ning the street 

corner to reinforce the principle of mobility prevalent at the me, but mainly to accommodate 

public transport. 22 The buildings de ne a generous amount of open space, in some cases 

48% of the block's footprint.23 This was originally intended to be a combinaon of private 

and communal gardens and allotments to preserve the “home” from the city and guarantee 

good lighng, venlaon and lifestyle in contrast to the condions in the old walled city.24 The 

buildings are the elements that de ne the street and the internal open space of the block. Thus, 

the building is the inhabited limit, which arculates the street and internal open space. The 

value of the block lies in the buildings - the mass - in opposion to the internal open space and 

the public open space between blocks - the voids. Cerdà combines this block type deploying 

many di erent orientaons, resulng in streets composed of di erent fragments and the 

correlaon of di erent open spaces forming bigger open spaces.25 In the 1859 masterplan, he 

also proposes variaons on the con guraons of the block where two consecuve sides are 

constructed formalising the corner and this forms part of the superblock made up of four blocks.

The masterplan dated 1863 proposed that the superblocks26 menoned above are mainly used 

where the grid is crossed by railways whereas the U-block is used as the basic typology. The 

U-blocks are paired to form a superblock with a large open space crossed by a street.27 This is 

21 Soria y Puig, p.33.
22 Ibid., p.280.
23 And 28% of area to be built and 30% dedicated to the street. Ibid., p.281.
24 Ibid., p.281 and Permanyer in Azqueta et al. p.8.
25 A detail study of the combinaons of this basic block is provided in Soria y Puig, pp.282-283.
26 Detailed study is presented in Ibid., pp.335-343.
27 This was a lile but beauful study he conducted for the Fomento del Ensanche de Barcelona and the 
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Fig. 1.2.10
Evoluon of the Block through regulaon changes.

Fig. 1.2.9
Evoluon of the block through changes in regulaons (ordinances).
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de ned from the outside to the inside by a line of trees placed on the edge of the pavement 

that together de ne the limit between the space for vehicles and pedestrians. In some streets, 

this line of trees is doubled up, creang a stronger edge. Then the pavement links the secon of 

the street for vehicles and the buildings; the "in-between". The building is a clear limit de ning 

the street and also disnguishes the public and private realm, which poses the queson as 

to whether the building is the limit, the in-between or just the façade? The building band is 

composed of a series of residenal units and these are adapted to solve both formal (corners) 

and technical (lighng, venlaon, etc) problems. Therefore, the basic building type adapts to 

its speci c locaon within the band. Tradionally, the basic building type locates the more public 

rooms with views to the street and the more private ones with views to the interior of the block. 

There is also a gradaon in a similar sense between the ground oor and upper oors. The 

building band faces a hollow open space on the ground oor.

The residenal units have direct access to their ground oor private open space, comprising a 

garden and a strip of space between the building and the garden. The green private gardens 

lead to the middle communal open space providing direct access to and from the street through 

the open side of the block. The communal space is sheltered by two-storey buildings that 

formalise the entrance and provide a visual control into the communal open space. The private 

gardens are visually exposed to the street through the fence that separates the private from 

public property and the corners are emphasised by the building band. The atmosphere and scale 

of the street that runs along the open side of the U-blocks are de ned by the open space of the 

block. The line along this side that separates public from private property varies, yet establishes 

a rich variety of situaons where the physical limit di ers from the visual limit. The character 

and atmosphere of the street is established by that speci c relaonship, exposing the private, 

more domesc domain and its inherent scale, to the public. For the pedestrian, the ulmate, 

rm and far away limit is de ned by the back of the building band, although there are many 

other layers between this and the more immediate limit.

By contrast, the limit between inside-outside, private-public and domesc-collecve-public on 

the other three sides relies mainly on the building becoming the inhabited limit. The inhabited 

limit may be designed to adapt and respond to what it is liming. For example, the most simple 

and evident responses will be the building reaching a certain height and openings adopng 

speci c dimensions to establish the scale of the street and sense of publicness. 

drawing is presented in Ibid., p.256 and Busquets Grau, p.139.
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Fig. 1.2.12
Map of Eixample with recovered Block interiors as of 2009.

Fig. 1.2.11
Typologies of inner open spaces of the Block.
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Nevertheless, the typical block of the Eixample of Barcelona as built, rather than as planned, is 

di erent due to a large and complicated number of issues related to ordinances not approved 

at the me the masterplan was approved.28 The intenon of an open U-shaped block, the block 

de ned with buildings on just two sides, or three on some occasions, has in reality been realised 

in the form of a complete perimeter block with a connuous border -the façade. The interior 

void has been occupied by the owners and users who have access to the ground oor. Moreover, 

the buildings of the perimeter block as realised are deeper in plan than originally intended by 

Cerdà. Therefore, Barcelona ended up with an Eixample where the block is quite consistent, but 

contains endless diversity29 at di erent levels and with much higher densies than expected, 

compromising Cerdà's idyllic vision.

Recovery of the Interiors of Blocks as Public Spaces

In the 1980s, the issues of high densies and ows of tra c began to seriously compromise the 

use of the Eixample for residenal use and as a consequence, new ordinances were approved, 

forcing developers to leave part of the interior of the block free of buildings to be landscaped.30

Addionally, in the 1980s, Proeixample S.A. (dissolved in 2012 and currently part of Barcelona 

Infrastructures Municipals -BIMSA)31 jointly with the city of Barcelona and Catalan banks, started 

the iniave of recovering the interior of some blocks for public access and use. The method 

used is simple, cost e ecve but slow. Proeixample paid for the development of the design and 

implementaon of these spaces by the development and sale of the remainder of the land 

for apartments and building facilies. The rst interior was opened to the public in 1987; The 

Jardins de la Torre de les Aigües.32

The concept is that all residents will have access to a garden no more than 300 meters from 

their homes. By July 2014, Barcelona had recovered a total of 94,000sqm of open “green” space 

as part of the interior of blocks spread over 45 Jardins.33 The target is 50 Jardins and those 

28 Soria y Puig, p.302. 
29 Diversity understood in Jacobs’ terms. Diversity of land uses vercally and horizontally, diversity within 
a façade, a block composed of many façades, diversity of streets within measurement, for example.
30 Busquets Grau, p.369-370.
31 Jaume. V. Aroca, Trías Uni ca las Empresas Municipales, La Vanguardia, 25/05/2012 <hp://www.
lavanguardia.com/polica/20120525/54298893720/trias-uni ca-las-empresas-municipales.html>
[Accessed 21 April 2018].
32 Permanyer in Azqueta et al. p.9.
33 Patricia Castán, ‘El Eixample se oxigenará con 5.000m² verde más’ El Periódico, 18/01/14 < hps://www.
elperiodico.com/es/barcelona/20140117/el-eixample-se-oxigenara-con-5000-m2-verdes-mas-3020695> 
[Accessed 21 April 2018].
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Fig. 1.2.14
Block Jardins de Lina Òdena.

Fig. 1.2.13
Ojecve for the recovery of inner open spaces in the Block.
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1.2  Experiencing the Limit

recovered range from just under 500sqm to just over 7,500sqm. 34 Therefore, the Eixample, at 

some points, is recovering a sense of Cerdà’s intended spirit. Of course, the amount of open 

space provided with these Jardins is symbolic in relaon to what Cerdà originally planned, but 

it is implemenng that missing layer of the type of open space belonging to the neighbourhood 

scale; a type that contributes to the quality of life and de nes residents’ lifestyles.

A great number of these Jardins, while complying with the ordinances, include a facility such 

as a surgery, nursery or library, contribung to the social use and mix of these spaces. These 

recovered spaces are directly linked to the residenal units and the street and in some cases, 

as menoned above, have a public use. The following secon presents the Jardins de Lina 

Òdena, an example of these recovered jardins, which I have used as a case study to explore the 

intersecon, lters, transions, juxtaposions of spaces and subspaces and their associated 

limits.

Jardins de Lina Òdena and the Block

Jardins de Lina Òdena sit in an ordinary Eixample block, near to the Parc de l’Estació del Nord35

and the concert hall.36 However, the map dated 1891 by D.d.M. Serra shows how this block, 

adjacent to the 50-meter wide Carrer37 Marina and the 20-meter wide streets Ausiàs Marc, d’Alí 

Bei and Sardenya, was crossed by the red line deliming the municipalies of Barcelona and 

Sant Martí de Provensals. The block is around 113x100m, di ering from the typical 113x113m, 

giving extra space to the Carrer Marina that later on became the sole limit between the two 

municipalies, unl 1897 when Sant Martí de Provençals became a district of Barcelona and is 

now simply known as Sant Martí.38

This block is composed of 19 plots of varied sizes, ranging from 7m to 55m of frontage built 

between early 1900s and 1990s. Plots built a er 1988 comply with the new ordinances with a 

maximum of six storeys, while the plots with older buildings are seven storeys high. The upper 

oors are dedicated to residenal use, while the ground oors contain communal access to 

upper oors, access to underground car parking, retail (pharmacy, bars, garage, etc) and some 

34 Azqueta, p.159-160.
35 The staon was inially built in 1860s and the building refurbished and the park implemented in the 
late 1980s as part of the recovery of public open spaces in Barcelona (Busquets, Barcelona, The Urban 
Evoluon of a Compact City p.349).
36 Designed by Rafael Moneo Vallés and opened in 1999.
37 Carrer is the Catalan word for street.
38 Busquets, p.189.
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Fig. 1.2.15
View of Carrer Ausiàs Marc.
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1.2  Experiencing the Limit

commercial units. Buildings built a er 1988 include one or two underground oors of car 

parking. The interior open space for public use, the Jardins, was recovered in two phases and 

from three plots. In 2007 the rst two plots of 1,319sqm were recovered and in 2009 another 

439sqm.39 This space is be accessed from number 172 Carrer Sardenya via a narrow passage 

and from number 121 Carrer d’Alí Bei, through a ground oor tunnel passage running under an 

apartment building.

Experiencing the Street

Walking along the streets Sardenya, d’Alí Bei or Ausiàs Marc, the pedestrian easily understands 

the historical street and block typology, de ned as it is by the facades of the buildings belonging 

to and formalising two perimeter blocks as well as the street –the space between buildings. 

The pedestrian inhabing this in-between space can read many of the properes of the block 

that de ne the street and make it parcular. When she walks along the street; she is in a void, 

an in-between, with simple limits de ned by the façades and the oor acng as a connuous 

background framing the sky, and within this void, things are spaally arranged and displayed 

through me. Yet, this is just a rst and simplisc impression. As she reaches the end of the 

block, at the road intersecon, the sky has a more prominent presence as does the oor. The 

façades spill out to form the chamfers and she becomes aware of the blocks. Unl now the 

façades contained, limited and belonged to the void she inhabited. Now, the façade nearest 

her limits, contains and belongs to the block, the mass. But very soon, a er crossing the street 

intersecon, she enters the street where the façade again takes on the earlier role. Nonetheless, 

its duality40 has been revealed.

Pavement

Back walking along the street, she walks on the pavement - a secon of the oor - paved with 

ulitarian concrete les with di ering panas, making her aware of the world under her feet and 

which reveal the many mes this secon has been excavated to access the services beneath. 

The pavement is an inhabited surface and has two visible ends. One side is de ned by the 

39 This informaon is taken from the periodical journal published and edited by the ProEixample S.A. 
to provide informaon to the cizens; La Revista de L’Eixample, numero 24, April 2008 <hps://bcnroc.
ajuntament.barcelona.cat/jspui/bitstream/11703/93586/1/12247.pdf> [Accessed 14 July 2018].
40 If the façade is a double limit to the block and street it will need to obey the needs of both when these 
will probably be di erent making it work as an intelligent membrane. This is the term used by Gehl, Jacobs, 
Stevens and Alexander. This condion also refers to the interface studied by Bobić who refers to it as the 
place where the individual and community encounter and negoate their di erences and this translates 
into mutaons and the community is stronger as it stays for longer. 
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Fig. 1.2.16
View of opposite facade.
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1.2  Experiencing the Limit

building, or more speci cally, the line that de nes the intersecon between the façade and the 

oor; yet this line somemes disappears and then reappears again.41 The other side is delimited 

by the kerb.

The crisp line of the kerb is preceded by “things”, like trees with their associated tree pits 

all perfectly aligned, and streetlights and sign posts more or less again aligned together, 

constung a strip of “things”. This strip bu ers42 the opposite façade, and this experience is 

stronger if there are cars parked along the kerb. The opposite façade is a limit that comforts; it 

is constant, present in her peripheral view and in her mind. Thus, the strip of things is a so  and 

permeable edge as it is transparent,43 allowing her to see through. This strip in conjuncon with 

the cars parked alongside the kerb emphasises the pavement as her realm. She is on it but also 

in it.

The pedestrian turns around to cross to the other side; then, she feels that she is between 

façades but in a di erent way than just a moment ago. The nearest façade is behind her and 

she is facing the opposite façade. The façades before were guiding the journey. Now, with this 

90-degree turn, one of the façades is there, behind her, only in her memory and the other is in 

front of her acng as a limit that she can locate, but which cannot be transgressed. The type of 

view and perspecve have changed and with them the referenal elements.44

Before, the pedestrian was walking along the street and the lines of the pavement such as the 

kerb, side façades, the virtual line linking the trees and so on converged at eye level far away – 

the vanishing point. The point where all lines converge moves further away as she walks but also 

moves up and down as she turns her head up and down connuously changing the emphasis of 

the surfaces and lines. When she looks down occasionally, the surface of the pavement with the 

two ends takes most of the view, and the surface is the very nearest limit of the view. When she 

looks up again, the pavement and the near façade frame the view; limit it, as well as providing 

protecon. Perhaps this is due to familiarity, or due to the fact that these limits are anchoring 

and locang her. When she moves her head up, the point where the lines converge also rises. 

41 Lynch said that an edge or boundary can be fragmented, not connuous. This limit is fragmented but 
not so much as to lose the line or this is recovered at a di erent level by the façade.
42 In the sense that visually it covers part it and it emphasises the distance. The strip helps to de ne a here 
and a there; helps to place the line or strip between the two.
43 Transparent in the sense that I can see through but simultaneously it has a presence not just on the 

oor but also vercally.
44 Holl, Pallasmaa and Pérez-Gómez explain the importance of the composite of the di erent grounds on 
views and the relaon of the views. Here the foreground, middle ground and background are starng to be 
understood as parts and their interrelaon.
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Fig. 1.2.17
Bikes colonising the strip.

Fig. 1.2.18
Kerb allows access (from road).

Fig. 1.2.19
Kerb allows access (from pavement).
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The nearest façade and the so  edge at the other side, with the other façade far away, provide 

clear limits containing her view and the pavement takes secondary place. As her eyes rise 

further, the façades frame the far away sky and, at some point, the façades, before experienced 

as surface-limits, take precedence at the rims. In this case, the rims45 are two irregular 

connuous lines, each formed by the edges of the buildings that constute the façades. The 

point where the lines converge is far away in the sky, impossible to place, contrasng with the 

nearer converging point projected on the pavement on the opposite point of the journey.

Now, she has turned 90 degrees again, and is now facing the opposite façade. The view has 

changed from one-point to two-point perspecve. Before, the view had depth and was laterally 

de ned whereas this view is at. This is due to her now facing the opposite façade at a relave 

short proximity which lacks side limits. Now, the façade becomes the background where the 

“there” ends and “things” are placed or projected. It presents itself as stac, whereby as she 

moves towards it, it changes lile and the depth is read by the layers of things against it. Near 

the end façade there is the line of trees, and the lamp posts emerging behind the parked 

cars are projected on the background. She may see fragments of the kerb or may imagine it 

based on the experience of the “here”. To get “there”, she needs to overcome the “here”.46

She walks towards the line of the kerb crossing the tree line while constantly looking down 

and up; swapping between these two views. The down view is de ned by the near limit of the 

pavement where she stands, which she is feeling and measuring with her feet. The up view is 

limited by the background, the façade, at a xed distance. These two views with their associated 

limits relocate her in relaon to the kerb and the immediate context.47 She reaches the kerb, 

she stops and looks to measure how far the foot must go down and back up to align the body. 

Then, the body is alerted that something is happening based on the change of perspecves and 

it is accentuated due to the slight change of the eye level (around 150mm) as she stepped o  

the kerb. Her reach of view has decreased as she loses a lile height and her immediate limits 

have again changed while the overall remain. All this happens very quickly and seamlessly. 

Consequently, the line of the kerb has a special meaning for the pedestrian as she walks along it, 

45 Jane Jacobs referred to the rim of the park that was presenng the park but not contribung to its life. 
The rim of the buildings framing the sky is xed and unchangeable line framing and de ning the here and 
there of Cullen.
46 The "here" and "there" are used in the same way as Gordon Cullen in The Concise Townscape (Oxford: 
Architectural Press, 1961), pp.9-10. The person is located by the here and there and there is a limit 
di erenang one from the other.
47 Stevens explained that people posion themselves in relaon to boundaries. Although, the descripon 
presents how the person iden es his posion in relaon to the limit. Thus, one understands the place 
through its limits.
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Fig. 1.2.20
Facade providing access to residenal units above and to retail on ground oor.

Fig. 1.2.21
Facade providing access to car parking below, residenal units above and retail on ground oor.
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crosses or experiences it from the opposite pavement. This line48 adopts a special meaning for 

those who look a er children. This line is a limit, a line of safety de ning a territory of freedom 

and a possible area for content, controlled play, to stop to talk, to have a drink or even to leave 

the motorbike.49 The kerb may act as the hinge of this bu er strip with one side containing the 

trees, light posts and signage aligned and the other containing the parked cars.50 The rst side 

is o en used by children for playing, or motorbikes colonise it for parking. The second is the 

psychological barrier as it contains space even though this may not be connuous.

It is interesng to observe how the strip is read by the users and consequently colonised by 

tables and chairs, creang focal points of inhabitaon and motorbikes.51 The line de ning the 

change of level is read di erently by cyclists, disabled people or people pushing pushchairs, 

as they are looking for the areas where this line meets the lower level with a mini-ramp, as 

for them this is the only accessible point within the line. Hence, this is read and understood 

di erently by di erent users.

Façades

The façade is a primary element with immense presence in her experience. Before, she 

experienced the rim, constuted by the edge at the upper end of the façade, which presents 

and frames the sky as she looks up. But, she also experiences the lower end, the line as a 

result of the intersecon of the vercal surface (the façade) with the horizontal surface (the 

pavement). Thus, the façade connects and separates the sky and the oor, which are xtures in 

our experience.

At a rst glance, the connuous façade de ning the block is a simple limit, but it is in fact a 

complex surface through which the plots composing the block meet the public. The ordinances 

48 This line refers to the exposed edge of the kerb that is the point where there is a change of level. For 
many, this is a line that exposes danger as people can fall. But, in this case, it is a line, a limit that protects as 
it is associated with a strip. Thus, this is a physical as well as a psychological boundary. 
49 The kerb and the edge (line) of the kerb is mulfunconal relang to Whyte’s observaons. This has 
di erent meaning depending of what we do at each speci c moment and also with whom we are.
50 The limit of the edge of the kerb, the line has a band associated providing a width with di erent content 
and each side is di erent as it negoates di erent situaons. The tensions and negoaons the kerb su ers 
are di erent to the ones presented by Miloš Bobić with the interface, but these are comparable in the way 
they operate.
51 The physical elements comprising the strip are staonary but then the way this is daily colonised or the 
pass of the sun it makes it dynamic and changeable in a rhythmic way. Furthermore, Lynch believes that 
parts of a boundary can be aracve or repellent and the colonizaon tells us that parts of this limit are 
more aracve than others for speci c acvies.
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Fig. 1.2.22
Facade providing access to car parking below, residenal units above and retail on ground oor.
Source: By Author.
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spulate simple parameters e.g.: all plots must be built up to their exterior line, becoming part 

of the block façade (alignment), the maximum height of the building and the maximum number 

of oors, which ensure that the street is experienced as a simple void de ned by a robust 

building line, the façade.52 Simultaneously, the façade is the mediator between the public and 

private realm made of di erent segments  (building façades ) that diverge from each other, 

manifesng the ownerships as well as meeng the parameters de ned by the ordinances.53

Thus, the block façade includes variaon in the types of perforaons: windows and doors and in 

some cases tentave projecons (balconies) sprout from it and all these variaons sit within a 

canvas. Wherever she looks, she experiences diversity and di erence, but concurrently they are 

all the same.54

Façade at Ground Floor Level

Focusing on the eye level of the façade (the ground oor) it not only carries a clear meaning 

de ning where private property starts, but it also arculates the two realms by providing access 

to the private from the public. This arculaon is formalised in a variety of ways depending on 

the direct link with the use on the ground oor and the adopted form of access to upper oors. 

The variaon and di erenaon found on the upper oors is greater than on the ground oor in 

the way the relaons between private and public are formalised. 

At all mes, the line of the façade is present and only perforaons allow access to the private 

realm by framing. The perforaons of the façade, in the older buildings, reveal the width of the 

façade, its four sides are formalised, the door is inserted and lined up with the private side of 

the façade, the doorbells are placed on the reveal and the change of level between public and 

private is resolved at the outer leaf of the façade. The reveal of the façade is small, smaller than 

the width of our body, but this is that space where she shelters to ring the bell when vising her 

friend, becoming aware that she is in an in-between; neither in her friends’ place nor sll on the 

street. In many cases, this perforaon has a balcony over at rst or second oor level, sheltering 

52 Due to the clarity and simplicity between mass and void of the street the gure-ground map comes to 
mind and while walking through the street, the void takes priority.
53 Celebrang diversity as Jacobs advocated but in this case within uniformity due to the building 
alignment. It seems that what Stevens said about boundaries in relaon to people of “togetherness and 
disncveness” applies here to the façade as enty.
54 It reads as an immense ground that contains some gures; here and there somehow related but also 
independent. She only can concentrate on the gures and at some points on one gure forgeng the 
ground or the way around. Just as the face and the jar; the gure-ground of the Gestalt; you see one side or 
the other but not both simultaneously.
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Fig. 1.2.24
Access to the Jardins from Carrer Sardenya.

Fig. 1.2.23
View from Carrer Sardenya and access to the Jardins.
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the door and her from the weather. Somemes this ground oor hosts retail shops and the 

opaque doors are changed for glass doors that frame the inside, providing an adversement for 

the goods within. 

In some instances, and parcularly with newer buildings, the residenal accommodaon placed 

on the upper oors sits on a podium. The podium is a skin that is perforated to provide access 

to the residenal space above, car parking below and hosts any retail and commercial units. 

The skin folds inwards into the private domain, creang a recess and a moment to house and 

celebrate the communal access for residenal space above and parking below. The façade 

of the upper oors assumes a new alignment from the width of the narrow balconies in the 

old buildings, creang a connuous overhang. 55 To this overhang, balconies are added where 

necessary, based on the programme inside but also in relaon to the views outside or at least 

to compose the façade.56 On the ground oor, the architect may wish to blur the separaon 

between private and public by creang a welcoming and seamless entrance,57 but this is 

boycoed by the reality of dues associated with ownership, resulng in di erent pavements 

as per di erent owners and managements.58 The access to underground car parking is resolved 

in a similar way to the accesses to residenal units, celebrang the entrance and aiming for a 

seamless transion but for very di erent reasons. Moreover, this access is marked on the kerb 

that drops to allow vehicular access. At these entry points, the car invades the domain of the 

pedestrian, creang an area of tension between these two types of users. The pedestrian has 

the priority, and this is shown by the connuity of pavement for the pedestrian.59

Commercial and retail uses that are accommodated on ground oors follow the same principles 

as the residenal, with perforaons in the façade, but what were opaque residenal doors 

in the rst case, become transparent glass in the second. In newer buildings, ground oors 

accommodang these uses expose the structure of the building and big glass panels are inserted 

in between, creang a visual link between the two domains. The inside is exhibited to the 

55 Complying with the regulaons about protrusions on public realm. 
56 Thus, the balcony is a limit where the tensions between needs and wishes from the public and private 
domains are negoated and ordinances complied. Jacobs, Bobić, Stevens and Alexander refer to the 
boundary as a negoator and Alexander speci cally talks about the boundary being able to harmonise 
di erences.
57 This agrees with Lynch understanding that the boundary is barrier not allowing but also a seam seeking 
some sort of connuity. 
58 In this case, the di erent types of pavement show a signi cant limit but in a subtle and simple way. She 
may noce the di erence of pavement, but she won’t think the reason and what re ects.
59 The tension in this area (from the road to the building intersecon the pavement) is negoated by the 
uses, people and the physical impact and formalizaon of the tension is kept to minimum.
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Fig. 1.2.26
Access to the Jardins from Carrer Sardenya.

Fig. 1.2.25
Access to the Jardins from Carrer Sardenya.
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exterior, inving people to consume visually their goods rather than with the aim of blurring the 

limit between public and private. Bars put tables outside, in the strip of things associated with 

the kerb, ensuring that part of the pavement is not interrupted, thus allowing free movement 

for pedestrians. Waiters move constantly between the inside and outside of the bar premises 

in the opposite direcon to that of the pedestrians and the waiters need to negoate60 this 

crossover with the pedestrians, who have the priority. Consequently, at this level, a lile part of 

the street starts to belong to the block.

Access to the Jardins

The accesses to the Jardins are through two di erent passages from Carrer Sardenya and Carrer 

Alí Bei. The access from Sardenya is marked by ve elements grouped into two: a narrow gap 

between buildings with a grille on the oor to collect the rain water and metal posts at each 

end of the gap set against the buildings and, on the other side of the pavement, a mini ramp 

reinforced by two sign posts (actually not very visible, as they are part of the general visual 

cluer of the strip of things) along the edge of the pavement where this meets the tarmac. 

The pedestrian’s conical perspecve, experienced while walking along the pavement where the 

access is placed, is disrupted by another conical perspecve61 when the pedestrian noces the 

gap between the buildings and turns her head around. Nonetheless, this disrupon is gentle, as 

all the elements are placed within the system and thus within their limits. Therefore, the access 

is discrete, indicang that it is designed for the neighbours living in the block or surrounding 

blocks, but not to aract the general public.

Once she decides to enter the Jardins, the very long and narrow gap between the two buildings 

is revealed, establishing a clear set of limits. In rst place, the view is limited and framed by the 

walls and oor constung the gap. These are the “there” framing the “over there” and the 

“here”. The street facades sharply fold to create the gap. The side posts that host the steel gate 

with the grille linking the posts de ne the limit between “here” and “there”. The “there” ends 

where the light starts again, at the other side of the long and shaded gap. At one moment, the 

gap is an invisible space encouraging her view to focus towards the end, the oasis. The oasis, 

“over there” is intriguing, full of light and greenery and these elements are contained by the 

far away façade; again, the façade takes the role of linking the oor and the sky. At another 

60 This is a tension and negoaon where the pedestrian (again) has more power and the waiter as 
individual needs to handle and deal with it and the pavement has not been compromised or designed for 
this situaon.
61 There are other views as she turns her head around though this happens very quickly.
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Fig. 1.2.27
Arriving to the Jardins.

Fig. 1.2.28
Domesc realm meeng the collecve - public space.
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moment, the gap manifests itself as she feels the drop in temperature and is spaally squeezed 

by the two façades belonging to the perimeter block, urging her to move quickly. She is not in 

the street, she is not in the Jardins. She is in an in-between,62 neither “here” nor “there”.

As she walks along the gap, she is sll posioned thanks to the high-up distant background (over 

there) of the residenal façades, but a middle low ground with urban elements and lighng 

emerges (previously part of the background) framed by the foreground (here) and delimited 

by the gap forming the conical perspecve. As she gets nearer to the light, the gap opens up 

to the right into a space with greenery, urban elements and a language that belongs to the 

public space. Very soon, the gap opens to the le  and she feels in it, in the middle of it. She has 

arrived.63

The Jardins

She feels enclosed, protected by the walls that separate or perhaps hide something and which 

are shielded with greenery creang the noon of an oasis.64 This is the middle ground; the wall 

appears to sustain the far away background composed of a myriad of elements. She remembers 

the other “there”; the street, where the long view was de ned by the façades presenng the 

residenal use to the public. At this point, the “there” reveals a more private or domesc face 

of the residenal compared to the one presented in the street. Newer buildings expose living 

rooms and bedrooms, while the older ones expose bedrooms, kitchens and ulity rooms. The 

balconies facing this space show more use and personalizaon than the ones facing the street. 

The awnings adopt di erent posions, giving the impression that these are moved as the 

sun changes posion. Clothes are drying, giving a sign of inhabitaon and plants are growing, 

indicang care and delight.

62 The gap is an enty itself, an in-between, with a parcular spaal con guraon with tangible and less 
tangible agents reminding us of the interface that Bobić studied. It also evokes White’s portal making you 
feel in a liminal posion; not “here” not “there”; expecng, waing. Thus, this in-between sets up the 
physical but also psychological transion between the two realms (public and collecve belonging to a 
community) that Stevens explains with the example of the church from the street. 
63 The gap and the jardins have a di erent morphology but it is also accompanied with a change of 
perspecve in uencing the hierarchy of the “here”, “there” and “over there” and correlang grounds 
providing an inside to Cullen’s and also Holl, Pallasmaa and Gómez-Pérez’s approaches. White said that the 
portal was a physical enty with presence and qualies able to orchestrate “the unfoldment of views” and 
perhaps this can be said of this gap. The orchestraon may have to do with the “unfolding” of the hierarchy 
within the views of the di erent views.
64 This limit contrasts with the boundary-transion that Clare Cooper Marcus and Carolyn Francis present 
to generate a porous link encouraging movement through it. This limit does not want to be transgressed 
physically instead desires to enclose providing the sense of containment, protecon and security. In this 
case, it contains from both sides and delineates the two realms.
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Fig. 1.2.29
Space for acvies.

Fig. 1.2.30
Standing in an area for acvies.
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The View of the Resident

The resident views the Jardins from an advantaged posion - a high point - where she sees and 

can supervise most of the void de ned by the walls and the greenery. For the resident, the 

limit is the surface of the parapet of the window or the balustrade of the balcony physically 

engaging with its edge. These de ne the “here” and the “there”, the inside and outside, the 

public-collecve and the private. However, the resident feels that the “there” - the void - is far 

away and this inclined distance close to the vercal contributes to establish a hierarchy, where 

the private prevails over the public. The pedestrian is seen and observed, feeling inferior to 

the resident. The resident’s “there” feels nearer than the “there” for the pedestrian that is far 

away, separated by di erent layers formalising the limit between public and private. This dual 

percepon contributes to developing di erent meanings of the Jardins for the resident (sense of 

belonging, caring for) and the pedestrian.65

Spaces and Acvies

The Jardins are structured by the route going through and linking the two streets. The spaces 

containing acvies mediate between the route and the limit, the wall. In a few cases, the wall 

is le  bare and in others greenery grows on it, or an area of green with trees is associated with 

it, becoming part of the limit. The acvity spaces are somemes just de ned by a change of 

material and at other points are reinforced with a line of low vegetaon, a long bench or an 

individual bench alongside a bin, just long enough to create a subtle and discrete limit, almost 

impercepble to the pedestrian. This limit is apparent in a line where the oor materials meet 

without a ecng the visual connuity and which can be traversed with no risk. The limit is in the 

materials themselves; in their careful and controlled combinaon. In this case, the pedestrian 

refers to the “this” and “that”,66 as it is a close-up of a change of two spaces through materials 

that feel and are near. In other cases, the above takes place, but the seamless change of material 

is reinforced with a line of benches and a bin sing near to where the two materials meet.67 This 

line-strip reads as a virtual transparent wall that is penetrated by the eye, creang the “here” 

and “there”. It is possible to simultaneously read the “here” and “there” as well as the “this” and 

“that”. It reads from the ground, the strongest and clearest limit, up to a certain height de ned 

65 The two users with di erent interests reveal the duality and asymmetry of the limit and how this can be 
selecve. This may correlate with the intelligent membrane that Jacobs, Stevens and Alexander. This is not 
about actual physical exchange but psychological. 
66 These are deployed in the same way as Cullen in the 'concerning content', pp.11-12.
67 These limits aim for seamless transions between zones in the mode transions presented by Cooper 
Marcus and Francis who propose complex spaal con guraons entailing several subspaces.
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Fig. 1.2.31
Exit.

Fig. 1.2.32
Exit.
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by the elements of the virtual line. This limit determines the spaal con guraons, relaonships 

and how the pedestrian should access, and to some extent, use them. For instance, a line of 

trees is placed on a pavement to de ne two areas; as a limit, this is extremely gentle, although 

it indicates how to use the zone created, with the canopies of trees on each side of it acng as 

a limit. In this case, the “this” and “that” do not apply. Indeed, one might ask; to what extent do 

the “here” and “there” apply? The spaces in this void are associated with materials, furniture 

and landscape as these are used in a strategic way to de ne limits establishing common rules 

for all users. These unwrien rules help with the ongoing negoaon as to what is acceptable or 

not.

Exits

Following the route, the pedestrian is invited to turn and follow a line of trees that lead to the 

exit. This is through a tunnel that perforates the constructed perimeter of the block and at this 

point she perceives the tunnel framing the other “there”,68 the street and speci cally the façade 

of the opposite block. She simultaneously experiences the “here” in opposion to the inner 

façade - the “there” - and the outer façade - the other “there”. The line of trees aligned with 

the tunnel and with the same direcon present again the conical perspecve, and invite the 

pedestrian to move. As with the access into the Jardins, the pedestrian encounters a high wall 

on the right, followed by a lower wall on the le  and then moves quickly into the tunnel. She 

is traversing the perimeter of the block, the in-between, linking the inside and outside of the 

block; she is in a “here” between two “theres”. Gradually, the end light point gets bigger and the 

dark frame smaller and at last she is back in the “there”, or the other “there” as it was perceived 

from the inner courtyard.

A er having experienced entering and leaving the jardins via two points, it can be said that 

these access points work as membranes. These are modest and not obvious paths from 

the outside, but once inside it is easy and clear how to leave. These limits are experienced 

di erently depending on the direcon you take. These are selecve (more welcoming from one 

direcon) and asymmetrical as they provide a di erent experience depending on the direcon 

you approach.69

68 Other “there” is used here as the "there" belong to a di erent domain, ruled by di erent norms. 
Psychologically the user needs to get ready and change their mind set.
69 These limits seem to correlate with Jacobs, Stevens and Alexander membrane and they are in line with 
the characteriscs of the interface of Bobić. These really helped to understand and enrich the situaons 
menoned by some of the urban thinkers.
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Summary

In this case, the journey; the act of moving and inhabing di erent realms relang to opposing 

or complementary “here”, “there” and “over there”, is essenal to the understanding of the 

limits. There is more than a limit based on their con guraon, dimensions, role/s and the way 

in which they operate. All limits, at one level or another and in di erent measure and degree, 

delimit but also link, as happens with the kerb of the pavement. Some delimit in a subtle way, 

wanng to be transgressed, perming movement across them which may combine spaces or 

materials in a seamless way. This is the case with the limits managed by materials in the Jardins. 

On the other side of the spectrum, there are the limits which do not want to be transgressed 

physically (this is not the case visually), such as the imposing but protecng limit of the 

connuous wall in the Jardins. Others are visible and formalised as in-betweens, such as the 

pavement or the gap and tunnel. Some limits are experienced di erently depending from which 

side they are approached and transgressed, for example the façade, gap and tunnel, but also the 

rigid limit of the wall enclosing the Jardins. Somemes this asymmetry is revealed to di erent 

users due to their parcular interests, needs and wants. In other situaons, it is about providing 

a di erent experience based on its physical qualies.

The street and the Jardins are both public realms, but the laer is ruled by stricter unwrien 

norms. This is not the private or domesc realm but a collecve space, a parcular “public 

realm” with controlled access hours, where the residents had some in uence in de ning the 

rules about what is acceptable in this space in contrast to the street, and this is somehow 

re ected spaally through the limits. The other “there” does not just refer to that other physical 

realm, but also to the rules, principles and norms which are repeated in many streets of the 

Eixample with similar characteriscs and contribute to the identy of a place constructed by 

and for the dwellers. The “here”, for the resident, has a series of meanings developed through 

me (based on use, incidents, decision making, sense of ownership), connected to the sense of 

belonging to that speci c block.

The limits, as proposed by the urban thinkers, deal with tensions and negoate di erences at 

di erent levels,70 contribung meanings with associated psychological aributes. The limit is 

70 The term level is borrowed from N. John Habraken. He de nes it as domains of transformaon and 
control. He says "it is easy to visualise how streets (a con guraon on one level) jointly de ne city blocks. 
Within those blocks (on a lower level) buildings are built", N. John Habraken, and edited by Jonathan Teicher, 
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able to protect, provide a sense of security or expose risk, such as the kerb, the façade, the wall 

de ning the Jardins, to name a few.71

The limits located the pedestrian and as she walked, the limits changed over and over and at 

great speed. Many of the limits are repeated but take a di erent posion and o en a varying 

role and meaning, but more importantly, they relocate her as she moves. The “here”, “there” 

and “over there” imply a physical limit between each of them. In many instances, it is di cult 

to point to a single element that de nes the swap; though intuively, there is an ambiguous 

zone where the change takes place. In many cases, the “here, there and over there” disnguish 

di erent domains or characters within a domain. This may be less physical and tangible but 

perhaps associated to the sense of belonging and protecon for the residents, in some cases 

shared by a collecve or group including the visitor.

The “here”, “there” and “over there” seem associated with the foreground, middle ground and 

background and these may reveal the physical limit between the “theres”. These are de ned 

in terms of proximity or distance; near-far and the type of angle of the view; general-speci c 

correlang with two or three point perspecves or conic perspecves. The amalgamaon and 

superposion of views and how these unfold (me intrinsic) de ne our percepon of a place or 

unfolding.

The Structure of the Ordinary. Form and Control in the Built Environment (Cambridge, Mass and London, 
England: MIT Press, 1999), p.23.
71 This compares to Oscar Newman and Jacobs who say this in relaon to residenal sengs.
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Fig. 1.2.33
L'Illa Diagonal area map dated 1890 and approved 1891.
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The Block: L'Illa Diagonal 72

Historical Context

L’Illa is a mixed-use building, part of a superblock situated in the district of Les Corts, previously 

occupied by the former Hospital de Sant Joan de Déu.73 It sits on the edge of the Eixample, 

right at the south-west end of the Avinguda Diagonal74 which is a main arterial route of the city 

cung, as the name implies, diagonally across the grid of the Eixample. Carrer Numància, which 

is part of the grid and intersects with Diagonal, de nes one of the lateral sides of the superblock 

and links with the main train staon of the city, Estació de Sants.

In 1986, an Internaonal limited compeon was set up for ideas. The brief contained demands 

both from the city council and from the district of Les Corts. On the one hand, the brief 

demanded that the superblock should o er a response to its urban complex context in terms 

of scale and connecvity. On the other hand, the superblock75 was one of the nine shopping 

centres introduced around Barcelona in the 90s to reinforce the idea of the polycentric city, 

where twelve parts of Barcelona were to be intensi ed to create sub-centres.76 Consequently, 

the superblock had concurrently to ful l the local requirements of Les Corts, as well as the 

wider strategic aims of the city council, with a direct e ect on the programme.77 The architects 

Rafael Moneo and Manuel de Solà-Morales collaborated in partnership to enter the closed 

compeon78 and were subsequently awarded the project. The construcon started in 1990, 

and L’Illa was opened to the public in 1993.79

72 L’Illa Diagonal refers to the main building of the development of L’Illa Diagonal superblock but from 
now on it will be referred as L’Illa. 
73 Busquets, p.382.
74 Avinguda Diagonal is referred by the locals as the Diagonal and here it will also be abbreviated this way.
75 Superblock refers to the amalgamaon of a few blocks that become one enty. Idea explored by Cerdà 
with his double block commissioned by the Fomento del Ensanche de Barcelona already presented. See 
Corominas I Ayala, p.146-148.
76 Busquets, p.380-381.
77 Ibid., pp.382-385.
78 In which Wilhem Holzbauer, Derek Walker, Giancarlo De Carlo, Mario Boa and Moneo - de Solà-Morales 
took part in the compeon.
79 Rafael Moneo and Manuel Solà-Morales, ‘Equilibrio de Masas: Manzana Diagonal’, Barcelona: 
Arquitectura Viva, n.35 March-April (1994), pp.50-57. The tle translates as ‘Equilibrium of Volumes: 
Diagonal block’.
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Fig. 1.2.34
Comparive aerial views of L'Illa Diagonal site, 1945(le ) and current (right).

Fig. 1.2.35
Photograph of children in courtyard and galleries, Hospital Sant Joan de Déu, site of L'Illa Diagonal Block 
1881-1973.
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One of the main aims of the architects was to reinstate the previously lost Carrer Constaça

that linked Avinguda Sarrià with Travessera de les Corts. The new proposal reinstates this link 

with an underground passage that avoids creang a disconnuity with the other routes. The 

architects also decided to keep the connuaon of Carrer Anglesola through the superblock. 

The superblock is bounded by Avinguda Diagonal to the North, Carrer Déu i Mata to the South, 

Carrer Numància to the West and Carrer de Pau Romeva to the East. Carrer Constaça, between 

Carrer Numància and Carrer de Pau Romeva, crosses the superblock underground to the West 

and on ground level to the East.

On the one hand, the superblock faces the Diagonal which is full of representave buildings for 

well-known brands, banks, o ces and hotels. On the other hand, it is part of the district of Les 

Corts, which is a residenal area with adequate mixed use in relaon to its density and users. 

Therefore, the superblock is sited in between two very di erent urban condions, scales and 

users.80 The Diagonal and Carrer Déu i Mata are parallel but there is a level di erence of more 

than 3 metres between them with the Diagonal at the higher level.

The programme of this 330m long superblock is complex and has been organised in accordance 

with its context. It contains the mixed-use building L’Illa, as well as a four-star hotel, conference 

centre, public open space, primary school, library and a night club. L’Illa itself contains another 

four-star hotel, three oors of commercial accommodaon with shops of di erent sizes, 

restaurants and bars/cafes, a supermarket, a market, nine oors of o ces, a sports centre, a 

public car park with capacity for 2,400 vehicles across four underground oors and one oor for 

ancillary plant and services.81

The urban context has signi cantly determined the composion of the superblock, its geometry 

and the size of the di erent buildings and their programmes. The superblock is formed of four 

buildings and a park, which is an inner public open space. Three of the buildings: L’Illa, the 

school and the hotel, are placed following the perimeter and there is one free-standing building, 

a conference centre, to the East. L’Illa, the main building, faces the Diagonal and wraps around 

both sides - Carrer Numància and Carrer Pau Romeva - changing in height on the sides and ends 

80 Thus, within the large scale, the superblock can be, itself, an in-between. It desires to integrate with 
the two di erent condions while complemenng them. For this, the superblock negoates and deals 
with tensions as the needs of the district are di erent to the needs of Diagonal. Bobić may consider this 
superblock as his interface essenal to de ning urbanity, but operang at middle and large scale.
81 The masterplanners opted for a high degree of diversity, as Jacobs would have done, to deal with this 
in-between building and the superblock as an interface. Amalgamaon, juxtaposion or layering of land 
uses comes with intrinsic limits and demands negoaons and brings tensions de ning “togetherness and 
disncveness” (Stevens). 
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Fig. 1.2.36
L'Illa Diagonal block, with streetnames.

Fig. 1.2.37
View of L'Illa from Avinguda Diagonal.
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to adapt to the context of the surroundings. The primary school faces Carrer Numància, which 

is an important street but of lower ranking compared to Diagonal. It also faces Carrer Constaça

and Carrer Déu i Mata but sits back in relaon to the laer, thus creang a space along the main 

entrance. One of the hotels also sits along Carrer Déu i Mata; a more residenal street with 

low tra c volume. The conference building is placed as an object to the East of the block. The 

“park” is a modest green space within the block, rather than a large green area in the city as the 

term “park” implies. This open space is bounded by L’Illa, Carrer Constaça, the hotel and the 

conference centre.

The superblock can be explained by examining its individual buildings and judging them on 

their own merits as pieces of architecture relang to their context and speci c programmes. 

Their relave posions create the overall superblock, but they also respond to the diverse 

urban condions by deploying a number of strategies and taccs.82 The linkages through the 

superblock anchor the posions of the di erent buildings, which further in uences their forms 

and land uses. The buildings facing Carrer Déu i Mata are located and sized to correlate with the 

North-South street connecons. These connecons, plus the connuaon of Carrer Anglesola, 

penetrate L’Illa, reaching all the way to Diagonal and structure the public secon of this building.

Experiencing L'Illa Diagonal

From outside, L’Illa appears to our pedestrian as an enormous austere mass. It seems simplisc 

and imposing. At rst glance, from Avinguda Diagonal, L’Illa is composed of an upper body 

sing on a dark heavy podium. The podium de nes the public secon of the building where 

retail and commercial outlets are concentrated. The podium is arculated to accommodate 

the linkages and create entrances. The upper body, placed on top of the podium, gives the 

impression of being a mass wrapped by a skin that folds when and where desired to create 

vercal recesses in accordance with the entrances. The skin wraps around the volume, creang 

an atrium at the end of the intersecon between Diagonal and Carrer Numància where the 

outside de nes an inside space. Obviously, the size of this building relates to the large scale 

with which it engages - the Diagonal. The secon of Diagonal is substanal, and any low building 

would lack presence. The simple elevaon, made up of a skin with repeated monotonous 

82 In this case, some strategies are to treat the frontage to Diagonal with one building with a homogeneous 
façade, the spaal con guraon of the land uses and the linkages. Some of the taccs deployed are the 
large measured size of the opening in Diagonal, the folds of the façade to deal with scale and change in 
height of the building and to connue the Diagonal pavement into part of L’Illa.
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Fig. 1.2.38
View of Carrer Déu i Mata, access to hotel.

Fig. 1.2.39
Underground linkage crossing L'Illa.
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fenestraon, is designed to be perceived in movement and to host its programme of o ces and 

hotel indi erently. L’Illa is not conceived like the typical commercial building, where the object 

is disassociated from its content and context. It can be argued that this building has a degree of 

disassociaon, though in a di erent respect to the typical shopping centre.83

Programme

The urban context has had a signi cant in uence, not only on the composion of the 

superblock, but also on the design decisions behind the appearance of L’Illa, from how to deal 

with the programme, to how to establish entrances and how to shape the exterior volume. 

All the accesses into the superblock and L’Illa, except one, coincide with links derived from 

the exisng immediate context. The programme has been organised using the analogy of 

stra caon, where di erent uses are layered one on top of another. This stra caon had 

to respond not just to the juxtaposion of compable uses, but also to the di erent urban 

pressures a ecng the way people engage with the programme and use this building.84 The 

entrances to the hotel and o ces are placed o  the Diagonal. These are treated like in ltraons 

that expand only once they have reached the right level.85 These two uses have allocated the 

minimal amount of space and volume on ground oor, just allowing access to the upper oors 

and geometrically are vercal in space and volume.86 Once you reach their allocated levels, the 

in ltraon expands and creates generous spaces and volumes, becoming a stratum.

83 Despite the fact of this development having the right land uses to create "non-place", it cannot be 
catalogued as one. Marc Augé de nes non-place as a-relaonal, a-historical and disinterested with identy 
and it emerges from the opposion between place and space and this project emerges from relaons 
with the wider context, builds on the history of the area and is concerned with identy. See Marc Augé, 
Non-Places. An Introducon to Supermodernity, 2nd edn. (London and Brooklyn, New York: Verso, 2008), 
pp.63-64.
84 The superblock hosts a diversity of uses, bringing a diversity of users and rhythms. The high school 
aracts a mixture of teenagers who live near the area at speci c mes and days of the week and year. The 
market and supermarket aract a di erent pro le of people. The market, which contains bars, is shared 
during the week with professionals working near L’Illa, contrasng with Saturdays. The park aracts families 
with young children and L’Illa, the shopping centre- o ers a safe, controlled environment for teenagers. 
Therefore, the superblock endorses diversity of use, in turn encouraging a diversity of users to overcome 
the disconnuity between the diverse scales of the Avinguda Diagonal and the District, as Jacobs would 
recommend.
85 Note that in ltraon implies a direcon from which the in ltraon happens.
86 The accesses to these uses is controlled; you need to be iden ed to be given access. These entrances 
are modest and blended with the podium in comparison to the main link-entrances to the public uses 
proposing a clear hierarchy between entrances. These are designed as tradional doorways (Unwin) and 
interfaces (Bobić), extending between the door as part of the façade to the entry to the o ce where the 
recepon is placed at an upper level. These is an interface composed of a convoluted spaal con guraon, 
helping the worker or visitor to move psychologically to the contrasng domain of the street (Stevens, 
Simon Unwin, Edward T. White).
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Fig. 1.2.41
Reaching Linkage 1.

Fig. 1.2.40
Walking along Diagonal.
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Linkages Versus Entrances

The linkages crossing the superblock coincide with accesses to L’Illa.87 It has three accesses from 

Diagonal, one from Carrer Numància, which intersects with an access from Diagonal, and two 

accesses from Carrer de Déu I Mata of which one intersects with an access from Diagonal. One 

of them is at an underground level in relaon to Diagonal through Carrer Constaça called Tunel 

Olla Diagonal and the second access is through the link between the hotel and the conference 

centre. All the linkages are composed of a sequence of spaces,88 establishing a smooth transion 

from the large  - city - scale, to the small  - residenal- scale and are open throughout the day and 

night. The public uses of L’Illa are accessed from these linkages. It is di cult to de ne where the 

entrance to L’Illa starts and where the linkages nish. The podium, and also in some cases the 

skin, have been a ected by these perforaons, making it clear that the urban scale has prevailed 

over the building scale. All the entrances are slightly di erent due to the speci c urban context, 

the programme, and to provide hierarchy. All the linkages are perpendicular to the building, 

except the one from Carrer Numància that has inherited its direcon from Carrer Anglesola.89

The inner circulaon space (the arcade) which provides access to all stores/shops at all levels is 

more or less parallel to the Diagonal and perpendicular to the linkages.

The programme, as in the superblock, has been intelligently used to reinforce the linkages thus 

aracng cizens and residents and creang the pressures menoned previously. An example 

of this is the Tunel Olla Diagonal, an underground level linkage in relaon to the Diagonal and a 

street at the district side. Where this linkage penetrates the building, there is a market on one 

side and a supermarket on the other. A second link from Carrer de Déu i Mata placed between 

the hotel and conference centre intersects with the open space. Again, this is visually clear and 

a well-used space in a high density residenal area. The double linkage from Diagonal to Carrer 

Numància which crosses the atrium does not have a door to de ne the inside space from the 

outside, or to de ne the shi  from public space to private space in terms of property and use. 

The other two linkages have transparent sliding glass doors, but already well inside L’Illa, leading 

87 William Whyte talked about the wall that delineates the “private” square from the street and serves as 
a bench for the watchers, or the window that allows light to the inside and views to the outside, but it may 
provide a view from outside to inside the building. Thus, these liminal elements bene t from undertaking 
more than one role. This applies to the linkages that are paths crossing the building, linking surrounding 
streets and the building with the surroundings, and these are also the entrances to the building.
88 Cullen’s term "sequence of spaces", directly related to the kinec experiences of the built environment, 
is selected due to the close nature of the descripon. Nonetheless, the term spaal con guraons as 
deployed by Bobić in relaon to his morphological studies of the interface also applies.
89 The linkages, and paths for Whyte as these, to great extent are connuaons of the streets which cross 
the private domain, aiming for connuity through a high degree of porosity (term used by Cooper Marcus 
and Francis in relaon to transion).
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Fig. 1.2.42
Facing Linkage 1.

Fig. 1.2.43
Entering Linkage 1.
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to the inner circulaon area (arcade), with the inner façade visible from the public domain. The 

openings are at least two storeys high to make both physical and visual connecons. Therefore, 

it seems that the arcade has a clear boundary when approaching from the arcade to the outside, 

although it is challenging to idenfy the line or strip de ning the entrance/s and therefore the 

boundary of the superblock. The façade somehow de nes the boundary, but due to its size, 

it relates to a larger scale and the pavement blurs it as the inner pavement extends into the 

street or vice versa. Consequently, it is even di cult to establish where the boundaries between 

private and public exist.

Linkage 1

The rst linkage to be analysed connects the Diagonal to Carrer Déu i Mata. The direcon of 

this linkage is de ned by the Diagonal; it is perpendicular to it. The posion of this linkage is 

de ned by the district starng where Carrer Prat d’en Rull nishes and intersects with Carrer de 

Déu i Mata. It connects the grand avenue to the district and the mixed-use neighbourhood. This 

linkage establishes a gradaon from one scale to another, from one land use to another, from a 

place for the cizen to a place for the resident, the neighbour.90 Starng from Diagonal, rst of 

all it crosses L’Illa, then intersects with the inner public open space, a erwards it channels into 

the space between the hotel and the Conference Centre reaching Carrer de Déu i Mata. Thus, 

the linkage crosses di erent public spaces with di erent natures blending di erent scales.

The pedestrian enters L’Illa from Diagonal through a wide opening which is part of the heavy 

dark podium. The opening is interrupted by a large double column displaying where the skin 

folds and where the façade is recessed in relaon to the inial alignment. On one hand, this 

strong gesture lends more importance to the folding of the façade, as this relates more to the 

large scale than it does to the act of entering. On the other hand, the double column ,from 

where one can measure the recess, signi es the act of entering by ensuring that the pedestrian 

is aware of the very act of crossing the façade. She crosses the line where the column sits and 

the recessed façade line, just behind the column. Has she entered L’Illa yet? Does she feel as 

if she is inside? She has not opened a door de ning the inside from the outside. However, she 

is protected from the sun and rain. Furthermore, she can feel a few degrees of di erence in 

temperature in relaon to the open air behind her. From this point, and even before stepping 

through the façade, she had glimpses of daylight in the distance. As she progresses further 

the linkage compresses, changing its width but staying constant in terms of height. This spaal 

90 These are taccs deployed to engage with mulple diversity (Jacobs) to overcome the disconnuity in 
di erent levels between the Diagonal, city scale and the district, medium-small scale.
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Fig. 1.2.45
Looking back once Carrer Déu i Mata is reached.

Fig. 1.2.44
Crossing Linkage 1.
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change creates a dynamic space in which she becomes aware of the sides; the walls. On the 

le , there is a big anchor store and on the right the access to the internal commercial arcade 

via retractable transparent doors, providing access to the controlled interior arcade. Through 

the glazed walls, she experiences long views and she can view the disassociated inner world 

from the outside. She has di erent percepons of depth from the outside to the inside. Is this 

the o cial entrance? Or, is she not in yet? Does she need to cross the retractable doors to feel 

inside, or is the experience of seeing the inside and being undercover enough to be inside? 

Connuing straight on her journey, the penetraon compresses further, reducing not just in 

terms of width, but also now in height. There is a pinch point, and a er this, the penetraon 

opens up again to the sky. From this point, before leaving L’Illa, she perceives where the linkage 

is heading; somehow the district, the residenal area is announced. In the distance, a residenal 

building is framed by a oang cube (the Conference Centre) to the le  and by a lineal block 

(the hotel) to the right. So, is this compressible and expandable space the overture to L’Illa? 

Anyhow, is she only a few steps away from being under the sky again, is she at the limit of L’Illa, 

has she entered before and now is she leaving L’Illa? The penetraon opens up to the open 

inner space (the park) to the right and to the le  is protected by a dark heavy wall. This is a 

reminder of the heavy dark podium of the Diagonal façade, and at this point she turns around to 

look back towards the Diagonal, trying to understand where she is. Furthermore, it is revealed 

that the height of this penetraon is within the podium and much lower than the penetraon 

on the Diagonal experienced at the beginning of this journey. The opening may be narrower 

and much smaller in height than the opening in Diagonal, though the podium has gained height, 

now reaching three storeys. Thus, the podium establishes the middle scale that was not existent 

in Diagonal from which the pedestrian can measure the di erent parts of this project and which 

become the element of reference. At this point, she realises she is in an inner space, controlled, 

safe and yet not completely public. This back elevaon has a resemblance to the façade on 

Diagonal, aributable to the use of materials but with a di erent composion. L’Illa already feels 

far back: It feels as if there is a considerable distance between the pedestrian and L’Illa. Perhaps, 

it is due to a low glass box (replacing the podium) scking out at low level mediang “between” 

the pedestrian and L’Illa. The scale of this space is completely di erent to the one in Diagonal

due to its size, but also to how spaces are created within the main space, with elements that 

relate more to the human scale. The pedestrian can idenfy the background and a few middle 

grounds as well as the foreground.

Once the linkage has intersected the inner public space, it loses its clarity and its spaality, 

as it is opened to the sky and has wide open sides. Nevertheless, the sides at low level are 
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Fig. 1.2.46
Reaching Linkage 2.

Fig. 1.2.47
Facing Linkage 2.
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formalised to make the linkage safe while dealing with the gradual but constant change of level 

to meet Carrer de Déu i Mata. This formalizaon a ects the percepon at low level and makes 

the linkage clearer but does not interrupt with the open long views, juxtaposing the “here” and 

“there”.

Linkage 2

This is the middle link connecng Diagonal to the inner open space (park). This is the only 

linkage which does not connect L’Illa directly with the district. This linkage is perpendicular to 

the Diagonal and sits about two thirds of the length of the superblock beyond Carrer Numància.

L’Illa folds vercally where the mass changes in height, a ecng the composion and geometry 

of the upper openings. The folds start from the corners and are set-back from that point. The 

height of L’Illa decreases from Carrer Pau Romeva in accordance with the set-backs and folds 

(vercal recesses) unl the block reaches the second linkage. At this point, the mass of L’Illa

increases as vercal recesses make the building step forward, reaching its highest point at the 

intersecon with Carrer Numància on the same alignment as the other corner at Carrer Pau 

Romeva. The rise and fall of the mass contributes to the skyline of the Diagonal, the city and 

also the skyline of the building experienced by the pedestrian when walking along it.91

The linkage is posioned where the façade of L’Illa reaches its lowest height and it is set back to 

its maximum point. At this point, the pedestrian nds a large rectangular opening, wider than 

it is tall. The linkage has penetrated not just the podium but also the upper body. The linkage 

quickly compresses its width to the le  where the hotel is located. This is followed by a much 

more noceable compression to the right, caused by an entrance to an independent retail 

unit at rst oor. The opening also changes in height due to an elevated glazed corridor that 

crosses at a higher level behind the compression. A further compression is visible from the right 

followed by the daylight in the very near distance.92

91 The façade of L’Illa', like the façade of the block presented in the previous case study, links the sky 
and the oor where the she walks. The rim of this façade is imposing due to is length. Nonetheless, the 
folds, set-backs and changes in height according to these two are coordinated and designed to assist the 
pedestrian relang to the sky and the façade as a whole, as a mediator between scales and two primary 
elements in our experienal existence. The folds and the set-backs reach the oor where she walks and 
these are of dimensions based on the material of the façade and also relate to the human body.
92 This entrance has a complex spaal con guraon made up of a juxtaposion of con guraons where 
the pedestrian moves through them seamlessly. It applies the principle of “transions” announced by 
Cooper Marcus and Francis. In this case, it seeks to link the busy, noisy, impersonal and grand Diagonal 
to another two domains: the arcade-shopping centre space for consumerism and the inner open public 
space providing a quiet, social and friendly space for all users and ages. This entrance -interface (Bobić)- is a 
physical link that provides choice and psychologically prepares the user.
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Fig. 1.2.48
Crossing Linkage 2.

Fig. 1.2.49
Arriving at the inner open space.
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Standing in front of this opening, the pedestrian experiences a framed view. She discerns the 

compressions helping to formalise three layers of depth on this penetraon: foreground (façade, 

awareness of going through), middle ground (glazed corridor above) and background (daylight). 

Moving through, she is aracted by the retractable transparent glass doors to the le  visible 

from Diagonal. As she advances, she is surprised by the expansion that follows the compression 

to the right, discovering another set of retractable doors similar to the ones she already saw to 

the le . The expansion is created by a wall inclined in plan inving her to follow it. This entrance 

is limited by this inclined wall and opposite from a shop-front perceived as a compression from 

Diagonal which, at this point, becomes a limit to the space to formalise the preamble to the 

arcade. Once she reaches this space and faces the retractable doors, she turns 180 degrees from 

where she appreciates the relave posion in relaon to the point of departure; the Diagonal. 

Now, she realises that she is in line with the arcade and the linkage is intersecng it. In addion, 

the elevated glazed corridor has a direct relaonship with the arcade and reveals some of the 

acvity from the arcade to the outside. Is the space just limited by the shop-front and inclined 

wall? Is this space the entrance? Is the real entrance where she crossed the façade? Where 

can she say that she has arrived? Returning to the centre of the linkage, she appreciates that it 

compresses again to its narrowest point, but spaally is not felt. At each side there are stairs and 

an opening providing venlaon to the oors below. Crossing the edge of the rear façade, she 

is exposed to the sky but both sides are bounded by the glass rear box de ning the commercial 

secon of L’Illa and this guides her to the open inner space. In between this space and the inner 

open space there is a strip of services which determines the way she moves but it does not 

interfere.

She has entered the park, the inner public space; thus, le  behind L’Illa. The inner public space 

from this point is perceived as an enclosed space by the buildings that compose the superblock. 

This me the park is read as a desnaon point, with a foreground, middle ground and 

background in all direcons, even behind her, from the park to the Diagonal.

Linkage 3

This linkage is close to the intersecon between the Diagonal and Carrer Numància. This 

is the most intense part of this block re ecng the complex urban situaon that has been 

revealed in the formalisaon of the volume, program and connecons at all di erent levels. 

As menoned earlier, one of the requirements was to reinstate Carrer Anglessola and Carrer 
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Fig. 1.2.50
View of L'Illa and Linkage 3 from the opposite pavement.

Fig. 1.2.51
Reaching Linkage 3.
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Constaça. The connuaon of Carrer Anglessola through L’Illa links Carrer Numància with 

Diagonal crossing the atrium. Carrer Constança links Carrer de Déu i Mata crossing L’Illa and 

Diagonal at the underground level unl it reaches Avinguda Sarrià. As the linkage Carrer 

Constança reaches L’Illa, it splits into two to carry on underground and duplicate at ground level 

crossing the atrium. It links indirectly the inner open space and intersects with the linkage of the 

connuaon of Carrer Anglessola when meeng the Diagonal. Hence, this is a double or even 

triple linkage responding and integrang with the immediate urban context.

Arriving from Diagonal, approaching from Carrer Entrança and moving towards Carrer 

Numància, the pedestrian can see into L’Illa through a low wide cut. This opening is part of the 

podium, it does not extend beyond it in contrast with the other linkages. This me she does 

not have a glimpse of daylight from the other side of L’Illa. Moving forwards along Diagonal, 

she realises that there is a second way into L’Illa revealing that this linkage is divided in two 

by a triangular glass box with its vertex just a few meters inside the line of the façade. Moving 

into L’Illa, through the façade, she moves into a owing space of a very di erent scale to the 

Diagonal. The change of scale is noceable because of the height and width of these linkages. 

Both linkages have the same height, similar width and shop-fronts with entrances that de ne 

each side like the inner arcade. Is she inside yet? Has she crossed the entrance? If she turns 

around to look back she feels she is protected, in an inner space. Yet she has neither crossed a 

door nor has the pavement changed.93 Both linkages ow into the generous atrium. This inside 

space is de ned by the same materials used on the outside façade. She is once more reminded 

about the two parts of L’Illa -the dark podium and upper light body.

On the outside, the podium is clad with large black stone units and the skin of the upper body is 

constuted of light stone units, which are the same width and half the height of the stone that 

makes the podium. Hence, there is a relaonship between the podium and upper body. The 

size of cladding relates to the use behind, but also re ects the scale it represents. The podium 

de nes the more public part of L’Illa, including its commercial uses, areas open to the public. 

The upper oors accommodate a hotel relang to residenal and o ce uses which, are open 

93 The street pavement is carried through the linkages that cross L’Illa. The only di erence is that at some 
points (not clear) the pavement is polished for di erent reasons. Firstly, a polished oor is used for inside 
and nobler spaces. Secondly, this minor gesture gives away that the linkages, when crossing L’Illa, are not 
public but private; in terms of management and surveillance and thus carry all the associated connotaons. 
On the contrary, the connuity of the pavement crossing the line of the façade intends to blur the outside 
with the inside aracng the pedestrian in. In Lynch’s words, the perforaons are fragments, part of the 
boundary that aract contrasng with the rest proposing a clear separaon between the two sides of it. 
Thus, this boundary somemes is a seam and others a barrier; somemes harmonises tensions and others 
celebrate the di erences (Alexander et. al.).
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Fig. 1.2.52
Entering Linkage 3.

Fig. 1.2.53
Linkage 3 meets the internal atrium.
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to speci c people. Once she reaches the atrium, she is prompted to look up because of the 

contrast in height in relaon to the linkages from Diagonal but also because of the light coming 

from above. The atrium is covered with a light structure and the greater part of it is glazed 

ensuring visual connuity between the inside and outside. Has she arrived? She feels as though 

she has arrived. She has arrived in an animated space where air, light and escalators have 

exploded and secons, linkages and ows of people are juxtaposed. It is a space for gathering, 

exhibions and shows.

Having reached this point, and a er contemplang the atrium, it is me to decide where to 

go next. She can move upstairs though she can already observe from her locaon what is 

happening there.94 On the le , again there are retractable transparent glass doors to access the 

arcade parallel to the Diagonal. If she posions herself where the Diagonal linkage number two 

meets the atrium she sees that this linkage connues. From the atrium from certain locaons, at 

a distance, she sees daylight and this linkage slopes down to meet Carrer Numància. Both sides 

of the linkage are well de ned with shop-fronts. She reaches a point where she only looks ahead 

at the daylight beyond L’Illa ignoring the shops at each side. This is because of the daylight at the 

end framed by the entrance and reinforced by the slope of the oor and the constant height of 

the ceiling making this linkage dynamic and direconal.

Summary

This case study describes the entrances to the public building L’Illa in reference to linkages and 

these entrances provide access to the “inside” of the building although they are posioned 

in such a way that they are also part of the urban street paern.95 Despite the detailed 

descripons, it has not been possible to idenfy a de nite line where two domains meet (inside-

outside, public-private). Nonetheless an ill-de ned strip is recognised. Analysing the descripons 

of the linkages, we can idenfy a series of taccs used to design the entrances. Several of them 

are de ned as a response to the wider context which seems to have tranformed the entrances 

into linkages as per their locaon and size. The noon of entrance implies a way in, threshold, 

94 This is an animated space to see and be seen in Whyte and Gehl’s terms, despite of being indoor and 
private. She is in it. In this locaon she feels protected as she is located in relaon to internal walls and she 
has an overview of the space. She is aware of her posion in the inner space enjoying her short inner views 
as well as the long views to Diagonal but also to Carrer Numància. On the contrary, she feels exposed as 
there are people from above watching pung her in a vulnerable posion.
95 The linkage-entrances are mulfunconal (Lynch) and this element must ful l the role and acquire 
the associated meaning for both. It allows transit, connects providing connuity. It also acts as a threshold 
facilitang the union and separaon between something and something else in physical and psychological 
terms (Stevens, Unwin, White).
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Fig. 1.2.54
Looking back to Linkage 3 a er reaching Càrrer de Numancia.
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door, gate and it is typically formalised by a place, a moment to pause within the journey. 

In contrast, a linkage implies movement and is associated with dynamic spaces. Therefore, 

the linkages/entrances are designed to comply with these two requirements, resulng in a 

combinaon of spaces that compress and expand. This applies to all the linkages, though in 

some secons, the noon of linkage prevails over that of entrance or vice versa, depending on 

their posion in relaon to the building and wider context. Some authors may idenfy this as 

transion through a gradaon of spaces.

The term “transional scale” also applies to the linkage-entrance due to the movement from 

an urban situaon to a private domain into a collecve domain and back to a truly public one, 

the street part of the district.96 Therefore, the sense of scale97 of the linkage gradually changes 

from one secon to another to relate to the inhabitant, building, immediate context and city. 

Moving through the façade of the building is a constant in all the cases but this act does not 

de ne the inside-outside or public-private boundaries. The linkage-entrances have been tailored 

to transcend the role of the building within its context, the percepon from the car and by the 

pedestrian. The portals of the entrances have been designed relave to the size of the building98

and to relate to the pedestrian. The linkages intersecng the building are determined by the 

immediate streets and designed by the inner open space part of the building and the inhabitant.

In this case study, the term transion refers to an “in-between” space, scales, realies and/

or situaons. Transion relates to the “liminal” also experienced in the threshold and the act 

of entering and crossing the doorway or doorstep marking neither the “here” nor “there”, but 

in this case it is more about being “here” and “there”.99 The descripons of the linkages o en 

referred to the space that the pedestrian was in and, simultaneously to what could be seen 

and what was de ned by the background. The foreground and background were present and 

96 This project reveals that some taccs are implemented to relate elements (or an element and a user) 
that otherwise work at one scale mainly due to their size and associated meaning. This applies to the folds 
of the façade that arculates the rim of the façade and façade to the pedestrian. The linkage-entrances 
juxtapose several techniques presented in the descripons to arculate and relate the three domains.
97 The sense of scale refers to how we experience it, to how we feel it.
98 The size of the building is determined by the length of the site and it was strategically decided this way 
to have a presence on the Avenida Diagonal; to be able to relate and take part in the scale of the grand 
city avenue.  The portals are sized in relaon to and relate to two di erent scales: the building and the 
pedestrian. Thus, the size of something is relave to something else and from that the consideraon of 
scale can be de ned. Charles Moore and Gerald Allen in their book Dimensions. Space, Shape and Scale in 
Architecture (New York: Architectural Record, 1976), dedicate a chapter to ‘Scale’ presenng the disncon 
to size and introducing the term relave (p.18). 
99 It refers to a limit that exists, in the sense that she has moved from one place to another, from one 
situaon to another but it is challenging to point out where. This is the anthesis to the typical threshold, 
where the inside meets the outside and a door can be opened (Stevens).
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Fig. 1.2.55
Comparive (same scale) aerial views of L'Illa Diagonal (top) and Jardins de Lina Òdena (boom).
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interrelated in the same intrinsic manner as the “here” and “there” of Cullen. The background 

changed at crical moments in relaon to the foreground as she moved posion. The 

background provides contrast and brings the reality to the foreground. The background changes 

as she moves through: from Diagonal the background is the façade of the L’Illa, once she moves 

through it, a light in the distance is the background ooding the collecve open space and then 

the residenal buildings far away. The horizon is placed in the perceived background, helping to 

de ne the near-by but the close boundaries have been removed. Even the most basic element, 

the door, has been posioned and designed so that it does not compromise the connuity. The 

door is never in the background, behind where her desnaon lies.

It seems that the above taccs and noons aim to generate connuity: connuity of space 

within the building (small scale), connuity within the street paern (connecons, medium 

scale) and the urban fabric (massing, large scale). Thus, this building does not have boundaries 

that can be de ned with a line, in a convenonal way. Rather, strips can be iden ed where 

liminal subjects occur and where a horizon de nes the beginning of stages. The urban nature of 

this locaon and genesis of the building have encouraged and allowed this approach.

Experiencing Limits at Jardins de Lina Òdena and L'Illa Diagonal

The two case studies are di erent in relaon to their programme, extent, dimensions and 

speci c locaon within the city, but they are complementary. Both have been experienced 

through walking journeys. The descripons have developed from these journeys and the 

iden caon of the limits and re econs upon the limit have supported some ideas of limit 

arculated by the urban design thinkers. Thus, the case studies and their places have been 

interpreted and understood from their experienal limits.

Parcular languages of descripon have emerged here, out of my aempts at phenomonological 

descripon in relaon to the foregoing accounts of the ideas of urban design thinkers. The use 

of the adverbs “here” and “there” have been applied in a similar way to how Cullen uses them, 

although “over there” has been added. It seems that these were less prevalent in L’Illa Diagonal. 

The “here” is not more important than the “there” or vice versa. These exchange places in terms 

of prevalence through me as they are directly related and determined by the dweller dwelling. 

The “here” and “there” are usually interrelated and in each speci c place and moment one 

takes precedence over the other. However, where is the limit between the two? Is there a limit? 

In some cases the limit is clear, in others it can be iden ed only a er exploraon and in a good 
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number of cases there are elements liming the “here” but these are also part of the “there”. 

And, how and when does the “here” become the “there” and vice versa? Is there a crucial 

moment or is that transion just spao-temporal? Based on the rst case-study, it takes part of 

the unfolding of the views as we move our bodies or just our heads. It happens quickly and it is 

part of a connuum of experienal views.

“Here” and “there”, in experience, can thus be characterised beyond dichotomy; they work 

more as a triangulaon. They only exist through the dweller de ning the “here” and the 

“there”, in relaon to the dweller and then between them. Therefore, they come alive when 

these are experienced by somebody and the relave posion of the dweller is crucial as there 

are as many “heres” and “theres” as posions. Distances determine our experiences and what 

we experience, as it is down to what we can see and how much of the “what” we can see, 

as Edward T. Hall and Gehl state.100 In this study, the adverbs “here” are “there” have been 

associated with the foreground, middle ground and background. These are terms borrowed 

from painng and landscape and have associaons with the degree of how much we can see 

and also the relave posion of the dweller dwelling.  

In some cases, the pronouns “this” and “that” already deployed by Cullen are used to refer to 

speci cies and tangible “heres” and “theres”. The pedestrian's experience is based on the 

unfolding and juxtaposion of di erent views,101 focussed and close-up views as opposed to, or 

along with long and wide views. In most cases, the pedestrian experiences fragmented views 

and unlimited focused views in contrast with panopc views.

In the rst case study of Jardins de Lina Òdena, a disncon and relaon has been established 

between the di erent types of perspecves that de ne our experience, and these relate to 

the terms menoned above. There is no speci c paern as to how and when the types of 

perspecve take place but the predominant type is determined by the space and its limits and 

also by the beholder of the view.

The two previous case studies highlight that there is not just one limit but many limits. A limit 

can play di erent roles simultaneously, but its roles change as it takes a di erent posion 

100 Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension (New York: Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, Inc., 1990), 
pp.114-129. Jan Gehl, Cies for People (Washington, Covelo, London: Island Press, 2010), pp.33-54.
101 Here the words unfoldment and juxtaposion are deployed simultaneously as the rst one refers to 
the views being experienced one a er another; space in me, while juxtaposion refers to the repeon of 
elements in di erent views. These somemes keep the posion and others shi  to another posion within 
the composion and structure of the view.
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in a di erent view. Thus, on the one hand, the limit takes place when two things come into 

contact or intersect, indicang that this is stac. On the other hand, the limit transforms as it is 

experienced, and this takes place in space and me and through unfolding views and mulple 

locaons within a place. The limit is relave. 

A priori, limits separate from “the other” making a disncon but then they disclose a desire to 

join or connect.102 Thus, this desire is associated with confronng or reconciling di erences that 

are usually manifested in the spaal con guraon of the limit.103 The di erent layers or elements 

constung the limit re ect the tensions and negoaons from each side of the limit. These 

may be di erent on each side and these may change along the limit, adapng to new internal or 

external agents.104 These may also be experienced di erently from each side; from one side the 

limit can be more forgiving, welcoming and with a high degree of connecvity while from the 

other side it may be more reserved and will reveal the aribute of separang.105 In this case, the 

limit acts like a membrane.106 In some cases, these two atutes, depending on direconality, 

may be due to the posion of the inhabitant in relaon to the limit, instead of the limit's spaal 

con guraon.107

The next sub-chapter presents the limits of the landscape study deploying the same method 

that was applied to the urban case studies. The descripons emerged from the wrien-

experience, based on a re econ on the lived-experiences of the experienal limit of the case 

study in queson, informed by the ideas arculated by the urban design thinkers that imply a 

wrien-experience.

102 Examples of these are the kerb, the wall de ning the inner open space of the block, the building of
L’Illa. On one hand, they separate and delimit and on the other hand they transgress, link and relate. The 
transgression and linking can be visual or physical or both.
103 An example of this limit is the edge of the kerb. It was manifested as a line deliming and then, 
protecng. These made her to include several layers parallel at each side of the edge of the kerb to the limit 
extending it. However, when she wanted to cross to the other side of the street, the kerb was the element 
to allow her to save the change of level and the layers part of but before this limit announced and prepared 
er to this change of level. A similar experience applies to the façade. 
104 This is experienced with the façade and also ith the linkage-entrances. In the façade, the negoaons 
and tensions vary along its length and it is about reaching a momentarily balance. The linkage-entrances of
L’Illa are limits that seek harmony, connuity and containment. 
105 This was the case of the entrances to the inner open space of the block and the linkage-entrances of
L’Illa Diagonal but presenng the contrary situaon to previous one.
106 This term deployed by di erent authors like Alexander et. al. and Richard Senne implies selecon and 
intelligence.
107 This is the case of the limit of the inner open space of the block which is di erent for the visitor and 
the resident.
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Fig. 1.2.56
Map of the Island of Mallorca, Cala Pi highlighted in red.

Fig. 1.2.57
Aerial view of Cala Pi and surroundings.
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1.2.2  In Landscape

Having explored two urban case studies, where thresholds and limits have been consciously 

designed, this case study seeks to test ideas of limit in relaon to less conspicuously human-

designed limits in the landscape. This opens up the ideas of the urban design thinkers explored 

in relaon to urban experiences, and the languages they used, to another kind of tesng in a 

more complex environment.

Mallorca Inlet: Cala Pi

Cala Pi is a coastal inlet (cove), a geological accident that interrupts the south-west cli  of 

Mallorca about 25 miles from the city of Palma. The inlet is part of a small narrow walled 

opening where the stream108 Torrent de Cala Pi and sea meet. The Torrent and sea carved the 

Pliocene limestone forming the inlet and this is an in-between where the freshwater from the 

Torrent meets the seawater. The Torrent Cala Pi usually only ows when rain falls during the 

winter and autumn seasons, though this varies year by year. For example, in October 2013 and 

in the middle of August 2014 the Torrent was present in the inlet and during all of July and 

August 2015 and December 2016 it was absent for the last 150 meters from the sea. The inlet 

is classi ed within the planning system as an Area of Special Natural Interest (Area Natural 

d’Especial Interès ANEI), allowing for development but with ght restricons. The inlet is the 

limit to a ribbon selement placed to the south-east along the coastal line, with a few retail 

units beside the access to Cala Pi. This sits on a plateau between 30 to 50 meters higher than 

the base of the inlet. The ingress is through a narrow passage sculpted into the edge of the cli , 

formed of shallow slopes and gentle steps and at mes the views are framed by pines growing 

on the cli  and leaning over the passage.

The following secons are lead by the descripons narrang the experiences and the re econs 

upon the limit of the inlet. These are presented in third person and use a female voice for the 

visitor as before. 

108 The term torrent in Catalan translates as "stream", referring to a course of water that only runs when 
it rains enough to saturate the ground to form the stream. Thus, this only runs at certain mes of the year.
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Fig. 1.2.59
View of the tower marking the inlet of Cala Pi.

Fig. 1.2.58
Map of the Island of Mallorca, Cala Pi highlighted in red.
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Experiencing Arrival

Here, the visitor appreciates the inlet as an iden able enty, part of a bigger whole with a 

beginning and end. So, it is worth quesoning where and how the beginning and end of the 

inlet are established and de ned. The formal limit from the sea is simple as her eyes easily draw 

an imaginary line, linking the outer coastal lines but interrupted by the inlet. Consequently, she 

observes an outer coastal line de ning the open sea and two inner coastal lines constung 

the inlet. Thus, it reads as though the seawater has penetrated, eroding the rock forming the 

outer coastal line thus exposing the inner one, creang two sides.109 The exposed inner rock 

over me has developed an outer pana in the same way that our skin reacts and protects itself 

from external agents by building itself a new limit. The external layer of the rock has oxidized to 

a stable condion, soil and sand have found appropriate holes and vegetaon, with great e ort, 

has colonised parts of them. The sea performs in a parcular manner due to the morphology 

of the inlet. At the point of intersecon of di erent types of waters in terms of densies, 

temperatures and undercurrents, parcular types of fauna and ora have appeared that are 

visible on aerial views.110 Over me, these areas maintain ne condions and balance between 

them in order to host these unique fauna and ora. Thus, if the right condions occur in terms 

of the extent to which fresh and salt water mix, depth of water, water properes among others, 

unique species (a third external element) will inhabit this in-between.111

Due to the orientaon of the inlet the two sides of the valley receive di erent sun and wind 

exposure a ecng the ora, fauna and rock formaon. Subsequently, marginal di erences 

between di erent parts take place due to these external variables.112 The upper limit of the inlet 

is more di cult to establish as the Torrent moves smoothly from one area to another. Although, 

at around 150 meters from where the sea meets the sand, the Torrent stops in the high season 

and there is not notable debris in the middle of the inlet. Hence, this may be considered the 

beginning; de ned by a strip that facilies the gradaon of the Torrent to the inlet.

109 It seems that the waves moving the water put pressure and tension on the rock leading the change 
and adaptaon.
110 The morphology has favoured and perhaps generated certain condions supporng unique things and 
changes.
111 This is similar to the urban in-between situaons where temporary spaces are appropriated, or 
acvies take place as the condions are favourable and nely balanced. Gehl menons about children 
colonising the edge and then they start playing. Bobić refers to the adaptaon of the stoop.
112 The acvity and appropriaon of the street is also determined by external agents. In summer, in hot 
climates shaded areas are colonised by bars with tables and chairs. In the park, shaded benches are in 
demand. The reverse will happen when it is cold, and people look for the sun and its warmth (Whyte). 
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Fig. 1.2.60
Extent of Torrent Cala Pi.

Fig. 1.2.61
Close-up of the Torrent Cala Pi.
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The inlet is considered an in-between itself and part of the liminal landscape thus the Torrent 

Cala Pi plays a signi cant role exposing the liminal condions. 113 Careful episodes of the 

inlet have been observed and analysed re ecng upon liminal situaons idenfying diverse 

manifestaons where borders, boundaries, edges and rims correlate with di erent variables, 

agents and parameters. These episodes will be analysed considering the substrata which are 

essenal elements (rock, sand and water) and how the primary elements inhabit and modify the 

substrata like the vegetaon and then the variable external elements or agents that a ect the 

other two like the wind, sun, rain.

The Torrent in the Landscape

In the aerial view and map, the journey of the Torrent is disnguished by starng in an apparent 

non-place114 but ending in a memorable one, the inlet and ulmately in the sea. The Torrent

is visible as the riverbed is associated with and nurtures the indigenous ora that is usually 

established at each side of the torrent reading as an in-between with a third disnguishable 

materiality. It reads like a thick band of green that slightly changes in terms of thickness 

throughout the journey, opening up unl it divides in two when it reaches the inlet, de ning the 

edges and leaving the central area “empty”.

The path of the riverbed is not accidental, as it is de ned by the original topography re ecng 

its geo-morphological history, resulng in a speci c formaon. Where the water ows, this 

has imposed parcular condions - frequency and variable ow moderang the humidity of 

the local air and consequently the air temperature. Accordingly, this creates a liminal situaon 

with internal stable parameters (topography, soil and sub-soil) correlang with a substratum 

supporng connuity against outside parameters (vegetaon, water) and weather variables 

that create disconnuity, resulng in an in-between.115 This in-between changes with the 

di erent seasons, responding to the weather variables (temperature, humidity, wind, rainfall). 

Much slower and less percepble changes take place due to slow erosion of the substrata, 

manipulang the topography, exaggerang it and di erenang it more from the immediate 

surroundings. The diconary de nion for “torrent” refers to the strong ow of water, with no 

reference to the associated vegetaon at either side. Therefore, the Torrent is an intermient 

113 Liminal based on the condion of the torrent that it is in transit aiming to reach its desnaon; the sea.
114 Termed by Augé. Here “non-place” refers to a geographic unmarked place; with no name. It is just 
perhaps known by the locals who regularly visit the origin of the stream. 
115 It is an in-between or perhaps gap that shows a disconnuity as more of the same happen at each part. 
Nonetheless, this in-between is an enty itself; it looks di erent and it has parcular visible condions.
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Fig. 1.2.63
Entrance to the beach, with the cli s opposite.

Fig. 1.2.62
View from the headland out to sea.
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element as it exists just when the water is running. Where the Torrent intersects the inlet, a 

subtle trail is le  on the sand. However, a di erent situaon takes place at the upper part of 

the torrent where this is associated with speci c ora. As the Torrent traverses the landscape, it 

carves the substrata marking the valley deeper and slightly wider unl nally creang the inlet 

just above sea level. At this point, in the inlet area, the water runs approximately in the middle 

of the inlet and the vegetaon adopts a peripheral posion along (in length and height) each 

side wall (cli  de ning the space of the inlet). The inlet, a priori, seems to be a result of the 

forces of the sea penetrang the land, but it is the result of a combinaon of complex e ects 

deriving from inland and sea.

The secon is divided into three main parts correlang with the main substrata or elements 

in this place: rock, sand and water and each part describes limits or liminal situaons directly 

related or de ned by the main element.

Rock Liming the Inlet

The rock is permanent and is experienced in a variety of ways: being on it, opposite it, between 

it, on top of, at the edge of it, etc. Most people who visit Cala Pi start by vising the viewpoint 

placed on the headland that announces one side of the inlet and which is celebrated by a 

watchtower dang from the 17th century, sited opposite to the car park. From this locaon, the 

visitor experiences the immensity of the sea, with the horizon as a far limit contrasng with 

the nearby limit of the rocks she stands on. The horizon is a limit that she visually experiences 

but cannot reach, let alone touch. It accompanies her, it moves as she moves. It is relave 

to her posion and always at eye level. As she moves through a place, she re-reads and re-

interprets it in relaon to this limit. She walks on the rock and stops where she reaches the 

edge of the cli , at the visual point where the rock and the immense sea meet, experiencing 

an absolute limit in contrast with the co-exisng limit of the horizon far away. She is placed at 

the edge of and opposite to the ulmate limit. She imagines what there is beneath her feet; 

the sea. Even though she cannot see how the sea touches the rock she believes that something 

similar happens on her side to the opposite cli . The walled rock presents shallow cavies and 

some of them are inhabited by vegetaon like pine and juniper trees and these take a liminal 

situaon, on the rock but at its edge and the air.116 The trees keep very close to the edge of the 

116 Is this similar to being posioned at the façade between the street and the building; not “here”, not 
“there”? This posion, de ned by complex variables, features and characteriscs, encouraged Bobić to 
re ect upon urbanity, Stevens on the threshold, White on the idea of the portal, Aldo van Eyck and Unwin on 
the doorstep, Whyte on a very speci c triangulaon, Jacobs de ned a strip along the façade and Alexander 
et. al. dedicated and correlated speci c paerns on the aspect.
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Fig. 1.2.66
Entrance to the beach, with the cli s opposite.

Fig. 1.2.65
Entrance to the beach, with the cli s opposite.

Fig. 1.2.64
Entrance to the beach, with the cli s opposite.
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rock, mainly in the super cial area of the soil, growing in some cases nearly parallel to the rock 

revealing the prevailing south-west winds that have shaped them by bending their trunks. Here 

she quesons if the air is unlimited and in nite; she knows where it starts, it is an isotropic and 

completely malleable element that penetrates any gaps within and between the rock, sand or 

even water.

Ingress Along the Rock

The access to the inlet is from the north-east side and between two properes (residenal 

unit and hotel) to the southern edge of the selement, through a stone paved path with low 

stone walls nished o  with manicured bushes placed just behind and above the wall and pine 

trees providing patches of shade along the path, contrasng with the street. The background is 

de ned by a faraway cli , colonised with di erent greens and browns giving away that she is in 

a high posion in relaon to her desnaon, the inlet. She advances, becoming part of the path, 

the foreground. She has le  the pine trees that celebrated the entrance and once more she is 

exposed to the sun and landscape. She can see stairs in the middle ground going down opposite 

to the constant background, the cli . Now, its magni cence is revealed as well as showing how 

much further down she needs to go to reach the inlet. Once she takes the steps, she reaches a 

small plaorm from which to contemplate the inlet that arculates the path. At this point, she 

turns 90 degrees north, taking a parallel posion in relaon to the rock and becoming aware of 

moving along the rock. She feels in the in-between, in the arculaon between two paths that 

belongs to both in equal measure and they share the imposing background.117

Each secon of the path has a di erent character. The new path narrows down considerably 

in relaon to the rst secon, moving from an exposed path to a more introverted one with 

vegetaon creang paral and framed views of the inland zone.118 It feels as if this is the 

middle ground, between the manmade path - the foreground - and the far away background, 

the element of reference. The paths relate di erently to the context. The rst secon traverses 

the foreground and relates perpendicularly to the background, the cli , at the opposite side. 

In the second secon it moves along the cli  inhabing the edge and establishes mainly lateral 

117 Alexander et. al. believed that the boundary could harmonise bringing things together instead of 
exacerbang di erences. This is a limit, understood as an in-between, like the linkage-entrances of L’Illa
in the sense that both seek to create connuity, harmonizing the two elements that links. This in-between 
linking to parts of the path including a change of direcon may also mark the entry.
118 The vegetaon here acts as a physical element that frames but it also has a psychological e ect, as it 
makes the inhabitant feel protected from the di erence in height. Cooper Marcus and Francis presented 
the signi cance and potenal of using vegetaon for these e ects, especially when designing spaces for 
children and the elderly. Ford also comments on the role of trees as a way of delineang for this purpose.
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Fig. 1.2.67
Moving down the stairs towards the 
beach.

Fig. 1.2.68
Looking back to the sea from the 
steps.

Fig. 1.2.69
East wall of inlet.
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relaons with the background and secondary perpendicular relaons.119

As the visitor moves down towards the beach, the materiality de ning the “this”-the path- 

mutates from manmade stone covering three sides to “that”, to two sides in the middle secon 

to just one side in the third secon. In the rst place, the manmade stone is replaced by natural 

rock exposing the substrata of the foreground; the “this”. In the last secon, the opposite lateral 

to the rock is replaced by two trunks vanishing into the side. The middle and longer secons of 

the path, starng with the arculaon, are anked on both sides by vegetaon that provides 

shadows, as well as allowing some sunlight through. The views are towards the inland zone, but 

at some points she stops and looks back to see the sea to assure herself that there is a beach. 

She gradually moves down along the long but shallow steps, reaching a landing that arculates 

the last short poron of the path with another turning. At this point the stairs open up a lile bit 

more. This me she faces the sea, which thus becomes the new background (but acknowledging 

the Torrent if this is there), separated by sand that taking a prominent middle ground. She 

connues descending with her eyes xed on the sea. She feels she has arrived; one of her feet 

landed on the ne and very warm sand.

Rock and Vegetaon

She walks around familiarising herself with the inlet and looks back to where she came from. 

Segments of the path are visible between the vegetaon contrasng with the natural elements. 

The path reads as a second nature as it is made of natural manipulated elements to ful l a 

purpose, integrang well with the natural elements that have not been modi ed.120

The monotonous cli s present slight di erences, each with a di erent character. This is 

probably due to the di erent orientaon with di erent exposure to the winds and sun each 

presenng slightly di erent rock formaons. The northeast cli  opposite to the entrance is 

quite homogeneous along its length, with controlled vegetaon along the vercal wall. Closer 

observaon reveals some discrete inserons, like an engraved stair in the rock and manmade 

walls revealed through the presence of geometrically shaped windows. This wall linking two 

edges of the cli  conceals an inside, making a habitable cavity. This situaon capturing an in-

between also takes place in the south-east cli  but in a more noceable manner near to the sea, 

where boats are kept and stairs provide access to the water. These cavies are shallow caves, 

119 This is familiar to the spaal con guraon of the stoop, analysed in detail by Bobić, as the in-between 
the building and the street where the cizen and resident meet but also the person mutates between both.
120 Iñaki Ábalos, Atlas Pintoresco. Vol.1: El Observatorio (Barcelona: Gustavo Gili, 2005), p.144.
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Fig. 1.2.71
Band where rock and sea water meet.

Fig. 1.2.70
Sea meeng land.
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but deep enough to host small boats. In some cases, walls have been added creang refuges. 

These cavies are linked to the sea through a sculptured stair in the rock, providing access to the 

sea linking two domains.121 The wall is a divider creang a froner to the sun, wind and creatures 

creang a sterile boundary.122

Zooming out, to place this event in the context of the whole cli , it is noceable that these caves 

exist within an internal order, a structure. It appears that the cli  is organised by three horizontal 

lines of cavies de ning its composion. The rst line correlates with a number of cavies near 

the sea, including the dark strip of rock that reveals the constant movement of the sea level and 

des. Then, half way up the cli , there is a second strip de ned with cavies, and in some cases 

these cavies host vegetaon colonizing an in-between with a new element. Finally, there is 

the top layer, formalised with a more or less horizontal line that is formed by the recess of the 

cli  and crowned with pine trees, the rim.123 These mediate between what is behind –the urban 

realm- and nature acng as a lter, a transparent layer.

Rock and Sea Water

The rock is the limit to the open sea. The water crashes into the rock over and over again, slowly 

modifying the coastal line. In the background, our visitor hears the water beang rhythmically 

against the rock and she sees a clear dark strip along the surface of the rock, registering the 

increase and decrease in the level of water due to the very modest Mediterranean sea de124

that in uences the behaviour of the water, and also the sh and the shing acvity. At rst it 

seems that lile is happening between the two elements – the more or less vercal rock and 

horizontal water - though a closer examinaon reveals that this limit is producve and rich, 

hosng a good number of creatures and plants that inhabit the rock and receive nutrients 

from the water, air and sun. The rock itself acts as an inert substratum with impercepble 

changes that hosts creatures in its holes, recesses and folds, disclosing in some way the nature 

of the rock (erosion creates holes, or some were created during its formaon, later becoming 

121 This link is similar to the one provided to link di erent domains at di erent levels taking us to the idea 
of the threshold (Stevens), portal (White), doorstep (van Eyck and Unwin).
122 Then, it works, on one level (physical and territorial level based on Habraken’s understanding) and in 
a simplisc way, as a membrane (Jacobs, Alexander, Stevens) in the sense that it allows for movement and 
linking in one direcon and for a speci c user, while it separates for others and prevents.
123 This rim works in a similar way to the rim of the street, constuted by the edge of the street façade. 
The rim contains and helps to de ne the enclosure of the inlet. The street façade rim is rmer than this one. 
From some locaons, the trees forming the rim are very close together forming a mass but from others the 
trees show what it is behind, and the rim is de ned by the line below that contains and ends.
124 Four des per day of less than 0.5m and the intensity of the de depends on the moon and the 
posion of the Earth in relaon to the sun. Therefore, it changes all the me and repeats every year.
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Fig. 1.2.73
Sand meeng rock.

Fig. 1.2.72
Inland view of inlet with Torrent visible.
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opportunies for organisms). On some occasions, it appears as if the rock is gradually immersed 

in the water and the limit between both changes over the days and years due to the weather 

and dal acvity, whereby part of the rock is somemes completely exposed to the air and sun 

and other mes is covered with the sea water, creang very special condions (of temperature, 

moisture and others) with small creatures or microorganisms colonising this limit, such as algae 

and crabs.125 This is an in-between where two basic elements meet, one being xed and the 

other in a state of constant but predictable change.126

This inlet hosts a human-made area integrated in the south-west edge of the inlet. This consists 

of a few shermen’s boathouses, with ramps allowing the loading and unloading of small boats 

from the water. Bathers take advantage of the hardstanding, using it to sunbathe and jump 

into the water. This juncon of water with hard surface (concrete) provides a exible space, an 

alternave to the sand of the inlet. However, from an environmental perspecve, it is a quite 

inert edge with few organisms colonising it. 127

Sand Meeng the Cli

Sand is the primary element that de nes the inlet area between the cli s. Being in the inlet 

means standing on sand and being protected by the sky (ceiling) and cli s (walls). The horizon, 

drawn between but behind and faraway from the cli s, embraces the immense sea, bringing a 

sense of containment for the perceiver. This constant line directly relates to the ever-changing 

shoreline in the inlet where the sea is disconnuous, preceding the sand. The horizon is an 

illusionary line but ironically, it is the one perceived as a constant element.

The ingress to the inlet is via the manmade stone path, which is part of the cli  and ends on the 

125 The entrance-links of L’Illa Diagonal can be considered pores in the rock. Pores that contribute to the 
porosity de ning the rock. In the urban environment colonnades along the edge of the façade, or more 
sporadic and temporary elements appear and disappear as such as canopies, sun shades resembling the 
porous of the rocks (for Bobić these are decisive elements de ning “urbanity”). The urban environment 
provides more variety and versality in a short me reacng to external agents to create the best condions 
for inhabitaon. Lynch presents the edge as a variable longitudinal element that can aract and repel. 
Here, the porous and the treatment of the edge façade is to aract; create the opmum condions for 
inhabitaon.
126 The colonnades or the stoop are physical elements that provide a spaal con guraon and like the rock 
it takes great e ort and me to change them. Thus, the external agents immediately a ect outside spaces 
and connuously change. These temporarily re-arrange the spaal con guraon and with it, modify the 
dynamics around it. The e ects of the external agents have a direct e ect on outdoor spaces and we have 
developed more taccs to deal with them. These increase the di erences and unevenness between inside 
and outside.
127 On the one hand, this alternave zone provides diversity, one of the aspects in urban realm that Jacobs 
advocates. In this case, it is diversity of acvies and a di erent experience. On the other hand, as this 
plaorm is made of an external material, concrete, it seems not to have blended as well as the rock hosng 
a great variety of organisms. At this scale this limit is less acve and more inert.
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Fig. 1.2.75
Water carving the sand.

Fig. 1.2.74
Sand crossed by the Torrent.
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sand which visually takes over most space between the cli s. Once the sand reaches the water, 

it disappears under. In the opposite direcon the rocks and soil metamorphose, becoming the 

substrata to the vegetaon (and water) that grows into the Torrent. The sand is a malleable 

material that adapts and changes relavely quickly, registering storms, footprints, changes of 

humidity and sun unl something else happens. For instance, when the visitor walks on the sand 

her footprints mark the surface and the footprints are transformed by others walking over them, 

blurred by the wind or completely disappear due to rain. At the boom of the path is where she 

rst touched the sand, which embraced her feet, contrasng with the preceding stone steps that 

provided a hard support with a clear limit between her and the stone. Sand is no more acve in 

the way it reacts to her fooall than the rock, but the sand moves slightly for a minor occurrence 

in contrast to the rocks, for which an incident must be signi cant in order to be registered. 

Therefore, these areas (cli s, inlet) change and register occurrences through me di erently, 

due to their intrinsic characteriscs, acng as substratum or support. The experience of walking 

on a hard surface is something that she experiences daily and it is engraved on her memory, as 

well as the sensaon of touching and standing on sand.

The encounter between the sand and the cli  varies through me depending on the weather, 

in terms of how windy and much rainfall there has been through a cycle of a year a ecng the 

displacement of sand. The sand, on the side of the inlet exposed to the wind, will wash out 

exposing more stratum (rock) and this will be deposited somewhere else, thickening the upper 

layer and consequently re-de ning the topography.128 In some places the sand will meet the rock 

in a de ned clean line and in others with a strip containing sand, stones, vegetaon, algae.129

Thus, these behaviours are noceable at the intersecon between these two elements: rock and 

sand.

Sand Crossed by the Torrent

The Torrent is a feature that appears and disappears during the summer depending on the 

amount of rain received and somemes it is di cult to guess its last locaon. The water 

from the Torrent reaches the inlet, imprinng its path on the sand. Over the years, it follows 

128 The sand to certain extent registers changes brought about by the external agents and also the rhythms 
of the day-night and seasons. The urban environment is a ected by these laer rhythms and Whyte studied 
their e ects, though there is no element as malleable as the sand in terms of recording slight changes.
129 This suggests the possible aribute of the edge as being able to vary along its length that Lynch 
presented. This was experienced with the kerb, as it is able to adapt to allow at certain points to be crossed 
by pedestrians and at other points by vehicles. Another example is the façade accepng and adapng to the 
openings. These are points of negoaon.
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Fig. 1.2.76
Eastern edge of the Torrent.

Fig. 1.2.77
Western edge of the Torrent.
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roughly the same path but varies in width depending on the ow of the water in relaon to the 

interrelated terms of quanty and speed. The ow of the water, a er a storm, reaches its high 

peak a ecng the speed and the width of the water path. Someme a erwards, depending 

on di erent variables, the ow slows down establishing a more or less constant width of water 

path that re-inhabits the old track. This water is an added element, adding a layer that appears 

and remains for a period of me, but then disappears and reappears again in a loose cycle. 

The same can be said of the track carved in the sand. The traces of the track remain unl these 

are erased when the beach is prepared by the local council for intense use during the summer 

months. Therefore, an in-between is created by the water and when this disappears the traces 

on the sand are read di erently from an in-between, as the sand is a connuous substratum 

and incidents within it are created but read as abnormality within a whole.  The track of water 

creates two disnct borders at each side of it that register the speed by which the water reaches 

the inlet, adapng to its morphology and de ning the degree of abnormality. The following 

secon explores in more detail the margins created or manipulated by water, including these 

two.

Seawater and Freshwater

As menoned previously, in its nal stage, the Torrent crosses the inlet prior to entering 

the sea and adopts more or less the same posion year a er year. The sand is the constant 

and connuous element, acng as a substratum and the water is the juxtaposed variable 

element, capable of shaping the substratum and this is visible. The water manifests itself as a 

watercourse with a point of departure somewhere inland and a place of desnaon, the sea. 

The watercourse, in the transversal direcon, has a width with implicit disncve boundaries at 

each side where the water disappears, and the sand becomes the main visible element again.

The north-west side is de ned by a gentle edge similar to the one we encounter on a beach. The 

sand has a moderate, but percepble, slope perpendicular to the watercourse, due to the water 

compacng and slightly displacing the sand. At some moment, the water will reach a speci c 

point, forming a line along the watercourse creang “the edge” but this line moves slightly to 

a high and low point de ned by the ow of freshwater that the watercourse carries and also to 

the dal changes. In the pictures, we can observe that subtle lines are drawn on the sand by 

debris, carried by the watercourse and deposited at these speci c points and levels. Stronger 

lines of debris are drawn at the level reached by the water, due to the pressure of the high de, 

and further away there is another line disnguishing wet and dry sand. Therefore, the north-
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Fig. 1.2.78
Freshwater meeng seawater.

Fig. 1.2.79
Water, re econs and sand.
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west side is de ned by a strip that varies over me due to water level changes and this, in one 

way or another, gets imprinted on the sand.

The south-east side is di erent with a more abrupt topography as there is a noceable change 

of level between the area with water and without water. The watercourse creates a micro-

topography, a sharp edge. A priori, the visitor iden es a verge de ning the limit of the sand 

where the change of level occurs. Then, the water de nes a clear line. If we zoom in, we can 

observe the more or less sharp line de ning the point at which the sand sharply changes level, a 

second line de ned by debris and a third line of the water. This varies, providing a high and low 

point that follows the rhythm of the sea. Hence, this edge is sharper than the previous one, but 

we sll can idenfy a few lines corresponding with layers of the water moving and sand due to 

di erent aspects.130

Whilst the watercourse is present in the inlet, it in uences the way people inhabit and place 

themselves on the beach. This divides the inlet into two and in order to get to the other side, 

she needs to cross the Torrent creang a “here” and “there”. The water reads as an added 

element through which she can see the sand, nong that the sand is the substratum as it is her 

support at all mes, even if she perceives it di erently depending on it being dry or wet.

At some point, freshwater meets seawater at the seashore. However, a shoreline is impossible to 

idenfy exactly, and it varies slightly throughout the day.131 The two waters, somewhere near to 

the shore, meet and mix (exposing a peculiar behaviour for most of us but perhaps predictable 

for a physicist or expert in uid dynamics). The freshwater is less dense than the seawater and 

usually has higher temperature and she feels it when moving from the Torrent into the sea.132

130 In this case the limit has a width, composed of diverse lines or things and the width within which the 
limit takes place seems variable. The dynamics between the di erent elements are somehow revealed or 
made visible in this zone. Alexander and Bobić, in di erent ways and based on di erent understandings, 
referred to the limit as being able to harmonise tensions and negoate di erences. This was the case of the 
wall delineang the inner open space of Jardins de Lina Òdena, the pavement with its edges (façade and 
kerb), the façade and the kerb.
131 There is a constantly ever-changing, but predictable, negoaon between the water and the sand is 
visible through the waves. The water goes and comes back over and over, and the sand resists it in a gentle 
way. The waves (water) somemes reach a further point, but then recede back and if this is helped by the 
pressure from the moon, then this acquires more strength thus taking territory from the sand. The limit 
between the public and private domain in urban areas is somehow similar to this situaon. The dynamics 
are constuted by internal elements but also greatly in uenced by punctual external agents. A variable strip 
can be iden ed, and it is governed by complex tensions and negoaons between elements and agents 
that de ne the dynamics and richness of the place. It is a place for “togetherness” where water and sand 
acvely meet, displaying their “disncveness” in terms deployed by Stevens. It can also be re ected upon 
“urbanity” (Bobić) and the equivalent in the landscape. 
132 In one area, before the waters had me to blend, there is a limit between them, felt on the skin. 
Nonetheless, it is not visible and is just iden ed if we put ourselves in that locaon. This e ect takes place 
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Fig. 1.2.80
Close up of freshwater meeng seawater.
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At this locaon, once again the substratum is the sand, the element beneath the water and 

where she stands. The water could evaporate, and she will sll stand up but she needs the 

sand as support.133 The sand registers the movement of the waves and she feels this micro-

topography underneath her feet and sees it reinforced by the shadows playing through the 

transparent water. She expects the water at its surface to mimic the undulaons of the sand, but 

this is not the case. The sand has an undulaon and the water describes a di erent movement, 

even in some parts perpendicular to the waves. The freshwater seems to slide on top of the 

seawater and thus the waves perpendicular to the sand-waves belong to the freshwater, telling 

her about their origin, the Torrent. Due to the transparency of the waters, she cannot visually 

see how these two layers of water mix together and in the contact point, brackish-water 

appears and this expands through space and me.134 In this case, what she feels is stronger 

and clearer than what she sees. She feels the two waters due to the di erence of temperature, 

the undulaon of the sand on the boom of her feet and the waves where the water reaches 

slightly di erent heights on her legs. She sees the undulaon of the sand at the boom, the 

waves of the water in a di erent direcon from the undulaons of the sand and the re econs 

of the water and shadows associated with this micro-topography, helping her to noce and 

queson about these e ects. Through re econ and shade, the sun makes them clearer and 

crosses through layers quesoning if there is a juxtaposion of things taking place, or layering. 

And, where are the limits between these elements? It is easy to de ne the limit of the sand and 

this could indeed be recorded and mapped. But could the other limits be located?135

in a very speci c locaon and reveals some otherwise unnoced dynamics.
133 Then, the sand is the constant limit and the water provides an added limit to when she was standing 
outside the water. The limit of the water before re ected the sky and was between the cli s; now, it has 
added another limit that is felt and experienced. The limit of the water with the air is felt on the legs 
becoming very aware of the aributes of the water. This limit contributes to the “transional scale” already 
deployed and explained in the case of L’Illa.
134 A limit disappears in a gradual way (there is a spao-temporal transion) and one does not impose on 
the other, but rather they merge. This e ect reveals an intrinsic property of the water as liquid that is much 
more di cult to accomplished with other elements.
135 This was experienced, observed and recorded through photography at the end of the summer. The 
freshwater was warmer than the seawater and the sun was shining, creang re econs and shadows that 
exposed the phenomena of transparency and juxtaposion. Prior to this exercise, I would not have thought 
about a limit between the waters. Obviously, there is a border in the vercal dimension where both meet 
with a surface of contact, and this grows in depth through length, providing brackish water; a mixture of 
fresh and saltwater.
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Fig. 1.2.81
Opposite. Seawater meeng sand, med exposures.

1.2  Experiencing the Limit

Seawater and Sand

When the Torrent is present, this edge is very complex, as described in the previous secon. 

Nevertheless, when the Torrent is absent, she experiences a more convenonal beach with a 

clear shoreline, with a strip de ning the encounter between sand and sea. In this strip children 

play, people stand to talk, walk along it, feeling the coming and going of the waves on their legs; 

it becomes place for contemplaon, marked by the waves that set a rhythm felt by the eyes, 

ears and skin. 

In summer, the sand is cleaned by beach workers, erasing the prints of the Torrent, making 

a clear aracve plaorm for people to enjoy at their leisure. The vast area of sand contains 

areas with vague zones. There is a large part with dry sand followed by an area with humid sand 

demarcang the zone the sea reaches for just a part of the day, due to the de, and nally the 

strip where the sea over and over again covers the sand. The waves delimit this strip with their 

coming and going, reaching a low and high point, in this case de ned by the point where the 

wave brakes even though the sand of this area is always under water.

The sand surface progresses towards the sea and disappears peacefully underneath it, but 

then the water comes towards it and comes and goes and this process is repeated over and 

over again. With her eyes, she draws a line at the edge of the water that connuously moves 

up and down, disappearing and reappearing and again reappearing and disappearing. Each 

me, the line reaches a slightly di erent posion at the boom and top, but a er observaon 

it becomes predictable thus revealing the inner rhythm that is repeated over the days, months 

and years. Standing where the wave dies, she observes that water and air ltrates into the 

sand, becoming visible through lile bubbles. There is a uctuang strip with bubbles at regular 

intervals intrinsic to the waves and the lines where the waves die. From this point, she perceives 

independent waves; one comes and goes, and another comes and goes like the ck-tock of a 

clock. On the contrary, when she contemplates the inlet from the high entrance point, waves 

are manifested in sequence overlapping in me, helping to understand how this works.136 This is 

part of a complex system whereby waves arrive while others leave without much interference, 

136 At this point, she experiences connuity of me through various ways. Di erent views provide di erent 
understandings and the limits are also di erent, even though they are the same or on the same element. 
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Fig. 1.2.82
View into the inlet from the western headland.

Fig. 1.2.83
View from inlet, looking inland.
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working like a piece of machinery. The photographs show how these are manifested at the point 

where the wave breaks but also with moving debris. She is looking at an e ect in one speci c 

area, but it comes from far away and there is a symbioc relaonship between the topography 

and seawater, with a repercussion on how the waves behave. When the wind is extreme, it will 

have an e ect on the waves, but the e ect of the sun is less clear. 

Summary 

In this case study, the various limits have been presented from afar (overall view) to near 

(zoomed or paral view), and from large to small scales. Nonetheless, at certain points, the 

limits of a close-up view are presented against, or having in mind, the large view.137 The inlet 

is rst experienced from outside, then it is entered from above providing the overall view 

and nally it is experienced it from inside. These di erent viewpoints provide a mulple 

understanding of a limit or element without one scale being more relevant than another. 

Nonetheless, one experience associated with a sequence of views may be more relevant than 

another, in relaon to its impression on us. For example, the cli s forming the inlet act as 

façades, containing. At another moment, these are part of the coastline revealing an inside and 

something inmate. Or the cli  is an in-between xing and connecng the sky and the sea or 

sand. At other mes, it reveals the rhythmic movement of the sea and deals with the pressure 

and incessant negoaon with the sea. Something similar occurs with the Torrent, which has a 

place at the territorial scale marked by its longitudinal dimension, but this can be considered as 

an in-between as it traverses the inlet where the width takes precedence, revealing the margins 

at its sides. Each of these at some moments act as limits and at others display limits relang 

to other elements; these together provide a reading of the transional scale. The mutaon 

between the limits constuted by the same element is the smoother part of a connuum 

reinforcing the sequence of views that de ne our experience of the inlet.

Nature is in constant ux and this is re ected in the limits. The limit is the result of pressures 

and negoaons that seek balance, yet only achieve a passing equilibrium. The pressures and 

tensions that one element poses on another may be of equal or di erent strengths and as a 

result, one may lead the changes and the other absorb them. However, external agents can also 

provoke changes to the elements and make them react against each other, resulng in rhythmic 

137 The scalar approach was not based on professional grounds but on how this presents itself through 
enfolding views, de ning the experience of the inhabitant.
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paerns that in uence the changes. In these cases, the limit is a result of a triangulaon and to 

some extent and measure, it can be predicted.138

Morphology seems to enable and generate situaons and limits. In the inlet, to a great degree, 

the dynamics are determined by its morphology. The changes taking place over me get 

engraved in the limits, de ning the forms through which we experience them, understanding 

their current status as well as their past. This is the case of the limit between the rock and the 

sea. At the limit between both, the rock presents a coloured and eroded strip, telling us about 

me, movement and composion in relaon to each other. The strip is not homogeneous, 

displays a zone that re ects greater contact and a zone with more sporadic or past contact 

due to the movement of water and in uenced by the full moon and seasons. The two margins 

of the Torrent present their parcular spaal con guraon, characterized by the morphology 

of the inlet and de ning the way the water moves through it. The water also simultaneously 

de nes the margins which register the amount of water and its speed, which in turn re ects the 

morphology of the inlet. Thus, one morphology echoes another, disclosing relaonships that 

de ne the parts and the whole.

A good number of limits experienced in the inlet evoke limits and condions experienced in 

the urban environment139 despite the disparity between the two environments. The limits 

of the inlet present themselves as more elusive and gentler, with long-term tensions and 

negoaons determined by the intrinsic rhythms that are imposed by nature. In contrast, in the 

built environment, the delineaon of the limits is more formal, probably harder, as the physical 

spaal con guraons are imposed. In the urban cases, the negoaon at the limits involves 

people who can modify the spaal con guraons through me. In the landscape, this may be 

compared to a signi cant natural event, such as a big storm, and even in some cases a tsunami, 

which provokes rapid change. Otherwise change is like evoluon, taking place at a gentler pace. 

Nonetheless, the natural external agents in the landscape are predominant and play a big role in 

the built environment where they exist, but are controlled but ar cial agents.140 The mescale 

138 This refers to the periodicity of certain external agents. Although, with climate change there is less 
predictability. It is striking that when I visited the inlet in December, I expected to see the Torrent, but it was 
not there. By contrast and perhaps counterintuively, the rst me I visited at the end of the summer, it was 
there. The seasons are more errac, rainfall and temperatures are less predictable and are not complying 
with the rhythms that used to govern them.
139 Like the kerb, the façade of buildings and limit of the block, the inner wall of the inner open space of 
the block, the façade of L’Illa, the linkage-entrances of L’Illa. And, they evoke and present some of the points 
put forward by the urban thinkers. The dynamics of and around the limits are beer understood in relaon 
to change, negoaons and tensions, harmony… 
140 The natural agents as such as the wind, sun, rain and the like sll have a role to play, but then 
governance and management via rules established at di erent levels have a greater e ect on the urban 
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in both environments is di erent and thus so are their limits; one relang to geological me and 

the other to human lifeme. The transional scale and thus the mutaon between the limit/s of 

an element from one scale to another scale, is smoother than in the urban cases.

The experience and descripons of the "limits" of the case studies have enabled me to idenfy 

more speci cally what I refer to as “limit” and where these emerge or present themselves. The 

descripons have also helped me to survey and test, in relaon to personal experience, the ‘idea 

of the limit’ arculated by the urban design thinkers. Subsequently, due to these experiences, I 

have reached a greater understanding of some of the ideas and have furthered my knowledge 

of the way the limits operate and their dynamics. Experiencing the limits directly and then 

wring about them, has enabled me to shi  between the experienal, speci c and tangible to 

abstracon, to beer understand noons, ideas and aributes presented by the urban thinkers 

and vice versa, yet also to comprehend and reach the subtlees.

Some of the most in uenal authors on my reading of limits were Cullen, Jacobs, Stevens, 

White, Bobić, Lynch, Alexander et.al., Cooper Marcus and Francis and to a lesser extent Larry 

Ford, Gehl and Sie and authors related to the gure-ground and Nolli plan. The recurring 

terms related to the limit in the descripons are boundary, edge, rim, margin, threshold, portal, 

doorstep, doorway, in-between, transion, interface and liminal. The aributes that repeat 

themselves are that the limit has a dimension, and in many cases, is iden ed as an enty. 

At one level it separates and at another it links, changes over me, but also varies along its 

length and width. It is physical, yet it may have a psychological e ect. The limit is submied to 

pressures, tension and negoaon.

Based on the experiences of the limit, a limit locates, and it is located. It may be de ned 

or de ne other limits or other aspects of adjacent spaces or elements. Thus, it re ects the 

surroundings and it can be recorded. Views are structured and de ned by the posion of the 

viewer as this de nes the “here” and the rest are given by the place. The “here” and “there” 

change as the viewer changes posion and there is some correlaon between views, though 

a “here” may become a “there” and vice versa. At some point, one of these may disappear 

and others appear. Therefore, this applies to the grounds and also to their inherent limits. 

Correlaon of the “here” and “there”, the grounds and inherent limit seem relevant.

limit. Ownership, who maintains what to name a few are decisive on the limit and its experience.
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The experiences of these case studies - urban and landscape - have been explored through 

photography and descripon. The descripons have highlighted the variety of words available in 

English to account for the experience of limits. These words relate to, and also supplement, the 

vocabulary used by urban design thinkers to account for the noon of limit. They open-up the 

possibility for me to aempt, with the help of the philosophical ideas, a working de nion of the 

limit in the built environment.
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1.3  De ning and Rede ning the Limit

Between

In-between

Border

Bound

Boundary

Connect

Door - Doorway

Edge

Enclosure

Interface

Join

Limit

Liminal

Line

Margin

Perimeter

Portal

Separate

Shoreline

Rim

Strip

Transion

Threshold
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Terms shown on the list emerge from my accounts of my experiences of limits in the urban 

and landscape case studies. They are all terms related to limit and boundary, evocave but 

also confusing. Confusing in the sense that all the words are part of our everyday language, 

displaying the relevance of the limit in our everyday life through the richness in the variety of 

terms. Nevertheless, it is di cult to di erenate them precisely. They are similar but di erent, 

indicang signi cant nuances in the experience and de nion of limits. These meanings, as we 

speak, are calibrated and re-calibrated. This study explores terms as such as limit, between, 

boundary, border, edge, liminal, margin, and threshold. This secon concentrates on idenfying 

the origins and meanings of the key terms based on etymological studies. Where appropriate, 

relaonships between terms and correlaons and discrepancies between 5 European languages 

are indicated.1 In the subsequent secon, ‘the noon of the limit’ is extended and these terms 

will re-appear and be re-de ned or re-tuned within an emerging theorecal framework, aiming 

to establish a terminology to further progress this research. Therefore, this secon opens-up 

subsequent discussions out of the experience of limits. 

1.3.1  Etymology of the Limit

The Oxford Diconary of English2 de nes the noun limit as “1. A point or level beyond which 

something does not or may not extend or pass […] The terminal point or boundary of an area 

or movement. 2. A restricon on the size or amount of something permissible or possible”. 

These de nions convey negave meanings referring to the end of something, or something 

that restricts. It is also noted that the noun boundary is included in the de nion; a contested 

word in this research. The etymology of limit refers to the nominave Lan word limes. The 

Concise Oxford Diconary of English Etymology3 translates it as “froner” and the Online 

Etymology Diconary4 as “a boundary, limit, border, embankment between elds”, evoking the 

sense of a division and territory; something that separates. In the same diconary, boundary 

is de ned as “1. A line which marks the limits of an area; a dividing line. A limit of something 

1 The ve languages are English, German, French, Spanish and Catalan. This study is conducted in English 
and a considerable part of the literature and informaon is accessed in this language. German and French 
are relevant due to their philosophical tradion. And Spanish and Catalan are selected as part of the study 
has been conducted in Spanish and Catalan territory, the researcher accessed rst source of data in these 
languages and the main philosopher studied wrote in Spanish but was Catalan and spoke the language.
2 “Limit”, Oxforddiconary.com (Oxford University Press, 2018), <hps://en.oxforddiconaries.com/
de nion/limit> [Accessed 25 March 2016].
3 T. F. Hoad, ed. The Concise Oxford Diconary of English Etymology (Oxford University Press, 1996),
<hp://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780192830982.001.0001/acref-
9780192830982-e-8749> [Accessed 7 May 2018).
4 Harper, Douglas, Online Etymology Diconary <hp://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_
frame=0&search=limit> [Accessed 07 May 2018].
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abstract, especially a subject or sphere of acvity”. In this case the word limit is central in the 

main de nion, but the de nion also uses the word “line” as limit, which is a measurable and 

tangible element that implies, again, separaon. The de nion in Merriam-Webster diconary5

goes even closer towards the acon of separaon, de ning boundary as “something (such as a 

river, a fence, or an imaginary line) that shows where an area ends, and another area begins, a 

point or limit that indicates where two things become di erent”. This relates to the philosopher 

Marn Heidegger’s re econ upon the horizon from the ancient Greek horos meaning 

“boundary, landmark, marking stones”6 and Heidegger says of it “that at which something 

stops, but […], the boundary is that from which something begins its presencing”.7 Furthermore, 

the word horizon has the same root in all four languages. Limit in French, Spanish and Catalan 

comes from the same root as in English while it is di erent in German; grenze. On the contrary, 

the word boundary in German stays very close to grenze but it translates as limit or froner into 

the other three Lan languages.

The Lan word Limes correlates with froner “a line or border separang two countries”8 rooted 

in the French word fronère that dates from the early 15th century. In Spanish and Catalan, it 

translates as frontera. In Catalan (and in English), the parcle front is a direct reference to the 

military posion of a bale, as in vanguard, conveying the posion, line but more of a strip or 

limit where opposing forces contest territory. Anne-Lauren Amilhat Szary9 reminds us that the 

rst border of Rome was stained with blood. However, in geo-polics there is a broad consensus 

that border10 refers to the dividing line between two states and boundary correlates with 

froner referring to a strip of land along the border.11 On one hand, the etymology of the bound-

ary refers to bound (c.1200) and this is de ned as limit and boundary rooted in the “Anglo-Lan 

5 “Boundary” Merriam-Webster.com, <hp://www.merriam-webster.com/diconary/BOUNDARY> 
[Accessed 26 March 2016].
6 “Horizon”, Online Etymology Diconary, <hp://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame= 
0&search=horizon> [Accessed 09 May 2016].
7 Marn Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought (New York: Perennial Classics, 2001), p.154. It is worth 
nong that Heidegger refers to peras as opposed to aperion, meaning boundless and not in nite.
8 Angus Stevenson, ed., Oxford Diconary of English 3rd edn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 
<hp://www.oxfordreference.com.abc.cardi .ac.uk/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/m_
en_gb0318490?rskey=NdooOh&result=1> [Accessed 25 March 2016]. 
9 Anne-Lauren Amilhat Szary, ‘Boundaries and Borders’ in The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Polical 
Geography ed. by John A. Agnew, Virginie Mamadouth, Anna Secor, Joanne Sharp (Chichester, West Sussex, 
UK: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2015), p.15.
10 Border in Spanish translates into frontera or borde. In Catalan and French, it only translates into frontera 
and fronère respecvely.
11 Ibid. pp.14; David Newman, ‘Borders and Bordering. Towards an Interdisciplinary Dialogue’, European 
Journal of Social Theory, 9 (2) (2006), pp.171-186; Anssi Passi, ‘Boundary: The Word, Concept and Pracce’, 
Current Anthropology vol. 55 (6) (2014) pp. 42- 43.
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bunda, from the Old French bonde” and earlier Medieval Lan bodina.12 On the other hand, 

border appears later around the 15th century “from Old French bordure de ned as seam, edge 

or shield border”.13 The use of the word “seam” to de ne a border poses the emphasise to 

the idea of connuity and unity through the seam: the joining of two materials which usually 

happens at the edges seeking connuity and at least, a smooth transion between the two.

The “Online Etymology Diconary” also relates the noun limit to limen, which translates as 

“threshold”, meaning “1. A strip of wood or stone forming the boom of a doorway and crossed 

in entering a house or room… a point of entry or beginning”14 that contrasts with the previous 

meaning of the limit, limes, as the end of something and a stac concept. The idea of the 

threshold is more in line with Heidegger’s re econ upon the boundary. The adjecve of limit, 

“liminal” as deployed by anthropologists, also has its origins in limen, the threshold and limitaris

(adjecve) “that is on the border”15 and as Arpad Szakolczai16 points out, the Lan limes (limit) 

“is equivalent to the Greek peras” (boundary). Then the limen, or threshold,17 is where the 

limit is subverted directly relang to the apeiron, the boundless; that which has no boundary as 

postulated by the rst Greek philosopher Anaximander.

The noun margin, coined in the mid-14th century and de ned by the Oxford Diconary of 

English as “1. The edge or border of something, […] 2. An amount by which something is won” 

and evolved “from the Lan marginem (nominave margo)” and from Proto Indo-European 

languages (PIE) “merg- edge boundary, border”18 and refers also to mark,19 which takes us 

12 Online Etymology Diconary <hp://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search 
=bound> [Accessed 28 March 2016].
13 Ibid., <hp://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=border> [Accessed 28 
March 2016].
14 “Threshold” Oxford Diconary of English <hp://www.oxfordreference.com.abc.cardi .ac.uk/
view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/m_en_gb0861310?rskey=cnYyeA&result=1> [Accessed 25 
March 2016].
15 “Threshold” Online Etymology Diconary <hp://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_
frame=0&search=threshold> [Accessed 26 March 2016].
16 Arpad Szakolczai, ‘Liminality and Experience: Structuring Transitory Situaons and Transformave 
Events’, in Breaking Boundaries. Variees of Liminality, ed. by Agnes Horvart, Børn Thomassen, Harald 
Wydra (New York, Oxford: Berghahn, 2015) pp.11-39 (p.11).
17 Threshold translates di erently in the other languages; in German translates into schewelle, in Spanish 
into umbral, in Catalan into llindar and in French into seuil. Whereas the adjecve limen, liminal keeps this 
form in all languages except in German that takes a similar form to threshold or limit.
18 “Margin” Oxford Diconary of English.
19 “Mark” Online Etymology Diconary <hp://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0& 
search=margin> [Accessed 28 March 2016].
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back to the etymology of boundary and border. In Merriam-Webster,20 “mark” is de ned as “a 

boundary land” and in The Concise Oxford Diconary of English Etymology as boundary and 

target. The Online Etymology Diconary de nes it as “trace, impression” and the verb as “to put 

a mark on”, from the Proto-Germanic “to trace out boundaries”.21

For the noun edge de ning margin, Merriam-Webster’s diconary provides three di erent 

meanings with excepons in each and the second and third relate to the limit and boundary. 

The edge is a “2.a: line where an object or area begins or ends: border -on the edge” related 

or belonging to a surface. “2. b. The narrow part adjacent to a border” relang to the corner 

or the turning of a surface as the corner of a table; “2.c.(1) A point near the beginning or the 

end” referring to an in-between like a verge or a brink. “2.c.(2) The threshold of danger or ruin” 

relang to the act of being at edge; at the end of or an in-between. “3.d A Favourable margin: 

advantage” concerning to a posion and it has a width relang to the front in military sense 

presented earlier. “(3) A line or line segment that is the intersecon of two plane” indicang the 

intersecon of surfaces, usually of the same object as found in a pyramid.22 Hence, edge covers 

a wide range of situaons, but it does have a direct translaon into the other languages which at 

least one of the available translaons relate to border.

The terms above have become entwined regarding their etymologies and meanings. The term 

“bound” is recorded as the oldest noun, followed by the words “border” and “froner” with 

di erent origins. The noun and verb “mark” was unexpected and found through the term 

“margin” intertwined with “edge”, “boundary” and “border”. The terms horizon, margin and 

mark have the same root in the four languages while limit, liminal, portal and perimeter have 

the same root except in German. Finally, the terms, bound, boundary, edge and threshold have 

di erent roots in all languages.

The next secon, while de ning the limit and its conceptual framework, also seeks to examine 

and clarify the terms above based on their usage; rstly, in the eld of philosophy, followed 

by anthropology, sociology and geo-polics. Consequently, it explores the de nion of “limit” 

(limes) referring to “boundary” and vice versa; the limit as restricon imposed beyond a line 

20 “Mark”: The margin brings to light the between; a distance or space between two measurements or an 
edge and something. <hp://www.merriam-webster.com/diconary/margin> [Accessed 28 March 2016].
21 “Mark” <hp://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=mark> [Accessed 28 
March 2016].
22 “Edge” Merriam-Webster.com <hp://www.merriam-webster.com/diconary/edge> [Accessed 9 May 
2018].
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or point;23 the boundary as a division yet a zone where two things encounter and become 

something di erent and the boundary directly related with froner as a strip of land along a 

border. Furthermore, it explores the etymology of bound-ary aligned upon bound de ned as 

seam contesng the de nion of border as “a line”. It enquires the limit -as limes- allowing 

limen, threshold which allows for being at the limit uning them and allowing for the limit to be 

transgressed. Thus, the limit is explored and unravelled aiming to reach a workable de nion of 

the limit for urban design and architecture based on its experience and sustained by theory.

1.3.2  Noons of the Limit

Having iden ed the nuances of limit through experience, and examined etymologies of key 

terms, this secon concentrates on idenfying a conceptual framework for the limit. It draws 

upon exisng complex concepons in relevant elds, starng with the eld of philosophy, 

moving towards anthropology and ending with sociology and geo-polics. From this study, an 

approach to, de nion of, and qualies of the limit applicable to urban design and architecture 

will emerge. The intent is not to o er an exhausve explanaon of all exisng proposions 

on the limit, but rather a selecve account of stances that are relevant and applicable to the 

physical limit daily experienced in our environments.

This secon is structured into four secons. The rst secon covers the limit in philosophy 

starng with Anaximander’s introducon to the apeiron, then Plato’s discussion of the in nite 

and nite is presented to reach Immanuel Kant’s noon of the transcendental. Heidegger’s 

understanding of phenomena is presented leading to the “Philosophy of the Limit” by Eugenio 

Trías i Sagnier24, which is explained in some detail comprising the second secon. The third 

secon comprises the limit in anthropology, focusing on the liminal by presenng the noon 

of the threshold (limen) and the city wall (related to limes). Fourthly, the limit in sociology and 

geo-polics is presented by rst discussing the noon of the edge and margin. Then, the idea 

of border in geo-polics is introduced, considering its parcularies and aiming to clarify the 

di erenaon between the boundary and the border. This part ends with a brief conclusion 

de ning the limit. This draws together terms emerging from experience and philosophical 

accounts to approach a working de nion of the limit for the remainder of the thesis.

23 This implies that there is a knowledge or experience up to the limit but not beyond. The here is known, 
based on the limit, in the sense that this characterises it relang to the “idea of horizon” and boundary.
24 Spanish or South American authors usually have two surnames. In the rst instance, the author is 
referred to by both surnames and from then on by just the rst.
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The Limit in Philosophy

The idea of the limit is central to the branch of epistemology, “the study of knowledge”, which 

is divided into two categories: rstly, the nature of knowledge and secondly, the queson 

“are there limits to what we can know?”.25 Thus, many philosophers (eg. Anaximander, Plato, 

Aristotle, David Hume, René Descartes) face these two enquiries, providing a broad spectrum 

of views. Trías26 is presented in detail as his philosophy, produced from the 80s unl his death in 

2013, focused on the Philosophy of the Limit within Kant’s tradion of the method as the bases 

of any modern crical philosophy. Trías draws from western philosophical tradions, parcularly 

Ludwig Wigenstein, who said, “the subject is a limit of ‘the’ world” and to a signi cant extent 

Plato, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von Schelling, and Heidegger. 

Thus, Trías’ philosophy of the limit is preceded here by a succinct presentaon of the thinkers 

who laid the ground for Trías’ parcular standpoint. I introduce Anaximander’s term of apeiron: 

“unlimited”. Then I present the four categories of the nite/in nite from Plato’s Philebus,27

idenfying an in-between introducing the “concepts” as a procedure of our minds in relaon to 

thinking and knowing. Then, I re ect on the three limits of Kant based on the Crique of the Pure 

Reason28 and his noon of transcendental contrasng with the transcendental and immanence 

in Trías. Subsequently, Heidegger’s belief in human nitude is presented based on the noon of 

“Being in the World”, forms of existence and temporality bounding existence. 

Apeiron Versus Peras According to Anaximander

The review of the etymology of words brings to light the correlaon between the Lan limes –

limit- with the Greek peras -boundary. This noon is found in the wrings of the rst pre-Socrac 

philosopher Anaximander of Mileto (c. 610-546 B.C.E.) who believed apeiron (Greek, boundless) 

to be the opposite to peras “which has no boundaries” and is “the origin of all things” 29 though 

he did not speci cally explain the meaning of boundless. It is notable how consequent authors 

25 David A. Truncellito, ‘Epistemology’ in Internet Encyclopaedia of Philosophy ed. by James Fieser and 
Bradley Dowden, <hp://www.iep.utm.edu/> [Accessed 9 May 2018].
26 Trías proposed the Philosophy of the Limit presented in a trilogy of books where the person dwells 
from the limit as well as being herself the limit. The trilogy of books is: Los límites del mundo, (Provença, 
Barcelona: Ediciones Desno S.A., 1985); Lógica del Límite (Provença, Barcelona: Ediciones Desno S.A., 
1991); La razón fronteriza (Provença, Barcelona: Ediciones Desno S.A., 1999).
27 Plato, Phibelus (New York: Oia Press, 2015), translated by Benjamin Jowe.
28 Immanuel Kant, The Crique of Pure Reason (US: Paci c Publishing Studio: 2011), translated by J.M.D. 
Meiklejohn.
29 Dirk L. Couprie ‘Anaximander’ in Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy ed. by James Fieser and Bradley 
Dowden <hp://www.iep.utm.edu/> [Accessed 9 May 2018].
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relate apeiron to experience and percepon speci cally to “that which is not experienced”.30

Thus, we only can experience what it is bounded, though the origin of things is in that apeiron

which we cannot experience. This understanding implies a high level of abstracon and 

Anaximander’s knowledge reaches us primarily via the interpretaons of his followers Aristotle 

and Theophrastus whose interpretaons may not be reliable. Nonetheless it supports the 

general thinking of the Pythagoreans and Aristotle that perfecon is associated with “limit, 

symmetry and harmony” and is consequently prime in our experience and percepon. Aristotle 

argues that “everything has an origin or is an origin”. “The boundless has no origin” and this is 

the origin.31 In a hesitant way, the “concept of idea” emerges with Anaximander, based on what 

we experience in the world which is bounded, and we experience it because it is bounded and 

anything that transcends our experience, the unknown, or what is beyond, is unbounded.

The In nite and Finite in “The Philebus” by Plato

In Philebus, one of Plato’s (c. 428-348 BC) last dialogues between Socrates, Protarchus and 

Philebus, he presents the dialeccs around pleasure and wisdom (knowledge and reason) and 

their ontology asking quesons such as; what are they, how do these two exist (their being) and 

what is their nature? Pleasure relies on the smuli given to the senses from sound, drinking, 

eang and so on from which almost everybody gets pleasure and wisdom relang to knowledge 

in terms of founded opinions, reasoning and memory. The aim of this dialogue is to understand 

what contributes to human good and this is understood as de ned in earlier dialogues: the good 

things for us that are self-su cient, perfect and good for us. It is not about any parcular aspect 

of our lives but as human beings. Everything we deal with or do is for a purpose and this nal 

purpose is for our own good. During the dialogue, four categories of existence are established 

based on one and the many: (1) in nite, (2) nite, (3) union of in nite and nite and (4) the 

cause of their union. Jowe tells us in his introducon to his translaon of the Philebus that 

pleasure belongs to the rst, wisdom and knowledge to the third and mind or reason to the 

fourth.32

The above classi caon relates to Plato’s “theory of ideas or forms” introduced in Phaedo, 

discussed and developed in di erent dialogues and cricised in Parmenides and later on by his 

30 Ibid.
31 Anaximander, Physics 203b6-10, Diels and Kranz, doxographical report no.15 in IEP, second source Dirk 
L. Couprie.
32 Note that di erent authors use di erent terminology; for in nite; unlimited and Jowe points out that 
in modern mes in nite correlates beer to inde nite.
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successor Aristotle,33 who explained the concept of “idea” by posing the queson what makes a 

horse a horse? No horse is idencal to another as there are no two persons idencal, although 

we recognise horses as horses. Let’s imagine that I make a horse out of Lego blocks, then I 

take it apart pung the blocks in a box. Then, I shake the box expecng that the blocks will 

recon gure themselves to make the horse again, though obviously this doesn’t happen. I can 

make the horse again because I have the image - the idea - of a horse in my mind, which includes 

the immutable and eternal characteriscs of a horse; horse-ness. On one hand, the idea of a 

horse is immutable, eternal and nite and belongs to reason. On the other hand, the experience 

of the horse in the world of senses is tangible, mutable and changeable and in nite as there are 

many variants, contradicons within the variants and even opposites within the realisaon of 

the idea of horse-ness. A horse can have three legs or be white, black or ginger or a combinaon 

of those and sll be a horse. The world of the ideas is nite/limited, and this reveals eternal and 

immutable paerns and the world of experience is mutable, changeable and in nite.

“…,just as colour is like colour;-in so far as colours are colours, there is no di erence 

between them; and yet we all know that black is not only unlike, but even absolutely 

opposite to white: or again, as gure (referred above as image) is like gure, for 

all gures are comprehended under one class; and yet parcular gures may be 

absolutely opposed to one another; and there is an in nite diversity of them”.34

Plato, in the Philebus and in the fragment above, presents the noon that the in nite can 

be applied in two di erent ways and both are based in the world of the senses through 

experience.35 Firstly, he presents the many when experiencing in nite parculars, in this case 

colours, and in some cases that variety - within - admits the opposite. Above simply black and 

white; both are referred as colours as well as opposites. Secondly, the in nite also applies to 

all things that admit the integral to the comparave mode and associated to immeasurable 

adjecves as such as “gently”, “extremely”, “exceedingly” and some may accept the opposite. 

In the realm of pleasure, this may apply to driest, hungriest and the like which cannot be 

quan ed. These two ways de ne the rst category of the in nite. On the contrary, the category 

of the nite or limited refers to things with measure and quanty but also to measurable and 

quan able; to what orders (law) or what it has ordered. Therefore, it is twofold, referring to 

all things that have measure and to what assigns order and/or measure to things and this laer 

belongs to reason or human cognion. When this laer supposion is applied to the in nite, 

33 Jostein Gaarder, Sophie’s World (London: Phoenix House, 1995), pp.69-76.
34 Plato, locaon 918 of 2021. 
35 The unthinkable, on the level of sensaon; Plato, locaon 123 of 2021.
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we encounter the third category where the in nite and nite are united; a way to limit the 

unlimited, enabling us to relate the many to the one (unity) and the reverse; the unity to the 

in nite. Unity here refers to a form as presented in “the theory of forms or ideas”. Here the 

two extremes are de ned thus revealing a gap, intermediate, between the nite and in nite 

ignored by the Sophist but Plato uers that once the unity is iden ed, we may proceed to 

idenfy other units without compromising the in nite unl the intermediate is de ned as 

well as the extremes. He adds that we cannot be too quick or too slow “in conceiving plurality 

in unity” or vice versa.36 Plato explains that he who starts with unity should rst idenfy the 

determinate number before reaching in nity and vice versa. He who starts with in nity should 

look for speci c parculars represenng a unit and repeat this process unl ending in one. To 

illustrate the intermediate, Plato refers to the sound as it “passes through the lips whether of an 

individual or all men is one and yet in nite”37 and he moves on speci cally to re ect upon the 

Egypan Myth of Theuth to understand speech. Theuth observed that sound produced by the 

human voice is in nite and within all sounds produced by the voice in speech he rstly iden ed 

the vowels; a determined unity of voices, then he iden ed a second unity of not pure vowels 

that he called semi-vowels and a third unity with no voice called mutes. He de ned each part 

of each unity; iden ed each sound by numbering and naming each of them in each unity. The 

knowledge of each sound in isolaon is not of great help to us, but he observed that they are 

mutually related and uning them encouraged him to call this “the art of grammar or leers”.38

In this case, Theuth iden ed the device of law and order de ning the intermediate moving 

from the in nite to the middle ground and to the nite and back to the middle and so on. Here 

we can understand how the one is many, and many is one and also intuively how the two are 

interrelated and interdependent.

Perhaps Plato’s classi caon and applicaon of the nite to the in nite and vice versa is obvious, 

but it explains a part of the way we think and are. In the way Plato presents his thinking, we may 

think that the in-between with an “in the middle”, de nes a here where the experience takes 

place and a there where the reasoning translates the in nite, changeable and tangible into the 

nite, unchangeable and universal allowing for the order (law) to become apparent and make 

sense to us. The nite and in nite are associated and may be inherent to our nature. Here the 

nite is presented as a posive term enabling knowledge.

36 Plato, locaon 991 of 2021.
37 Plato, locaon 1027 of 2021.
38 Plato, locaon 1031 of 2021.
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In the environment, the senses perceive no two boundaries39 as idencal and these are tangible, 

mutable and unlimited making the experience of the boundary in nite. Based on my experience, 

using reason and memory, I can idenfy the characteriscs that compose the concept of 

boundary-ness which will be eternal and immutable in the sense that their essence is xed and 

repeatable, allowing us to recognise a boundary and its properes. It is to answer which are 

these properes and in which categories they fall within and how can we make sense of them. 

As Plato says, perhaps it is from that middle posion -in between- (no centre) where we can 

unravel the unknown and make sense of the things that are at each side of the limit.

The Three Limits in Kant

Kant (1724-1804) is considered the rst modern philosopher whose work is based on “the 

con ict between the uncondional reason –the in nity of freedom- and the condionality 

of the senses –the nite of the body”.40 He is an idealist, combining two theories of thought: 

raonalism and empiricism. The raonalists assert that our knowledge and concepts are learned 

in di erent ways independent of our experience, relying on the mind whereas the empiricists 

assert that our knowledge of things comes through the sense of experiences. On the contrary, 

Kant crically introduces aspects from both lines of thought presenng, at di erent stages, 

di erent epistemologies of the limit and it is the aim of this secon to explain the three limits 

that Kant establishes as Szakolczai succinctly pointed out referring to an unpublished paper by E. 

Goddard.41

In his Crique of Pure Reason, Kant suggests that there are two basic types of knowledge: a 

priori and a posteriori, and then a sort of combinaon of both. The a posteriori is based on our 

experiences in the world (empiricists) and the a priori is independent of our experiences and it 

has an inward character (raonalists). Certain knowledge transcends the world of experiences, 

where the concept cannot correlate with an object and the reason follows its own invesgaons 

that are considered to be a higher level than those based on the world of the senses, which 

are quesoned by the di erent generaons over and over. These are enquiries of pure reason, 

belonging to the metaphysics around god, freedom and immortality which start with dogma far 

out of reach of reason. Therefore Kant, at this point, de nes the rst limit of the nature of the 

39 We will refer to boundary here instead of limit to avoid confusions with Plato’s de nite or limited.
40 Vincenzo Viello ‘Sobre el Límite: En Diálogo con Eugenio Trías’ in La Filosoa del Límite. Debate con 
Eugenio Trías, ed. by Jacobo Muñoz and José Marn (Madrid: Editorial Biblioteca Nueva S. L., 2005) pp.45-
46.
41 Szakolczai, p.13.
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human being, saying that we cannot know some things and we should not transcend this limit.

As with David Hume,42 Kant believed that we cannot know the things themselves but only 

how they appear to us, taking us to the di erenaon between phenomenon and neumenon. 

The subject (us) is placed in the centre as our knowledge of objects -things from the external 

world- is based on our experience of the senses. This knowledge is of how objects appear to 

us instead of knowledge of the objects themselves - referred to as knowledge of phenomena. 

The term neumenon refers to the unknowable, the object that may exist as it is perceived 

by us, but we cannot know the object itself. It refers to what it is beyond our reach; beyond 

the line drawn between our experience and the objects. Thus, Kant draws this imaginary line 

establishing a limit, in line with the rst one, which cannot be transcended but on the other side 

of the spectrum, he is granng full freedom to reason by removing the limit. But surely, should 

reason not conform to measure and rules, as Plato himself voiced? Kant states that knowledge 

is founded on our experiences in space and me and these are ltered through our mental 

facules.

Experiences can only take place in me and space which Kant quali es as priori sensible 

intuions. The experiences are ltered through our mental facules (mind and reason) meaning 

that the experiences must correlate with the priori concepts/forms of our minds. The object is 

what it is a er the subject has provided the form via the categories. In Plato and Aristotle, these 

were in the object and for Kant these are in the subject. For Kant, knowledge occurs when the 

mind corresponds to objects through the lter of experience or when objects conform to the 

concept in our minds. It is the reason; the faculty of working with concepts and correlang with 

the objects or vice versa. It is that faculty that makes the subject transcendental; it goes beyond. 

Reason is in each of us and needs discipline and order within which to think and judge, in a 

similar way to how Plato talked about the laws of the mind. We exercise our powers of reasoning 

according to principles and categories, allowing us to exercise the right to express objects and 

doubts. Therefore, Kant establishes a third limit to the way we acquire knowledge and the way 

we operate; he determined bounds -measures, laws- within which reason operates de ning a 

boundary (liming, de ning, stopping).

Most interpretaons of Kant’s philosophy point to the negave connotaons of the limit based 

on the Greek term peras, boundary meaning where something ends. Nonetheless, there is the 

alternave reading explained above including the limits as a negaon but this at some stage is 

42 Empirical philosopher who lived between 1711-1776, compared to Kant who lived between 1724 and 
1804.
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overcome. Firstly, the subject is limited in the sense that she cannot know some things and this 

limit should not be exceeded. Secondly, the subject cannot know the object itself, but he knows 

it through experience, drawing a line between the subject and object but this is overcome by 

the experience, making our knowledge subjecve. Thirdly, the subject, through reason, li s the 

limit between the inde nite and de nite of Plato. The reason deploys order and discipline to 

mediate both; the inde nite and de nite and vice versa. The faculty of the reason makes the 

subject transcendental and the being the mediator; in between where the bounded limit is 

part of the human condion. Kant starts to see the limit not just as a negave or posive noon 

but as a complex one in uencing the way we operate and understand things. The concept 

of “transcendence” as opposite to immanence is crucial in his philosophy, but also for future 

thinkers and was announced in its emergent state by earlier authors. 

Human Finitude43 In Heidegger

As with Kant, Heidegger (1889-1979) believed in human nitude and the speci city of this 

“ nitude” is intrinsic to his existenal approach. This is portrayed in his book Being and 

Time, to the point that some called it a “philosophy of nitude”,44 and it is at the centre of 

phenomenology. Heidegger de nes phenomenology as “the process of leng things manifest 

themselves”45 and Edward Relph proposes it as “a way of thinking that enables us to see 

clearly something that is, in e ect, right before our eyes yet somehow obscured from us”.46

Heidegger considers the etymology of phenomenology that it is composed of two Greek 

words: Phainomenon and logos. Phainomenon means “to show oneself” and is related to 

“self-manifestaon”. We only have access to things47 through experience and “things show 

themselves in many ways, depending on the modes of access we have to them”.48 Since things 

don’t always show themselves as they are, phenomenology cannot be simply descripon.49

43 Human Finitude is borrowed from Oren Magid’s paper ‘Heidegger on Human Finitude: Beginning at the 
End’, European Journal of Philosophy 25:3 (2016), pp.657-676.
44 Ibid., p.657.
45 Cited by Edward Relph in ‘Geographical Experiences and Being-in-the-World: The Phenomenological 
Origins of Geography’ in Dwelling, Place and Environment. Towards a Phenomenology of Person and World 
ed. by David Seamon and Robert Mugerauer (Malabar, Florida: Krieger Publishing Company, 1985), pp.15-
32 (p.15).
46 Ibid., pp.15-16.
47 Heidegger uses the word Zeug which has no direct translaon to English, but it is similar to stu ; 
“enes that surround us”. At some points it takes the word “equipment”. Heidegger avoids the words 
object and thing. See Stephan Käufer and Anthony Chemero, Phenomenology. An Introducon (Cambridge, 
UK and Malden, USA: Polity Press, 2015), p.51. 
48 Dermot Moran, Introducon to Phenomenology (Abingdon, Oxon & New York: Routedge,2000), p.229.
49 This refers to Husserl mode of access to things through descripons based on intuion. Ibid., p.229.
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Rather phenomenology seeks meaning, which is perhaps hidden by the enty’s mode of 

appearing or revealing itself or uncovering. “The things always present themselves in a manner 

which is at the same me self-concealing”.50 Heidegger uses the term logos51 “to emphasise 

the link between phenomenology and truth, between appearing and the revelaon of truth”. 

Truth (aletheia in Greek) refers to manifesng what in some way it is hidden and the term 

logos “leng and enty be seen from itself”. The enes/things are “dis-closed, un-covered, 

re-vealing” through engagement and our experience of them.52 Thus, humans’ nitude -for this 

study based on Heidegger- consists of three aspects:

1. “Being-in-the-World”

Heidegger believes that our existence takes place “in-the-world”. Anything and everything which 

exists is part or has an environment (world), hence this is a limit to our existence and being. 

This “Being-in-the-World” condions the mode of Being53 and is characterised and limited by 

three noons that Relph presented.54 The rst (a) “Being-in”, relates to a relaonship that is 

concerned and marked by the bonds “of work, a econ, responsibility, interest and memory”.55

The second (b) “Being-in-the-World”, is understood as an enty where subject and object are 

one things de ning the self and nally (c) “in-the-World”, the world is -when and where- we start 

our existence, and it is “the holisc background we disclose us”56 and we are unaware of it due 

to our involvement in it.

2. Forms of existence

Heidegger disnguishes between two types of existences:57 (a) zuhanden (available, readiness-

to-hand) and (b) vorhanden (occurrentness, presence-at-hand). Available and readiness-to-hand 

refers to things such as equipment that we meddle, engage or manipulate with, within our 

means and ends. This refers to the things that we reach to act with, such as when we access a 

keyboard or a hammer for speci c ends. On the contrary, vorhanden refer to things that disclose 

50 Ibid., p.229.
51 Logos is usually de ned as “‘word’, ‘concept’, ‘thought’, but Heidegger translates it as ‘discourse’ “, 
etymologically meaning “to bind together”, “to gather up” “into a unity or synthesis, and ‘to let something 
be seen’ ” Ibid., p.229.
52 Ibid., pp.229-230.
53 It is de ned by the transcendental features de ning Dasein and the human condion explained by 
Heidegger in the noon of ‘Dwelling’ published in his book Building, Dwelling and Thinking, pp.143-159 and 
succinctly explained by Moran based on the rst source, pp.238-239.
54 Relph, p.17 based on his reading of Heidegger’s book Being and Time, pp.78-79.
55 Ibid., p.17.
56 Käufer and Chemero, p.78.
57 Moran, p.233; Relph, pp.18-19 and Käufer and Chemero, pp.54-57.
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as mere things; simply being there. The keyboard is occurrent when we stare at it without 

relang it to our praccal knowledge or pung it to use. Thus, there are two types of beings 

that a thing can display. The available being is the basic mode of “being-in-the-world” and things 

rst present this mode.

3. Temporarily bounded

Human existence is temporal taking place in me. “Temporality is the basic structure to the 

self”.58 Temporality is nite, and the present derives from a posioning in relaon to the future 

and the past, hence the present is determined by the other two. Any acon in the present is like 

Janus: one face looks towards and provides for the future and the other face is orientated to the 

past determining the now, ensuring nothing is omied.59 Thus, “the past and future ‘release’ the 

present”:60 an in-between.

Accordingly, this research studies the limit within the above condions. The limit is experienced 

by “Being-in-the-World”. The descripons of the limit presented the limit at-hand and available 

but also the occurrent. The experience of the limit revealed a limit available at one point and 

then becoming occurrent at another moment. A view simultaneously displayed available and 

also occurrent limits. The experiences of the limit are spao-temporal; the limits have a spaal 

con guraon and one limit precedes and succeeds others.

The Philosophy Of The Limit

Kant places Being in the centre, whereas Heidegger places it in the world. Trías however, places 

it in the limit.61 With this slightly di erent posion, Trías (1942-2013)62 proposes a framework 

58 Käufer and Chemero, p.68.
59 Rüdiger Safranski, ‘Parng with Catholicism and Laws of Free Fall While Falling’ in Marn Heidegger: 
Between Good and Evil (Cambridge, Mass, London, England; Harvard University Press, 1999) ,pp.107-125 
(p.115).
60 Käufer and Chemero, p.68.
61 Kant places Being in the centre in the sense that we only know things in the way they present themselves 
to us, disnguishing between phenomenon and neumenon. Heidegger furthers this approach, re ecng 
upon “phenomenon” based on our condions of beings in the world de ning the manner in which we live 
and apprehend it. Then, Trías proposes the being as limit who exists from the limit.
62 Eugenio Trías i Sagnier was a Catalan, Spanish philosopher who dedicated a great part of his work to 
the “philosophy of the limit”. He was born in Barcelona where he grew, lived, worked and died. Part of his 
university educaon took place in Barcelona, Pamplona, Madrid, Bonn and Colonia and he worked for a 
limited period of me in Argenna, Brazil and mainly in di erent instuons located in Barcelona. In the 
Spanish scene, he is considered the most outstanding thinker of the second part of last century since José  
Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955). He was awarded the most presgious naonal awards and recognions and 
in 1995 was awarded the Internaonal Friedrich Nietzsche Prize and other awards in South America. Most 
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disnct to the one proposed by Heidegger, but without these being completely contradictory. 

Trías understands the subject63 as limit, simultaneously dividing and joining two elds. This limit 

may be an in-between as this limit has its proper domain, which is inhabited, and the subject 

belongs to it. Two moves make Trías the principal philosopher in this research. Firstly, because 

his philosophy is based on the limit with a posive stance and the limit is in the human condion 

as he accepts the proposion of the ego cogito/sum64 as “the limit and border (…del ser que es 

límite y frontera)”.65 Secondly, due to the pragmac dimension of his thinking through re econs 

by deploying metaphors, this allows him to swap smoothly between conceptual and concrete 

thinking and he refers to physical existences that, when related, seem to parallel the foregoing 

accounts of the limits in experience.66

In his book The Limits of the World (Los Límites del Mundo), he stresses that since Descartes, 

modern philosophy can only be crical and therefore methodical,67 whilst a priori it has to 

de ne the limits of knowledge and what this can reach, as Kant already proposed. Reason 

has to de ne the possible reach of knowledge,68 idenfying its limit by locang its siege;69 the 

edge. Just a er this queson of de ning the limit, Trías argues that the subject can inhabit that 

edge; the inhabitaon of the here, that “crical reason” encourages the abandonment of the 

of his work is available in Spanish and some arcles in Catalan. His work has not yet been translated into 
other languages, thus posing a challenge in translang some of the terms he adopts as they o en lack a 
direct correlaon to English.
63 Trías does not refer to the person as being, but neither does he make a disncon between subject and 
object.
64 This de nes the foundaons of the method indispensable for a crical philosophy and this will determine 
the journey; the ladder to follow to reach the limit. Thus, Kant bases his philosophy on the transcendental 
method, Hegel on the dialecc method, Heidegger on the phenomenological analycal-existenal method 
and Wigenstein on the structural or logic-linguisc method. In all methods, the subject is di erenated 
leading to di erent venues and outcomes but all of them share that the exploraons are progressive and 
interlaced (Eugenio Trías, Los Límites del Mundo (Provença, Barcelona: Ediciones Desno S.A., 2000), pp.46-
47).
65 Eugenio Trías, Lógica del Límite (Provença, Barcelona: Ediciones Desno S.A., 1991), p.31.
66 For over 17 years he taught in the school of architecture in Barcelona and this may have encouraged him 
to think and refer to plasc arts, music, lming and architecture. He bounds between abstract and tangible 
thinking which is familiar to architects as part of their design process making his philosophy appealing to 
designer. 
67 Trías, Los Límites del Mundo, p.39.
68 Reason is divided in three direcons: 1. Nature, 2. The Subject (I), and 3. The Divine but before this it 
has to de ne the limits of knowledge. 
69 Trías uses the word cerco which does not have a direct translaon, but refers to enclosure, fence, 
hedge, rim, halo, loop… The word cerco refers more speci cally to the line that de nes the limit similar to 
the line of the horizon. The noun cerco predicates as cercado (adjecve) and the verb is cercar. Therefore, 
the term siege is used to denote cerco as besiege can correlate to cercar and besieged to cercado. 
Translaons assisted by Reverso Context, (So issimo Inc.) <hp://diccionario.reverso.net/espanol-ingles/
cerco> [accessed 11 May 2018].
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“beyond”.70 Therefore it is essenal that there is a proper incursion “from the knowledge into 

the knowledge”, de ning its limits from the inside and what can be reached in terms of knowing 

and saying. This will allow us to “legimize the incursion, the unfolding and the development of 

the saying and knowing of what it is beyond those [refereeing to what it can be said and known] 

limits”.71 Therefore, it is from that inside, the limit, where the here and beyond can be known.72

Trías, in uenced by Plato, established a triparte method: ascent, repose/rest, return. The rst 

phase is phenomenological, based on what we can understand based on our experience in the 

world, of the limit aiming to idenfy the foundaon of the limit. Then comes the exploraon 

and discussion of that foundaon to access what transcends (to explore a thing that was 

hidden); the limit. And the nal phase is the return, back to the beginning, the foundaon, to 

the phenomenon but inferred from the repose; the transcendence (what it was hidden) in the 

immanence (from within) unfolds. In this phase, how the concept applies and relates to all elds 

such as science, religion and art, is tested. This structure correlates with Plato’s ‘Myth of the 

Cavern’73 and his method denotes working as a spiral where he goes over and over things from 

di erent locaons, making him to re-de ne over and over, accepng and moving forward with 

his discourse. He states that the beginning is very important in determining the method.

The following secon presents, in a succinct and perhaps precipitated way, the general idea and 

some of the qualies of the limit in Trías. This is followed by the explanaon of the limit as a 

spaal condion; the border. It ends by presenng Trías’ philosophy, introducing the sieges, the 

ontological triangle, categories of the limit and the symbol and how this operates.

A Brief De nion of the Limit by Trías 

The concept of the limit for Trías contrasts with the noon of the Spanish philosopher Ortega 

y Gasset (1883-1955) who de ned it as “the limit is what limits, a restricon and a barrier, an 

obstacle and an obstrucon. It is what divides, the index of a separaon. It is just seen from 

this side of the limit, from the con ned perspecve, from the absence and from the scarcity”.74

70 He understands the metaphysics to be the rst philosophy. 
71 Trías, Los Límites del Mundo, p.44.
72 Ibid., p.64.
73 The “myth” presents the three phases that the inhabitant of the caverns goes through. The rst is 
de ned by the ascension from the darkness of his dwelling/abode to the brightened outside; when this is 
reached he has to adapt to the new condions (clarity) and colonise the new horizontality of the territory 
and nally he returns to the vercality of the rst phase in opposite incline, back to the darkness.
74 Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955) planned a series of essays to be published under the tle “Meditaons” 
(Meditaciones) and among them he le  dra ed the underlying content of the ‘Essay on the Limitaon’ 
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Perhaps this is what most people, including philosophers, associate with this term. Conversely, 

Trías presents the limit as a two-faced concept where the limes-limit and the limen-threshold

are concurrent as already experienced in the kerb, the wall liming the inner open space of the 

block or the linkage-entrances in L’Illa. He emphasises the posive stance of the limen from 

which to view the two sides, from where the two-faces open towards two worlds. He de nes 

it “as space and place suscepble/likely to be inhabited. It is a narrow and a fragile strip, an 

isthmus. Although in that margin there is enough space for existence to take place”.75 Therefore 

it is a relave term; a double limit allowing for an in-between; an inside, a proposed space 

from which to exist as experienced with the façade, the kerb, the linkage-entrances and the 

superblock. We are the limit, we exist and experience from the limit, therefore it has a spao-

temporal dimension (the experiences reveal how the place was de ned by the limits and how 

these were placed by the person). This double limit presents an asymmetry where the two 

edges are disnct as they react to constant and changeable pressures of pushing and pulling 

from the beyond, which are di erent in each opposite side. This was experienced in all case 

studies though the intensity of the pressure/s and source/s varied between condions. The 

limit is ambiguous and uctuates, correlang with the experience somemes manifested with 

some sort of rhythm. It is re ecve in the sense that it is contagious and contaminates from 

“the beyond” which is de ned from inside. The limit is posive otherwise it wouldn’t exist as 

a concept and Trías’ philosophy is based on this concept. It is worth emphasising that many of 

the above terms have already emerged in the experience of the limit and this study may help to 

clarify them.

A Representaon of the Limit: The Limes as Border

Trías opens his book The Logic of the Limit (Lógica del Límite) by explaining that “The Romans 

called the inhabitants of the limes the limitanei. They were the army of the bordering sector 

(sector fronterizo)76 who camped in the limes of the imperial territory, based in that space, and 

simultaneously devoted themselves to defend and culvate it”.77 The adjecve fronterizo (of the 

(Ensayo Sobre la Limitación). Ortega thought on the limit in relaon to the Spanish precarious situaon, in 
relaon to Europe and modernity but aiming to think the naonal reality through its conceptualizaon. His 
ambion was to de ne an appropriate vocabulary to think in Spanish.
Muñoz and Marn eds, p21.
75 Eugenio Trías, La Razón Fronteriza (Provença, Barcelona:Ediciones Desno S.A., 1999), p.47.
76 Once more the Spanish word frontera and its derivaves translate well into French, but it is more 
challenging in English. For frontera, I employ the word border and its derivaves in line with terminology 
used in geo-polics and geography on boundaries between countries; border, that will be discussed in 
subsequent secons. 
77 Trías, Lógica del Límite, p.15.
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froner) from the noun frontera (froner) refers to the condion of the limit as understood by 

Trías and it is a central term in his philosophy. Fronterizo refers to a speci c locaon; situated on/

in the border, at the edge and in opposion to the centre. The Romans provided a name, limen, 

created a locaon and a (not the) place,78 and using the generic name of the thing itself implied 

speci c and own characteriscs. This is reinforced by calling its inhabitants Limitanei, who are 

thus rooted in the locaon, de ned by the condion of being there; inhabing79 (inhabitare) the 

space. The Limitanei have two funcons: one is directly related to the physical locaon of being 

at the edge –on the line suscepble to be invaded- needing to be defended and the second 

funcon refers to culvang (colere). This colere refers to converng the space for growing/

culvaon and worship supporng basic human needs. Then, a colony emerges that is rooted in 

a place with parcular characteriscs, de ned by the locaon and funcons that this brings and 

the being; inhabitaon. Therefore, these limes cannot be just a line de ning the point where 

two things meet or where one nishes and the other starts. It must be a strip comprising an 

inside that is suscepble to inhabitaon in the double sense80 and Trías’ term fronterizo refers to 

that being from and in the limes that relates to the anthropological and geographic81 concept of 

liminal and place correspondingly.

As Trías reminds us, limes su er tensions. On the one hand, the Barbarians from their side 

besiege the area imposing a di use and uctuang siege. They are a threat, aracted by what 

is beyond, yet somemes they would enrol in that farming/agrarian army “becoming part” of 

the colony. Whereas on the other hand, the powers of the governmental centre would fear the 

rebellion of a glorious General of the limes who recognised that from that strategic locaon 

he could gain power and nominate himself emperor. Thus, the limes were subjected to three 

sieges (cercos): The siege that the Barbarians subdued directly to the limes and indirectly to 

the empire, the siege the empire subjugated to the friends-enemies inhabitants of the limes 

and nally the (double) siege that the limes and Limitanei imposed to the Barbarian (over 

there) and to the civilizaon (over here). These "over here and there" imply a double limit 

with non-symmetrical condion and in connuous uctuaon. The "over here" refers to the 

world with beings suscepble to reason, language and culture in opposion to the "over there" 

78 Tim Creswell, Place, A Short Introducon (Malden, USA; Oxford, UK; Victoria, Australia: Blackwell 
Publishing, 2004), pp.2-3.
79 The inhabitaon is parally de ned by the locaon providing speci city of the inhabitants and de ning 
the essence and uniqueness of “the place”. 
80 Inhabited in a double sense referring to being; defending and culvate. In a double sense also referring 
to the locaon and being.
81 There is a growing literature in polic-geography on the border between countries and the ar cial, 
and in many cases, imposed line between countries; froner is subjugated to pressures from the two sides 
and somemes from a third side.
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inhabited by the Barbarian and de ned by wildness, formless, no farming; without law.82 “The 

world (where we exist) had, then, in the limes its border (frontera), border between reason 

and insanity (sinrazon), between culture and nature, between law and jungle”. Thus, the limes 

is subdued to those dichotomies becoming “a tense and con icve space of mediaon and 

connecon”. In the limes is where the Roman and Barbarian get together as well as separate,83

where exchanges between Barbarians and Romans took place. Hence, the limes is also a hinge

(grezne in German) understood as a join and a disjuncon.84 Thus there is a re econ where the 

limit is contagious and contaminates in the sense that the Barbarian and the Romans in uence 

the Limitanei and these determine their neighbours at various levels.85 The Limitanei are Roman, 

but the fact of inhabing (being in) the limes provides them with a speci city di erenang 

them from the Roman of the centre, given its posion as well as sharing some synergies with 

the Barbarians.86 Therefore, it is from the limes that the extreme sieges can be mediated and 

related.

In Trías, the limit is conceived as an axis from which everything evolves. For his ancestors, the 

limit is a barrier that cannot be trespassed. The di erence lies in that the subject inhabits the 

limit (an ambiguous and changeable strip), the limes and the subject is the limit and border 

himself; the bordering subject.87 He presents a being as a limit in the limit who operates within 

the multude of sieges related to categories de ning a ne balance between the immanence, 

transcendence and transcendence in the immanence nature of the subject.

The Triple Sieges

The term siege (cerco) presented above in the limit is fundamental in Trías’ philosophy and is 

translated into a conceptual framework that is intersected with seven categories. The siege 

has double signi cance: topological and military. The topological meaning denotes to besiege; 

drawing the limit associated with separang88 what is besieged and consequently appearing 

as an outside and only the one on the inside can trace it. The military meaning refers to 

82 Trías, Lógica del Límite, p.16.
83 Ibid., p.16.
84 Ibid., p.397. It is worth nong that Trías deployed the term copulaon (copula) instead of join.
85 Trías, La Razón Fronteriza, p.48.
86 José García Leal and José F. Zuñiga, El Intelectual y su Memoria. Eugenio Trías, Las Puertas del Pasado
(Granada, Spain: Editorial Universidad de Granada & Campus Universitario de Cartuja, 2014), p.32.
87 Trías de nes this in his books, The Limit of the World (Los Límites del Mundo) alongside Philosophy of the 
Future (Filosoa del Futuro) and The Philosophic Adventure (La Adventura Filosó ca).
88 Something separates but also something that joins/copulates referring to hinge as an element with 
double and intricate meaning. He deploys the analogy of the door at di erent points including the symbol. 
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harassment or pursuit (acoso) and to besiege (asedio) to protect those inside and for those to 

receive help, referring to the dynamics between the two who are both submied and resisted. 

Both meanings refer to a plurality producing more than one limit, more than one line. The 

sieges are traced from the world referring to the totality of what exists. Everything is inscribed 

in it; including the experience of objects, its conceptualizaon, technical manipulaon and so 

on. Trías de nes three sieges, establishing the topology of the limit where these unfold and are 

revealed:

a. Siege of Appearing (Cerco del aparecer): it is where we experience -the phenomenon-, 

genuinely the “world”. It is where mundane (the everyday) events (physic, linguisc, passion 

or raonal) take place.

b. Bordering Siege (Cerco fronterizo): it denotes the bordering nature of the being represenng 

the being as the limit.

c. Hermec Siege (Cerco herméco): this refers to the logos89 closed in itself that it can be 

thought/reasoned but not experienced or known. It refers to the arcane, divine… what 

cannot be seen or reached.

Im
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an
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ce
 Tr

an
sc

en
de

nt a. Siege of Appearing
(cerco del aparecer) Sensible World

b. Bordering Siege 
(cerco fronterizo) Conceptual Cogito in the 

world

c. Hermec Siege
(cerco herméco)

Enclosed in itself
(inconceivable, enigma). Divine/Reason

Thus, this idea of the siege implies an immanence-transcendental ontological character of the 

limit. The subject is the mediator –the hinge- between what appears (the world) and what it is 

hidden (the reason); between what it is known and what it is just thought.

Ontology of the Limit

From the disposion of the sieges, Trías de nes the ontology of the limit of the bordering 

subject determined by the bordering reason90 and the symbol also of the border but disncve 

89 Logos referring to reason as “the capacity of comprehension and projecon, proposional power/
ability” (Trías, Los Límites del Mundo, p.73). Trías relates to Wigenstein in that the being is mediated with 
the speech/language. 
90 Bordering reason di erenates from other reasons like the analycal, dialecc, linguisc,… reason. See 
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from the symbol in Kant or Carl Jung (1875-1961). These two are interlinked and intersected in 

the bordering subject, creang the trilogy (bordering subject, bordering reason and symbolic 

supplement). Reason refers to language which is capable of producing meaning and sense, 

presenng an interpreted world. This reason is crical and auto-re exive from the realm 

where meaning and sense is produced, and these encounter a “Major Limit” which can only be 

trespassed by the hermeneuc mode and the symbol. This Major Limit can only be overcome as 

in the case of a city wall, where the doors inserted in the wall provide access to the inaccessible, 

which in this case is the symbol. Trías refers to the idea of the symbol in Kant (indirect - not 

intuive - analogic) as a way to represent the supra-natural (God, Soul and World), where there 

is a limit between what it wants to be symbolised and the symbol. This is used in religion but 

also in art.91 Therefore the bordering subject at the edge of the divine/reason and the world 

nds sense and meaning and “its intelligence provides symbols to exceed that limit and to 

expose what transcends”,92 the symbol as mediator. 

The Categories

Trías understands categories as per Aristotle; in relaon to the essence of the being. He 

establishes seven categories which are the bases of the theory of knowledge de ning the 

essence of the subject; in this case the bordering subject. “The subject is the limit between 

the categorical and the transcendental; between the table in which the categorical unfolds and 

the thing (=x) that constutes the reference of the mystery”.93 These categories will help to 

understand the subject, experience, art and de ne the nature of the symbol.

Eugenio Trías, Ciudad Sobre Ciudad. Arte, Religión y Éca en el Cambio de Milenio (Provença, Barcelona: 
Ediciones Desno S.A., 2001), p.30.
91 Ibid., pp.32-35.
92 Ibid., p.35
93 Trías, La Razón Fronteriza, p.408.
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1. Matrix – womb / matrix (mystery: natality as beginning and mortality as end): pre-

mundane nature. We are in the world, but we had a preceding life; “intrauterine”. We do 

not remember it, but it is part of the physical experience; it is in the dark transcended 

(background, root), from which all incidents/issues appear. In the same way, there is death 

and only human beings are aware of this.

2. Existence: The mundane (worldliness) is constructed on the roots of the darkness. Through 

existence, we are in the world; in the siege of appearing (cerco del aparecer). The existence 

of what takes place, which supposes a subject; cogito. There is an experience because there 

is a subject and the subject exists through the experience.

3. Limes: The subject, COGITO, is the limes, limes as Wigenstein says; the subject is not part 

of the world (or s/he is not just that) but a limit of the world. Thus, as part of that nature, or 

bordering essence; the subject is liming/bordering (fronterizo), the esh of the limit.

4. Logos: This refers to the correlaon between subject-world, limes -existence- that it 

is reduced to a passive mundane/everyday occurring/happening (acontecer) with no 

subjecvity. The subject is object of the reason and concerning the language; it is not just 

sensed but also thought and said. It is colonised by the limit; using instruments of the 

intelligence and language.

5. Bounding reason (cric plus re ecve): It tries to reach the hermeneuc keys to access 

the arcane. This displays a confrontaon between the speculave e ort to interpret 

(hermeneucs) and the resistance of the thing itself (hermec, impenetrable). No operaon 

can clear the big unknown. Hence, the category presents an irrefutable opacity.

6. Symbol: This opens a dialogue between philosophy and religion. In contrast to the 

structuralism which proposes a binary structure, Trías proposes a triparte system. The 

symbol has a gurave and formal dimension.

7. Space of the limit, being in the Limit: In order to understand and read the limit in its 

posive concepon, this needs to exist. This space exists between the worldliness of 

phenomenological data and the transcendent enigma of the hermec. In between these 

two appears the space of the limit or border. Without this liminal space (limen) the 

experience of the other two would not take place. The siege of appearance shows the “near 

here limit” and the hermec siege is the limit of the “beyond itself”. Thus, this space is a 

hinge that cleaves as well as unies them; suitable to be opened or closed. 
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Sieges Categories Type Relang to the 
Symbol93

a. Siege of Appearing
(symbolizing)

1. Matrix Pre-worldliness 
experience

Phenomenological
Worldliness
Immanence

What needs 
symbolising

2. Existence Worldliness 
experience

3. Limes Cogito (dwelling)

4. Logos Limes – Existence
Subject – World
Passive/smulus to 
senses + thought 
& said.

b. Hermec Siege 
(symbolized)

5. Bounding 
Reason 
(cric +auto-
re ecve)

Crical – auto-
re exive
To think – To say

Hermeneuc
Unworldliness
What transcends

What is symbolised

6. Symbol Triparte system

c. Bordering/Liming 
Siege

7. Space of the 
Limit

Liminal territory;
Being in the limit

Hinge, 
in-between, 
what separates 
and mediates; 
between what is 
phenomenological 
and what is 
transcendental

Unifying the 
symbolising (material 
part or mundane 
of the symbol) and 
symbolised (referring 
to ultra-humane)

Trías applies and validates the categories above with the ontology based on the three domains 

that are interdependent and he applies them to the di erent elds as religion and art. At the 

end of his work, he reaches a system for the limit.

The Limit in Anthropology

This second part is devoted to the limit related to the Lan limen and the twofold Greek 

terms aperion-peras. Firstly, the liminal, the middle part of rituals, common to all cultures 

and civilizaons, is introduced based on Arnold van Gennep and Victor Turner. Therea er, 

the seminal essay ‘Door and Bridge’ by Georg Simmel is presented and complemented with 

Heidegger’s reading of the bridge, grounded on his concepon of the “thing” able to “gather 

and place”. Lastly, the city wall and the associated rituals to inaugurate the Roman city are 

presented, referencing the work by Joseph Rykwert and Richard Senne, which present 

synergies with Trías’ noon of the limit.

94 This column is based on Alberto Sucasas Peón’s paper ‘Pensar la Frontera. La Filosoa del Límite de 
Eugenio Trías’ published in Eugenio Trías, El Límite, El Símbolo y las Sombras. (Barcelona: Ediciones Desno, 
2003), p.337
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From the Limit to the Liminal

Heidegger explains the boundary in relaon to the Greek term peras contrary to aperion, 

boundless whereas Trías characterises the limit by a temporal, uctuang and compromising 

balance between limes and limen. In contrast, Szakolczai95 emphases the quality of removing the 

limit implicit in the term limen: “go through something”, stripped from negave connotaons 

and which is the root of the adjecve “liminal”.96 This posive stance is embraced in the eld 

of anthropology, correlang with the de nion presented in the Oxford English Diconary: “1. 

[…] of or relang to the limen” (threshold) and “2. characterized by being on a boundary or 

threshold, by being transional or intermediate between states, situaons, etc.”,97 denong 

spaal and temporal dimensions. Liminality derived from liminal is considered as “universal 

concept: cultures and human lives cannot exist without moments of transion, and those brief 

and important spaces where we live through the in-between. Such transions mark us, they 

stamp our personalies, and that is the way it will be always”.98 The term liminal was inially 

introduced by the ethnographer and folklorist Arnold van Gennep (1873-1957), who in 1909 

published “Les Rites de Passage” which was not translated into English unl 1960 and the term 

was lost unl 1967 when Victor Turner (1920-1983) brought it to light in his essay ‘Betwixt and 

Between: The Liminal Period in Rites of Passages’ in The Forest of Symbols.99 Turner applied 

the term liminality beyond the religious eld and also introduced the term liminoid in his essay 

‘"Liminal" to "Liminoid", in Play, Flow and Ritual: An Essay of Comparave Symbology’ in Process, 

Performance and Pilgrimage. A Study in Comparave Symbology100 published in 1979, in, in 

relaon to postmodernity. The terms of liminal and liminality in recent years have permeated 

di erent disciplines and a number of socio-polical-anthropologists such as Szakolczai, Hazel 

Andrews, Les Roberts, Thomassen and Wydra, to name a few, have published research on the 

theorecal stance and its applicaon in contemporary situaons.

95 Szakolczai is a sociologist with an interest in anthropological social theory and taking a theorecal pluri-
disciplinary approach to his research.
96 Szakolczai, p.11.
97 “Liminal” adj. Oxford Diconary of English. <www.oed.com/view/Entry/108471> [Accessed 12 May 
2018].
98 Bjørn Thomassen, Liminality and the Modern: Living Through the In-Between (Surrey, UK and Burlington, 
USA: Ashgate Publishing, 2014), p.4.
99 Thomassen (Ibid.) explains the intricacies and controversies in academia around the ‘Rites of Passages’. 
He presents van Gennep’s work and others view including Émile Durkheim, Marcel Mauss and more. 
Also presented is how van Gennep’s work was considered by Lévi-Strauss and then how Turner frees van 
Gennep’s work from the restraints of structuralism.
100 Victor Turner, ‘"Liminal" to "Liminoid", in 'Play, Flow and Ritual: An Essay of Comparave Symbology’ 
in Process, Performance and Pilgrimage. A Study in Comparave Symbology (India: Concept Publishing 
Company, 1979), pp.11-59.
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Van Gennep noced that humans move from one group to another, from one situaon to the 

next, from one existence to the following, making a progression of stages like birth, puberty, 

marriage, fatherhood, di erent occupaons, promoon and so on. All have a beginning and 

an end, and they happen in all sociees and cultures. All these situaons have associated an 

assortment of “ceremonies” that help the individual, collecve or society to advance from one 

posion to another. These situaons are just parcular moments in life which may vary from 

something that simply punctuates our day, something outside the norm, or they may be a much 

bigger situaon with longer duraon or impacts, such as puberty. These situaons take place 

in space and through me, de ned with a beginning and an end. These situaons connect and 

are a transion between two di erent stages, similar to the limes and Limitanei in Trías. Turner 

refers to these situaons as “betwixt and between”, denong sequenal me and space that is 

inhabited with speci c characteriscs, di erenang the individual, collecve or society going 

through a situaon reminding us of Trías’ Limitanei with their own identy. Though in Trías, this 

identy comes from within (the bordering subject) whereas for both Van Gennep and Turner, 

it is de ned by the subject himself going through a transional period that is spao-temporal 

(me within the subject as in Kant’s concepon). These situaons create uncertainty and anxiety 

as the subject/individual is invisible (we only see what we are used to see) and temporally 

suspended from society similarly to Trías’ tense and con icve space of mediaon and 

connecon. This marks a period of unpredictability and changes (the uctuang limit according 

to Trías), but is also related to the probability of things happening and a me of hope supporng 

creavity and di erenaon. Analogous to the limit, the liminal is double and asymmetrical 

as the two things at each side are di erent. Addionally, the liminal enables, formalises and 

recognises the transion; the transformaon. The liminal is, as the limit can be, the hinge with 

the double nature of disjoinng and copulang.

Van Gennep calls the “ceremonies or rituals”101 rites of passage, and establishes a triparte 

classi caon: rites of separaon, rites of transion or margin rites and rites of incorporaon 

and these may have di erent relevance and elaboraon in di erent cultures and can be 

modi ed through me and vary from situaon to situaon. Rites of passage are universal 

following certain aspects that act individually but collecvely.102 Van Gennep presented a exible 

framework composed of three stages, allowing to move from one situaon to another; pre-

liminal period (rites of separaon), liminal period (rites of transion) and post-liminal period 

101 Turner di erenates between ceremonial and ritual: “ritual is transformave, and ceremony is 
con rmatory”, Thomassen, p.95.
102 Ibid., p44.
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(rites of incorporaon) and again these three may not be equally represented or developed.103

Hence, the liminal refers to the middle stage of ritual passages but the triparte structure o en 

is reduplicated in the middle period with a parallelism to the three sieges of Trías. The liminal 

period correlates with the bordering siege, the pre-liminal period to the siege of appearing and 

the post-liminal to the hermec siege. Obviously, between them there are di erences.

Turner describes liminality as “cunicular” from the Lan cuniculus meaning rabbit but also 

burrow or underground passage,104 and he de nes it as “betwixt and between”105 referring 

to a “transional being” or “liminal-personae”106 but it can also apply to a situaon or object. 

Thomassen107 takes Turner’s understanding of liminality and liminal experience and de nes 

three types of subjects: individuals, collecve groups and sociees. The temporal dimension 

takes a triparte classi caon: moments considered as short periods, periods taking place over 

weeks, months or years and lastly epochs referring to large periods of me such as decades or 

generaons and he arculates that any combinaon between subjects and temporal dimensions 

can be found. Van Gennep dedicates a secon of his book to The Territorial Passage, where he 

presents spaal boundaries as borderland, rivers, door, etc. as part of the Passage of Rites and 

specially applies to the liminal period. He talks of the threshold as a spaal passage converted 

into a spiritual passage.108 Thomassen develops further Van Gennep’s inial points, stang 

that thresholds can be liminal spaces, but these can be extensive areas like “borderlands or 

even a whole country plus the in-betweens establishing once more a triparte classi caon: 1. 

Speci c places, thresholds; 2. Areas, zones like prisons, monasteries, sea resorts or airports;109 3. 

Countries or large areas.110

Thomassen supports Karl Jaspers’ reasoning on the dichotomy of centre-border111 and agrees 

with Trías that important things happen in the in-between, or from it. The border of the country 

103 Arnold Van Gennep, The Rites of Passage (London, New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2004), 
pp.1-25.
104 Hazel Andrews and Les Roberts, ed, Liminal Landscapes. Travel, Experience and Spaces in-Between, 
(Abington, Oxon & New York: Routledge, 2012), p.15. 
105 These terms correlate with transions between states. And state relates to xed, stable condion, 
in Victor Turner, ‘Betwixt and Between. The Liminal Period in “Rites de Passage”’, The Forest of Symbols. 
Aspects of Ndembu Ritual (London UK, Ithaca, USA: Cornell University Press, 1967), pp.93-111.
106 Ibid.
107 Thomassen in Andrews and Roberts, pp.24-25 and Thomassen, pp.89-90.
108 Van Gennep pp.17-22.
109 What Marc Augé refers to as no-place but also to all the studies in geopolics and geography on state 
borders. 
110 Thomassen in Andrews and Roberts, p.26 and Thomassen, p.91.
111 Thomassen, p.91-92.
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is the area to watch; not the centre or the area beyond civilizaon but the border itself.112

Szakolczai refers to the case of two strong centres whereby a marginal zone appears near to the 

borders of both centres. If the powers or dynamics change between the centres, the marginal 

zone becomes liminal due to the in-between locaon, arculang both, and this may become 

a centre in its own right. The centre and the margin can be united by “in-between-ness” and 

this is re ected in the Hungarian language.113 Nonetheless, some endorse that liminality is more 

than just “in-between-ness”.

The Limit as Threshold

The sociologist and philosopher George Simmel (1858-1918), contemporary but older than Van 

Gennep, in his paper ‘Bridge and Door’,114 emphasises the importance of human beings able 

to connect and separate. These two are interrelated, nonetheless things need to be disjointed 

to be linked later. The act of building a path to link two places is subjecve unl the path is 

impressed on the surface becoming objecve. The banks of the river are apart but linked. We 

need to link them in our thoughts to separate them again. Simmel contrasts elements that by 

their nature link and/or separate: the bridge and the door.

The bridge has an aesthec value as it connects something that it is separated, ful lling the 

physical aim but also making visible a concept. In the bridge, there is a correlaon between 

separateness and unity. The bridge uni es the two separated points, making them visible and 

measurable. On the contrary, the door evidences the two sides of the double act of separang 

and connecng. Simmel points out how the human goes against nature when tracing the paths 

and also with the rst hut de ned a space from in nity and connuity, where “a piece of space 

was thereby brought together and separated from the whole remaining world”.115 The doors 

link the de ned space with the outside, “it transcends the separaon between the inner and 

outer”.116 The door can be opened or closed; it sets a boundary but also its freedom as the door 

speaks. The boundary can be removed, relang it to the concept of liminality; the door is the 

place where the being can stand connecng the nite with the in nite. Conversely, the bridge, 

112 Ibid., p.92.
113 Szakolczai, pp.23-24.
114 Georg Simmel, ‘Bridge and Door’, Theory, Culture & Society 11 (SAGE, London, Thousand Oaks and New 
Delhi, 1994), pp.5-10. It was originally published in 1909 in German and translated in 1994 into English for 
the above publicaon and subsequently published in numerous places including Neil Leach, ed, Rethinking 
Architecture: A Reader in Cultural Theory (London, New York: Routledge, 1997), pp.69-79.
115 Simmel, p.7.
116 Ibid., p.7.
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and also the path, links the nite with the nite, providing direcon, security and certainty. 

However, the door links the nite (inside) with a direcon to the limitless (outside) when leaving 

and vice versa when entering,117 displaying an asymmetry as in the limit of Trías. Simmel states 

that our experience through perspecve has lots to explain about this. The bridge suggests how 

human kind uni es separateness and the door suggests separateness of the uniformed.

Because the human being is the connecng creature who must always separate and cannot 

connect without separang -that is why we must rst conceive intellectually of the merely 

indi erent existence of two river banks as something separated in order to connect them 

by means of a bridge. And the human being is likewise the bordering creature who has not 

border.118

Simmel, somehow in a mid way, considers the human being as a bordering subject di erently 

but related to Trías’ noon. Simmel not just only presents a complementary re econ on the 

bridge and door, but how, through experience, we interact and apprehend the things in the 

world and the world.

Heidegger, like Simmel, re ects upon the bridge. He presents it as a “thing”,119 and in 

Heideggerian terms it means that it “gathers” in relaon to its own existence. The bridge 

connects the banks of the stream but these also “emerge as banks” as “the bridge crosses the 

stream”.120 Hence, the bridge “discovers” to us the banks, presenng them as “border strips”, 

one at each side of the stream and “disclose” the landscape beyond them, gathering. 121

“The bridge gathers in relaon to itself in its own way earth and sky, divinies and mortals”122

involving disclosing and discovering as a virtue of a “thing”. The bridge is made of a material 

from the earth connecng to earth at each side and then extending to the distant horizon. 

It allows the person to cross comfortably, whereas the water noces the bridge yet is sll 

117 Related to the aperion and peras introduced by Anaximander. 
118 Ibid., p.10.
119 Heidegger disnguishes between object and thing. The thing is not a mere object but “something 
more than an object”. Instead it is an object that we encounter in the world and apprehend it through our 
experience. See Adam Sharr, Heidegger for Architects (Abingdon, Oxford and New York: Routledge, 2007) 
pp.28-29.
120 This is in line with Simmel in that the bridge unites what has been separated, in this case by the stream.
121 This is based on Heidegger’s passage on the bridge described by Heidegger in ‘Building Dwelling 
Thinking’ in Poetry, language, Thought, pp.150-151. The terms “disclose” from “disclosedness” and 
“dispose” from “discoveredness” are borrowed from the interpretaon of Heidegger’s thought by Käufer & 
Chemero, p77.
122 Heidegger, p151.
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permied to carry its journey crossing the bridge. When the person crosses the bridge, she 

is on earth suspended in the sky and oang above the water making this a special moment. 

The bridge changes the earth-sky relaonship, enabling for discoveredness and disclosedness 

and de ning her relaonship with the surrounding. Thus, the bridge establishes and mediates, 

con gures and re-con gures, negoates and re-negoates her relaonship with the world; it 

locates and provides a locaon. The locaon was not there before the bridge. Then, “a locaon 

comes into existence only by virtue of the bridge”. Heidegger also suggests that things, like the 

bridge, provide locaons and can locate -places and able of placing-123 allowing for space.

Raum [space] means a place cleared or freed for selement and lodging. A space is something 

that has been made room for, something that is cleared and free, namely within a boundary, 

Greek peras. A boundary is not that at which something stops but, as the Greeks recognised, the 

boundary is that from which something begins its presencing. That is why the concept is that of 

horismos, that is, the horizon, the boundary. Space is in essence that for which room has been 

made, that which is let into its bounds.124

Hence, the bridge has made room for; therefore, it has generated a boundary. The bridge 

allowed the banks to emerge as banks taking presence and acng as immediate boundaries, 

able of placing. The bridge allows for other enes to display and some to reveal themselves as 

boundaries. These happen within the disclosedness of the background, within the extent of the 

earth. The bridge is itself a boundary from which things start their presencing and boundaries 

in the landscape determine concurrently the bridge taking presence due to its existence; 

gathering, placing. At the boundary of the extent of the earth, the sky is encountered, and the 

horizon appears. Heidegger refers to the idea of the horizon as it is a boundary that it is always 

there present in one way or another and even though connuously changes. The horizon is a 

boundary that locates, and it is prime in our experience of the world.

The Limit and the City Wall

Trías, as well as referring to the ambiguous border of the empire, also refers to the more 

tangible limit of the city wall and its implementaon. The legend of the foundaon of Rome 

recalls that a furrow was ploughed with a bronze plough carried by a white ox harnessed on 

123 Sharr, pp.50-52, explains the interpretaon of “Ort”, “Platz” and “Raum” into English “locaon”, 
“place” and “space” by Albert Hofstadter contrasng his reading. Sharr translates “Ort” and “platz” as place 
and considers platz nearer to site or area than orth. He also points out the versality of place in English as 
it admits “to place” in contrast to English or even Spanish.
124 Heidegger, p152.
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the outside and a cow harnessed on the inside symbolizing respecvely safety and ferlity 

in a way that the earth would fall to the inside. If the earth fell to the outside, the founder’s 

follower would throw it to the inside. Remus jumped over the furrow, thus infringing it as it was 

sacred and so Romulus killed him.125 This furrow was sacred, as well as the area limited by the 

fallen clods on the inside and this strip of land was called the pomerium, a contracon of post 

moerium (behind the wall). Along the pomerium neither buildings could be built, nor military 

acvity happen, nor could burials take place demarcang a strip that was de ned by stone 

markers. When he reached a place for a planned gate, the founder would take the plough out of 

the soil and carry it to the place where the wall would start again, and this was not considered 

sacred as dead bodies, goods and mundane things would traverse it.126 Rome only existed within 

the pomerium and anything beyond was the territory of Rome. The line of the furrow de nes 

and takes possession of the place and the gap de nes who can transgress it; both enabling 

“disncveness” and “otherness”.127

Trías re ects upon the city wall as a limit and the doors with their bolts and hinges as the link 

with “the behind the wall”. The wall is not just a line. It is, once more, a strip that in the old days 

was not just about protecon but existence (to allow for existence). In this situaon, the limit 

is also two-faced and asymmetric as the pressure and topologies with and from the inside are 

di erent to that from the outside - similar (but less uid) to the sieges discussed about the limes; 

border. Technological advances in warfare128 and the need for protecng the cizens favoured 

expansion of the wall itself, contrasng with the inial and rather controlled strip. Then, a 

considerable area in the inner side of the wall had to be le  unused and another larger area at 

the outside used just for allotments as happened in the city of Barcelona.129

125 Joseph Rykwert, The Idea of a Town: The Anthropology of Urban Form in Rome, Italy and The Ancient 
World (London: Faber Finds Ltd, 2013 rst ebook edion), locaon 803 of 7482 and Spiro Kostof, The City 
Assembled. The Elements of Urban Form Through History (High Holborn, London: Thames & Hudson Ltd, 
1992, reprinted 2004), pp.11-12.
126 Rykwert, locaon 788 of 7482.
127 Simon Unwin, Doorway (Oxon: Routledge, 2007), pp.112-15, he refers to these qualies while de ning 
inside –outside and he also refers to the legend of the foundaon of Rome.
128 The introducon of gunpowder and cannons introduced new taccs in warfare, menoned by Senne, 
pp.180-181 and Spiro Kostof, The City Assembled. The Elements of Urban Form Through History (High 
Holborn, London: Thames & Hudson Ltd, 1992) pp15-37.
129 The protected area on the outside side along the city walls of Barcelona correlates with what is now 
the Eixample and the distance between Barcelona and the small towns once on the periphery but nowadays 
districts of the city itself.
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In a similar way to Trías, the sociologist Richard Senne (1990:47) points out the dissimilarity 

between the formless and wild barbarian camps, contrasted with the formal castra130 of the 

Roman Empire. Both refer to the work by Joseph Rykwert, who presents parallelisms between 

the morphology and inauguraon of the castrum and the town despite the former being usually 

temporary and the laer permanent. The founding of a town was associated to rites where 

the gurave and mysc would transcend through symbols and translate into the urban form. 

Sennet131 and Rykwert132 each present a di erent variaon133 of the hierograph of the town- 

nywt- symbol, made of a cross circumscribed by a circle. Sennet alludes to the circle symbolising 

the town wall, providing enclosure for life to unfold and the cross represenng a structure 

dividing the enclosure in four parts as well as bridging them together, making a direct reference 

to the universal order that will be transferred to the town and explained through the concept 

of the Templum. Rykwert devotes a secon of his book to the concept of the Templus denong 

place and is central to the formaon of Roman towns. Based on Varro’s understanding, Templum

refers to three things: 1. Nature, which is in the sky, 2. Divinaon which is on the ground and 

3. Resemblance, which is underground relang directly with the formaon of the town.134 The 

natural presiding phenomena taking place in the sky dictates our being; provides rhythm to our 

lives with the day and night, with the sun, rain, snow and so on. Humans had to think by means 

of protecon and exposure. Humans thought that all these phenomena were either the Gods, 

or how they manifested to us and some of these were formalised de ning the structure of the 

town with direct projecons such as the decumenus and cardus,135 as a representaon of the 

divine on the ground. And, as part of the rite of the founding of a town, the Augur observes and 

assesses signs through which the Gods are manifesng on earth. These signs will determine 

the Augur’s diagram - lituus - and the plough will furrow to resembling - inscribing- them 

underground and relang to the universe and the divine. The complex rites of the inauguraon 

engrained these three meanings of the Templum. Varro believed that the word Templum derived 

from tueri meaning look, gaze, stare or observe but later thinkers aribute it to the Greek word 

tememos and this from temno de ned as sacred enclosure, implying a boundary. Varro says that 

130 Refers to the military camps.
131 Richard Senne, The Conscience of the Eye. The Design and Social Life of Cies (New York & London: 
W. W. Norton & Company, 1990), p.46.
132 Rykwert, locaon 1558 of 7482.
133 Rykwert presents the Templum of the Sky from the most ancient surviving manuscript; Corpus 
Agrimensorum Veterum, Wolfenbüel, Herzog-August Bibl., Guelferb 2403. Aug.f.36, p.41 recto with the 
circle as the leading element.
134 Ibid., locaon 1456 of 7482.
135 Decumenus is the direct projecon on the ground of the Sun path. Cardus in contrast is the projecon 
of the sky and de ned by the noonday sun. Therefore, they are based on the universal order represenng 
the universe.
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the normal Templum “ought to have a connuous fence and not more than one entrance” and 

the town has more entrances, and these have been consecrated but are not sacred.136 Therefore 

the city wall had a crucial role in the formaon of towns in its praxis and conceptually, producing 

symbols bridging the two.

Trías re ects on the gate as part of the city wall, and as an instrument that removes the limit. 

The city-wall physically delineated the city, separang the uni ed in Simmel’s words, and its 

iniaon embraced the rituals relang to the liminality that Turner presented. The city wall, in 

a similar way to the country border considered by Trías, encapsulated the relevance of limits in 

our everyday life and how these are complex, inhabitable, subjected to tensions from both sides 

and from within, resulng in a changeable and asymmetrical strip.

The Limit in Sociology and Geo-Polics

The third part rstly presents the limit as edge and this is the overarching term for boundaries 

and borders proposed by Senne, who also suggested a classi caon of exchanges in uencing 

the borders and boundaries. This is followed by a discussion on borders and boundaries and 

their intricacies and di erences drawing from geopolics. At some points, the discussion is 

closely linked to the state borders, but at other points it moves to the more mundane borders 

and boundaries.

The Limit As Edge

The sociologist Senne presents an alternave view of the city wall in line with today’s 

connotaon of the wall as a mere liming element, relang to the Greek word peras, or

boundary. Senne classi es the boundary as a type of edge. He considers that “internal edges” 

are connuously shi ing to adapt to the change of internal and external forces. He classi es the 

edges into two groups: boundaries and borders. Boundaries refer to more or less inacve edges, 

where exchanges and elements decrease. On the contrary, borders are edges where acvity, 

exchanges and elements increase near to the edge,137 taking us to the limit in socio-polics. 

These types of edges are manifested in “di erenated” exchange that takes place between 

species in the natural environment. This type of exchange is among ve138 iden ed, based on 

136 Rykwert, locaon 1472 of 7482.
137 Richard Senne, Together. The Rituals, Pleasures and Polics of Cooperaon (London: Penguin Books 
Ltd, 2013), p.79.
138 Proposed in the chapter dedicated to the ‘Fragile Balance’ in Ibid., pp.65-95.
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the ne balance –combinaon and negoaon- between compeveness and cooperaveness 

observed by ethologists in nature, and this is intersected with the rituals in society; especially 

in religion. In nature and culture, there exists a ne balance and this is shaped by the way 

beings relate and on how edges139 are established through natural and cultural processes, 

where separaon and connecons are contested through interacons between di erent 

groups or colonies. Separaon and connecon are prime in the concept of the limit and liminal, 

de ning the interacons a ecng the environment or vice versa as the environment can a ect 

interacons and exchanges.

Altruisc Win-Win Di erenang Zero-Sum Winner Takes All

Fig. 1.3.1
Diagram of Type of Exchanges.140

The two extremes of the type of exchanges are de ned, on one end, by the “altruisc” exchange 

determined by self-sacri ce of the individuals, colonies or communies and, on the other, by 

the “winner takes all” exchange where one party removes the other. One side of the extreme is 

followed by the “win-win” exchange where both sides bene t, and paern behaviour is key and 

the other by the “zero-sum” exchange where one individual, community or colony succeed at 

the expense of the other. And in the middle, there is the “di erenang exchange” presented 

above and the only one which de nes territories and edges. Senne a rms that “exchanges is 

to minimize aggressive compeon for territory. Edges are fraught zones in natural geographies 

because they shi  constantly”.141

For the “di erenang exchange”, Senne presents the example of the shoreline; the 

meeng point between the sea and land that relates to one of the landscape studies of this 

research. Although, he translates these at one end to the highways crossing the city generang 

boundaries, and to the other end the mixed-use street generang borders. Therefore, he 

concentrates on exchanges taking place at those meeng points of colonies or situaons. 

He re ects on the exchange between two strangers who meet at the bar, or people meeng 

139 We need to remember that here, “edges” refers to border and boundaries in Senne’s terms. 
140 The diagram is based on Senne’s classi caon based on ethologists, naturalists, genecists and 
entomologists, Ibid., pp.65-95.
141 Ibid., p.79.
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casually at a party, where there is an exchange and a priori this seems a win-win situaon for 

both pares. But on re econ, we realise that both pares get a beer understanding of their 

own desires, wants and likes because they understand their own di erences compared with 

what they have learnt about the other.142

In his paper ‘Open City’, he also re ects upon the di erence between boundary and border by 

deploying the analogy of the complex cell. “The cell wall retains as much as possible internally; 

it is analogous to a boundary. The cell membrane is more open, more like a border – but 

membranes reveal something important about what ‘open’ means”.143 This type of edge is a 

boundary and a border simultaneously along its length, reminding us of the limit of Trías and 

the liminal which are asymmetrical, though this edge cannot be inhabited. It contains, like the 

city wall, and it allows, like the door; but it is not a door. It conserves and resists in one direcon 

and allows in the other. Although, the allowance is selecve as with the door of the city wall. 

The membrane is porous as well as resistant; prevenng valuable elements from leaking away 

through the membrane. This talks about conservaon and resistance and these are part of the 

equaon of producing openness. Boundary/wall and border/membrane explain the di erence 

between closed and open built form. Senne points out that corporaon and compeon are 

a beer balance in the “di erenang” exchange and “establishing territories through marking 

out borders and boundaries is pervasive in natural communies but becomes more specialized 

and subtle in human culture”.144 He quickly advances, uncovering that the symbol, symbol-

making and symbolic exchange are very signi cant in the middle of the spectrum, correlang 

with Trías and Kant. This also correlates with the liminal, saying that “rituals are one way of 

structuring symbolic exchanges”.145

Disncon Between Borders and Boundaries

Since the 1980s, there has been a growing interest around borders and boundaries producing 

an astronomical amount of literature, conferences and research groups focussed on this 

eld.146 This research largely quesons the nature, conceptualizaon, manifestaon, processes, 

142 Part of these re econs are based on the genecist Stephen Gould’s work, Ibid., p.79. 
143 Senne, Open City.
144 Sennet, Together, p.86.
145 Ibid., p.86
146 See Vladimir Kolosso, ‘Border Studies: Changing Perspecves and Theorecal Approaches’ Geopolics, 
10:4 (2005), pp.606-632, where he presents an extensive table with the nominal studies in geography 
around borders and boundaries and especially state borders. For more recent work see the Crical 
Border Studies (CBS) who in 2009 published their agenda in Lines in the Sand? Non-Territorial Bordering 
Pracces in Global Polics authored by Noel Parker and Nick Vaughan-Williams et al. echoing the voices of 
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experiences and changes of geopolical borders which was previously conducted mainly by 

geographers, anthropologists and sociologists but recently authors from other disciplines 

have joined the fray. There are two broad approaches to the study on borders: on one hand 

there is the pragmac group, in which knowledge derives from the pracce of borders, and 

on the other hand there is the crical group, in which knowledge comes from theorising 

and quesoning the condions related to the border, allowing for categories. Furthermore, 

David Newman & Anssi Passi iden ed four broad areas of study of state boundaries: “1) the 

suggested “disappearance” of boundaries; 2) the role of boundaries in the construcon of socio-

spaal idenes; 3) boundary narraves and discourse and 4) the di erent spaal scales of 

boundaries construcon”.147 This secon aims to review relevant literature that contrasts and/or 

complements the approaches presented above in relaon to the conceptualizaon of the limit 

and its theorecal framework, but always considering the aim of this speci c research of the 

limit in the built environment.

Researchers, as such as Newman and Paasi, Arpad Szakolczai,148 Crical Border Studies149 and the 

Euborderscapes project,150 aim to clarify the conceptualizaon of borders and boundaries and to 

idenfy a common theorecal framework which has proved very challenging or even impossible. 

Some a rm that “borders are everywhere”,151 experienced every day,152 socially constructed,153

the research group which were funded by the Brish Academy. In 2012, this group edited issue 14 of the 
journal Geopolics dedicated to the Border and these papers were also published in 2014 in the book tled 
Crical Border Studies. Broadening and Deepening the “Lines in the Sand” Agenda” edited by Parker and 
Vaughan-Williams (Abington Oxon and New York: Routledge). Two companion books on the subject were 
published in consequent years: rst published was the book edited by Doris Wastl-Walter, The Ashgate 
Research Companion to Border Studies (Surrey, England & Burlington, USA: Ashgate Publishing, Ltd, 2011) 
followed by the book edited by Thomas M. Wilson, & Donnan Hasngs, A Companion to Border Studies
(Chichester, West Sussex: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2012). During the same year, in 2012, the research 
group “Euborderscapes” published its rst report tled Euborderscapes. State of Debate Report I edited by 
Vladimir Kolossov. 
147 David Newman and Anssi Paasi, ‘Fences and Neighbours in the Postmodern World: Boundary Narraves 
in Polical Geography’ Progress in Human Geography 22,2 (1998), pp.186-207 (p.191).
148 Arpad Szakolczai, ‘Liminality and Experience: Structuring Transitory Situaons and Transformave 
Events’, Internaonal Polical Anthropology, 2009, 2 (1), pp.141-172 and ‘Boundaries and Borders’ to name 
a few papers.
149 The Crical Border Studies (CBS) is a group of geographers, philosophers and anthropologists. They 
focus on state borders but some of the papers ponder the epistemology and ontology of the border 
applicable to the limit.
150 “Euborderscapes” is an internaonal research project funded by the European Commission under the 
7th Framework Programme of Research and Technological Development on the study of borders that will 

nish in May 2016 and it is constuted of 22 partner instuons.
151 Mark Salter ‘Theory of the / : The Suture and Crical Border, Geopolics 17:4 (2012) pp734-755 (p750) 
who is part of CBS and the Eurborderscapes; Passi, ‘A Border Theory: An Unaainable Dream or a Realisc 
Aim for Border Scholars’ in The Ashtagate Research Companion to Border Studies, pp11-32 (pp22-23)
152 Euborscapes, p.8.
153 Newman and Passi, p.188, say that geographers in general claim this implying that “the queson 
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carrying “symbolic components of our environment that highly impact our lives”154 and these 

are exible -once considered as rigid and xed- and come in di erent shapes, types, roles, forms 

and scales.155 The border, here presented, has close parallelisms with the limit of Trías and 

previous authors. Trías suggests that we are the limit, and while this could be quesoned, we 

can interpret and understand our surroundings through the reading of its limits. These uctuate, 

a ecng everyone di erently and he insists on the value of the symbol as it is constructed by 

the individuals and society. Salter and Kolossov refers to the “network of borders” in line with 

the noon that “borders are everywhere”, Trías’ approach of the di erent levels of limits and 

Heidegger’s proposion of the bridge and its gathering; does the gathering involve di erent 

limits/boundaries? Are these independent or part of something else?

The report “Euborderscapes” begins by referring to borders in general and of all scales, saying 

that “borders are an intrinsic element of human life and are an element of the relaons between 

individual and society. Di erent parts of humanity have been always separated and at the same 

me connected by a network of borders at all territorial levels”.156 Even though some agree with 

the statement that “borders are everywhere”, others add a subtlety saying that “the border is 

not everywhere for everyone”,157 explaining that there are many di erent types of boundaries 

and di erent populaons experience them di erently. Although, as pointed out above, 

boundaries establish relaons between individuals and society supporng Massey’s belief that 

boundaries are ar cial and a social construct based on social pracces.158 Furthermore, Massey 

and Jess (her co-author) support the view that boundaries are signi cant to de ne some kinds 

of sense of places159. They acknowledge the double role of the boundary as a separator and 

connector; a way of di erenang us from them or others producing the insider and outsider 

and sense of inclusion and exclusion correlang with an inside and outside. Massey argues in 

‘the conceptualizaon of place’ that the existence of boundaries is contested for three reasons: 

rstly, acvity spaces and social spaces160 are interconnected and this interconnectedness 

of power” is important in uencing the de nion and re-de nion of the relaons between society and 
physical space.
154 Arpad Szakolczai, ‘Boundaries and Borders’ p13.
155 Chris Rumford ‘Towards a Mulperspecval Study of Borders’, Geopolics, 17:4 (2012), pp.887-902
(p.888).
156 Kolossov, p.4.
157 Salter, p.750.
158 Doreen Massey and Pat Jess, A Place in the World (New York: Oxford University Press Inc, 1995).
159 Ibid., pp.67&162.
160 Massey refers to “acvity space of something is the spaal network of links and acvies, of spaal 
connecons and of locaons, within which a parcular agent operates” (Ibid., p54). My acvity space 
is weekly daily trips between home and work via my child’s school or my daughter’s nursery  (implying 
di erent routes), two weeks a year in Mallorca, a week in Barcelona, a monthly trip to Usk, a weekend 
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cannot be dismissed, thus overcoming the boundary. Secondly, places are open and porous and 

thirdly, there are reservaons on the concept of identy related with di erenaon, but just 

based on closeness, pure places and exclusion.161 But she conveys that “pure places”162 do not 

exist and places bene t from and are shaped by the interrelaons where boundaries are crossed 

by ows. Therefore, it is not pure and complex boundaries. She understands boundaries as lines 

that “do not embody any eternal truth of places rather they are lines drawn by society to serve 

parcular purposes […] in a sense, [These] are one means of organizing social space” and can be 

part of the process of place making and identy.163 Finally, boundaries are an act of power and 

this may be drawn by the weak seeking protecon, by the strong to protect their posion, or 

they can be imposed.164

Some authors,165 in uenced by post-modernism and post-structuralism thinking and scholars like 

Foucault, Derrida or Bourdieu, argue that a boundary is more than a line, alluding to Massey’s 

idea of the boundary de ned through social pracces. “A line”166 may divide but also cross 

ows, it may also establish or allow for interconnecons and the study of the boundary as a line 

may prevent reaching the system within which the line acquires and projects meaning.167 The 

boundary may be the line where public and private meet and in terms of ownership the line is 

clear, but the public can see and even access part of the private side 24 hours a day, establishing 

other limits; lines. Moreover, the governance and management may not coincide, creang other 

lines.168 Thus, the boundary becomes a strip of land between two lines (or more) and these are 

lines of power relang to Trías re econs. In geopolics, the dynamics of/and along the froner/

weekly trip to the supermarket, park,… and this exercise can be applied to companies and its employees. 
And social relaons form social spaces (Ibid., p.57).
161 Ibid., p.69.
162 Nowadays a neighbourhood may have boundaries supporng its identy and sense of place. This 
may be tangible but this is crossed by goods coming from outside, people crosses them to go to work, 
neighbours regularly visit the park or shops or library.
163 Massey and Jess p.68.
164 Ibid., p.69.
165 David Newman, ‘Boundaries, Borders and Barriers: Changing Geographic Perspecves on Territorial 
Lines’; Mark Salter, ‘Theory of the / : The Suture and Crical Border’ and Arpad Szakolczai, ‘Boundaries and 
Borders’. This laer author poses the queson: “Can we experience a border or a boundary as traced on a 
map?” (Ibid., p13) which compares with the research queson of this work: Can the limit or boundary been 
drawn as experienced? This author mainly re ects on state border, acknowledging other types of borders 
and boundaries. 
166 “a line” perhaps de ning ownership, building line, parish, district, region, country and others.
167 Salter, p.737.
168 Ali Madanipour, in his book Public and Private Spaces of the City (London and New York: Routledge, 
2003), points out that "public and private spaces are a connuum, where...the two realms meet through 
shades of privacy and publicity rather than clearly cut separaon" (p.239). He concludes that there has to 
be "a mulplicity of boundaries" in the meeng place between private and public, allowing "ambiguity and 
clarity" to coexist and deal with tensions, negoaons and being contested (p.240-241). 
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border are rendered by the line drawn on the map uctuang more than we perceive, and a 

blurred strip arises. Salter believes in the ability of a boundary to de ne rights and limitaons 

relang to territoriality. He dwells on the metaphor of the “suture”, suggesng that the seam 

knits together two things or parts by stching them together and leaving a scar. His metaphor 

implies a cut, consequent trauma and a permanent line of excepon. It emphasises that a 

border is usually the result of con ict and the wound of that con ict heals through a period 

of high tensions where me is crucial. Once the situaon is seled, a scar appears, which will 

carry on changing, becoming less visible and seling within the landscape. The metaphor of the 

suture enables us to observe “mulple insides from mulple outsides and the resultant site of 

rupture and repair –allows us to conngently de ne the dual funcons of the border as tentave 

separaon and as incomplete uni caon. The suture is thus a thinking tool”.169 Like Rumford, he 

considers that the border draws together di erent scales; there is an interrelaon between the 

di erent scales that somehow de nes the border and vice versa.170 Salter’s approach directly 

relates to Trías’ thinking where the object of invesgaon is a strip which changes through me 

as agencies act on it and between them. The strip opens up the noon of the mulple boundary 

in di erent locaons from the same and di erent locaons, relang to agencies, bodies and 

people and acng in di erent scales (mul-scalar).

The statement “places are not pure”171 menoned above is somehow related to the mulplicity 

of the boundary that is transgressed by di erent ows, establishing an interrelaonship 

between places and layers of relaons between di erent scales. A well-debated example is the 

relaonship of the global against or with the local in a neighbourhood. Massey explains that 

the female reads places with its interrelaonships, transgressing the boundaries, whereas the 

male tends to provide a meaning based on the concept of “home”, di ering from the female’s 

concepon.172 Passi and Zimmerbauer173 present the relaonal thinking on borders in spaal 

planning, using terms such as hard and so  space, “fuzzy borderscapes” and “penumbral 

borders” relang to Senne and his classi caon of edges and types of exchanges. Penumbral 

169 Salter, p.747.
170 This correlates with the network presented by the Euborderspace.
171 Puri caon of space or puri ed idenes have been researched by Senne and David Sibley amongst 
others. Some explore the tension between global and local relaons and others, like Sibley, talk about 
puri caon in relaon to rejecon and di erenaon and the use of boundaries as a means of securing 
socio-spaal and ethic homogeneity. See Richard Senne, The Uses of Disorder. Personal Identy and City Life
1st edn (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2008), in 1970; David Sibley, ‘Survey 13: Puri caon of 
Space’, Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, 6 (1988), pp.409-421 and Geographies of Exclusion. 
(London & New York: Routledge, 1995).
172 Massey, p.64-65.
173 Anssi Passi and Kaj Zimmerbauer, ‘Penumbral Borders and Planning Paradoxes: Relaonal Thinking and 
the Queson of Borders in Spaal Planning’, Environment and Planning A, 48:1 (2015) pp.75-93.
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borders are de ned as “occasionally ‘clouded’, yet relavely delineated borders that, re ecng 

such social pracces, act like a membrane in perming and blocking ows, events and ideas”.174

Therefore boundaries are important but also what they cross and how much the boundary 

allows to go through and takes from these things, which was also considered by Senne and 

which he presented with the metaphor of the cell membrane.

The following passage by Eenne Balibar de ning border features the interchangeability among 

the terms border and boundary and this is not resolved even nowadays. Szakolczai points 

out that “post-modernity requires us to re-conceptualize boundaries and borders”175 in their 

meaning but also their etymology. Balibar a rms that:

“[…]to de ne or idenfy in general is nothing other than to trace a border, to 

assign boundaries or borders…the border is the preconcepon of any de nion 

[…]. The establishment of borders is related to determining idenes and these 

“are, to varying degrees, acve and passive, voluntary and imposed, individual and 

collecve”.176

For example, Massey and Jess refer to boundaries, while Passi and Zimmerbauer refer to 

borders. Newman and Paasi state that boundary and border used to refer to the line between 

countries and froner to the area a ected by the legislaon of the line; the border or boundary. 

Moreover, Arpad Szakolczai claims that:

“boundaries may appear to be more mundane than borders, as more people have 

probably had the chance to experience them personally […]. It is, however, much 

more di cult to touch a border, even when it is a material barrier or a wall […]. 

Probably more than boundaries, borders are a kind of space where the relaonship 

with otherness can be developed such a way as to allow for identy-building and 

place-making […] borders emphasizes the complex relaons of the spaal divides 

with distance”.177

Hence, there is a consensus among geopolical scholars to name the border as a line which 

involves strong polical connotaons, can regulate with laws and rules, and in many cases 

174 Ibid., p.78.
175 Szakolczai, p.13-14.
176 Éenne Balibar, Polics and the Other Scene (London, New York: Verso, 2002), p.76.
177 Szakolczai, p14.
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imparts bene ts, rights and/or dues to some. There is also a consensus to name boundary 

as the strip of land or bu er area along the border that is a ected both by the border and 

by transboundary a airs. The term borderscape and borderlands are used in a similar way to 

boundary. Froner refers to the area along state borders like the boundary. Di erent researchers 

deploy the gerund bordering from the verb “to border” instead of the noun border, emphasizing 

its ephemeral quality to contrast with the preconcepon that the border is being xed with the 

capacity to re-bordering or b-ordering.178

Many of the re econs in this secon are based on the invesgaon of state borders, but 

most authors acknowledge that boundaries take place at di erent scales, though these may 

be tangible or intangible and somemes invisible and these can be due to social, economic, 

religious or polic aspects. Despite the diversity of boundaries, aempts to classify and to 

de ne a general epistemology and ontology are sll missing. There are useful aempts based on 

methodologies shaped by the background of the researchers, but these do not ful l the role of 

an epistemology or ontology of the boundary. 

Summary

The terms limit and mark translate easily to French and Spanish and, even though the word 

limit follows a di erent root in German, they also translate and correlate well to the German 

language. These words contrast with the terms boundary, border and edge which have no 

direct translaon. The words boundary and border in French, Spanish and Catalan translate into 

froner and limit and in English froner has less use. The term threshold in Spanish is “umbral” 

that derives from the Lan lumar from limes, thus, directly linked with the limit and the liminal. 

Writers in sociology and geo-polics acknowledge that it is di cult to idenfy a de nion for 

boundary and border.

Philosophers examined here explore the limit in relaon to how it informs or determines 

fundamental knowledge, existence and reality. To do this, they move between the world of 

lived- experience, and the world of abstracon and conceptualizaon. In some cases, when they 

move within the world of lived-experience, they examine noons relevant to this research.

178 Henk van Houtum, ‘The Mask of the Border’, in The Ashgate Research Companion to Border Studies, 
ed. by Doris Wastl-Walter (Surrey, England & Burlington, USA: Ashgate Publishing, Ltd, 2011), pp.49-61.
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Early philosophers reached the limit from its antonym apeiron (boundlessness), “that which is 

not experienced”,179 referring to the mind and reason that contraposes our being in the world 

that it is limited by our body and also by the world. We only can experience what it is bounded. 

Nonetheless, in all things, Plato saw the aperion and peras and this in relaon to our experience 

of the world and the recognions of things based on “the theory of ideas”. We recognise things 

in relaon to ideas which are eternal, immutable and nite, while our experience of the things 

themselves are tangible, mutable and in nite as two things are never exactly the same. And the 

nite/limited and unlimited are related with the unity.

Kant presents the duality of being, as the body is bounded and nite contrasng with 

unbounded reason, but reason works within certain parameters making the being both; 

immanence and transcendental. Kant iden es three limits: the limit of the body we know 

through our experiences taking place in space and me; the being which cannot know of the 

object itself, but only through experiencing it; and the reason that operates within a boundary.

Heidegger’s argument about human’s nitude departs from Kant’s, overcoming the split 

between “object” and “subject” based on a mode of existence as “Being-in-the-World”. This 

is liming in three ways; Being-in, Being-in-the-World, and in-the-World. Furthermore, human 

beings’ nitude is determined in the manner we experience things; available/ready-at-hand, or 

occurrent/present-at hand to us, and these experiences are temporally bounded.

Trías' re econs draw from Kant’s arguments, while sympathising with Heidegger’s beliefs. 

He goes further with the idea of human beings’ nitude, postulang the “Philosophy of the 

Limit”, understanding our existence through the limit. As part of his ontology, he proposes three 

sieges;180 appearing, bordering and hermec, complemented with seven categories. The rst 

siege belongs to the world, the second to being (as a physical being who experiences) and the 

third to reason. The siege of bordering acts as a hinge, able to mediate the other two. Thus, 

being is a limit in the sense that humans dwell from, within the limit. Our character is immanent 

and transcendental as we exist within and reach what is not seen through reason.

Trías explains the noon of the limit through the descripon of the condion of the border. He 

deploys the word froner, which is parcularly signi cant to this study. This is described as an 

inhabitable double spao-temporal limit, de ning a loose strip able to mediate and connect, 

179 Dirk L. Couprie, ‘Anaximander’ in Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy ed. by James Fieser and Bradley 
Dowden <hp://www.iep.utm.edu/> [Accessed 9 May 2018].
180 The word cerco does not have a direct translaon into English and so I adopted “siege” and “besiege”.
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understood as a disjuncon and joint (the limes and limen are re ected). This is asymmetrical, 

di cult to pin down, constantly changing, the result of tensions and pressure from the outside 

to the inside (limit), but also from the inside to the outside(s) (contested and re ecve) and 

always posive. 

This de nion also applies to the noon of the threshold181 as a hinge between stages allowing 

for connuity and an in-between dwelling in the “there” (siege of appearing), the “over-

there” (hermec siege) from the “here” (bordering siege). Thus, the limit of Trías correlates 

to the limit in anthropology - the threshold and the liminal - in the rituals promoted by Turner. 

The anthropologist depicts how rituals exist in all cultures, including the idea of the liminal 

and the threshold, but also examines how these are culturally in uenced and even de ned. 

Furthermore, Simmel re ects on the phenomena of the door and also the bridge, as does 

Heidegger, that have the idea of the threshold implicit and thus, the limit.

The debate on borders in socio-geopolics is substanal around geographic and legislave 

uidity. This discipline has struggled to idenfy a generic yet robust de nion of border and 

boundaries to guide the debate and work on borders. It emphasises the double nature of 

the border as rigid, providing a sort of framework as well as being exible, allowing being 

in connuous change. It is also de ned by its ability to in uence and a ect (as well as being 

in uenced and a ected by) di erent scales and aspects (polical, religious, spaal, social 

relaons, individual understanding). Borders and boundaries are constructed, and the laer 

are more mundane and tangible. Some recognise that borders are everywhere, and they are 

experienced in a complex network and connuously change. Thus, it is signi cant but also 

unpredictable due to its complexity in terms of factors and agencies involved. Senne has 

evolved his discourse around the term edges, in plural, and these include boundaries and 

borders de ned by the type and degree of exchanges between the inside and outside. This 

study reveals the mulplicity of limits and how Trías’ de nion, mediated by di erent authors 

and disciplines, is a good starng point to explore the phenomena of the limit as experienced 

and as manifested, and its e ects on the urban environment.

The descripons of the limits of the case studies, especially the façade, kerb and inner wall 

of the open space of the Jardins, linkage-entrances in L’Illa Diagonal and the Torrent of the 

inlet, have already displayed the double nature of the limit as limes and limen. At rst, some 

181 In the way the threshold is presented, it coincides with the term portal which correlates with the 
di erent languages considered in this study, but which is not widely adopted probably due to its mundane 
nature.
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of the limits present themselves as a limes (like the line of the kerb delineang the change of 

level) with negave connotaons, but very soon these also present themselves as limen (some 

authors deploy the metaphor of the membrane). Hence the limit presents a double duality that 

generates space. Duality as the limit is subjected to tensions and pressures but this also imposes 

tension and pressure making space for this to happen. Double, because the limit due to these 

acons becomes a strip, with an inherent dual limit at each side and the strip implies space 

instead of just a line. Thus, this strip reveals itself as complex constantly uctuang due to the 

pressures and tensions.182 This was experienced at the seashore, the edges of the torrent and 

the limits of the urban cases that are in uenced by the urban rhythms but also the sun. They 

change as most of them reveal themselves di erently at di erent scales taking disncve roles 

and assisng with the transion of scales. This is experienced in L’Illa Diagonal where many 

limits are just one in terms of their physicality but take di erent roles and are de ned di erently 

at di erent scales, possibly exhibing a topological nature. The “here” and “there” deployed in 

many of the descripons idenfy subtle limits. These are de ned and de ne, and they are object 

of the tensions and pressures menoned above producing asymmetry. These connuously 

change as they take di erent posions in our views formed by our eyes and determined by our 

posion. These may create a mesh of interrelated limits, in a similar manner to the network of 

limits presented by the geo-polics.

The following interim conclusion chapter seeks to present a workable de nion of the limit in 

urban design and architecture. This unravels from the learnings of this chapter, shaped by the 

personal lived-experience of the limits of the selected three case studies, and by the wrien-

experience of the limits (descripons) sustained by knowledge of the urban design thinkers.

182 In the descripons of the case studies these were referred to as internal and external agents. 
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1.4  Interim Conclusion: De nion of the Limit in Urban 
Design and Architecture

This Part 1 has aimed to work towards a working de nion of the limit in architecture and urban 

design, emerging from studies of boundaries in urban design, the experiences of limits in the 

world, and in relaon to philosophical, anthropological, sociological and geo-polical accounts 

of limits.

The opening review of limits in the work of urban design thinkers reveals their signi cance and 

richness as well as the various means by which the limit is disclosed and where this is posioned 

in the environment. Although many authors touch upon the limit, such as Jan Gehl, William H. 

Whyte, Jane Jacobs, Christopher Alexander et al, Kevin Lynch, Clare Cooper Marcus and Carolyn 

Francis; most of the approaches are paral1 in the sense that the studies are inconclusive and 

lack a robust approach. The works by Miloš Bobić, Larry Ford, Edward T. White and Quenn 

Stevens are excepons, presenng substanal studies and unveiling speci cies of limits. 

Giambasta Nolli, Gordon Cullen, White and Bobić and Stevens present methods that can be 

adapted to explore the limit.

The descripons of limits in the worlds of the case studies account for the experience of limits 

in the world and the way these present to us, determining our engagement and understanding 

of the environment. The “here” and “there” of Cullen, correlang with the grounds that 

constute a view2 and their implicit changeability, relate to the unfolding of experiences as we 

move through. The overlapping of land uses with inherent rhythms and associated acvies 

raised by Jacobs, Whyte, Stevens are aspects also experienced in the case studies, a ecng the 

limits. The descripons also present limits that evoke some of Stevens’ points emerging from his 

classi caon, able to determine our sense of safety, belonging, togetherness and disncveness 

as menoned by Gehl, Stevens, Cooper Marcus and Francis. The idea of the edge from Lynch, 

re econs on urbanity and the interface delineated by relaonships by Bobić, confrontaons 

1 As the limit is not central to their inquiry but emerges as a relevant aspect to consider.
2 Juhani Pallasmaa, Alberto Gómez-Pérez and Steven Holl introduce the relevance composion of grounds 
determined by the beholder. 
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and negoaons associated to change by Jacobs, Alexander et.al. and Bobić, the noon of the 

portal associated to the idea of mediang, transioning by White and others, the noon of the 

membrane menoned by many are some of the aspects experienced and re ected upon the 

descripons aside from more detailed observaons of the limits.

Inquiry a er the limit in philosophy o ers a speci c lens, drawing on the urban design thinkers 

and experiences of limits in the world, to frame the research. Very early philosophy started 

with the understanding that what is boundless (aperion) cannot be experienced, and therefore 

bounding (peras) becomes intrinsic to experiencing. Then, we encountered the noon that 

aperion (understood as undetermined) and peras are in all things, and these are fundamental 

parts of our way of experiencing and perceiving. Furthermore, the limit is not just where 

something ends (limes) but also where something begins (limen). Thus, the limit is a complex 

noon de ned and established within a balancing act between the aperion/peras and limes/

limen. This link between nitude/in nitude had already appeared in the wrings of the rst 

philosopher Anaximander and then Plato, and Aristotle and Immanuel Kant reached a complex 

understanding of nitude which Marn Heidegger and Eugenio Trías take further. Heidegger 

established the nitude of the human based on his proposion of being-in-the-world, his 

concepon of our spao-temporal existence, and the forms in which things present to us. Trías 

does not contradict Heidegger, but states that we are the limit, and we exist from the limit. 

He de nes three sieges from which our existence takes place: the appearing siege (the world 

where we exist), the hermec siege (reason) and the bordering siege (the hinge linking the 

former siege and the laer one). Trías describes the experience of the froner -limit and uses it 

as a metaphor where the “gathering” of the limit, intrinsic to the “thing” in Heidegger with its 

disclosedness and discoverness, is presented, and with this he outlines the complex noon of 

the limit. Thus, the philosophers signify the limit but also the means by which we apprehend it 

and we can study it. Lastly enquiries in anthropology, sociology and geo-polics connect back 

the abstract aributes of the limit as proposed by Trías to environmental condions such as the 

threshold, door, bridge, city wall and borders - boundaries. These are experienced from di erent 

posionings where the tensions between limes/limen are core. Hence, these re econs link, 

clarify and complement the descripons of the limits in the world and the urban thinkers’ 

aspects and consideraons.

The brief etymological study around the limit and related words and the correlaon of these 

with other languages reveals the richness and relevance of the noon of the limit in everyday 

life and how this has become translated into language. The selected account of the limit in 
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philosophy, anthropology, sociology and geo-polics here was proceeded and framed by my 

lived-experience of limits, the descripons and the review of the limit in urban design. In the 

intersecon of these triparte approaches, the de nion of the limit and its aributes have 

emerged.

De nion

The foregoing invesgaons propose the following de nions: The limit is a recognisable, 

inhabitable, spao-temporal, asymmetrical, ambiguous, uctuang and contested strip. It 

is always a posive3 “strip”, with a double limit - able to mediate and integrate while also 

separang and disconnecng. It is simultaneously a join and a disjuncon. The limit is an enty 

itself, yet it is “topological”, in the sense that it is a part of, belongs to, and depends on the 

whole. Due to being re ecve and contested, it contributes to the de nion of the whole, just 

as the whole in relaon to other parts inversely de ne the limit. The limit changes, taking a 

di erent role, when we change posion or scale, and also as a ected by external agents.

The limit, thus de ned, correlates with the “gathering” of Heidegger. It emerges from the 

reading of Trías’ “philosophy of the limit”, consolidated and extended in relaon to experiences 

of limits, which opended up interpretaon.

Aributes and Qualies

The limit, here, is thus understood as a noon with mulple variaons and adaptaons based on 

the disnct display of its aributes and qualies:

1. Strip. The limit is inhabitable. It has a thickness and spaal and temporal qualies intrinsic 

to inhabitaon. The single line of the limit has become a double line; a double limit. The 

delimitaon of the limit creates an inside and an outside in relaon to the limit. This inside 

and outside conveys the “here” and “there” in a similar manner used by Cullen and also 

embodied in the delineaon of the foreground, middle ground and background. Lynch 

de nes the edge as an area with longitudinal and transversal dimensions. Ford refers to 

the boundary zone, and Bobić’s abstract mapping in secon of the interfaces is a strip. 

The descripons present inhabitable limits constuted by variable widths and elements. 

For example, the inlet reveals the strip where the sand and rock, the water and rock or 

3 In the sense that this is inhabitable contribung to de ne the environment. It is not just where something 
ends but also where something begins.
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the water and sand meet. The pavement described in Jardins Lina Òdena is a complex 

limit; an in-between with a thickness. The linkages and entrances in L’Illa Diagonal display 

indeterminate and broad strips as limits.

2. Join & Disjuncon. The limit simultaneously connects and separates, determining the 

degree and type of connuity between the inside and outsides. The limit is the result of 

the negoaon and temporary balance between the limes and limen. The typical case, 

simultaneously displaying join and disjuncon, is the threshold presented by Stevens, the 

doorway by Aldo van Eyck and Simon Unwin, and the portal by White in urban design. This 

is also presented in the doorway and bridge by Georg Simmel, the bridge by Heidegger 

and the city-wall and its gates by Jospeh Rykwert. The limit separates public from private 

ownership and management, the outside from the inside, the secular from the sacred. 

But it also connects these disnct worlds in a parcular manner, and the limits prepare 

the inhabitant to changes of atude, behaviour and predisposion. Ford and Bobić refer 

to spaal con guraons to establish transions between adjacent situaons or elements, 

aiming for balance between segregang and integrang, without compromising the identy 

of the situaons or elements at each side. White, meanwhile, envisages limits as a portal, 

directly denong the “liminal” of the ritual passages in anthropology. At one level the 

superblock of L’Illa Diagonal deploys strategies to meditate and integrate the avenue with 

the residenal area. But, at another level it wants to separate them to maintain territory and 

identy. The kerb of Jardins Lina Òdena is experienced as an element that separates as well 

as connects, separang the pavement from the road but linking surfaces at di erent levels 

allowing them to be transgressed. 

3. Re ecve & Contested. The strip with a double limit is not isolated but is part of its 

surroundings. Thus, there is some sort of exchange between the di erent parts, a ecng 

and able to modify the strip. Trías re ected upon the forces and in uences from the centre 

and the Barbarians to the limes and limitanei. Nonetheless, the limitanei was a danger 

both to the Romans dwelling at the centre and the Barbarians. In this instance, it appears 

re ecve and contested in both direcons. Jacobs re ects upon the contested limit of the 

façade, with retail at one side and the pavement on the other. Or the perimeter of the park 

being contested by land uses placed at its limit. Bobiç presents the interface as socially 

constructed, and re ecve and contested, in relaon to unpredictable agents, with mul-

scalar interrelaons that remain di cult to foresee. The descripons present a limit that is 

de ned, re-de ned and able to re-de ne other enes. L’Illa bears the tension from the two 
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worlds it links, resembling Trías’ descripons of the froner. On the one hand, the avenue 

pushes inside, sizing the openings of the links and on the other hand the residenal area 

penetrates the block, although L’Illa itself penetrates and determines the adjacent elements. 

The stream of the inlet shows two di erent edges that are de ned by, and de ne, the 

pro le of the ground, the sand. The course of the water and its movement is determined 

by this topography, but the movement and pressure of the water also re-determines the 

topography of the sand.

4. Asymmetrical. As the limit is double, connecng and separang, and re ecve and 

contested, it can easily disclose asymmetries. The limit sits between two disnct condions, 

contesng di erent forces to create the asymmetry. Moreover, external agents that a ect 

the limit will exacerbate the asymmetry as these can be di erent. Each side of the limit 

can react di erently as it is already subdued to di erent forces. Thus, as a result, the limit 

is likely to be asymmetrical and it may disclose a double asymmetry as this may happen 

to each side of the limit. This happens when the porosity, level of exchange or pressure 

and resistance between the outsides and the inside di er. In Trías' limit the limitanei may 

be welcome in the Barbarian territory but the Barbarians are not allowed to access the 

limitanei, producing di erent in uxes depending on the direcon. While the other side, or 

other line, of the limit is concurrently subjected to equal pressures and the resistances to 

movement of people. Thus, the limit negoates each part, but each part needs to t and 

adapt to the whole, aiming for a sort of balance and equilibrium de ned by the limitanei.4

In many cases, it works in a similar way to a hinge, mediang di erent things, and when one 

thing changes this a ects how others obey the whole. Furthermore, the limit is asymmetric 

in relaon to the line. Senne and Jacobs refer to the limit as a membrane and Cooper 

Marcus and Francis as a porous boundary, both relang to a di erenal relaon to, and 

performance of, the limit in its transversal dimensions resulng in asymmetry. Pavements 

are in-betweens where each edge is di erent, presenng asymmetry, and each edge is an 

asymmetric limit due to the adjacent situaons. Again, the linkages - entrances of L’Illa di er 

on both sides and within each side.

5. Fluctuaon. The balance and equilibrium of the limit is temporary, as the agents and forces 

that act over me on the limit vary and cannot be controlled or stabilised. This is due to 

the locaon and nature of the limit as inhabited and available to the inhabitant, making it 

changeable. No two experiences are the same and a limit, now, may be the outside and 

4 The inhabitant has its wishes, needs and desires bounding the limit; the “here”, “there” and “over there” 
and their interrelaonship.
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later an inside with again a related but di erent appearance. Furthermore, in some cases, 

the limit is subject to rhythmic forces or dynamics making changes repeve; similar but 

not just the same. Thus, these can provoke changes or uctuaons in spaal con guraons. 

Jacobs and Gehl refer to the bordering uses that are governed by urban rhythms explored 

by Whyte, and experienced in the façades of the urban case studies. Bobiç advocated 

typomorphology as a means to record changes in the spaal con guraons because of 

social, economic and cultural factors, or even climate change. Stevens considers the limits of 

the street that performers inhabit, temporarily changing them.  In the Jardins de Lina Òdena

and L’Illa Diagonal, motorbikes appropriate the zone along the pavement associated with 

the kerb, widening the limit for a speci c me. In the inlet, nothing is sll; the water and 

wind are elements with great presence displaying and provoking change.

6. Ambiguity. The double limit is complex. In many cases, it appears to us heterogeneous and 

di cult to pin down. Somemes it is there and we can see it with great clarity, othermes 

we feel it but it is not clear to our eyes. This is the case of the experience of limits in L’Illa 

Diagonal. I do not know if I have arrived, asking this as I crossed the building. The shore of 

the inlet appears as re ecve and contested. There was a point where the waves had one 

pro le and the sand beneath had another The re econs of light through the water were 

di erent and the shadow was again di erent. In this locaon, a limit was not expected but 

the experience disclosed a moment where limits were revealed. Ford refers to the blurred 

boundary consisng of trees, correlang with my experience of the line of trees along the 

limit of the pavement, providing protecons as well as presenng and locang the “there”. 

The limits of the inlet are especially ambiguous where an unde ned strip can be iden ed. 

In these cases, the limit records how it is a ected by external agents like the wind, and 

movement of water.

7. Topological. The limit delineates the outside, the outside de nes the limit, and the limit also 

de nes itself. In a complex way, it interrelates with di erent elements and works di erently, 

acquiring di erent meanings and roles at di erent scales. Trías, in relaon to the being 

as limit, refers to “here” and “there” but also to “over here” and “over there” de ned by 

the outer rims. These were experienced through unfolding views as we walk, and part of 

the descripons of the limits of the case studies are implicit in Cullen’s sequenal views, 

and Pallasmaa, Holl and Pérez-Gómez’s percepons of a place. The “here”, “there”, and 

associated terms reveal embedded limits in the inhabited view. It is in the unfolding of views 

that the grounds correlate, disclose, and dispose the parts and the wholes. This alludes 
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to the network of borders proposed by the geo-polical thinkers I addressed above. The 

descripons also display the limit as gure emerging from, and on, the ground in the Gestalt 

mode providing a dual reading. Bobić, White and Lynch consider the interface, portal and 

edge as recognisable and delineated enes, yet part of a whole. These enes themselves 

carry meaning, are able to de ne, and are also de ned, by other parts and the whole, and 

they are incomplete without the whole.

Some limits may appear to us as simple lines, where the double limit merges with lile degree 

of complexity. But in most cases, the above aributes apply, providing speci city and uniqueness 

to the limit. The threshold, bridge and border could be described according to the aributes 

above. However, Trías did not simply enquire about the limit as an isolated phenomenon, 

but also insgated the limit as an integral part of our existence. His posioning compares to 

Heidegger’s enquiry about existence through dwelling-in-the-world, rejecng the subject-object 

dichotomy, de ning a posion and a parcular way of enquiring and understanding. Trías’ 

philosophy of the limit proposes that we dwell from, and within, the limit de ned by the three 

topological "sieges"5 that by nature are immanent and transcendental.

5 “Siege” translaon from the Spanish term cerco which lacks a direct translaon into English. 
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Representaon of the Limit

As outlined in the introducon, the aim of this thesis is to examine how the delineaon of limits 

is experienced in the world in relaon to how they are delineated in architectural and urban 

design drawing.

Accordingly, Part 1 focuses on delineang the experimental limit and concludes with a working 

de nion of the limit and seven aributes. These emerged from surveying and tesng the 

literature of the “idea of the limit” in relaon to the three selected case studies. The working 

de nion and aributes are the result of rstly reviewing the canonical authors on the limit in 

urban design, which then (secondly) informed the subsequent descripons of the experienal 

limits of the three case studies. Thirdly, the research turned to the etymology, conceptual and 

abstract thinking of the limit in philosophy, anthropology and socio-geopolics informed by the 

preceding review and descripons. This part ends by proposing the following de nion: The 

limit is a recognisable, topological, ambiguous, uctuang, asymmetrical, re ecve-contested 

and joining-disjuncng strip. It is a posive “strip” with certain thickness and spao-temporal 

qualies. Due to it being a strip, it is inhabitable and presents a double limit; one at each 

side. Moreover, it has a double nature as it can mediate and integrate as well as separate and 

disconnect: it simultaneously joins and is a disjuncon. The limit is an enty, yet it is topological, 

in the sense that it is a part of, belongs to, and depends on the whole. The limit is re ecve - 

able to de ne and determine others - and be contested - be de ned and determined by others 

- contribung to the de nion of the whole in two ways. It displays asymmetry due to its duality 

and also as it is contested and a ected by diverse forces from the di erent parts. It uctuates 

through me due to internal and/or external forces aiming for temporary equilibrium and 

balance. The limit, despite being recognisable, reveals itself as complex and heterogeneous 

whereby we can clearly see it, but it is di cult to pin-point it.

Thus, the de nion and aributes are the framework within which Part 2 is developed, with 

the parcular objecve being to survey the literature on the convenons of architectural 

representaon with regard to the limit, and to test these convenons through aempts to draw 

limits, speci cally those iden ed in the three case studies previously discussed in Part 1.
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Part 2 is structured in three chapters. The rst chapter 2.1, ‘Convenons of Representaon’, 

discusses the relevance of drawing as a medium1 to explore and see within the pracce and 

profession of the architect and urban designer. It presents drawing both as noun and verb; the 

former correlang with the gap already iden ed between representaons and their referents,2

and the laer with the experience of drawing and its relaonship to experiences in-the-world. 

Furthermore, it re ects upon the line as a medium in drawing,3 and its implicit link with the 

limit, and the scope of the notaonal system as part of processes of enquiry. Therefore, this 

chapter sets out the ways representaon is understood in this research, and how it will be used 

to invesgate and represent the limits of the cases studies originally presented in chapter 1.2.

The second chapter, 2.2 ‘Represenng the Limit’, aempts to graphically represent limits 

in relaon to the three case studies already described in Part 1. An exploraon through the 

representaon of the limits is led by the working de nion of the limit iden ed in chapter 

1.4 and summarised above and the approach to drawing is set out in chapter 2.1. In contrast 

to the sequence in Part 1, the case studies are presented in reverse. The landscape case study 

is presented rst, allowing an exploraon of the limits in their most raw form, almost free of 

regulaons related to governance,4 speci cally in connecon with land management, ownership 

and domains. The urban case studies follow, with L’Illa Diagonal presented rst due to its higher 

degree of urbanity and interacon with larger scales. The chapter ends with the middle scale 

and the more inmate case study of Jardins de Lina d’Òdena.

The nal chapter, 2.3. ‘Interim Conclusion’, presents conclusions for Part 2 in relaon to the 

representaon and delineaon of the limit in drawing and the experience of represenng limits 

through drawings. It concludes by presenng a re ned de nion of the experienal limit in 

relaon to the one proposed in Part 1, considering the experience of drawing the limit in urban 

design and architecture.

1 Jonathan Hill, Alberto Pérez-Gómez, Josep Maria Montaner and Simon Unwin.
2 Robin Evans clearly iden ed and exposed the gap alongside others like Albert Pérez-Gómez and Louise 
Pellier, Dalibor Veseley and Jonathan Hill.
3 Leon Basta Alber, Wassily Kandinski, Paul Klee, John Berger and Tim Ingold.
4 Governance is ‘all paerns of rule’, see Mark Bevir, Democrac Governance (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 2010), by which ‘we collecvely solve societal problems and create social opportunies’. 
Owen E. Hughes, Public Management and Administraon: An Introducon, 3rd edn. (Basingstoke: Palgrave 
MacMillan, 2003) in Louie Sieh, Quesons of Value in the Urban Public Realm (unpublished doctoral thesis, 
University College London, 2014). For urban governance and the shi  of powers see Ali Madaniour, Urban 
Design, Space and Society (Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), pp.191-200.
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2.1  Convenons of Representaon 

This chapter introduces the role and relevance of drawing in design pracce, speci cally for the 

architect and urban designer, as a way of seeing, exploring, represenng and communicang, 

while also recognising its constraints and limitaons. It also expands upon the relaonship 

between lived-experience, experience while drawing, and representaon in the pracce of the 

architect.

Architects and urban designers typically deploy the noun ‘drawing’ to cover all graphics, 

including computer generated imagery. However, this research is limited to the discussion 

around representaons through drawings which are two dimensional, un nished by nature1

and mainly constuted of lines.2 Wassily Kandinsky de nes the line as “the track made by the 

moving point”,3 while according to Leon Basta Alber, “points joined together connuously in 

a row constute a line”.4 Tim Ingold brings together these two concepts by referring to “organic”, 

“geometric” and “abstract” lines.5 It is also important to acknowledge the inferred noon of 

the limit in the line.  Accordingly, this study is limited to drawings where the line is the primary 

element and is drawn by hand.

Moreover, drawings are representaons, depicons of objects, landscapes, views and dreams 

1 John Berger, Berger on Drawing, ed. by Jim Savage (Co. Cork, Ireland: Occassional Press, 2012), pp.3-9.
2 The rst meaning aributed to the noun “drawing” by the Oxford English Diconary refers to the 
act of drawing; the verb. A erwards, it de nes the noun “drawing” as “2.a. The formaon of a line by 
drawing some tracing instrument from point to point of a surface; representaon by lines, delineaon; 
representaon by lines, delineaon […]. 2.b The arrangement of the lines which determine form and 3. 
That which is drawing; a delineaon by pen, pencil, or crayon; a representaon in black and white, […]” 
correlang with the enquiry of this research. OED Online, Oxford University Press, March 2018, <www.oed.
com/view/Entry/57552> [accessed 27 May 2018].
3 Wassily Kandinsky, Point and Line to Plane. First published 1926 in German, Dover rst edion 1979 
(New York: Dover Publicaons, Inc., 2016), p.57.
4 Leon Basta Alber, On Painng (London: Penguin Classics, 2004, this version rst published by Phaidon 
Press, 1972 and in Penguin Classics, 1991), p.37.
5 The geometric line , or the "mark of reason" refers to "- the Euclidean line - de ned as the connecon 
between two points". Organic lines are "a cultural construct", they "trace the envelopes or contours of 
things as though they were contained within them: they are outlines". The abstract lines reveal the "inner 
necessity" meaning "the life of force that animates them and that, since it animates us too, allows us to 
join with them and experience their a ects and pulsaons from within". Tim Ingold, ‘Looking for Lines in 
Nature’, Earthlines, vol.3 (2012), p.49-50.
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of things based on our experiences of the things, of how these present to us.6 Yet, these are just 

representaons and not the “things” themselves, in a similar way that lived-experiences are also 

not the things themselves. Hence, there is a double divide: 1) the gap between the building (or 

environment) and the lived-experience presented by the philosophers,7 which was discussed 

in ‘De ning and Rede ning the Limit’ and, 2) the gap between the building (or environment) 

and its architectural drawing and/or representaon.8 Over the last thirty years, the laer 

argument has evolved in di erent direcons due to changes in technology. This has introduced 

digital and parametric design, and a variety of modes of virtual representaon produced by 

computers, three-dimensional modelling and so on, diversifying the pracce of architecture. The 

scope of this research is to explore relaonships between the lived-experience of the exisng 

environment and its representaon through the experience of drawing. So, my intent is much 

narrower than the one tackled by Robin Evans or Dalibor Vesely, who explore the gap between 

representaons of the unbuilt building and the built building.9 In terms of types of drawings, 

I consider those similar to the ones considered by the authors above, which are regarded as 

convenonal in the pracce of the architect, leaving aside newer digital drawing techniques, 

which nevertheless also began from the premise of delineaon.

This chapter is structured into two parts, rstly covering drawing, followed by modes of 

representaon, and ending with a summary. The rst part re ects upon drawing as a medium in 

architecture,10 whereas the second part is dedicated to drawing as technique and the associated 

systems of representaon in architecture. The rst part is divided into three secons: experience 

in the drawing, experience of the drawing and drawing as representaon with the line as the 

primary element. The second part is organised in four secons: notaon, projecve drawings, 

perspecve-views and diagrams-sketches-mapping.

6 In ‘De ning and Rede ning the Limit’ Marn Heidegger’s two forms of existence of things where 
presented: available or readiness-at-hand and occurrentness or presence-at-hand.
7 Like Immanuel Kant, Heidegger, Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Edward S. Casey.
8 A number of authors have discussed the gap between the building and drawings like Alberto Pérez-
Gómez, in his paper ‘Architecture as Drawing’, Journal of Architectural Educaon, 36:2 (Winter 1982), pp.2-
7 and Robin Evans, in his seminal chapter ‘Translaons from Drawing to Building published in his book 
taking the name from this chapter, Translaons from Drawings to Buildings and Other Essays (London: 
Architectural Associaon, 1997), pp.153-194 (154-160).
9 See 'Translaons from Drawings to Buildings' in Robin Evans, Translaons from Drawings to Buildings 
and Other Essays (London: Architectural Associaon, 1997) and Dalibor Vesely, Architecture in the Age of 
Divided Representaon. The Queson of Creavity in the Shadow of Producon (Cambridge, Mass; London, 
England: The MIT Press, 2004).
10 Architecture in this chapter also refers to urban design.
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Drawing

Drawing is a noun as well as a verb and the laer refers to the acon and process, involving 

the collaboraon and coordinaon of the hand and the mind. Nowadays, drawing in this sense 

may designate copying, marking, illustrang, doodling or scribbling, portraying, exploring, 

generang, mapping, documenng, diagramming, conceptualising, sketching, designing, 

solving, represenng, depicng, analysing, assessing, surveying, informing, abstracng, 

tesng and visualising. However, drawing as noun refers to the artefact “as the ‘residence’ of 

knowledge and understanding (informaon for others)”11 and in many cases it is associated with 

an artefact. Thus, the term drawing may designate a calligraphy, illustraon, doodle or scribble, 

portrait, cartoon, map, diagram, par, sketch, perspecve, axonometric, plan, secon, 

elevaon or visual idea. Some words in the rst list relate to the acon of drawing, but may also 

correlate with an artefact presented in the second list. The highlighted words are part of the 

pracce of the architect and urban designer.

In architecture, Simon Unwin12 establishes three di erenated modes in which drawings are 

de ned as medium (method), rather than technique: drawing to communicate (construcon 

drawings, presenng ideas to clients etc), drawing to design (as part of the inmate acvity 

of designing) and drawing to analyse (to gain understanding and knowledge). Josep Maria 

Montaner13 considers a fourth mode, drawing to conceptualise. In order to design, the architect 

or urban designer registers and interprets data from the experienced world through the use 

of tools (drawings) allowing them to move between the world of concepts and ideas into the 

world of forms (or architectural space) and experiences and vice versa. The deployment of these 

tools facilitates a triangulaon and messy encounter between the world of abstracon and the 

world of complex lived-experiences and the “intenons, acons and pracces” of the designer. 

For Montaner, “tools” refers to the broad sense of drawings, encompassing sketches, diagrams, 

orthographic drawings (plans, secons and elevaons) and the like, but mainly constuted of 

lines.14

11 Simon Unwin, ‘Analysing Architecture Through Drawing’, Building Research & Informaon, 35:1 (2007), 
pp.101-110 (p.102).
12 Ibid., p.102
13 Josep Maria Montaner, Del Diagrama a las Experiencias, Hacia una Arquitectura de la Acción (From 
the Diagram to the Experiences, Towards an Architecture of Acon) (Barcelona: Editorial Gustavo Gili S.A, 
2014), p.7.
14 The reluctance to narrow the broad and imprecise term drawing is due to two reasons: 1. Even though 
I have an idea of what cartoons, sketches, maps and diagrams are, when I de ne them and examine them 
by geng into the detail, the disncon becomes somewhat blurred. 2. Because many architects move 
between drawing types freely and in a uid way without paying much aenon to which type they are 
working on, instead focusing on the content. They may start mapping to get some understanding and then 
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It was during the Italian Renaissance in the eenth century that drawing was introduced to 

architecture and deployed in a systemac way, rede ning the way architecture was produced 

and promoted by the profession of the architect. At that moment, the percepon of drawing 

changed to be understood as a truthful three-dimensional representaon of the world, locang 

the viewer outside.15 The roots of the term “design” lie in the Italian term disegno meaning 

“bind-ing the drawing of a line to the drawing forth of an idea” indicang a correlaon between 

the idea and the thing.16 Thus, the acon of drawing is used with di erent intents and meanings. 

It is a way to see/describe/analyse, visualise and explore thought (generate and propose), 

assess, propose, solve… All these are acons of the mind and intellect, similar to the way in 

which the philosopher deals with the medium of wring. The sculptor, as Evans points out, 

deploys drawing as part of his design process but this is to assist or inform the nal object, 

which is what takes most of their me, in contrast with the architect, who spends most of his 

me drawing when this is usually not the nal outcome.17

If the drawings convey a descripon or analysis of a building or place, these are merely 

representaons and there is a gap18 between the drawings and the building or place they 

represent. Evans argues that drawings consequently have di erent aributes and the power 

of drawing, as a medium, lies in its “disncveness” and “unlikeness”.19 The power of drawing 

also lies in the moment when the drawing becomes. Berger explains that “drawings reveal the 

process of their own making, their own looking, more clearly”20 and whilst one is drawing, this 

reaches a crical point when “what I had drawn began to interest me as much as what I could 

sll discover”21 or I understand that I need to move on to another drawing but the rst one will 

without thinking too much about it or even nocing, move to diagramming or sketching.
15 Through me this concepon has evolved but even nowadays the relaon between building and 
drawing is unclear and, in most cases, it is parcular to each designer. Jonathan Hill, ‘Drawing Research’, 
The Journal of Architecture, 1:3 (2006b), pp.329-333 (pp.329-330).
16 Ibid., p.330 and Jonathan Hill, ‘Drawing Forth Immaterial Architecture’, Architectural Research Quarterly, 
10:1 (2006a), pp51-55 (p51).
17 Evans, p.156.
18 The gap between the experience of the building and of the drawing lies in what di erenates them. 
The experience of the building is an experience of embodiment where person and artefact come together. 
Furthermore, the artefact allows inhabitaon enabling experience provoking feelings and moods in the 
person taking place in me and centring with the now; present. There is no specialist skill involved; just 
the condion of being. Conversely, drawings are removed from the artefact; there is a distance between 
both. The drawings trigger experiences and feelings on the person who reads them. These are based on 
past experiences and on the capacity of the person to imagine and interpret the drawings determined by 
the skill of reading drawings. Drawings are based on the past whilst looking to the future and the present 
takes a second place.
19 Ibid., p.154.
20 Berger, p.70. 
21 Ibid., p.8.
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inform which type of drawing to make or where to start with the following one. The drawing 

is a medium to reveal and display, allowing the thing to be discovered in Heidegger’s words.22

Berger insists that “to draw is to look, to examine the spectrum of appearance. A drawing of a 

tree shows, not a tree, but a tree-being-looked-at […] Within the instant of a sight of a tree is 

established a life-experience.”23

The Experience in the Drawing

The concepon of the phenomena of experience is that experiences are personal, unique in the 

sense that they belong to the person who experiences them and are xed in me. Experiences, 

here, are understood within three di erent but interrelated modes presented by Montaner24

and close to the de nion of “experience” provided by Merriam-Webster (1.a, 1.b, 3 & 5):25

1. Experience founded on the act of dwelling; human beings apprehend and understand 

the world (reality) by being-in-the-world. It provides the capacity for designing, analysing, 

exploring and so on based on or informed by previous lived-experience;

2. Experience gained through percepon related to the cognive process based on the 

organisaon, iden caon and interpretaon of the smulus received from the senses;

3. Experience acquired through open, honest and intenonal experimentaon aained from 

doing or making.

Thus, the emphasis is on the act of being-in-the-world, the percepon of the senses and in 

experimentaon. “However, it is wisdom and memory which allow us to accrue knowledge 

from the wise preparaon, interpretaon and integraon of experience”.26 The architect 

22 Marn Heidegger, in his essay, 'The Thing' in Poetry, Language, Thought. ( rst by Harper & Row, New 
York, 1971; New York, Perennial Classics, 2001), pp.161-184, re ects upon the qualies of the thing; what 
the thing is in itself, what “leads to the thingness of the thing” (Ibid. p165). Heidegger explains through 
the example of a jug that we aain “the thingness of a thing”, by understanding its being and through its 
becoming. In this case, holding the jug relates to the being and the noon of outpouring. The outpouring 
stems from the twofold becoming of the jug: taking and holding. This laer condion is about the “self-
concealing” manifesng its presencing overcoming the rst visual appearance that it is far from sasfactory 
and perhaps, super cial. Thus, it is a er we dwell further on its being when we reach and feel its presencing. 
The “dwelling further” is provided by the drawing(s) and through the experience of drawing allowing for the 
“thingness” of the thing to be disclosed and aained. Berger relates to the experience of the thing through 
drawing saying that “a drawing of a tree shows, not a tree, but a tree-being-looked-at”.
23 Berger, p.71.
24 Montaner, p.77. His work is not available in English and it is taken from the original source in Spanish 
and the translaon involves a degree of interpretaon by the researcher.
25 “Experience.” Merriam-Webster.com. <hps://www.merriam-webster.com/diconary/experience.
com> [Accessed May 27 2018].
26 Montaner, p.77. 
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operates within these three modes in an ad hoc and interconnected manner. Here, I o er 

a simple illustraon of how an architect might deploy experiences, aiming to reach a beer 

understanding of the three modes presented above.

An architect who has been commissioned to build a house on a speci c plot tries her best to 

make me to dwell on the site; she may visit the site while being mentally open to allow the site 

to “talk” to her without posing quesons, but instead just paying aenon to the smuli as-

lived. Another architect may also visit the site but will dwell on the site posing direct quesons 

in relaon to size, scale, orientaon, topography, nature, relaon to street and so on. In either 

case, they may or may not take notes, sketches or photographs to record their experiences. 

Addionally, the architect, as with most human beings (including the client) already has 

experiences related to houses and dwelling in them. Therefore, they have experiences from 

being-in-the-world. These lived-experiences will be organised, iden ed and/or interpreted in 

a complex way, forming, informing or modifying their percepon when deploying the second 

mode of experience. A erwards, or in parallel, the architect marks-up measurements of the site 

on a map. These metric measurements may correlate or di er from measuring on site; based 

on their body, they may realise that the topography, changes of levels between di erent points 

of the site are considerable. They may then decide to draw some secons to see, and therefore 

understand, the topography from a di erent approach. At this point the architect starts 

experiencing the site via the process of experimenng through doing: drawing, modelling, taking 

and modifying photographs, sketching…The stages presented above may take place in a di erent 

order and may be repeated over and over, generang many ideas and developing them, but the 

three stages apply even when we simply conduct analysis. Hence, there is a direct relaonship 

between experience and drawing, as artefact and the act of drawing but these are di erent.

José Luis Borges, in the preface to Obra Poéca, says:

“the taste of the apple…lies in the contact of the fruit with the palate, not in the 

fruit itself; in a similar way (I would say) poetry lies in the meeng of the poem and 

reader, not in lines of symbols printed on the pages of a book. What is essenal 

is the aesthec act, the thrill, the almost physical emoon that comes with each 

reading.”27

27 José Luis Borges, Foreword to Obra Poéca in Juani Pallasma’s essay An Architecture of the Seven Senses
in Steven Holl, Juhani Pallasmaa, Alberto Pérez-Gómez, The Queson of Percepon. Phenomenology of 
Architecture (San Francisco, William Stout Publishers, 2006), p.28.
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Borges tells us that the taste comes with the experience; in this case in the physical contact 

between subject and object. This experience is individual and unique as he indicates at the end 

by nong “that comes with each reading”. Each person will experience it di erently depending 

on their interpretaon and depending on temporal aspects such as the day, me, mood…The 

words and their relaonships will trigger a set of emoons but these will be di erent each me, 

not just depending on the personal but also on the temporal aspects. Therefore, in a similar way, 

the experience of a drawing is read and interpreted di erently by each person, each me due to 

temporal cues in mulple ways. Everybody has experiences of drawings as they do of poetry, but 

in both cases, the person’s knowledge and interests determine the reading and interpretaons, 

and these can be as valid as the ones from the poet and architect themselves. Moreover, the 

distance or proximity between the readings and interpretaons and experiences di er between 

the author and the layperson who experiences.

The Experience of Drawing

Drawings are born of experience. They can emerge through reverie28, the act of doing as 

Merleau-Ponty says, “we know not through our intellect but through our experience”.29

Drawings are interpretaons based on experiences by those that make them and later on are 

re-born with a re-interpretaon by those who read them. The sketch or diagram (drawing) 

produced during a site visit may be di erent to the one made in the studio two days a er the 

visit, but both sets of drawings “contain(s) the experience of looking”.30 The site sketch is a 

temporal snap determined by its intensity and quickness. I may make a sketch whilst standing 

uncomfortably in the heat, which contrasts with the diagram made while sing in the air-

condioned studio, which has itself emerged from re ecve work, through the comparing 

and crossing of informaon between documents. This diagram has a di erent temporality to 

the one made on site  - each has been made at a speci c moment. Furthermore, it takes me 

to draw, thus the drawing embraces the experience of drawing and “encompasses me” in 

Berger’s words. In one case, it captures a moment and in the other it includes the me taken 

for re econ. It is impossible to separate the impressions and interpretaons of the site visit 

prior to making the diagram from the diagram itself. This is another interpretaon, another 

experience.

28 This term is understood in the sense explained by Gaston Bachelard in his book The Poecs of Reverie. 
Childhood, Language and the Cosmos (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971), pp.159-160.
29 Maurice Merleau Ponty, Phenomenology of Percepon (London & New York: Routledge Classics, 2002). 
First published in French in 1945; English rst edion published 1962 by Routledge & Kegan Paul, translated 
by Colin Smith.
30 Berger, p.70.
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Somemes, the architect thinks very carefully about what to draw, how to draw it, where to start 

and where to make the rst mark. However, one drawing comes a er another; some are quick 

and others are very slow, taking days with resng me within the process. Yet, the architect 

usually reaches a point when the drawing itself triggers what and how to draw with lile acve 

thinking involved. This is part of the experience of drawing and a way in which the drawing 

“encompasses me”.31 Drawing is reverie; the hand feels like an extension of the mind, it is the 

“thinking hand” that Pallasmaa presents very eloquently.32 Thus, drawing - the artefact - “comes 

out” experimentally -from the act- and in many cases, it comes out of a need or an intenon of 

that speci c moment. The architect needs to resort to diagrams, working in layers, sketches, 

drawings deploying the convenons and technical notaons that somehow do or at least 

determine or guide the thinking. The drawing is paral, subjecve and experienal. As Unwin 

indicates, “there is no a clear boundary between drawing and architecture”33 or environment. 

Drawing as Representaon

Drawings and painngs are “simulaons” based on our experiences and René Magrie 

expresses this idea with the capon of his well-known painng of the pipe. “Ceci n’est pas 

une pipe” it says, stang the obvious fact that the painng of a pipe is not a pipe but rather its 

representaon. Our reality is our representaons through which we parcipate in the world 

and to represent is a “result of our ability to experience, visualize and arculate”.34 Evans35

points out how disnct and unlike drawings are from what they represent and compares them 

to translaons. “To translate is to convey”; it is to transfer something whilst allowing for limited 

alteraon. No translaon is literal to the original due to the peculiaries of each language which 

are re ected in the meanings, use of words and grammar. Therefore, the original meaning of the 

text is twisted and turned. Something may be lost or added and to a greater or lesser degree. 

This depends on how di erent the language of the original text is in relaon to the language 

of the translated text but also on the knowledge of the languages in queson and the personal 

interpretaon of the translator.36

31 In Berger’s words “a drawing or painng forces us to stop and enter its me. A photograph is stac 
because it has stopped me. A drawing or painng is stac because it encompasses me”. Ibid., p70.
32 Juhani Pallasmaa, Thinking Hand, (Chichester, West Sussex: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. 2009).
33 Simon Unwin, Analysing Architecture, 4th edn. (Oxon, New York: Routledge, 2014).
34 Dalibor Vesely, Architecture in the Age of Divided Representaon. The Queson of Creavity in the 
Shadow of Producon (Cambridge, Mass; London, England: The MIT Press, 2004), p.4.
35 Evans, p.154.
36 It is worth poinng out that a building is the “thing” in the world, which is revealed to us as we experience 
it and it allows for inhabitaon. Our understanding of it comes directly from the lived-experience which 
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During the Italian Renaissance, Filippo Brunelleschi iniated and later Leon Basta Alber 

developed the technique of the revoluonary linear perspecve, introducing the principles of 

depicng the three-dimensional world on paper in a measurable manner by introducing depth 

into the drawing.37 Thus, from then on, the painter and architect see the world through drawings 

that are considered depicons of the world, de ning the new percepon and the intellectual 

recognion of disegno bound to the act of drawing (as menoned previously). Heidegger 

proposes the tle The Age of the World Picture for his essay based on the seventeenth century 

turn and development in visual arts. This was accentuated by the introducon of opcs through 

the camera obscura and camera lucida, in uencing and re ected in philosophy.38 During this 

me, the modes of representaon diversi ed and the image became a way of describing 

the world, “The world itself is picture-like”. In Heidegger’s view, “the world (is) conceived 

and grasped as picture”.39 The world-as-picture is there to be represented in the canvas or 

maps. The painter or architect may decide to mirror the image or instead to “replace” some 

features without aiming to mimic, providing a new home on the canvas or map as a “place-of-

representaon”.40 Hence, the view of the representaon of the world-as-picture is compable 

with the re-presentaon on the canvas. So, di erent representaons live alongside each other.41

Furthermore, it can be argued and agreed that the world grasped as picture/image is learned. 

This is true for the architect who sees through images, frames and drawings, which are or can be 

layered, juxtaposed and interrelated, moving between the view of the detail to the whole. This 

concept has been in uenced and developed over centuries by the modus operandi of the arts 

and the introducon of photography. Painngs, photographs and drawings are sll shots - even 

triggers and leads our thinking. Nevertheless, the drawing is a representaon of the “thing” informed by 
the re econ of the experience. Thus, in this case, reason is the hinge between the experience and the 
thing while in the former case, experience is the hinge. This relates to Trías' three sieges presented in the 
chapter ‘De ning and Rede ning the Limit’ and how this act taking di erent relave posioning. Therefore, 
the translaon is a clear metaphor but perhaps the proximity between the two translaon is much greater 
than the drawing and building. 
37 Vesely, pp.144-145; Peter Bosselmann, Representaon of Places. Reality and Realism in City Design 
(Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1998), p.4; Pérez-Gómez & Pelleer, chapter ‘Prelude’ 
in presents the development and controversies around the evoluon of representaons with a focus on the 
discrepancies between the object represented and its representaon.
38 In uencing some renowned philosophers like René Descartes 17th, John Locke 17th, David Hume 18th, 
Heidegger 19th.
39 Edward S. Casey, The Representaon of Place. Landscape Painng & Maps (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2002), p.233.
40 This correlates loosely with the two drawings modes of the architect: imaginave and notaonal, 
as iden ed by Nelson Goodman in his book Languages of Art . An Approach to a Theory of Symbols
(Indianapolis, New York, Kansas City: The Bobbs – Merrill Company Inc. 1968).
41 Casey, p.234.
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though they include a temporality and in many cases an intenon - of moments of the world 

as memories. Thus, the world “comes to us as framed and frameable” based on the Weltbild

(translated as “world picture”) of Heidegger.42 The word Weltbild refers to the world that comes 

framed to us and the painter and architect with their drawings re-frame the experienced frames, 

providing an inside, a “re-presentaon” of what has already been framed, and every re-framing 

provides a di erent inside. The re-frames in Casey’s words “are at once an ordering and a 

revealing, a limitaon and a delimitaon”.43

Hence, drawing is similar to translang in the sense that there is a distoron between the 

original and the translaon. However, drawing and translaon di er in that drawing can 

provide mulfaceted translaons, which can involve a mixture of modes of representaon 

to be read simultaneously, in a layered form or one a er another aiming for addional 

accuracy. Yet, representaons are paral44 as the world (reality for some) is rich and complex 

and representaons are not the same as the thing itself, or the experience they represent. 

Bosselmann (1998) also explains simply and clearly the slight discrepancies that exist with linear 

perspecves and photographs in relaon to the real world. So, for validity of representaon, it is 

crucial that the deployment of modes of representaon avoids relying on a single one, and we 

cannot forget the importance of the line in visual representaons and especially in drawings.

The Drawn Line

As noted earlier, drawings are mainly made up of lines. Therefore, what are lines and how are 

these understood in the drawings of the architect?

The anthropologist Ingold opens his book Lines: A Brief History by saying that “lines are 

everywhere”.45 I walk on a line, I walk along paths, metaphorically my life is a path, my eyes 

de ne things through lines, I draw with lines. When I ponder, one thought emerges a er 

another and these are experienced lineally. Wrinkles are lines...There are many types of lines; 

42 Ibid., p.234.
43 Ibid.
44 Steen Eiler Rasmussen says “Architecture is not produced simply by adding plans and secons to 
elevaons. It is something and something more” in Experiencing Architecture 3rd edn. (Cambridge: The 
M.I.T. Press, 1978), p.9; Bosselmann starts his book saying “Pictures do not mimic what we see. In fact, no 
opcal system exists to mimic the tasks performed by our eyes. […] Picture taking, lm […] linear perspecve, 
a technique that o ers a somewhat limited representaon of reality” p.3; Steven Holl refers to “the limits of 
two-dimensional representaon” in his essay ‘Quesons of Percepon. Phenomenology of Architecture’ in 
Holl, Juhani Pallasmaa, Alberto Pérez-Gómez, The Queson of Percepon. Phenomenology of Architecture, 
(San Francisco, William Stout Publishers, 2006), p.41.
45 Tim Ingold, Lines. A Brief History (Oxford: Routledge, 2007).
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some are straight, and others have curves. For Alber, the line is constuted by “points joined 

together connuously in a row” and this can be divided.46 This de nion is similar to the one 

deployed in geometry but it is also, to give a lived-experience example, reminiscent of walking 

on the beach. The body moves in a line and this is registered on the sand by the imprint of 

my feet on the sand, showing as dots marked on the sand. Nonetheless, my eyes join the dots 

together, materialising the “linear” movement of the body. Thus, this noon of movement in 

a line is captured in Paul Klee’s quote that the line is a dot that “goes for a walk”47 and also in 

Kandinsky’s de nion of a line as “a track made by the moving point”.48 Kandinsky adds the 

term “track” to the elementals of the point and movement. Tracks are marks49 on the territory 

like the imprints of my feet le  behind on the beach. Kandinsky’s and Klee’s line is the result of 

the transformaon of a point in movement into a line where the connuous or disconnuous, 

variable or invariable movement characterises the line and this force (movement) resides in it 

in the form of tension. If just one force is applied, then the line is straight and if more forces are 

applied then the line is curved. I can add that if the force is variable and of a certain manner, 

this shows in a variable thickness along the line and if diverse forces intervene and uctuate in 

intensity, it results in a curved and irregular line. This is very much felt when I draw lines and 

these forces are recorded and retained and somehow retrieved, implying that the line bears.

Ingold approaches the noon of the line from a di erent viewpoint. He iden es three di erent 

categories of lines: the geometric line, the organic line and the abstract line. The geometric line 

is the mark of the mind based on Euclidian geometry. In its origins, this interrelates the world 

of experiences and reason, but geometry developed into the “art and science of opcs”, thus 

moving away from tangible relaons towards intangible ones. This line unites and it is founded 

on a double reading: “lines of sight” which Alber conceives as threads between the thing/

object and the eye and the line as a “vector of projecon”. This laer line connects and set 

limits, is precise and concise in content and is in the foundaons of law, reason and analysis.50

The organic line is a “cultural construct” and refers to the “outline” used in pictorial drawings like 

sketches. This line materialises the edges of objects, creates outlines that separate and divide 

as if these “were contained within them”. So, this line bears as retains and supports yet it does 

46 Alber, p.37.
47 Paul Klee, Notebooks, Volume 1, The Thinking Eye (London: Lund Humphries Publisher Unlimited, 1961), 
p.105.
48 Kandinski, p.57.
49 In the chapter ‘De ning and Re-de ning the Limit’ and rst secon on the ‘Etymology of the limit’ the 
mark is tacit to the acon of drawing and the concept of the limit and the line is included in the de nion 
of the boundary and edge.
50 Ingold, Looking for Lines in Nature, p.49.
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not exist as it has no “presence on or in the things themselves”, it is an illusion. In Francisco 

Goya’s words as recalled by Ingold, “these are imposions to the mind”,it is ar cial and made-

up. Maps include both geometric and organic lines as they join projected dots and the act of 

joining creates outlines featuring the environment.51 The third category of lines is the abstract 

line based on Gilles Deleuze & Felix Guaari’s idea of topology, related to their argument around 

the noon of the smooth contrasng with the striated. Ingold borrows this idea to conceptualise 

the lines of the meshwork and smooth line.52 He explains the abstract line further by deploying 

Kandinsky’s signi caon of abstract to reveal the “inner necessity” to reach the essence of 

things, leaving aside appearances and purely gurave components. Hence, this line also 

bears. This does not mean we must renounce all geometric or organic lines but to abstract the 

super uous lines and perhaps others may be added. Leonardo da Vinci also talks about this - to 

look for the line that generates by shaping, determining, producing and/or proposing like an 

axis through which the whole relates to, expands from/reduces to, or can be understood. This is 

a line of enquiry, that generates and bears and is somehow always there. This line “is not here 

nor there, neither in this place nor that, but always between or behind whatever we x our eyes 

upon”.53

I am an architect and I have been involved for years in architectural educaon and it is clear to 

me that thanks to their training, architects see the “world as picture-like” through frames and 

through years of training, develop the skill of enquiring and proposing with lines. They deploy 

the three di erent types of lines presented above in a complex and undi erenated way. Lines 

unite and separate, generate as well as bear, which the architect deploys as in the “drawing 

forth” of Hill. For the architect, the line is a tool and they are aware that no lines are to be seen, 

either in experience or in the environment. They know that representaons are merely re-

presentaons and these are paral and they rely on re-framing to apprehend the world. Drawing 

is their technique and iteraon their method. They pracce broad modes of drawing including 

imaginave and normave54 both constuted by the line. They draw and re-draw, perhaps using 

the child’s way of learning.55 With the act of re-drawing and re-presenng, they omit some 

51 Ibid., pp.49-50.
52 Deleuze and Guaari re ected upon the transion from embroidered fabrics to patchwork and these 
helped to de ne the principles of striaon and smooth. Ingold applies similar thinking to the meshwork. 
Ibid., p.49.
53 Ibid., p.50, based on Merleau-Ponty’s Eye and Mind and quong Leonardo da Vinci. 
54 Classi caon based on Nelson Goodman.
55 Unwin relates the pracce of the architect with the act of learning through playing of the child “To 
a large extent the language of architecture is the language of drawing. And if, […] you nd yourself with 
no pencil and no paper, you can always draw your ideas with a sck on the ground. And if you draw them 
big enough - like a child with leaves in the playground -they just about become works of architecture in 
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lines while adding others, thus reaching a deeper understanding. Moreover, they have learned 

drawing convenons implemented and developed over centuries and these are central to the 

core of their pracce and thinking.

Modes of Representaons

Lines are everywhere and nowhere56 but they exist as a social construct.57 They are embedded 

in the pracce of the architect. So-called “primive art” in caves from ancestral civilizaons are 

composed of lines, already showing the pracce of using lines as signs correlang with their 

referents. At a very early age, children make marks; marks on sand, on paper and these probably 

result from exploraon, observaon and mimicking the pracces of others. Leers are rst 

learned as drawings or marks.58 It takes some me to see them as signs with associated sounds 

and names. It takes much longer to learn how these signs are combined in the same manner as 

speech, thus acquiring meaning. When this happens, the “notaonal” system is acknowledged, 

and the skill of reading is acquired.59 Thenceforth, children pracce “marking” by copying the 

signs of wring and once they are pro cient with marking they can acquire the skill of wring.60

Students of architecture are introduced to the open architectural notaonal system based on 

the science of opcs: projecon and geometry61 that contain a high degree of prescripon, 

which they carry on developing and adapng creavely through drawing. Accordingly, for the 

architect, drawing is a praccal and acquired skill that requires and enables thinking. It allows 

them to translate experiences into representaons and vice versa. They move between the 

tangible and the abstract as part of the design process as a method of enquiry. The translaon 

di ers from the original and this is determined by the accepted notaonal system. The architect 

produces imaginave and normave drawings. The former refers to types of drawings that 

do not follow norms, or transgress norms, whereas normave drawings follow the notaonal 

themselves” Unwin, p.23-24.
56 Lines represent without themselves exisng on the drawn apple, the tree, the sea, the mountain. 
Nonetheless, they exist in the eye of the architect who sees with/through the line.
57 Ingold’s organic line.
58 Children usually learn independent sounds. They pick individual sounds and repeat them unl they 
master them customising the muscles and taking them a few years to master the art of speaking their own 
language.
59 Ingold, Lines. A Brief History, pp.120-123.
60 Here wring is not just used to copy a text or a word, but for the child to be able to write the words she 
can learn and deploy them to her own will.
61 Evans says "architects do not produce geometry, they consume it". See, Robin Evans The Projecve Cast. 
Architecture and Its Three Geometries (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 1995), p.xxvi.
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system and convenons. In the proposional phase of design, drawing is intenonal allowing 

and focusing the enquiry. The architect may move in a uid and unorthodox, but intenonal,62

way between imaginave and normave drawings. Bernard Tschumi and others push the noon 

of “normave” representaon, proposing new ones, or at least variaons from the convenonal, 

allowing students to think di erently, determining interpretaons (frames), proposions and 

designs. Thus, the notaonal system provides prescripon and consistency, determining ones 

thinking but also allowing for change.

Notaon

Music, dance and architecture, have their own notaonal systems that have emerged and 

developed within their ethos, needs and pracce. For musicians who interpret music with 

their instrument, the notaonal system on the stave, supplemented with careful notaons 

providing informaon related to the speed and character of the music, provides a high level 

of prescripon, leaving lile to the discreon of the musician as the interpreter. Nonetheless, 

the virtue of the interpreter lies in the pro ciency of playing the instrument, their ability and 

sensibility to “read the music” and deploy their discreon in a unique and empathec manner in 

relaon to the speci c piece of music.

However, the composer John Cage deploys and conceives of notaon di erently. He sustains the 

interdependence between ideas and notaon (as it is a way of naming). However, ideas are able 

to re-de ne the notaon system as well as determine the development of ideas. Cage, when he 

was asked if he rst thought about notaon or sound, replied that he thought about both. For 

him, both were “interdependent and inseparable”.63 Therefore, the notaonal system is, to some 

degree, a constraint but many see it as an enabler which is changeable and adaptable.

In architecture, the relaonship between the depicon deploying the notaonal system and the 

building is similar to music. The interpreter of drawings works within a similar framework as the 

musician who interprets musical scores. The designer as the composer is able to bend and adapt 

the system to parcular aspiraons and needs which may vary from project to project whilst this 

is also used as a method of enquiry. 

62 Intenon is guided by the inquiry; noon or problem that the architect is exploring.
63 John Cage sustains that “‘Musical ideas’ and ‘notaon’ are separated as a maer of convenience. They 
are actually interdependent - inseparable. Since my musical ideas are always changing, so does my notaon”. 
John Cage, Notaons (New York: Something Else Press, 1969), p.33.
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Projecve Drawings

Rasmussen refers to the controversy about the di erence between the projecve drawings 

deployed by the architect and the experience we have of architecture. He says that “no other 

art employs a colder, more abstract form, but at the same me no other art is so inmately 

connected with man’s daily life from the cradle to the grave”.64 Projecve drawings are 

associated with normave drawings and are a set of orthographic projecons on a surface 

that create two-dimensional representaons and are based on a descripve geometry. These 

represent space as "geometrised", measurable and homogeneous with an inherent degree of 

reducon and abstracon. These were based on the ideologies of the nineteenth century and 

they are referred to as “architectural drawings”. These drawings are the result of dissecng the 

studied and represented object through the projecon of strategic cuts allowing measurement. 

These are perceptual as well as ar cial, as we never experience them as drawn. However, 

these sets of descripve projecons are esmated to be objecve, accurate and unambiguous, 

working as trustworthy transcripts of the building. These projecons communicate or prescribe 

and, in many cases, bind the architect contractually. Therefore, they need to be clear with no 

place for ambiguity.65

Nevertheless, architectural drawings are also used as part of the design process. The architect is 

trained to see and explore through these drawings despite the fact that these depicons do not 

directly correlate with our experiences as observer. Furthermore, the ar cial set of projecons 

mainly relying on the line “evoke(s) temporality and boundary. De ning the space between light 

and darkness, between the Beginning and the Beyond, it illuminates the space of culture, of our 

individual and collecve existence”.66 Thus, the projecons enable the architect to explore the 

in uence of shadows on a space; decide how this determines space in a speci c manner and 

me. The projected line allows room for de ning where the room ends but also where it begins 

and places the wall as an element; and this makes room for beings to dwell, determining where 

this starts and ends, enabling and de ning their individual and collecve existence as well as 

providing meaning.67

Architectural drawings o er a view of the parts and the whole at a scale. Some explain scale as 

size whereas scale also relates to the rao of representaon in relaon to actual measurement. 

64 Rasmussen, p.14.
65 Alberto Pérez-Gómez, Quesons of Representaon. The Poec Origin of Architecture, p.217.
66 Ibid., p.218.
67 The line and the reading of the drawing that Pérez-Gómez proposes is close to the noon of the 
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For example, when surveying a straight wall measuring 10 metres, if this is depicted on paper 

with a straight line of 10 cenmetres, it corresponds to the scale 1:100. Scale allows the 

architect to draw parts of buildings and compare them and consider the building as an enty, a 

whole. He sees all the rooms together with their relave size de ning “proporon” and spaal 

con guraon, both inform composion and rhythm.68 Hence, the scale determines how big or 

small the depicon is and this determines the level of detail to be included, that is, how much 

to draw. How much to draw determines how much can be explored, in turn informing which 

aspects or issues are studied at each scale. Furthermore, an element may be represented 

di erently depending on the scale. A wall in a building is depicted with a single line when 

drawn at 1:1000 or 1:500 but this becomes a double line with a space between (contained) 

when drawn at 1:100 and when drawn at 1:10 or 1:5 this double line includes many other lines 

depicng the speci c materials that comprise and de ne it.69 At this scale of detail, the lines are 

complemented by wrien notaons specifying what they represent. The re-presentaon of the 

wall re-framing it at di erent scales de nes it becoming a wall.70 This wall may be re-de ned 

and may host di erent meaning/s when read in conjuncon with other walls, stairs or elements. 

Thus, the architect’s line is topological in the sense that it is determined by relaonships as a 

consequence of relave posioning (in many cases of proximity) and through the diverse roles 

acquired at varied scales de ning meanings. These relaonships are established, explored and 

iden ed through the contextual (in relaon to) depicon at scale and with the scales. These 

relaonships could not be designed or revealed in the analycal process if the medium of 

projecve drawing was missing, despite the discrepancies with lived-experience.

Projecve drawings - plans, elevaons and secons - if necessary, can be assembled to form a 

three-dimensional view - axonometric- of the depicted object. Its peculiarity is that the viewer is 

placed in in nite space as parallel lines do not meet at the horizon, in contrast to perspecves. 

There are many variants on axonometrics depending on the locaon of the viewer in relaon to 

boundary by Heidegger presented in his essay Poetry, Language, Thought, p.152 already quoted in the 
chapter ‘De ning and Rede ning the Limit’ in this thesis.
68 Charles W. Moore, Greald Allen, Dimensions. Space, Shape & Scale in Architecture (New York: 
Architectural Record Books, 1976), pp.18-24.
69 De nes, here, refers to what makes it; provides its physiognomy de ning its appearance as well as its 
performance. It can be a wall that does not allow heat or noise through or it can be a wall that allows light 
and noise though.
70 Ingold, in his book Being Alive, di erenates between the materiality of things and materials becoming 
things and he refers to how the kite discovers the currents of air whilst in the air thus becoming alive. 
In architecture we can talk about the materiality of an element or the materials deploying one of their 
qualies, taking a speci c posion in relaon to other materials and due to this speci city, it becomes a 
thing or part of a thing de ning the materiality (Tim Ingold, Being Alive, Essays on Movement, Knowledge 
and Descripon (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge 2011), pp.179)
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the object; above, below, at 45 degrees and so on. The axonometric provides a nearly complete 

view of the object whilst the object is rarely shown within its landscape or wider context.

Perspecve – Views

On the one hand, the projecve drawings, including axonometric as discussed above, represent 

lines as these exist in the real world with lile correlaon to how the representaons are 

experienced or known by the eye. This type of representaon completely removes the viewer, 

o ering a speci c type of representaon. On the other hand, the perspecve aims to depict the 

world as the eye experiences it and the linear perspecve, founded on the perspecva naturalis, 

is based on rays of light re ecng from the object or view passing to our eyes. Perspecve is an 

opcal illusion of a three-dimensional image placed on a two-dimensional surface, placing the 

viewer outside yet without removing them. A direct consequence is the framing of the view 

already presented previously in this chapter. Nonetheless, the drawing method of the linear 

perspecve produced views that di er slightly from “reality” as Bosselman has eloquently 

demonstrated.71 Nevertheless, it is sll a valid method to deploy provided that we are aware of 

the limitaons and advantages.

The linear perspecve is rooted in geometry, but was developed in the eenth century within 

the arts, mainly in painng, instead of within mathemacs. It fed into architecture as at that 

me many painters were also architects. It is based on projecon and cuts as with projecve 

drawings, but instead its main property is the depicon of the profundity of the view. Another 

divergence from projecve drawings is that linear perspecve relies on vanishing points, usually 

between one and three, located on the imaginary geometric horizon.72 The geometric horizon is 

conceived as an imaginary plane at the eye level of the beholder. This intersects with the vercal 

parallel plane where the view is projected, and it is represented by a line extending outside the 

drawing where the vanishing points are placed. The depth of the view is established between 

the posion of the eye and the vercal plane where the geometric horizon line is established. 

Vanishing points enable objects to be represented in their relave size depending on their 

posion within the view, thus depicng distance whereby an object close to the viewer seems 

bigger.

71 Bosselmann, pp.7-9.
72 Geometric horizon is disnct to the experienced horizon. The former is a line on paper able to structure 
the view and it is located by the eye level and in a symbolic manner the line directly interrelates the view 
and viewer.
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In painng, the gure-ground relaonship has always been dominant, and the introducon of 

linear perspecve developed this relaonship further, and this has moved into architecture. 

This has informed the gure-ground map and also the more recent understanding, reading and 

relaonship of background, middle ground and foreground in the “percepon of space” of Holl 

and implicit in the “here” and “there” of Cullen. Perhaps this percepon is even more evident 

and pernent in photography because, when taking a picture, the photographer decides what 

should be in focus and out of focus. This way of manipulang the depth of eld of a view results 

in the photographer e ecvely deciding what has priority and what is merely supporve. 

Photographs present framed views with an implicit geometric horizon. These are parcular 

representaons of the reality, slightly di ering, where the amount of di erence is established 

by the type of camera and parcularly the type of lens. Framing is thus an implicit characterisc 

shared with linear perspecve, where the viewer is le  outside but not removed, as in both 

there is a direct link with the geometric horizon.

In a similar way to drawings, perspecves are constuted of lines. Some photographs can easily 

be reproduced with lines but not always. Perspecves and photographs are structured by their 

grounds (distant, middle and fore-ground) and all are frames of the world, as seen. None are 

direct or like-for-like translaons of the experienced world but all provide a paral and valid way 

of understanding it. 

Diagrams - Sketches – Mapping

Diagrammac drawings involve careful and considered abstracon and reducon, comprising a 

type and degree of subjecvity di ering from the one included in the images discussed above. 

Diagrammac drawings (maps, sketches and diagrams) seek to facilitate, increase knowledge, 

propose (involving formulaon of problems and problem solving) and communicate in a similar 

manner to architectural drawings (plans and elevaons). Although it is di cult to demarcate a 

clear boundary between them, there are some di erences that help us to understand how these 

are deployed by the architect.

The diagram tends to conceptualize, correlang with the fourth capacity of drawing established 

by Montaner. It presents natural and/or ar cial phenomena usually through geometric 

elements. It is a generic tool that does not need scale and can idenfy exisng or ancipate 

new organizaons and relaonships. The diagram has the capacity to deal with speci c aspects 
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visually, while keeping an overview. Problems can be established, and soluons formulated 

through the diagramming process and conceptualizaons of speci c issues reached that 

contribute to research. Therefore, diagrams are not merely simpli caons and reducons of the 

world. They o er mulple interpretaons which are able to cope and engage with complexity. 

Diagrams aim for clarity and speci city by avoiding ambiguity and are able to concentrate on the 

speci cs within the whole.73

In this research, maps are understood as a result of represenng surveys where only key 

elements are represented. They may result from tracing over a drawing or a picture but keeping 

a certain synergy with the original. The diagram involves a higher degree of abstracon than the 

map as it aims for conceptualizaon, but many diagrams start as maps making it more di cult 

to di erenate between them. Generally, maps are presented at a scale, whereas this is not 

relevant to the diagram.

Conversely, the sketch is “intense”, “dense” and evokes meaning even though it is rough, 

usually hand-drawn and looks un nished. It is usually the representaon of a three-dimensional 

seng or spaal arrangement. Reducon and abstracon is inherent to the sketch but in a 

very di erent manner to the diagram and this is due to how it is made. On many occasions, the 

sketch has the intenon of portraying an idea with just the essenal lines. Thus, the sketch is 

also conceptual and a type of diagrammac drawing.

Diagrams, maps and sketches are experienced through drawing but also as lived-experiences. 

Sketches as artefacts are experienced in two ways: the viewer recognises the sketch in the 

seng or building correlang both, and the viewer may be encouraged to reinterpret the 

sketch, the real object or vice versa. Furthermore, the sketch triggers memories or precedents 

in the observer’s mind, recreang the sketch when the real seng or building are missing. 

Diagrams, due to their appearance, seem far from the lived-experience but in many cases they 

are clearly re ected in the seng or building and experience.

73 Olivera Dulić & Viktorija Aladžic, ‘A Note on Graphical Representaon in Architecture-Diagrams Over 
Sketches. Suboca, Serbia’ 4th Internaonal Conference, Titled: Contemporary Achievements in Civil 
Engineering 22, April 2016. Suboca, Serbia, pp.835-844 (p.838). This paper presents the diagram as mainly 
proposive while the map is the diagram for use in the analysis phase. However, I believe that the diagram 
is also valid, used and important for the analysis phase. 
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Summary

This chapter reviewed the literature on convenons of architectural representaon with regards 

to the limit. It re ected upon the act and artefact of drawing and as medium and technique in 

architecture, and the act of delineaon.

The power of drawing relies on three aspects. Firstly, as Evans argues, it relies on the 

“disncveness” and “unlikeness” of the drawing in relaon to its referent. It is posive and 

advantageous that the drawing has distance and is not simply a pure replica of the object 

that it represents. Secondly, drawings by nature are un nished and as a result evocave. Each 

drawing type, and even each drawing, triggers di erent levels of “evocaveness” in relaon 

to their reading and interpretaons. Evocaveness also suggests other drawings, encouraging 

a mulplicity of re-presentaons and re-framing, allowing the “thingness” of the referent to 

appear, reveal and display. The third power of drawing lies in the “drawing forth” explained by 

Hill, implicit in generang, developing and tesng ideas related to conceptualizaon, deploying 

drawing as a medium for research and design.74 This "drawing forth" includes all di erent types 

of line suggested by Ingold, yet the abstract line takes priority. The "drawing forth” is based on, 

and is in relaon to, the line that generates and bears.

The experience of drawing involves, to di erent degrees, the three modes of experiencing. 

The drawing-experience is part of the act of dwelling and the drawing is based on the lived-

experience of the referent to be drawn. Moreover, drawing involves making, encompassing 

an intenon and experimentaon, contribung to gaining experience but also displaying the 

experience already aained. Lastly, experience gained through percepon, through the cognive 

process also informs the drawing, and act of drawing. The drawing is temporal in the sense that 

it is in uenced by the circumstances within which it was made and the me taken to make it. 

Furthermore, the drawing is usually based on the past and looks to the future.75

Both the line and the act of drawing are learned, and seem second nature to everyday life. Not 

many are competent dra speople, but most understand and engage with drawing at di erent 

levels. For the architect, drawing is rst nature whereby the hand is an extension of the mind, 

and drawing and mind are directly related as Pallasmaa suggests. It is the job of the architect to 

74 Depending on the design process, design is research but not all design is research as not all research is 
design, but all types of research involve a type and degree of design. This is disncve from architectural 
design. 
75 It is determined, and a result of the past experiences and it looks to the future as the drawing (act and 
artefact) aims to display and reveal the “thingness” of the referent to reach and celebrate its presencing.
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represent, but they also have the ability to see in drawings and take the “evocave” feature to 

its highest level and thus make drawing the medium of an iterave process. In the architect’s 

pracce, drawing, representaon and experience are related in a complex way.

The architect sees through lines, with their inherent qualies as limit and temporality.76 Lines are 

marks: on paper, the territory, the landscape. They appear everywhere but, per se, do not exist. 

Ingold talks about the geometric, organic and abstract lines which unite, separate and generate/

bear. Architects deploy these types in a uid manner. They are interested in the topological line 

and the line of enquiry. The line de nes and delimits, but is also de ned by the things it crosses, 

intersects or interacts with. A line can hold di erent roles and meanings simultaneously, and the 

re-presentaon and re-framing allows for a mulfaceted understanding.

When working with diagrams, where the degree of abstracon is high and conscious, lines 

are codi ed, enabling us to move from the world of forms to the world of ideas and concepts 

menoned by Montaner. This also happens but at a di erent level in the other types of 

drawings, it is implicit in the act of drawing. Thus, based on the re econs on notaon versus 

types of lines, three direcons of acng are iden ed. Firstly, the line is codi ed allowing 

us to move from experience to representaon with the aim of idenfying the abstract lines 

that are generave and convey informaon, the line is drawn forth. Secondly, the coded line 

from experience, and part of a notaon system (part of a given code), determines the way of 

seeing, and what we see, relang back to organic and geometric lines. Finally, the coded line, in 

representaons, mediates and validates the translaon from representaon to experience. Thus, 

the line is decodi ed and never true to the lived experience.

The next chapter surveys and tests methods of representaon, through aempts to draw 

boundaries in relaon to the three case studies already iden ed in Part 1. Conclusions are 

then drawn about the experience and pracce of represenng limits in architecture and urban 

design. Thus, the limits of the case studies will be represented concious of three powers of 

drawing, with their di erent experiences, types of lines and embracing iteraon.

76 The line presented by Pérez-Gómez is reminiscent of Heiddegger’s noon of the boundary, peras (as 
limit-ing) and also the line in Ingold; it unites, separates and generates. It has a temporality as understood 
by many arsts in that it encapsulates movement and the forces that produced it.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

This chapter quesons whether, and how, limits are represented in convenonal architectural 

drawing, in relaon to their full experienal richness and complexity. The limits of the case 

studies are explored through convenonal architectural drawings, tesng the working de nion 

of the experienal limit presented in Part 1. The representaons,1 and drawings (as verb and 

noun) respond to the convenons iden ed in the previous chapter 2.1.

The working de nion of the experienal limit for architecture and urban design proposes 

that the limit is double, spao-temporal and joins and is a disjuncon (limen and limes) 

simultaneously. It is manifested in a recognisable and inhabitable strip which is asymmetrical, 

ambiguous and in constant uctuaon. Moreover, the limit is part of a “thing” but is also part of 

a larger whole; part of a connuum and topological. It is re ecve and contested meaning that 

it is de ned and de nes the “thing” that it belongs to, whilst belonging to, and able to de ne, 

also being de ned by, the whole and other “things” within the whole. This chapter seeks to test 

and explore this de nion through drawing, pursuing graphic representaons of the experienal 

limit. Drawings are mainly constuted of lines and the limit is inherent in the line. The line is an 

enty that unites points, yet concurrently separates what it is at each side of the line.

In this exploraon, I refer to convenonal architectural drawings meaning diagrams, sketches, 

par, diagrams, plans, secons and elevaons of the sort which are part of the profession and 

pracce of the architect and urban designer,2 where the line is tacit. These are collecvely 

referred to as “drawings”. Thus, in this chapter, drawing is the medium by which the limits 

are explored to be represented, and these are presented alongside supporve but secondary 

short explanaons.3 The power of the drawing relies on its “disncveness”, “unlikeness” 

1 In this chapter “representaon” refers to graphic representaon. The descripons, or “wrien 
representaons” are referred to in full to avoid confusion.
2 The types of drawings deployed in this secon are part of the pracce of the architect and urban designer  
but it will be referred to as the architect as it is the oldest recognised profession of the two.
3 The descripons in chapter 1.2 were presented in third person and female voice. I referred to the 
“visitor” in the inlet Cala Pi, the “pedestrian” and occasionally the “resident” in the urban cases; the L’Illa 
Diagonal and Jardins de Lina Òdena. Therefore, in this chapter, the same convenon has been followed.
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Fig. 2.2.2
L'Illa Diagonal Aerial Map (top), Jardins de Lina Òdena Aerial Map (boom).

Fig. 2.2.1
Cala Pi Aerial Map
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in relaon to its referent, the “evocaveness” of the drawing and line whilst drawing and 

of the representaon and the act of “drawing forth” that can both generate and enquire. 

The exploraons include the modes of experiences presented in chapter 2.1 by Josep Maria 

Montaner and the three line-types described by Ingold with emphasis on the abstract line; able 

to generate and bear.

The drawing exploraons are supported by photographs taken during the di erent visits made 

to the case studies between 2007 and 2017, which also happened at di erent mes of the year. 

Aerial photographs, historical maps and maps provided by the city council, government and 

various websites have also been used as the base-layer for some of the drawings.

The presentaons and drawing exploraons of the limits for the three case studies have 

followed similar processes. Each case study starts with an introducon in relaon to limits 

de ning the case study at di erent scales. The representaons are presented according to the 

journey taken through each case study, coinciding with the journey of the previous descripons.

This chapter is structured in two secons. Secon one covers the presentaon of the graphic 

representaon of the landscape case study, Cala Pi, and secon two presents the case studies 

in architecture and urban design. This second secon begins with L’Illa Diagonal and is followed 

by the block Cerdà: Jardins de Lina Òdena. The most 'natural' case study (Cala Pi) nearest 

to landscape architecture, further from my discipline (architecture and urbanism) and less 

constrained by governance and policies is presented rst because this has encouraged me 

to explore primarily through drawing, prevenng me from deploying architectural drawing 

convenons in a mechanisc manner.
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2.2.1  In Landscape

The landscape case study, Cala Pi, was visited four mes, in September 2013, October 2013, 

July 2014 and nally December 2015. During the visits, photographs were taken, wrien notes 

were made in-between visits and the descripons were completed prior to the drawing enquiry. 

Thus, this invesgaon relies on the use of locaon maps, aerial views at di erent scales, 

geomorphological maps, photographs taken by the author during the di erent site visits as well 

as the descripons presented in chapter 1.2 ‘Experiencing the Limit’ and sub-chapter 1.2.2 ‘In 

Landscape’.

The camera was used as a rudimentary instrument to record the views the eye noces and 

captures through the journey to and around the inlet. The camera recorded the inlet framing 

views, but I was speci cally looking for limits as part of the journey and moments. Some 

of the pictures were taken in a similar manner to surveying a building, supplemenng the 

measurements taken.

The desktop research consisted of several di erent stages. In phase one, pictures were 

organised in the form of a journey from arrival, through inhabing, and nally to departure 

from the inlet. This journey included general as well as focused views, simulang the way the 

eye works. Firstly, the eye frames the general view but very quickly focuses on parts and then, 

it goes back to the whole view and back to its parts. These parts, on some occasions, become 

“moments” that help to comprehend and in the future to recognise the place. Some of the 

moments are speci c to the locaon where two elements meet framing the possible limits. 

Phase two aimed to represent the experienced limit, involving tracing limits over selected views. 

This took several aempts at tracing di erent elements, in di erent manners, with di erent 

layers and then nally juxtaposing them. With the reiterave process of drawing, lines were 

codi ed, de-codi ed and encoded, disclosing meaning. During this phase, I posioned the inlet 

in the wider context of the island and as part of the Mediterranean sea, led by the enquiry of 

the line of maps that cover a wide range of scales where the line takes on di erent meanings.

The outcome of this enquiry is a series of diagrams familiar to the pracce of the architect 

even though many of the plans and secons are based on photographs and are not measured 

orthographic drawings. The limits are presented in a sequenal manner, replicang the journey 

taken when vising the inlet and deployed in the descripons. Nonetheless, in this case it starts 
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with the Mediterranean sea and ends up reaching the seawater. The representaons of the 

limits do not cover all the limits but rather selected ones and do not correlate fully with the 

ones presented in the descripons in secon 1.2.2. These representaons are coupled with 

re econs that intersect with the de nion of the limit contribung to the conceptualizaon 

and validaon of the de nion of the limit and its aributes. The drawings are not precious and 

do not seek beauty and perfecon, but more importantly seek to display, reveal, discover and 

dispose.
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NFig. 2.2.4
Line de ning the Mediterranean sea including lines in the "middle".

Fig. 2.2.3
Line de ning the Mediterranean sea.
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Mallorca Inlet: Cala Pi

Enclave

Enclave i: European Map From the Coastal Line 

Within cartography, it is common pracce to draw the line that de nes the disncon between 

land and sea. Value is applied to land, a pracce inherited from our ancestors. We live on land, 

we buy and sell it, we price it and legislate for it. But what happens when we draw the line 

that de nes the land but now, to my eyes, also de nes the sea? Suddenly, the line is perceived 

di erently, generang and bearing disnct meanings. The graphic presents this laer view 

unveiling a di erent set of relaonships in the same way as when we reverse the gure-ground 

in urban studies. The sea is contained. Simultaneously, di erent countries re-make the line4 and 

these are united through the line and interrelated through the sea. 

What happens if the drawing only presents the contour line of the Mediterranean leaving 

out the islands? Does “the line” acquire or provide di erent meaning and establish di erent 

relaonships? Is this the case, when the line acts as limit and where it “begins its presencing”? 

At present, this line has meanings and uni es the di erent countries bordering the 

Mediterranean Sea. The reframing has changed the generave line of this area. For many, this 

line means hope while they fear the middle. Millions of people transgress the southern line 

leaving behind their country, culture and people for a beer life to the north. This is put on hold 

the moment they transgress the southern line and reappears when they transgress the northern 

line. 

The place has been reframed from the line. Nonetheless, it does not exist as a line -per se. 

The sea is dal, meaning that the line where the water meets the land is in a connuous cycle 

changing around the clock. Moreover, while tracing the line on a map I queson if this line is 

accurate “enough”. Next I work on a larger map where I can draw the line with more precision 

or perhaps just detail. But the same queson re-appears as the line is drawn and re-drawn with 

a slightly di erent shape and posion on paper; does it maer? The line is a representaon 

di ering from how it is experienced in the world. It is similar to the horizon; it is there. It 

structures the view, but every me I move this moves with me and always in relaon to my eyes 

4 The borders of countries are socio-polics constructs, which are always contested and change over long 
periods of me. In this case the border is natural but a ected by socio-polical acons and decisions.
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Fig. 2.2.6
Island of Mallorca, part of the Cordillera Sub-Béca.
The red dots show the locaons of the case studies: to the north, Barcelona is indicated, highlighng the 
urban case study locaons and to the south, the landscape case study is indicated. 

Fig. 2.2.5
Connental plates de ning territories and providing a di erent view of belonging.
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and their posion. With the diagram I x the coastline. Rather, the representaon of the coastal 

line is presented as something xed, thus di ering from the thing itself.

Enclave ii: Spanish Geomorphology - Mallorca Belonging to the “Cordillera Sub-Béca”

This provides a di erent understanding of the territory to the one presented in the previous 

gure. The islands of Mallorca, Ibiza and Formentera are part of the Sub-Béco mountain range 

of the South of Spain while Menorca is part of the transalpine Cotero-Catalana. Thus, Mallorca 

is not any longer an island of the Mediterranean sea but part of the Sub-Béco region south of 

Spain. The land between the island and the South of Spain is submerged with the water creang 

an in-between.

Thus, the line acquires a di erent meaning and role when this is considered at a di erent scale 

and view point. 
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NFig. 2.2.7
Geomorphology of the island de ned by blobs and lines.
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Enclave iii: Mallorca Surfaces - Geomorphology

The geomorphological map of the island is de ned by “blobs” mapping the materials that 

compose the island and are exposed at the surface. It reveals part of the substrate that supports 

the ora and fauna as main contributors de ning the unique atmosphere and character. 

Although we experience the atmospheres and characters we rarely see this representaon. By 

looking closely one can read lines that represent accidents helping with locang and correlang.

Each blob is limited with a black line marking its temporary boundary where two materials meet, 

or one ends and another starts. It is temporary, as Aristotle advocated, everything is constantly 

changing but in this case, it follows a meline of a di erent scale to ours.

This representaon is composed of eight squares, each containing a part and the overlap 

between them. The puzzle was assembled from the borders of the island de ned by the coastal 

line. Further adjustments were achieved by aligning lines liming the blobs of colour. Thus, the 

image is composed from the limit and in this case the limit is formalised with a line that contains 

a colour codifying a material and its properes
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NFig. 2.2.8
Nodal points represenng agglomeraons of people where wealth, culture and socio-economic 
acvity de ne them.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Enclave iv: Mallorca Intensity POINTS 

The island is doed throughout its extension with selements varying in size and intensity. This 

map represents just the nodal points with high intensity in terms of locaons of social, cultural 

and/or economic acvity. One of the nodal points, due to its level of intensity and extension 

compromises the whole territory manifested with the connecons presented on the following 

page. This leading nodal point is complemented by two large nodal points triangulang the 

territory. These major nodal points are followed by smaller nodal points each with a di erent 

capacity to in uence the dynamics of the territory. Each of these nodal points is limited, 

containing urban land and they generate and sustain the lines that linking them, in this case the 

roads.
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NFig. 2.2.9
Marks, lines connecng the nodal points providing structure to the territory.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Enclave v: Mallorca Linking LINES, Linking the Nodes 

The territory is marked by roads that translate into lines on paper. These are interrelated to the 

nodal points and these, in reality, are compromised by the topography but have grown from 

the necessity for physical connecon between nodal points overcoming their separateness and 

boundless. As a result, these lines, as limits, link points in the territory by tensing, perming and 

encouraging relaonships. They also mark the territory, separang the areas they cross.
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NFig. 2.2.10
Marks made by temporary watercourses running according to the topography.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Enclave vi: Mallorca MARKS - LINES

The rainwater marks territory with torrents. Water takes its path. A path that is de ned and 

also de nes the topography. With the perseverance of water and over me the path becomes a 

stream gently ploughing the topography and making its place. Thus, these marks in the territory 

work in a similar manner to the marks a pencil makes on paper. Here, the lines disclose the 

marking of the limit and the interdependence between the act of marking with liming, inferring 

meaning to “limit”. The act of drawing reveals the interrelaon of these two words. 

The lines on the map represenng the torrents correlate with the middle line of the riverbed 

of a water course with margins at each side. But, do the lines represent the torrent as a geo-

morphological element as a mark on the territory? Clearly, the line does not represent the 

moving water. Instead, it represents where the water runs, revealing the topography and 

providing geomorphological informaon. At this scale, the water course is reduced to the mark 

of a line on the territory and our imaginaon adds other layers of informaon based on our 

experience of the world.
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NFig. 2.2.11
On the line, marking the perimeter de ning the land that de nes the Island.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Enclave vii: Mallorca ON THE LINE

Mallorca is de ned by this intriguing and complex line determining the limit between the water/

sea and land. This is a dal line that connuously and gracefully moves up and down with some 

highs and lows through the year. However, at this scale these changes are not noceable. Thus, 

the represented line exists but to some extent is an illusion.

The enclosing line is recognised by all the locals. We5 can all draw this line; some beer, some 

worse. This line de nes the island, its land, its contours and, to a certain extent, its identy. It 

de nes the available land, making us -the locals- aware of its de niteness and limitedness. It is 

the ulmate limit within which human acvity is constrained.

This parcular representaon shows a limit that is an enty as it is recognised and asymetrical. 

Nonetheless, it is a line that cannot be inhabited, it separates but not joins. It represents as a 

certain opposite to ambiguous, xed as opposed to the re ecve and contested, uctuang and 

topological aributes of the de nion of the limit of this research.

5 I deploy the "we" as I grew up on the island and I feel iden ed and de ned by this limit.
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NFig. 2.2.12
Place codifed by names.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Enclave viii: Mallorca LOCATING

Many locals, while drawing this line or following it with a nger, will refer to locaons on the line 

which are part of their memories due to direct or indirect experiences. Furthermore, most of 

the names are accompanied by the geological element they name, part of a family similar to our 

surnames. Thus, we have:

A codi ed invisible line is thus presented. Our eyes draw the contour of the island outline, 

mentally joining the beginning of each name. However, for many locals the names are associated 

to personal memories, bringing the line to life.

Cap Cape

Punta Headland
Platja Beach

Cala Inlet
Badia Bay

Port Port
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Fig. 2.2.13
Cala Pi.

Fig. 2.2.14
De ned line that is re-shaped over and over again as you zoom in.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Enclave PLACEMENT: LOCATING the Inlet.

Every me we zoom in, the line is not just re-drawn but also re-shaped. This case study is 

located ON the line. It is placed in an area where the line it witness to an accident, a peculiarity. 

The line is part of the south coast of the island and the accident de nes an east and west side 

providing direcon and parcular orientaon in relaon to the sun.

As a result of a zoom-in, the perimeter line of the coast is becoming mulfaceted as there 

maybe something other than just a line containing land. The line desires to be followed by the 

nger displaying the mobility of its lineality and taking presence. 
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Fig. 2.2.16
Blobs in the Landscape.

Fig. 2.2.15
Blobs in the Landscape.

On the Limit
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Placement

Placement – Located i: Aerial View Versus Geomorphological Map

The two images encapsulate di erent representaons of the same thing. The aerial view 

represents the territory as we see it from the birds-eye view. This contrasts with the 

geomorphological representaon describing the composion of the terrain and it works at a 

larger scale. 

The coastal line is a recognisable element that correlates both images and we compare them 

from this correlaon, the ulmate limit and this locates us.
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NFig. 2.2.17
Lines de ning blobs on the territory. Blobs iden ed by colour and texture.
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Fig. 2.2.18
Lines de ning blobs on the territory. Blobs iden ed by colour and texture.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Placement – Located ii: Blobs in the Territory

This map reads as an amalgamaon of blobs. These blobs are de ned parcels where speci c 

vegetaon grows. We can disnguish two types of parcels; parcels where indigenous vegetaon 

grows at its own pace and with minimum human intervenon, as opposed to others which grow 

according to an imposed schedule and pace where producvity leads the management diary.

The blobs only includes two-line types, which is a reducon based on di erent and accumulave 

meanings. Disconnuous lines represent single limits represenng usually a change in the type 

of vegetaon. Connuous lines represent double or triple limits where a change of vegetaon 

correlates with a path and/or a change of property. Hence, a parcel can be de ned by one 

or more types of lines represenng di erent limits, from which meaning and relaons or 

separaons are established. 

The coastal line, at this scale, may be understood as a double line; one de ning the juncon 

between the rural or urban land and coastal land and the second one between the coastal land 

and water. These two lines are juxtaposed in some areas and in others show as a variable but 

inhabitable strip. 
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NFig. 2.2.19
Marks on the territory providing access and connecon.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Placement – Located iii: Marks, on the Territory

The map shows the delineaon of roads and paths. These provide access to the parcels of land, 

which are imposed ar cal lines that limit the territory. Thus, this map includes only marks 

of this type and a hierarchy in relaon to the intensity of the mark, in this case width, that 

correlates with actual capacity and ows.

The map includes single lines codi ed by their thickness but these are interpreted as double 

lines that allow inhabitaon and permit ows through them, although they create a disconnity 

in the territory.
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NFig. 2.2.20
Marks de ning identy.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Placement – Located iv: Marks, on the Territory

The marks on the territory also include property lines which are, in most cases, straight lines and 

also streets in the urban areas. To the west there is the memory of a proto-urban area. Streets 

were laid out but probably the coast was protected and the development did not go ahead, 

leaving marks that over me are fading and blending into the territory. These resemble the 

marks, lines, that appear on our face as we grow old.

Most of the lines that characterise our faces through me are a re econ of our individual 

expressions. Others lines remind us of an incident - somemes, a traumac one - or just a 

parcular situaon, but all are experiences that make us who we are. In me, these incidents 

are the things we remember, marking and wring the story of our lives. In a similar way, the 

marks of the territory, as limits that link and separate, help us to recognise and interpret the 

territory.
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NFig. 2.2.21
Marks de ning identy and atmosphere.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Placement – Located v: Marks, on the Territory

The juxtaposion of the maps shows di erent line types. The line of the block is mainly codi ed 

by what it encapsulates and in doing so it de nes the outside. The lines delineang the marks on 

the territory as roads, streets, streams are complex inhabitable lines that unite and divide and 

contain movement.
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Fig. 2.2.22
Disconnuity in the line, secon.

Fig. 2.2.23
Disconnuity in the line, plan.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Aperture

Disconnuity on the Coastal-Line

The coastline su ered a disconnuity resulng in water encroaching into the land and forming 

the inlet. The encroachment more or less correlates with the north-south cardinal points, 

consequently creang an east and west façade (perpendicular to the encroachment) providing 

orientaon and direcon.  These two façades are exposed to slightly di erent condions. 

The western façade is directly exposed to sea waves and receives sun in the morning due to 

variaons in orientaon. On the contrary, the east façade is more protected from the sea, less 

exposed to waves and wind and receives sun in the a ernoon. Houses are built along the coast 

on the east façade, this acng as a limit to development. 

The two façades appear from the aperture as part of one thing. The coastline folds to create the 

aperture de ning as well as containing an in-between. The essence of the façades is to contain/

hold, thus they work as a pair. As Vesely6 indicates, up and down become relave and the only 

absolute is the posion of the human body and in this case the aperture contributes to situate 

the human body which has the capacity to constute a coherent space. 

The delineaon of the rock in secon is both generave and bearing. The plan discloses that the 

rock formaon receives the sea. The sea displays as an in-between inhabing the perfect gap. 

The seawater forms a margin at each side at its encounter with the rock. 

6 Dalibor Vesely, Architecture in the Age of Divided Representaon. The Queson of Creavity in the 
Shadow of Producon (London, England: Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 2004), pp.47-48.
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Fig. 2.2.24
View from the West side looking towards the tower at the Eastern entrance to the Cala.

Fig. 2.2.25
Our eyes draw the connecng line between the East and West facades in order to overcome the 
disconnuity.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Aperture i: Plan

The coast-line is interrupted, though our eyes overcome it by drawing in our mind the missing 

part of the coastal connuous line. This connuous line de nes the inland from the sea; it 

creates an illusionary boundary. The aperture is of about 130 meters and this narrows down 

reaching 50 to 40 metres in the inner sandy area.

The blue and black lines coincide. The blue line represents the edge of the water and the black 

represents the contours of the rock. The lines delineate the place where they come into contact. 

The rock contains and the water invades or embraces the rock, penetrang to the deepest point 

it can. This double blue-black line delineates this meeng point; the double limit between both 

elements. This water creates tension, contesng the rock and the rock re ects it back, de ning 

the limit.
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Fig. 2.2.27
Prominent rock showing a di erent pro le as a result of forces of water and wind working di erently. 

Fig. 2.2.26
Secon showing the erosion of the rock by the persistence movement of the water and in uence of the 
wind. The sea level uctuates due to the des.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Aperture ii: Secon

The rock sustains. It folds, creang an irregular surface with a micro-topography becoming the 

container for air, water, sand or soil. The parts in contact with air receive the sun, wind, rain 

(weather) creang tensions ending up by eroding -modifying- the support as these elements 

act repeatedly over me. The level of erosion di ers between areas depending on the speci c 

composion and crystallizaon of the rock. The rock areas covered with soil host vegetaon and 

this protects the rock from eroding due to exposure to the uctuaon of temperature and direct 

contact with the wind (external agents). The rock area containing water, in secon, reads as a 

huge vessel but the contained element is in constant movement and acts on the rock. The water 

levels are registered on the rock.

The line delineang the pro le of the secon is a connuous variable line that bends, folds and 

adapts in order to contain. The façades are de ned by this line discovering their shared nature. 

The seawater reads as the added element that is contained by the rock. As a result, the water 

submerges part of the rock where a great amount of surface is shared between elements. 

The water is in constant and rhythmic movement: up and down, and visually revealed at the 

meeng between rock, air, sky and water. As a result, a strip of rock records and visually reveals 

this encounter and movement. The rock contains the water and this, in return, slowly erodes 

the rock revealing a double limit,7 which is an asymetrical, re ecve and contested limit, that 

connuously uctuates. Thus, the line delineang the rock in secon is generave and bearing 

and it is part of a strip.

The line de ning the posion of the water is, once more, an illusion. The camera shot freezes 

a moment. A er the picture is taken the water has already moved, reaching a higher or lower 

posion, and this happens over and over, returning to the posion passing the same points 

again and again. The secon records a middle line and an upper and lower line correlang 

with the higher and lower level of the waves on that day and a di erent lower and higher level 

iden ed in relaon to the de. The graphic drawing presents the middle line reached between 

des and this may be considered the average and “representave” line, plus two disconnuous 

lines are drawn correlang with the average high and low de. Independently to the lines drawn 

represenng the sea levels, the water penetrates into the rock transgressing the visual limit of 

the rock. This is not visible but the e ect is manifested with the change of colour and also the 

pro le of the rock.

7 It is a double limit as the rock is a limit to the seawater containing and then, the seawater also generates 
its own limit; its own rules of engagement.
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Fig. 2.2.28
View of the inlet where sky, rock, vegetaon and water have presence. 

Fig. 2.2.29
Represenng the enclosure; containment. 
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Ingress

Ingress i: Facing Inland

The image shows the principal elements that compose this place: sky, air, rock, sand, and water. 

These sustain the place and their speci c combinaon enables the rest to evolve. These host 

the ora and fauna that can be surveyed at di erent scales. The dynamics between the four 

above menoned elements make this place unique. Its uniqueness is characterised by the 

interrelaonship between them and these are shown at the boundary -limit, at the surface. 

Interrelaonships and tensions reach a temporary balance. 

The map presents the enclosure of the inlet. It reads as a vase in which I am, in which I locate 

myself within the four walls: blue seamless sky opposing the water and sand and these are 

contrasted by the two rough and textured façades. The aesthecs of the drawing remind us of a 

cloth that adapts.

This drawing is about surface instead of line, evoking the skins of our bodies as limit and the 

nominal text The Eyes of the Skin by Juhani Pallasmaa.8 This also reminds me of the wireframe 

drawings from early CAD systems that generated a three dimensional surface from lines. 

8 Juhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin. Architecture and the Senses (Chichester, West Sussex: John Wiley 
and Sons Ltd, 2005).
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Fig. 2.2.30
The line de ning the upper part of the enclosure. 
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Ingress ii: Facing Inland -Act of the Rock

Drawing reveals a more or less horizontal complex line where the rock and the containment 

ends. The same line presents the sky. This line delineang the enclosure provides a sense of 

protecon for the visitor and posions them within the landscape. This relocates itself as the 

visitor moves around (as the horizon). The secondary, more or less vercal lines, in a loose 

way, anchor and e the vegetaon together. The primary horizontal line acts as a rim, limit. It is 

re ecve as it de nes the enclosure of the inlet. It is contested as the plants, sun and rain act on 

it, modi ng it. It joins and "gathers"9 what it is below and it separates, delineang a di erence 

from the sky. Other lines are dependent or grow from this one, due to being able to generate 

and bear. 

The drawing is composed of three di erent types of lines:

1. Connuous line de ning the visual boundary of the rock acng as rim;

2. Disconnuous line bridging the gaps within the boundary that acts as a rim;

3. Connuous lighter line: vercal-ish lines de ning the visual boundaries of the rock. 

9 It gathers in a similar way to the bridge in Marn Heidegger, presented in chapter 1.3.
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Fig. 2.2.31
Lines de ning blobs.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Ingress iii: Facing Inland - Act of the Vegetaon and Water

This is the negave of the previous drawing where the rock, the most stable limit, was drawn.

Drawing lines de ne areas of colour and contrasts. These lines as blobs - enclose- and will di er 

between seasons as the trees will have grown or lost their needles and/or the Torrent carries 

more or less water or has even has dried up completely. In short, the atmospheric condions 

change throughout the year a ecng to a certain degree the con guraon of the inlet.
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Fig. 2.2.32
Middle: Extreme lines de ning the middle ground.
Boom: Middle lines within the middle ground.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Ingress iv: Facing The Sea - Act of the Vegetaon

Descending into the inlet and turning around towards the sea, the view changes and with it the 

limits. The water and sky have more presence as they read together and are experienced as 

horizontal surfaces placing the visitor between them.

Two lines are drawn: the line de ning the end of the vegetaon meeng the sky which acts as 

a horizon, and the line de ning the end of the water and contact line with the rock. These two 

lines belong to the background and relate the two planes experienced as horizontal, and they 

locate the visitor. These are the primary lines that also de ne the busy and more or less vercal 

plane but other lines appear with more aenon.

This view has a clear fore, middle and background and the laer is the protagonist contrasng 

with the luminous sky and re ecve water (direct relaon with the sky). The background (as 

limit/boundary) is an end plane/surface that relates and contrasts with the dominant elements, 

sky and water in the middle near and the "over there" background.
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HORIZON

Fig. 2.2.33
Three geometric horizons.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Inside

Inside: Three Views

These three views provide the delineaon of the limit from inside the inlet, in contrast with the 

previous views. The pictures were taken from inside the inlet and provide general views from a 

speci c height, de ning the extent of the view and structured from the geometric (illusionary) 

horizon line. The top and middle views look towards the sea, and the boom view looks inland. 

The body is contained and the view is projected and understood from the middle ground, 

embracing the back and foreground (sky and sand/ oor). In these views, the middle ground, 

constuted by the façades of the inlet, has the double funcon of linking the sky and the sand as 

well as structuring the views. The façades act as my immediate limits that contain, and allow for 

inhabitaon.
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NFig. 2.2.34
The posioned body taking the photos within the enclosure.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Inside: Three Views: Plan

The plan shows the located body within the inlet and how the view is intrinsic to the place and 

viewer. These are simply sll shots providing a paral view, far from how we experience a place. 

Between the three views the eye will have surveyed innumerable amalgamated views. However, 

these are representave views that will stay with me. The plan shows the locaon of the viewer 

and her orientaon and how this determines the placement of the geometric horizon, as well as 

the illusionary surface where everything is projected to form the representaons with an implicit 

dependency.
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Fig. 2.2.35
Enclosure of the three views. Could these be large avenues? 
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Inside: Three Views - Enclosure

Lines de ning the main elements were drawn but my eyes quickly take in the surfaces forming 

the enclosure: sky, façades and oor. Rock de nes the vercal surfaces even though the green 

of the vegetaon is prominent, but I am aware that the substrate and end limit is the rock. 

Water and sand share the horizontal surface where I walk, stand and take posion within the 

environment. The water lies on the sand and against the rock. Water arculates the rock and 

sand whilst my eyes form the façades of rocks decorated with vegetaon and the oor of sand. 

The three materials are in contact with the air/sky but the façades of rock and vegetaon host 

the horizon line. Thus, the façades, in a similar way as the water, arculate the oor-sand-water.

In this view, lines are drawn represenng illusionary limits but they really de ne liminal planes 

(change from surface to plane). Liminal, as these are at the limit, separang and uning. They 

are in-betweens as each has its own qualies intrinsic to them. The façades delimit the sky 

and oor and these two start their presencing on their contact with the façades. The water is 

between the façades and is supported by the sand, both allowing for this to exist in its own but 

parcular way.
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Fig. 2.2.36
Lines de ning the end of elements: air vegetaon, rock, water.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

In-habitaon

Floor & Ceiling

The everchanging sky and water and their dialogue. We stand on earth and in this case, the sand 

supports water in the opposite locaon to the sky. The sky is re ected in the water following the 

same principles as the re econ of an object in a mirror. In the re econ of an object in a mirror 

it is easy to idenfy and separate the object and its re econ, each with clear limits. With the 

sky this is a bit complicated. Where is the sky? What is re ected on the sea?

The Oxford English Diconary de nes sky as “the region of the atmosphere and outer space 

seen from the earth”10 and astrophysicists refer the sky as the celesal sphere. This is an 

imaginary dome located above us where the sun, clouds and stars appear to travel. This 

imaginary sphere, in some way, resembles the gridded surface Albrecht Dürer11 located between 

the object and himself enabling him to represent the object with “precision”. Thus, the sky 

cannot be located precisely, whereas it is conceptually de ned and is part of any of our outdoor 

experiences. On the one hand, on cloudy days, the sky is experienced in a similar way to the 

ceiling of a room; it is a limit, a referenal “illusionary” surface that de nes our percepon, 

contribung to the relave measurement of things. On the other hand, on a clear day, the sky 

seems to have been li ed, making a very di erent impression on the visitor although she is 

sll aware of it. Then, based on her experience, where is the sky? In the picture opposite, is 

the sky in the water? It is a phenomenal element that is de ned by the act of seeing (height, 

speci c point of observaon) de ning the other, the water. Unl now, the limit of the water was 

clear; the surface where this ends. But the re econ of the sky has bridged them together, has 

contested the water,12 the sky is on the water starng its presencing.

The doed lines on the diagram mark the end and beginning of the re econ, the subtle 

presencing of the water while the sand overcomes this limit.

10 "Sky", n.1. OED Online, Oxford English Diconary (Oxford University Press) <www.oed.com/view/
Entry/181136> [Accessed 6 June 2018]. 
11 Menoned in Alberto Pérez-Gómez & Louise Pelleer, Architectural Representaon and The Perspecve 
Hinge (Cambridge, Mass; London, England: The MIT Press, 1997), g. 0.14.
12 Edward S. Casey, The Representaon of Place. Landscape Painng & Maps (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2002), p.32.
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Fig. 2.2.37
Lines de ning the sky, sea and sand.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

In Between

Water, sky and sand: these three elements are ever-changing, but at their own pace. The sky 

changes with lile noce. We can perceive it as a clear blue sky or a thick sky with clouds 

all day or we can experience a changeable sky modifying the sea-sky relaonship and their 

limit. Similarly, the seawater is in movement depending on di erent variables though this is a 

connuous rhythmic movement that we appreciate: in-out, in-out, in-out,…up-down. Lastly, 

the sand is perceived as a mutable element contrasng with the sky and sea as it is lazy. The 

sand modi es and adapts as a result of the interacon with air, wind and/or water. The waves 

are imprinted on the sand and the debris marks the sand and through their posion we know 

more about the forces of the sea. The drawing maps the ambiguous and temporary liminal strip 

between the water and sand, showing the in uence of one on the other. The water’s movement 

correlates with the posioning of the debris, associang both. It is apparent that the sea level 

has changed as the water has receded temporarily and the sand has gained territory. In Trías' 

words, this is a territory on the limes belonging to the liminai.
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Fig. 2.2.38
Foreground and background framing the middle ground.

Fig. 2.2.39
a) Foreground Framing, b) Foreground & Background, c) Middle Ground Marks
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Choreography of Grounds

This view has three disncve grounds (a, b, c). The foreground is composed of vegetaon 

framing the other two (a) and drawn in the rst diagram. This frames the other two by pung 

distance between the here and there. This happens as the foreground is directly juxtaposed with 

a distant double middle ground and an "over-there" formed by the sky. The over-there is simple 

to de ne in the same manner as the foreground. The middle ground (c) has two arculated 

secons: sea and rock-vegetaon and the limit of each has been drawn with a line. The boom 

secon draws our aenon for its peculiar ever moving and re ecng element. This could also 

be de ned as an in-between, as I am standing on rock and I am aware that this wraps around 

or has been carved, becoming the support of the water. Hence, the water with its opposing 

nature to the rock is “something” that separates and sits in-between the two. On the contrary, 

the vegetaon depends on the rock and while I draw the line where one nishes and the other 

starts, I realise that this does not exist as one depends on the other; the roots of the pine trees 

penetrate the soil reaching the rock. But, it is worth nong that the façade is bare of vegetaon, 

so a line is drawn by my eyes.
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Fig. 2.2.41
Rock Water Sand

Fig. 2.2.40
Rock Water
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Rock - Sand - Water

In this view, the sea reads as an in-between. On the one hand, the detailed and rich rock de nes 

the background which is delineated by a line de ning the water level. On the other hand, the 

foreground is de ned by the sand, which fades away under the water. Somehow, it reads as if 

the sea links the rock and the sand. Perhaps because the sand fades under the water unl it 

encounters the rock and the water is juxtaposed to the sand.

The rst limit to be iden ed is the encounter of rock and sea. This encounter is recorded 

by a line, which in Senne’s terms would read as a boundary, a hard and passive edge. This 

delineaon where the water ends is associated with the low black band of rock in contact with 

the boundary line. This black band registers the type of contact and in uence the water has on 

the rock, contradicng the rst reading. Furthermore, to the other side of the boundary line, 

the rock is re ected in the water dilung one of the primary qualies of water, transparency, 

this being perceived as a solid that re ects. The presencing of the rock manages to exceed 

the boundary line and manifest itself on the water making the boundary less of a boundary. 

Even though the rock inialy reads as bearing and been contested this also is re ecve and 

generave.

The foreground has di erent propriees from the background. Senne would consider it a 

border due to exchanges and a certain degree of permeability between the two realms (wet and 

dry). On re econ, the rst drawn line appears to be faulty as the sand disappears under the 

water making it di cult to draw just a line, a limit. A line is drawn where the shine of the water 

is disconnued. Then another line is drawn where the water has presence -manifesng as water, 

liquid- and a third line is drawn where the water changes behaviour due to the topography, 

allowing the sea to begin its presencing. These three lines present the loose and uctuang 

width of these double and asymetrical limits. This is governed by fast and oscillang dynamics 

revealing the complex relaon between these two disparate elements that unite and separate in 

a very inmate way.

The water not only de nes the middle ground but also determines the type and dynamics of 

the limits without producing rm generave lines. The sand meets the rock, and my eyes may 

not see this on days of rough sea, but my mind recognises this. The water reads as an added 

element linking sand and rock and as in-between, with its own nature, presence and evolving 

limits with the elements it links.
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Fig. 2.2.42
Layering of the façade. Illusionary lines. 
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Façade

Rock – Vegetaon - Structure i

The sides of the inlet read as façades delineang it; the vessel where the visitor stands. It is 

reminiscent of an urban street standing between two façades. The east façade shown on the 

opposite page is composed of rocks as a supporng element, vegetaon and houses in the far 

background. 

Rock cavies are lined up creang strong lines that complement the neat single  line de ning the 

level and limit of the sea on a calm and sunny day.
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Fig. 2.2.43
a) Layer 1a, rock, lineal lines. 

Fig. 2.2.44
b) Layer 1b, Rock mapping cavies and the "here" and "there". Cavies of the rock mapped using the 
same technique as the vegetaon.

Fig. 2.2.46
d) Layer 3, Trunks. Tree trunks associated with the cavies where they are rooted and belong.

Fig. 2.2.45
c) Layer 2, Vegetaon. Vegetaon as the decoraon element aached to the trunks and through these to 
the cavies. Vegetaon part of the light-shadow structure.

Fig. 2.2.47
e) Layering the facade. 

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Rock -Structure ii

The rst diagram registers with lines where the rock drascally changes from light to dark colour 

enabling the visitor to read the cavies. The second diagram shows the cavies that read  and 

are experienced like mouths penetrang inside the rock, contrasng with the vercal parameter 

washed by the sun light. The change is abrupt and powerful to the eye. The vegetaon, 

juxtaposed to the rock is mapped in the third diagram with blobs that provide colour to the 

façade. The nal diagram displays the tree trunks associated with the cavies where the roots of 

the vegetaon belong. These read very di erently to the vegetaon even though they are part 

of it. 

The cavies are the most permanent layer though our experience of them changes from 

morning to a ernoon due to the change in the direcon of the sun. The layer of blobs of 

vegetaon depends on the rock and it changes between seasons. The trunks can easily and 

quickly change but due to an external agent producing extreme condions. Thus, all the layers 

change at a di erent pace and for di erent reasons. It seems that the vegetaon is the mediator 

or interface between rock and sky absorbing and registering the sudden changes. The vegetaon 

protects the rock from the weather and decay while the vegetaon needs the weather to 

survive.
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Fig. 2.2.48
The interrelated limits. 
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Torrent and its Sides: The In-Between and Edges

Water Through the Inlet i: The In-Between

The façades of the inlet, together with the oor, limit creang enclosure where inhabitaon 

takes place. Whatever the visitor does or looks at, it is framed and related to them. The view 

reveals a synergy between the enclosure, especially the façades and the course of the Torrent. 

The diverse limits (sky-rock/vegetaon, rim, rock-vegetaon-sky, border, sand-rock, Torrent-

sand) within the enclosure are interrelated, one placing the other. 

In this case, the Torrent is fed by rainwater coming from inland and nding its way to the sea via 

the inlet. The morpho-topography of the inlet, in part, determines the Torrent’s route but as a 

result of the proximity, the water gently a ects and modi es the pro le of the sand. The water 

sits on top of the sand; thus, the sand remains a connuous element, although the Torrent, a 

juxtaposed element, divides the inlet in two length-ways and creates two limits at each side. 

Hence, the Torrent is considered as an in-between as it is an element with its own dynamics and 

character, interacng with other enes that it contacts physically. The two side limits appear as 

a consequence of the encounter of two elements.
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Fig. 2.2.49
The Torrent as an in-between revealed in secon.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Water Through the Inlet ii 

The sketch of the secon shows the Torrent located within the inlet. In the sketch, the 

topography is exaggerated as the horizontal and vercal dimensions in the public open realm 

are perceived and experienced di erently. The 0.6 metre change in the horizontal direcon is 

neither substanal nor crucial to our experience. It is easy to walk a further 0.6 meters even for 

a young child or an elderly person. On the contrary, 0.6 metres as a vercal change is noceable 

and in many cases challenging or impossible to overcome. In the public realm, overcoming this 

vercal dimension requires the introducon of more than three steps or a considerable ramp 

with the associated handrails, a de nion of the edge of the goings, etc. The alternave and 

less visible and invasive soluon is a gentle ramp with a rao of 1:21 which does not qualify 

as a ramp and in this speci c example will need 12.6 metres of horizontal travel. The 1:21 

rao shows the great impact of a vercal change needing a substanal horizontal surface to 

overcome it. This geometric, even planimetric e ect de nes our experience. When my eyes are 

0.6 metres higher (from my referenal surface) due to the level change, the range of my view is 

greater. I feel I am in a privileged posion as I can see further, I see things I could not see before. 

When the change is gradual, despite the fact of being very small it provides orientaon, helping 

with my placing. Thus, these changes determine my experience and need to be considered. 

While drawing, I need to nd ways to work in secon re ecng the impact of vercal changes 

as this cannot be assessed by simply deploying geometrical dimensions. These changes are 

reasonable when working at smaller scales than 1:50 but this is predominantly an architectural 

scale and not much used in urban design. 

The Torrent reads as an enty -in-between- with two individual limits even though these are part 

of the same element and shown in the secon; we are aware of them but we do not see them. 

One of the limits is smooth with a gentle topography where debris has found a place. Whereas 

the opposite limit has topography and this is visible even from a distance as the sand is wet - 

revealed by the change of colour.
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Fig. 2.2.50
Asymetry of the Torrent.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Edges

The asymmetry of the Torrent is evident at its limits or margins. These limits are the result of 

the encounter between two elements. The Torrent (and not the water itself) is considered an 

in-between as it divides the inlet in two andit is itself an element with its own qualies. This in-

between creates the two limits or one to be more precise, but this appears as two to my eyes. 

These are called edges as these are athe result of the water being there. The limit requires the 

presence of the water and edges are a type of limit.

I am tempted to quickly draw the bands constung the edges, but when it is me to draw the 

lines in a speci c locaon, it proves di cult, leading me to further explore other clues to reach a 

beer understanding.
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Fig. 2.2.51
The two edges of the Torrent.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

In-Between versus Edge

The Two Edges of the Torrent

The west edge looks and feels busier than the east one. Although the west edge is physically 

easier to cross than the east edge as discussed previously. The lines are drawn from the blue 

line, the water level where this disappears. The gentle topography of the west edge hosts 

debris which is visible and de nes the thickness of the line. On the contrary, the east side has 

a noceable topography de ning two clear levels. The level of the Torrent and the bathing 

plaorm. Lines de ned by colour and light (correlang to the level of humidity or content of 

water in the sand) are drawn somehow correlang with contour lines and strips of debris. 

Thus, there is a dialogue between the experience of the edge by the eye and the body and the 

diagram can be misleading.

In the in-between; under the water, there is debris that seems to respond to the lines on the 

other side of the waterline. These are more or less perpendicular to the lines de ning the edges 

and uncovering the movement and direcon of the water.
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Fig. 2.2.53
Series of strips from more variable to more stable on the western edge.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Layers on the Western Edge

The diagram maps the stones with a thicker line as these are very visible and quite stable. The 

strip of algae, where this is concentrated, reveals the gentle topography that is mapped with 

two lines de ning the strip. This reads as a self-contained staonary blob, but I know that this is 

temporary. Further to the east, three lines mark the contact with the Torrent. The middle-doed 

line maps the point where the Torrent (water) ends. The upper and lower lines represent the 

locaons reached by the water in relavely short periods of mes.

The exaggerated secon13 marks points (relang to lines in plan) that are mainly revealed by the 

shade. These lines cannot any longer be de ned as individual limits, instead there are mulple 

lines forming the edge where di erent forces acted and interacted with exisng condions such 

as the topography and the qualies of the sand as well as the breeze, sun, water change on the 

Torrent due to evaporaon or rain etc.

This edge presents a variable strip and part of it uctuates in a predictable way. The strip is 

recognisable but not clear and di erent parts have di erent intensies. The strip permits 

the two elements to mingle  together without losing their identy. The limit is asymetric as 

the condions, forces and tensions imposed on the middle from the sides and vice versa are 

very di erent. The water contests the sand and the sand contests the water in a gentle way, 

controlling the invasion. Nonetheless, it does not show the aribute of re ecveness. 

13 Exaggerated secon relates to the drawing that the heights are represented bigger in relaon to what 
they measure. It is applied a constnt mulplier for coherence and correlaon between all the vercal 
measurements between them and in relaon to the horizontal measurement. This is based on the comment 
already made where a vercal distance has a di erent e ect on us than a horizontal one. Furthermore, 20 
cenmetres at the scale of 1:100 translates to 2 milimetres on the drawing. This is nearly invible to the eye 
and easy to overcome horizontally but a challenge for many (physically impaired people or children under 
three years old) when this is vercal. 
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Fig. 2.2.54
The lines of the east edge of the Torrent.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Layers on the Eastern Edge

On the eastern side of the Torrent, the water has created a sharp edge, marking and redrawing 

the topography. Lines highlight the change of colour tone, coinciding with dry, humid, wet 

or end line of water touching the sand. The lines based on visual experience are close to 

topographic lines. Though these lack the precision of the surveyed contour lines used in 

architecture, urban design and landscape architecture.

This is an edge caused by the water. The boom and western lines represent the end of the 

debris under water. The middle line highlights the point of change of colour in the sand revealing 

where the saturaon of water in the sand changes. The more eastern line correlates with the 

highest point of the secon and where the bathing plaorm begins. Hence a double limit is 

recognised that de nes the inhabitable "strip". The limit is con gured with mulple lines with 

disnve bearing, delineang the debris, change of humidity and colour of sand and abrupt 

topographic change. The limit links with the things adjacent to each side of this strip as well as 

de ning itself.

On this side the façade de ning the enclosure of the inlet feels very far away, contrasng with 

the west edge where the edge of the Torrent nearly blends with the edge between the oor and 

the façade. 
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Fig. 2.2.55
Marks on the western edge of the Torrent.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Ephemeral Element

Debris marks somehow reveal the "inner necessity"14 of the movement and force of the water 

that runs over the sand contesng the limit. 

14 Term deployed by Kandinsky.
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Fig. 2.2.56
Delineaon of the Western edge of the Torrent revealing its border condion.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Eastern Edge: The Noon of Border

The mapping of a detail poron of the west edge reveals something slightly di erent. The edge 

hinges. The hinge is set towards the middle of the strip disclosing an imperfect symetry with 

three lines at each side. These lines uncover and represent the tensions that Trías iden ed 

in the froner. Trías explained how the border is inhabited and its inhabitants are called the 

limitae, limes meaning that they belong to the limit. In this case, the limitae is the water, which 

is represented with a doed line and, in this posion, acquires a speci city inferred from the 

limit condion. This can modify and erase some of the lines rede ning the relaons, but it is not 

itself a limit as it is the limitae.

Hence, this is a strip instead of just a line or several independent lines, it is an enty. Lines are 

drawn at each side of the red doed imaginary hinge aiming to expose and de ne the strip 

(limit). As Trías explains, tensions coming from within de ne the limit but also from the centre 

and the other side, meaning it is re ecve. Furthermore, the limit is also subjected to tensions 

from the centre as well as from the other side where the Barbarians inhabit and belong meaning 

that it is contested. As a result of these tensions, two lines of di erent intensity at each side 

emerge, unveiling the double asymetrical limit. This is due to these tensions, plus external 

agents that in uence the internal, once the strip uctuates changing over me as a result of the 

complex relaonships between the inner, outer, centre and its inhabitants. Besides, the limit 

is ambiguous in the sense that it is easily misread or misunderstood. The line represenng the 

water level is juxtaposed nonetheless it inhabits the limit as the limitae. 

The newly discovered limit evolves as we watch.
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Fig. 2.2.57
Marks on water.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Marks on the In-Between 

The water travels from inland to the sea. My eyes read the connuous movement of the water 

in the gentle waves or at the edges where the two previous studies took place. The movement 

at the edges is tender, connuous and controlled like the breathing of a person revealed by the 

movement of their chest while lying down. The gentle waves imprint their movement on the 

sand (contesng the pro le of the sand) and this takes place a er the water has been running 

for a considerable me. However, the sand provides resistance to the movement of the water 

in uencing (re ecng) it. There is a loose and indirect correlaon between the imprint on the 

sand and the revealed movement at the surface of the water, leading to the queson, what is 

happening in this in-between? 

The drawing maps the ever changeable and repeang marks resulng from the movement on 

the water. These lines are the result of an internal force (generang them) in uenced by gravity 

and these are constant without disrupon. These would be di erent if the terrain was mixed 

with objects of a size and weight that the water, with all its force, was not able to displace. Thus, 

the surface of the water disclaims tensions taking place at the interface between the boom/

oor and the juxtaposed uid material.

The limit somemes is visible and the double limit (the strip) is delineated with its inherent lines, 

whilst at other mes, like the limit presented here, it is less visible and experienced through its 

re ecveness. Each line that is part of the con guraon of a limit can be quesoned in itself, in 

relaon to its bearing and generang. But it can also be quesoned as part of the topological 

limit that is able to re ect and contest.
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Summary

In this chapter, the exploraon of the limits of the inlet through their representaon has been 

presented. These lines of the limits have been codi ed, encoded with meaning and decoded to 

explain them. It has been necessary to supplement the diagrams with re ecve text explaining 

the dynamics and forces at play. Hence, the text and diagrams are interdependent, and this may 

lead to the conclusion that the limit cannot simply be represented in order to present all its 

complexity but the exploraon has been worthwhile to enable me to think more deeply about 

the limit and unravel some complex noons.

The act of drawing and the graphic representaon of the limit revealed that the limit is mulple 

and mulfaceted. Mulple, in the sense that each limit works in a parcular way based on 

the unique disposion of the aributes of the limit depending on its locaon. Moreover, the 

limit is mulfaceted, revealed as complex, mul-layered and mul-dimensional spaally and 

temporally depending on the scales and contexts within which this is considered. Thus, there 

is not one limit but limits. An example of this is the coastline of the island which was drawn 

and redrawn at di erent scales, each me rede ning its meaning. Within the Mediterranean 

context (2.2.4, 2.2.5), the line depicts the limit between the land and the sea allowing for a 

twofold understanding directly associated to the aributes of the limit joining and separang 

and re ecng and being contested. The line determines a territory whilst separates it from 

the sea and vice versa. This line posions the land in the sea. Hence, the sea is simultaneously 

determined by the land and perhaps this is understood as an in-between. Yet, I cannot hold both 

understandings concurrently in my mind or eyes but in sequence. At the island scale (2.2.11), 

the line was redrawn depicng the same limit with a di erent line -with more de nion or 

precision, in the words of the architect- and revealing the same aributes above. However, it 

takes another meaning due to the parcular framing presenng and understanding the island 

as an individual enty with own identy; represented and represenng by the line. Zooming 

in (2.2.14), a part of the line of the island was redrawn again, revealing a disconnuity on the 

coast -within the line-, and its morphology; an inlet. At this point the line folds, unfolding into 

mulple lines displaying a strip that it is inhabitable converng the limit into a double one; one 

at each side of the strip and accommodang and displaying asymmetry. This strip is ambiguous 

and uctuates as several lines de ne it and these were carefully selected and explored (2.2.25, 

2.2.26,2.2.29, 2.2.30, 2.2.32). These lines could have been re-drawn again and again exploring 

the e ects on the physical limit due to external forces of periodic daily and seasonal variaons.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The representaon of the limits of the inlet have been presented in a loose way in the order 

these were unveiled during the visits and in the descripon included in Part 1. Some aributes 

of the limit were revealed more acutely than others. For example, the line the rim of the inlet 

(2.2.30) encloses, gathers whilst joining and separang like the bridge of Simmel. There is a 

prominent line from where the limit hinges and displays in a changeable but recognisable 

manner while this is observed from the ingress and the inside of the inlet and the other 

aributes act and hang from it. Conversely, this limit represented in plan (2.2.25) or secon 

(similarly to 2.2.26) displays di erently where ambiguity, asymmetry and uctuaon take 

importance whereas the aribute of joining and separang is rede ned. The stream is revealed 

as an in-between in secon (2.2.49), that joins in one direcon and separates in the other. It 

is inhabitable, while the stream has two limits, one at each side and each displays a double 

limit (2.2.51). Each is revealed as double, inhabitable and asymmetrical strips which have an 

unde ned, or perhaps ambiguous, middle from where the limit hinges and its asymmetry is 

perceived and uctuates in a rhythmic manner. Part of the uctuaon is a result of the internal 

forces from within. This is something not represented but understood while drawing, disclosing 

the re ecveness and contestedness of the limit displayed through the nature of the lines 

(2.2.56). The limit between the rock and the water (2.2.40) and the water and sand (2.2.41) is 

similarly revealed, but with a greater degree of uctuaon and lesser degrees of joining and 

disjuncon. The aributes of re ecveness and contestedness present spaal resemblance but 

there is a discrepancy in the tempo informing the uctuaon as each material has a disnct 

degree of involvement.

Thus, the drawings indicate how the limit reveals the best and the worst of each element, its 

characteriscs seen in acon. The exploraon of the limit reveals that it is a good place to learn 

about the fundamental qualies of things. It is like geng to know somebody not just by their 

appearance but their acons, reacons and movements. Appearance is a part of the person, 

an important part, and we are trained to read, analyse and survey. However, it does not yield 

the de ning characteriscs of the person that Chrisan Norberg-Schultz refers to, and Je  E. 

Malpas, Edward S. Casey and others follow a similar strand of thinking. The limit is where things 

display, act, react and move, exposing their nature allowing me to understand and comprehend 

a bit more of their qualies. These drawings represent Heidegger’s noon of the limit,15 where 

“something begins its presencing”16 making sense and taking meaning. The word "presencing" 

15 Limit and boundary are used as a common noun and noon agreeing with Malpas and di ering from 
Casey and Richard Senne.
16 Heidegger, p.152.
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Fig. 2.2.58
View of fresh water meeng seawater (top)
Delineaon of the meeng of the di erent layers 
of water (fresh and sea, middle two) and sand 
(boom).
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

has great power, and I have been able to explain it, through examples that I have experienced 

and explored through drawing, independently of reaching a representaon that somehow 

encapsulates in its fullness the richness of the limit.

Heidegger believes that we exist through dwelling "on the earth" and "under the sky",17 but does 

he mean that being and dwelling takes place on earth and beneath sky, and that we make sense 

of our being through the frame provided by the sky and earth that depends on our everchanging 

locaon? The sky and earth are always with me as well as the horizon.18 All the limits presented 

in this case are within and related to both, but how these two are revealed to me changes 

and their presence is presented by the limit: the horizon is where both meet. All the limits are 

presented from speci cally located views and, as I change posion, the limit changes or reveals 

itself di erently. A view is complex, located in spao-temporal choreography. The body of 

the viewer is located in such a way that it is able to discern a background, middle ground and 

foreground by its implicit limits. How these limits are put together and choreographed is crucial 

to experience and, in many cases, one of the grounds takes central stage, being complemented 

by the others. The view, and thus also the drawing, is determined by its speci c locaon but also 

by external forces like light and temperature.

In this research up to this point, limit and boundary have been treated as interchangeable 

words following Malpas’ thinking. However, the experience of drawing these limits prompts a 

re econ. The In-between takes place when an element is juxtaposed and discloses in secon, 

like the water in the inlet. Seawater and the water of the Torrent read as an in-between that 

creates edges, with the water as the acng element and the sand and rock reacng to its acon. 

The sand presents edges resulng from the water’s forces and the sand’s reacon. In contrast, 

the table has edges and I can represent the table through its edges, while I parally perceive 

the tree through its edge and I draw its edge to represent it. The sand presents itself through a 

surface that is its edge, or can be edged, but also can be marked.

Through the act of drawing with lines, I gained a beer understanding of the “mark”. The mark, 

the limit in itself, and the in uence of the mark on the surroundings revealing its re ecve 

aribute, and the mark as a result of the surroundings showing that it is contested by them. I 

re ected on this whilst presenng the torrents crossing the island and the Torrent crossing the 

inlet. Thus, the mark stands as a mark per se, but also the mark that de nes and/or reveals an 

17 Heidegger, p.147-148
18 Horizon is used to refer to the experienal or the geometric horizon that in some occasions may di er.
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otherwise invisible or more intangible reality. In contrast to this materialised limit, the majority 

of the limits represented are composed of illusory (as di erent to “made up” lines) lines. 

Being able to represent them has been crucial to re ect upon the noon of the limit in detail. 

Re ecng on the illusory line:

I cannot touch it,

It is not physical

It does not exist

I experience it,

It touches my eye

It stays with me

It exists

The line exists because it helps me understand and structure what I experience through my 

eyes. It stays with me, in other landscape and places. This may be manifested or experienced 

di erently but in essence it is the same. But, are the limits being fully represented in the way we 

experience them?

The gure-ground technique is implicit in many of the representaons and was present in 

the “thinking while drawing” process, making me to move from one view to another. The 

hatch, the selecon of lines and even the changes in coding the lines sought for that other/

complementary display. In the change of scale and in some cases of the frame of the view the 

limit is rede ned displaying di erently but not in a contrary manner disclosing its topological 

aribute. Thus, the personality of the limit is revealed during the process. The experience of 

drawing is empowering, providing a clarity to the working de nion of the limit yet at some 

level it is frustrang as the drawing shows a stac view and it is le  to the mind to correlate the 

representaons at disparate scales and views (frames).

The exploraon of the urban case studies needs to re ect and pay special aenon to clarify the 

terminology around the limits as well as exploring further the speci city of the aributes in case 

studies where measurement will be embedded in the representaon.
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2.2.2  In Architecture and Urban Design

This secon explores the experience of representang limits in architecture and urban design. 

First, L’Illa Diagonal is introduced, followed by the Cerdà Block: Jardins de Lina Òdena. These 

case studies have been visited on several occasions in di erent seasons between 2007 and 

2017, always during daylight. During this period, L’Illa Diagonal has not been subject to major 

visible changes other than minor updates of some retail units and variaons in the vegetaon in 

the park at the heart of the superblock.

In the same manner as the Cala Pi case study, a considerable number of pictures were taken 

during each of the visits and these were followed-up with wrien notes taken a er the visit. 

The descripons presented in chapter 1.2 were completed prior to the drawing studies. For 

these enquiries into the limit through drawing, many documents have been consulted and, 

in some cases, these have become the basis of drawings and invesgaons. Current and past 

aerial views, historical maps, current maps and drawings have been used. Although CAD survey 

drawings were not acquired, photographs by the author were used as well as descripons of 

the limits of these two case studies presented in this document in chapter 1.2. and sub-chapter 

1.2.1.

I used the camera in the same way as for the Inlet. The camera recorded the two case studies 

and then these were organised in relaon to the journey taken from arrival, moving through 

the study area to departure. The camera encapsulated long views next to detailed views or 

moments within the whole, back to distant detail and to the general views. Hence, as I visited 

the study area again and again, the eye targeted moments when a “thing” ended, something 

was contrasted or next to another thing, or just looking for subtle changes aracng my 

aenon. Both studies, as with the Inlet, are approached broadly re ecng my experience of 

the places from the large scale to the detail, and the journey has guided the enquiry and its 

presentaon. In the second phase of the enquiry, the limits were represented by codifying, 

re-codifying and de-codifying its lines. This involved an iterave process imagined in connecon 

with the theorecal enquiries into the limit undertaken previously.

The outcome of this enquiry is two series of diverse diagrams familiar to the pracce of 

the architect. In some cases, it includes studies in plan and secon and in others relang to 

photographs or maps. In each, the limits are presented in a sequenal manner, replicang the 

journey taken when vising the case study sites and therea er deployed in the descripons. 
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

However, the L’Illa Diagonal study posions the superblock in the city and its surroundings as 

well as presenng the spaal con guraon of the superblock in relaon to the limit. Jardins de 

Lina Òdena starts with the block as part of the Eixample proposed by Cerdà and its introducon 

from the limit. The representaons do not cover all the limits, and the selected ones do not 

always correlate completely with the ones presented in the descripons in secon 1.2.1. Once 

more, the drawings in this secon are not precious, seeking to display, consider, reveal, organise, 

and re ect.
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Fig. 2.2.59
Aerial view of Barcelona, L'Illa Diagonal highlighed with red circle.

Fig. 2.2.60
Aerial view of L'Illa Diagonal superblock.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Block: L'Illa Diagonal

This secon explores the representaon of L’Illa Diagonal as an in-between, mediang space 

between diverse urban condions. It starts by seeking to draw the placement of the superblock 

within the city of Barcelona, its district and the superblock itself. It ends with the representaon 

of the three linkage-entrances already described in secon 1.2.1.

Avinguda Diagonal19 where the superblock sits, the superblock, L’Illa Diagonal building and 

the three linkage-entrances are explored as limits. They are delineated here via architectural 

drawings supported with photographs taken at di erent visits, cartography available from the 

Ajuntament de Barcelona website20 and for L’Illa Diagonal, drawings published in journals.21

19 Avinguda Diagonal is the name of the grand masterplan gesture that crosses the grid of the Eixample
from the sea to the north-east, to the University district in the south-west. It translates into “Avenida” in 
Spanish, or Avenue in English. The shortened form “Avinguda” is somemes used in the text.
20 Ajuntament de Barcelona website hps://w33.bcn.cat/planolBCN/ca/ provides access to the public to 
diverse portals including planning informaon, cartographies including historic maps and photos and aerial 
views. This webiste also is linked with portals providing cartographic informaon of the metropolitan area 
of Barcelona.
21 L'Illa Diagonal is available in José Rafael Moneo, and Manuel de Solà-Morales, ‘Equilibrio de Masas: 
Manzana Diagonal’, Arquitectura Viva, 35 (March-April 1994), pp.50-57; José Rafael Moneo, 'Rafael Moneo 
1990-1994' Croquis, 64 (1994), pp.102-119; José Rafael Moneo, Opening, AV Monograas, 36 (1992) pp.62-
65; José Rafael Moneo, Rafael Moneo. Remarks on 21 Works (London: Thames & Hudson, 2010). Manuel de 
Sola-Morales website hp://manueldesola-morales.com/proys/Illa_Diagonal_eng.htm.
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Fig. 2.2.62
Current map overlaid on historic map from 1890.

Fig. 2.2.61
Diagrammac plan of Barcelona. Red dot denotes L'Illa Diagonal.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Avinguda Diagonal Link

Avinguda Diagonal is the main artery within the framework of the city and structures it. While 

marking the territory, it separates that which crosses it. At city scale, on maps, it is represented 

with a single line with a certain thickness due to its relevance, bearing meaning and generang

spaces and spaces around it. The bearing is de ned by its relave posion crossing the territory 

in the most economic manner, linking and allowing mobility. The generang is unveiled with 

changes in scale, as this line displays other bearings (meaning and role).

The diagram shows the Avinguda Diagonal traversing the territory and linking two opposite 

corners and limits of the city, the mountains and the sea. These two contest22 the Avinguda 

Diagonal, tensing, placing and de ning it, providing speci city. It is a re ecve limit, which 

places other lines and enes as well as supporng them. The diagramac analysis of the 

Avinguda Diagonal shows this as an enty and in isolaon.

The historical map and current map of the area are overlaid, showing the complex manner in 

which the Avinguda Diagonal is re ecve as well as contested. It generated and imposed new 

limits whilst being determined by exisng relevant streets.

22 This term relates to the aribute of the limit of being “contested”. In this speci c case it contests by 
creang tension, de ning and placing the limit.
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Fig. 2.2.64
Middle: Aerial Image. Red ellipse denotes L'Illa Diagonal.

Fig. 2.2.63
Top: Figure Ground plan. Red ellipse denotes L'Illa Diagonal.

Fig. 2.2.65
Boom: Uses Map. Red ellipse denotes L'Illa Diagonal.
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Fig. 2.2.66
Diagrammac representaon of Avinguda Diagonal showing how its width changes along its length.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Avinguda Diagonal Creang a Disconnuity

In its longitudinal secon, Avinguda Diagonal23 links and joins, whereas in its transversal secon 

- notably where L’Illa Diagonal is sited - it simultaneously creates an urban disconnuity that 

separates urban fabrics.

The superblock L’Illa Diagonal is placed at the limit, in-between di erent types of urban fabric. 

Studying the map, to the north-east of Avinguda Diagonal and to the south-west of L’Illa 

Diagonal, there is an urban fabric with a predominance of void over mass, characterised by 

individual buildings. The aerial map reveals that these buildings are complemented by open 

spaces that con gure the block. However, to the south-east and south of L’Illa Diagonal, the 

urban fabric is formed of perimeter blocks where the edges of the blocks de ne the street, and 

mass seems prevalent over void. Therefore, the superblock L’Illa Diagonal mediates between 

two di erent fabrics with their own disncve mass and void relaonships, and L’Illa Diagonal

and Avinguda Diagonal become contested through this asymmetry.

This reading also correlates with associated land uses, where public uses such as retail and 

commercial (including hotels) are placed mainly on Avinguda Diagonal, in buildings with larger 

footprints and higher massing, in relaon to streets around.

23 The width of the Avinguda Diagonal varies along its length from between 50 to just over 100 metres. 
Cerdà originally conceived it as a 50 metre-wide boulevard with trees, even though the north-west secon 
acquired a wider secon varying between 80 and 100 metres in width. The newest secon at the south-east 
has been implemented with the originally intended 50 metre width.
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Placement of L'Illa Diagonal at district scale.

Fig. 2.2.68
Secon through Avinguda Diagonal at L'Illa Diagonal.
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Fig. 2.2.69
Typical secon through original poron of Avinguda Diagonal.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Avinguda Diagonal as Limit i

The Avinguda Diagonal presents as a line and mark in the territory that has made space for 

inhabitaon. A er changing scale, the line reveals a double limit and a strip with mulple lines 

with an asymmetry displayed in secon seeking to mediate the disconnuity presented earlier. 

The change of scale has revealed mulple roles,24 connecng, providing access to buildings, 

allowing for rapid movement but also for people’s enjoyment and social spaces. These are 

juxtaposed, and, in many cases, one role compromises the other and they are displayed at 

di erent scales.

The Avinguda varies along its length and the degree of asymmetry and the speci c number of 

lines de ning the strips di er. It depends on how this is contested by the adjacent urban fabric 

and movement paern as well as how the strips con guring the secon are assembled. Here, 

the secons of Avinguda Diagonal at L'Illa Diagonal is presented alongside the original secon of 

Avinguda Diagonal for comparison.

24 This is due to the generave aribute of the limit related to the ability to be able to propose and de ne. 
It relates to the line able to propose and rede ne itself intrinsic to bearing (carrying, meaning and symbol).
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Fig. 2.2.72
Boom: Looking north along Avinguda Diagonal, showing the L'Illa Diagonal superblock on the le .

Fig. 2.2.71
Middle: Looking north along Avinguda Diagonal showing the buildings opposite L'Illa Diagonal.

Fig. 2.2.70
Top: Looking south down Carrer del Prat d'en Rull, which is the connuaon of Linkage 1.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Avinguda Diagonal as Limit ii

Limits here are re ecve, which is to say that they determine the adjacent developments 

by characterising the size of plots, the con guraon of land uses, heights of buildings and 

heights of entrances in accordance to the grandeur of the avenue. The adjacent developments, 

meanwhile, contest the Avinguda Diagonal, providing speci city to parcular points along it. The 

edges and façades of the buildings facing the Avinguda have a visual impact that contribute to 

the character of a part of the Avinguda. The land uses of these buildings determine the ows of 

people and how the pavements of the Avinguda are used.

The photographs show the length and heights of the buildings that provide enclosure to the 

Avinguda and how landscape elements play a key role. On the one hand, the landscape de nes 

space by o ering the enclosure to the places that the pedestrian and cyclist inhabit, and from 

where they de ne the limits of the avenue. On the other hand, for the driver, the vegetaon 

obscures the buildings, only revealing them in the far distance, displaying a rim that presents 

and frames the sky. The lines of this limit are recon gured as the inhabitant moves, revealing 

how the limits uctuate and become ambiguous. The avenue experienced as limit becomes an 

in-between here with its uctuang limits.
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Fig. 2.2.76
Boom: Aerial Map, Barcelona building scale.

Fig. 2.2.75
Middle Lower: Aerial Map, Barcelona district-neighbouhood scale.

Fig. 2.2.74
Middle Upper: Aerial Map, Barcelona city district scale.

Fig. 2.2.73
Top: Aerial Map, Barcelona city scale.

N

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Mulscalar Avinguda Diagonal

The Avinguda Diagonal as limit reveals itself di erently at di erent scales, varying as its 

aributes vary. At the city scale, it is revealed as a mark on the territory that links. Then, it 

reveals that the line changes along separang what it crosses. Therefore, the limit has displayed 

the duality of limen and limes, as a boundary separang and as a threshold linking. A closer 

look reveals that it is a ected by, and a ects, the territories that it has crossed. At the district-

neighbourhood scale, the limit has made space for, mediates between, and shows as an 

inhabitable strip. While, at the building scale, the avenue is an in-between de ned by mulple 

lines and limits presented in the secon of the avenue in 'Avinguda Diagonal as Limit i'. The 

inhabitant and their posion determine the experience of the avenue. The limit uctuates as it 

changes each me we change posion within the limit. The limit is re-de ned, re-created. The 

limit is mulfaceted taking di erent roles and delineaon at di erent scales.
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NFig. 2.2.77
Placement of L'Illa Diagonal at neighbourhood scale.

Fig. 2.2.78
Overlay of direconal hatches, represenng direcons of movement.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Locang the Superblock

The L’Illa Diagonal superblock is delimited by Avinguda Diagonal, Carrer Numància, Carrer 

de Déu I Mata and Carrer de Pau Romeva, and is traversed by Carrer Anglesola and Carrer 

Constança, both linking and separang the domains of the large public scale of the Avinguda 

Diagonal, and the neighbourhood behind.

The diagram locang the superblock in its context of single lines shows how, on one side, it 

receives the neighbourhood streets and two of them cross the superblock.

The diagram of the superblock is thus shown to be imagined as the result of considering the 

direcons of the paths that a ect it. It also includes the projected shadow of L'Illa Diagonal

onto the avenue, as this seems to belong to the building. The superblock is contested by the 

direcon of the streets of the neighbourhood that reach the Avinguda Diagonal at some points 

and cross it in the underpass of Carrer Constança. The Avinguda Diagonal takes two direcons 

represenng the avenue itself, and its frontage, and these penetrate the superblock in an 

ordered manner, uctuang at di erent points in the inner superblock. 
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Fig. 2.2.79
Top: Spaal con guraon and uses of the superblock.

Fig. 2.2.80
Boom le : Change of level between Avinguda Diagonal and neighbourhood.

Fig. 2.2.81
Boom right: Measurement of the superblock (top) and possible strategies for subdivision.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Composion of the Superblock

The con guraon of the superblock is greatly in uenced by its immediate surroundings, and 

the scales that it needs to mediate between, at each limit of the superblock. The Avinguda 

Diagonal is fronted with a single building that is over 300 metres long while Carrer Déu I Mata is 

delineated with three buildings of di erent widths, correlang with the blocks opposite without 

simply mimicking them. The superblock could be designed following geometric principles 

dividing it into two or three equal secons as shown on the diagram opposite but this was not 

the case as its con guraon directly relates to its suroundings.

The con guraon of the superblock follows the same approach in plan and secon. At the 

Avinguda Diagonal, the building frontage is given considerable height and depth whereas these 

are more conservave at the neighbourhood side. It takes also advantage of the change in 

ground oor level between the avenue and the neighbourhood.

Thus, the superblock is contested by its surroundings showing a double asymmetry. It seeks a 

balance between the separaon of the Avinguda Diagonal from the neighbourhood in order 

to protect its sense of belonging and character. It also takes advantage of its privileged locaon 

adjacent to the avenue, a part of the city providing a high level of accessibility and o ering 

opportunies to its residents.
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NFig. 2.2.83
Figure-ground diagram of the buildings with their associated shadows.

Fig. 2.2.82
Delineaon of buildings with their associated shadows.
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Fig. 2.2.84
Photographs of L'Illa Diagonal showing shadows cast on the façade and street.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Mass-shadow Versus Void-mass of the Superblock

The superblock has a very similar orientaon to the Eixample (Cerdà grid). Therefore, the 

shadows of the buildings keep certain synergies with the ones in the Eixample. The façade on 

Avinguda Diagonal receives sun only early in the morning and in the late hours of the a ernoon 

part of the year. The façade on Carrer de Déu I Mata and the inner façade of the building at 

the Avinguda receive more sun. Shadows are associated with the element that creates them, 

experienced as an extension of the façade, and so en the façade, as a limit that separates. The 

shadows change throughout the day and over the seasons; stronger on sunny bright days.

The photograph of L’Illa Diagonal taken on an early spring morning shows the shadow of the 

building cast onto the Avinguda Diagonal, de ning a zone that belongs to the building. The 

top diagram delineates the mass and shadow as an enty at noon in summer. The boom 

diagram presents a gure-ground version of the line diagram above. This delineaon contrasts 

with the delineaon of the Cartesian plan, revealing a connuity of the sunlit areas from the 

neighbourhood into the inner part of the superblock. In contrast, the avenue is faced by the 

mass and shade of L’Illa Diagonal that announces the change of balance between void and mass 

of the urban fabric, and faces the light of the Avinguda Diagonal.
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Ground oor plan from neighbourhood side.

Ground oor plan from Avinguda side.

Second oor plan.

Fourth oor plan.

Fig. 2.2.85
Diagrammac Floor Plans of L'Illa Diagonal traced from 1:500 scale plans.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Ground Floor Versus Upper Floor Plans of the Superblock

In a subtle way, the mass-shadow and void-light diagrams announce the di erences between 

the front of L’Illa Diagonal (facing Avinguda Diagonal) and the inner façades (to the inside open 

space of the superblock), evident in a comparison of the roof plan and ground oor plan of L’Illa 

Diagonal.

The ground oor plan presents a perforated layout with a degree of permeability across and 

through the building. This contrasts with the hermec delineaon of the upper oors, de ning a 

clear inside and outside. The two plans present an ambiguity and di erence in their response to 

the perimeter and limit. The plans are diagrams, traced over available plans where the walls are 

single lines that separate.25

25 Moneo, José Rafael and Manuel de Solà-Morales, ‘Equilibrio de Masas: Manzana Diagonal’, Arquitectura 
Viva, 35 (March-April 1994), pp.50-57; 'Rafael Moneo 1990-1994' Croquis, 64 (1994), pp.102-119; Opening, 
AV Monograas, 36 (1992) pp.62-65.
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Fig. 2.2.86
View of L'Illa Diagonal massing as viewed from Avinguda Diagonal.

Fig. 2.2.88
Diagram of the delineaon of the folding of the front facade.

Fig. 2.2.87
Photos comparing the front (le ) and rear (right) facades of L'Illa Diagonal.
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Fig. 2.2.89
View along Avinguda Diagonal with pavement "belonging" to both building and avenue.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

L'Illa Diagonal

Superblock Meeng the Avinguda Diagonal

This is the place where the avenue and the superblock start and end, creang a double limit. 

This building is contested by the neighbourhood and the Avinguda Diagonal, each de ning its 

own, and the others, characteriscs.26

The façade of the building can be read as a skin gently folding, creang recesses whilst varying 

its height. It reaches its heighest point at the intersecon with Carrer Numància and its lowest in 

the middle secon. The folding skin delineates and presents the skyline, and it is seen from the 

middle of the avenue as well as from far away. This sits on the podium which adopts the same 

outline as the upper body, both separang and linking the upper body from the oor.

26  This de ning is related to the re ecveness of this limit on the Avinguda Diagonal but also on the 
superblock.
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Fig. 2.2.90
Diagrammac secons of L'Illa Diagonal and amalgamaon of uses and datum.

datum
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Fig. 2.2.91
Key for Secons opposite.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Composion of L’Illa Diagonal

Due to the delineaon of its skin, the building presents itself in an imposing and an 

unambiguous manner to the Avinguda Diagonal. Nonetheless, the mixed program of the 

building - o ce space, shopping centre, supermarket, market, car parking and one of the 

hotels sing in the superblock27- is spaally disposed so that allows for easy access and higher 

connecvity with the public domain for the more public uses28 Hence, these are located within 

the podium and the rst underground level relave to the avenue, and on ground oor relave 

to the neighbourhood, as shown in the diagrammac secons opposite.

The ground oor on Avinguda Diagonal is the “datum” shown as a mark on the longitudinal 

secon posioning an above and a below. The datum is the line from which elements are 

located and measured within the building and this establishes a symmetry in relaon to 

accommodang the programme above and below. 

27 This program aracts large numbers of people and di erent users making this building public in the way 
it is used and an intense inhabited strip within the superblock.

28 Public uses refer to land uses that are accessible to all public even if these are located in private 
ownership. These are the shopping centre, market and supermarket.
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Fig. 2.2.93
Linkage-Entrances overlaid onto ground oor plan of L'Illa Diagonal.

Linkage 1

Linkage 2
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 3

Fig. 2.2.92
Linkage-Entrances located by street paern.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Locang L’Illa Diagonal

The dark podium contains three large openings like giganc portals, correlang with the 

accesses to the shopping centre and the inner open space of the block. Two of these openings 

are extensions of streets from the residenal areas that cross L’Illa Diagonal and disappear 

once they meet the Avinguda. Linkage 1 is the extension of Carrer de l’Ecuador and linkage 3 of 

Carrer Angesola that existed in old maps. Linkage 2 also crosses L’Illa Diagonal, providing access 

to the shopping centre and to the inner open space. There is e ecevely also a fourth linkage 

underground in relaon to the avenue, providing access to the market and supermarket that is 

both vehicular and for pedestrians called Carrer de Constança, which is an extension of Carrer de 

Nicaragua that links to Carrer Caravel ͘͘͘͘͘͘·la la Nina.
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Fig. 2.2.93
The Linkage-Entrances (numbered) in plan (top) and located within the podium and by the datum 
(boom).

datum
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Linkage-Entrances

The portals for the linkage-entrances 1 and 3 sit within the podium while that for linkage-

entrance 2 protrudes slightly from it. These portals are dimensioned to have presence within the 

skin of the building and so that we experience them halfway between entrances and linkages. A 

linkage as presented with the Avinguda Diagonal connects in its longitudinal dimension whereas 

an entrance associated to a threshold presents a liminal space mediang the two worlds that 

both links and separates.

The points of access to the o ce space and the hotel to the upper oors take place from the 

avenue and these are posioned within the podium. The points of access to the o ce space are 

discrete, yet in secon an interface is provided transioning from the public to the private realm.

The podium is measured to accommodate these entrances, taking great care with the treatment 

of the interfaces in order to make the movement between domains easy and natural. However, 

the podium is also the public part of the building as it is the area the pedestrian relates to 

directly, de ning the “here” and posioning the upper part of the building as “there”.
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Fig. 2.2.95
Short secons.

Fig. 2.2.94
Long secon.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

L’Illa Diagonal Voids

A secon cut through L’Illa Diagonal reveals a void where the hinge of the building sits. This 

discloses the building as a limit; an inhabitable strip with a double limit which simultaneously 

connects (linkages-entrances, programme) and separates (skin), is contested and re ecve, 

asymmetrical and topological.

The ground oor plan – a horizontal cut - also reveals the three linkages with their own hinges 

placing the building within the wider context. Henceforth, the study will focus on the delineaon 

of the linkages-entrances approached from Avinguda Diagonal and concentrate on the limit 

between L’Illa Diagonal at the entry points and Avinguda Diagonal.
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Fig. 2.2.97
Linkage-Entrance 1 in plan (le ) with view lines (right).

Fig. 2.2.96
Locaon of Linkage-Entrance 1 highlighted.
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Fig. 2.2.98
Views of Linkage-Entrance 1 from Avinguda Diagonal.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Linkages - Entrances 1

Locang Linkage-Entrance 1

The linkage-entrance 1 is the connuaon of Carrer del Prat d'en Rull (itself a connuaon of 

Carrer de l’Equador) placed nearer to Carrer de Pau Romeva. The linkage from the residenal 

area crosses L’Illa Diagonal meeng the Avinguda Diagonal. The entrance into L’Illa Diagonal

sits within this intersecon and within the dark podium of the building coinciding with one of 

the folds of the skin of the building. The plan reveals the linkage penetrang the building and 

disappearing or blending with the pavement alongside the building. The entrance to the building 

and the beginning of the linkage seem to be at the line of the façade.

Nonetheless, the photographs taken from the pavement of the Avinguda disclose a complex 

entry dominated by the folding in the way of the opening and making the skin of the building 

to take presence. The folding is penetrated by the linkage without disappearing. Therefore, 

there is a tension between the linkage allowing movement through and the skin of the building 

stops the movement. This limit, opening and entrance to L’Illa Diagonal is contested by the 

skin of the building designed in order to relate to the avenue and di erent scales and the 

linkage connecng to the residenal area which has located it. Simultaneously this is re ecve, 

compromising the façade of the building.
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Fig. 2.2.100
Hatched plan showing space made for the limit of the linkage.

Fig. 2.2.99
Linkage-Entrance 1 in plan (le ) read alongside view from Avinguda Diagonal.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Con guring Linkage-Entrance 1 i

The plan and secon highlight the connuity between the inside and outside. The plan unveils 

the wide and open pavement against the narrow linkage intersecng the building. In this 

intersecon with the building the linkage has elaborated asymmetrical limits compromised as 

well as enriched by the intersecon with the shopping centre. The secon reveals the enclosure 

the trees provide to the pavement area, delineang it from the building, and how the linkage 

penetrates squeezing through the building ending with an opening to the sky.

The diagram of hatched lines maps the linkage as a posive space revealing the unobstructed 

space. The contour that this delineates takes presence, fading when intersecng with the inner 

arcade of the shopping centre as it feels private and automac doors are crossed.

The plan and secon (following page) reveal that the linkage has its own limits at each side 

whilst the entrance is another limit intersecng with the linkage making this a portal. A portal 

where two domains meet and, in this case, it may be three: private, public and neighbourhood 

domains.
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Fig. 2.2.102
Linkage-Entrance 1 in plan with generave lines.

Fig. 2.2.101
View southwards towards Linkage-Entrance 1.
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Fig. 2.2.103
Secon through L'Illa Diagonal at Linkage-Entrance 1.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Con guring Linkage-Entrance 1 ii

Mulple lines de ne this limit. The façade of the building on Avinguda Diagonal with its folds 

presents a fragmented line that separates the inside from the outside. At the entrance, the 

façade presents a double line as the fold overlaps. The outer line of the fold is de ned by the 

direcon of the grid of the residenal area. The trees on the pavement are placed on a grid 

delineang two disnct direcons and lines. The kerb of the pavement reveals another clear 

line.

Doed or dashed lines register on the plan the changes that are revealed in secon and surely 

de ne our experience. This is the case with the convenonal red line that delineates the plot 

that de nes public from private as revealed in secon, and which does not coincides either 

with the façade above ground to the avenue, or with the inner open space, the park. There are 

also the lines represenng the double opening and the change of the oor to ceiling height. 

However, the plan does reveal the delineaon of the oor nishes that is missed in secon.

The representaon of this entrance reveals a ne balance between allowing movement through, 

as presented on the previous page, and the resistance represented with the lines transversal 

to the ows. It results in a gradaon with an inherent tension due to the dichotomy of allowing 

and restricng (separang and joining) while displaying an asymmetry and a certain degree of 

ambiguity.
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Fig. 2.2.104
Serial view through Linkage-Entrance 1.
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Fig. 2.2.105
Paral elevaon and delineaon of the framing of Linkage-Entrance 1 as entrance.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Framing in Linkage-Entrance 1 i

The double opening at the folding frames and re-frames the linkage nally capturing and 

framing the light from the other side of this building that is also an in-between. The outer 

opening matches the height of the podium, ng within the composion of the façade and 

adopng the measurement and scale of the building itself. It reveals the height up to which 

the public uses are hosted. The inner opening however correlates with the width of the linkage 

that allows for permeability and links back to the residenal area. The outer opening adopts a 

vercal proporon while the inner opening takes a horizontal proporon, intersecng with the 

outer one. It is at the intersecon of the two where the light is captured. 

Studies of the façade allow me to idenfy and delineate the composion of this layered opening 

whilst the depth of this framing is lost. However, the elevaon reveals the two scales that 

generate and display an ambiguous, re ected, contested and topological limit.
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Fig. 2.2.107
Views showing polished oor internally (le ) and mae oor nish externally (right).

Fig. 2.2.106
Linkage-Entrance 1 ooring in plan (le ) and secon with indicave lines (right).
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Fig. 2.2.108 
View of Linkage-Entrance 1 showing internal pavement lines trangressing avenue pavement.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Mulple Lines of the Linkage-Entrance 

Zooming in to the plan further reveals the pavement and illustrates the di culty of delineang 

inside from outside and private from public property. The pavement of L’Illa Diagonal is 

composed of big squares, allowing the original designers to emphasise one of the two direcons 

or deploy it neutrally. The squares at the edge of the building become strips, accentuang 

the direcon of the movement of the linkage and invading the pavement. The material of the 

pavement lls the in-betweens amid the strips, marrying both and providing connuity. This 

overlapping of the two ooring materials happens gradually moving from mae and durable 

materials used outdoors, to shiny materials used indoors as a symbol of luxury and the private 

domain. Thus, the limit between the inside and outside has been blurred, yet a clear message 

is portrayed with the change of materials separang the outside from the inside and more 

importantly delineang domains.

The secon has not revealed these subtle changes, though it could perhaps register re econs 

from the oor and lighng from the ceiling on the ooring.
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Fig. 2.2.110
View of Avinguda Diagonal showing overlapping strips illustrated in the diagram above.

Fig. 2.2.109
Linkage-Entrance 1 overlapping strips in plan and stave diagram of strips.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Mulple Strips of the Linkage-Entrance

The delineaon of the limit has iden ed lines with di erent values and meanings which are 

associated to ends and beginnings of things: strips. The diagram maps the zones de ned by the 

lines and the overlaps of certain zones, and some juxtaposions due to added acvies or uses. 

The diagram to the side uses a notaon that is similar to the stave used for musical composion. 

The stave records the zones separately, allowing them to be visualised simultaneously yet to be 

read in sequence as experienced. The right hand strip of the stave records the physical versus 

the visual access. The next strip from the right records the private property and the one above 

the public access. This is followed by the acvies as a zone of services with benches for seang 

and the zone to park motorbikes and bikes. The le  hand strip maps the area of the canopies of 

the trees. The strips are interdependent, and this is represented with the perpendicular lines to 

the strips indicang in some cases beloning and/or contestedness. 

The drawing and re-drawing of the limit revealed mulple lines with a change of balance 

between the joining and separang. 
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NFig. 2.2.111
Diagram of Linkage-Entrances related to internal arcade (top) with view lines on plan (above).

Fig. 2.2.112
View of Linkage-Entrance 2 from opposite pavement, with lines idenfying the "here", "there" and "over-
there".

over-there

here
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Fig. 2.2.113
View of Linkage-Entrance 2.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Linkages - Entrances 2

Locang Linkage-Entrance 2 i

Linkage-Entrance 2 provides access to the heart of the inner open space in the superblock. It 

sits two thirds of the way down L’Illa Diagonal from Carrer Numància. It is intended that this is 

the main entrance to L’Illa Diagonal and this is re ected in its size, and more subtly by the brief 

interrupon of the regular tree lines placed on the pavement. Moreover, it is visible from the 

other side of L’Illa Diagonal as the building reaches its narrowest width at this point, where the 

inside of the superblock approaches the outside.

The photograph from the other side of Avinguda Diagonal presents this linkage-entrance as a 

portal, part of the façade that mediates between the oor and the sky. This portal belongs to the 

background where the foreground and middle ground are projected. It shows as the end of the 

avenue concealing with the façade and revealing with the portal and the beginning of what it is 

beyond (the inner open space). The plan shows that an eyeline reaches from the avenue placed 

on front of the portal and its simplicity contrasts with the other two linkage-entrances.
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NFig. 2.2.114
Linkage-Entrance 2 is unidireconal (arrow) contrasng with 1 & 3, which are muldireconal - see 
hatching on boom image.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Locang Linkage-Entrance 2 ii

This linkage-entrance is located according to the programme of the building, is not xed by 

any street of the residenal area and is perpendicular to the Avinguda. Thus, the superblock 

is drawn from the generave lines of the other three linkage-entrances shown on the diagram 

that end by intersecng with the avenue. The shadow of L’Illa Diagonal onto the avenue reveals 

how this linkage-entrance and portal are placed on the part of the building with a lower height. 

This linkage-entrance has two hinges at perpendicular direcons. One hinge is transversal to 

L’Illa Diagonal, taking the direcon of the linkage. The other hinge sits longitudinally within L’Illa 

Diagonal, linking with the arcade of the shopping centre and also intersecng with the other 

two linkage-entrances.
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Secon Line

Fig. 2.2.115
Linkage-Entrance 2 in plan (top) and correlated secon (boom).
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Con guring Linkage-Entrance 2 i

As in the previous linkage-entrance, this one discloses the longitudinal and transversal direcons 

to the movement and building, de ning it as both linkage and entrance. The linkage allows 

movement, and this penetrates the building seeking to connect the two sides of the building. 

However, the building has a materiality consisng of walls and oors that contain whilst separate 

and these are transgressed in order to connect and so provide access to the building thereby 

creang an entrance.

The plan displays the more or less a constant width of L’Illa Diagonal. Yet the doed auxiliary 

lines delineate the changes occurring due to variaons of elements above29 the plan cut-height 

and these reveal something di erent. The doed lines have rst been placed in secon and then 

transferred to the plan presenng the complementarity of the plan and secon when drawing 

and delineang.

In the secon, two doed lines represenng the angle of the sun at the solsces of December 

and June are mapped, thus measuring the degree of penetraon of the sun at the extremes of 

its seasonal arc.

29 A plan is the result of a horizontal cut and the horizontal projecon of the elements cut. Convenonally, 
the cut is taken at about 1.5 metres above the oor. 
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Fig. 2.2.116
Linkage-Entrance 2:  Overlay of direconal hatch, represenng direcons of movement (top) and 

ooring plan (boom).
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Fig. 2.2.117
Linkage-Entrance 2: generang lines in plan.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Con guring the Linkage-Entrance 2 ii

The building presents lile resistance to the linkage crossing it. The hatched diagram shows 

the uidity of movement around. The lines at Avinguda Diagonal have no end while crossing 

the building these encounter the limits. Very few lines have the same length, disclosing variety. 

When meeng the open inner space the lines once again have no end. It is easy to access the 

building but even easier to cross it without crossing a door. The hatched diagram displays this 

“easiness” and the mapping on plan of the ooring reinforces the direcon of movement along 

the linkage and highlights the connuity and transion between pavements. 

The line diagram below presents the bearing and generave lines of the builing in the direcon 

of the linkage. These are read as guidance lines as they do not exist per se. However, these 

generate the ooring as designed and their relevance is recorded with a type of line and 

thickness. This diagram reveals an imperfect symmetry from which to read the inhabitable, 

asymmetrical and uctuang strip.
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Fig. 2.2.118
Linkage-Entrance 2: generang lines of the portal in plan.
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Fig. 2.2.119
View of Linkage-Entrance 2 with superimposed lines presenng it as portal.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Con guring the Linkage-Entrance 2 iii

Nonetheless, L’Illa Diagonal poses a certain degree of resistance to the linkage manifested in its 

perpendicular direcon. The façade, without losing presence, is perforated forming an opening 

and in the drawing this is translated into an heterogenous line. This line is fragmented, revealing 

the controlled movement of the folds of the skin and a fragment is doed revealing the 

perforaon and removal of part of the skin. The inner upper oor is interrupted to conform with 

the opening and doed lines reveal this and the re ecve nature of this limit. This study of the 

limit, in the perpendicular direcon of the linkage, discloses an imperfect asymmetry contested 

by the di erent adjacent spaces to the limit.
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Fig. 2.2.120
Linkage-Entrance 2 as portal and framing in elevaon (above) and matching framing lines in secon 
(below). 
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Fig. 2.2.121
Linkage-Entrance 2 view as portal and entrance 

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Framing in Linkage-Entrance 2 i

This linkage-entrance frames what is behind. The opening is like a window displaying another 

world, a private sunny world that contrasts with the shaded space running along the façade of 

L’Illa Diagonal. The linkage-entrance 1 already presented a quality of framing, while in this case, 

this quality is even stronger.

The frame is based on the bearing and generave lines of the con guraon of the linkage-

entrance deriving from the building. Thus, the frame starts, and it is set from the perforaon of 

the façade but takes the width of the building, resulng in a frame with a depth that is able to 

be inhabited and thus displays spao-temporal qualies. The opening delineates the rst layer 

of the frame dimensioned as part of the composion of the façade, but also to have presence 

within the façade and on the Avinguda. This frame reveals secondary and terary frames sing 

within the primary one. These are de ned by the interior of the building becoming exterior 

at this point and being contested by this. The frames are outlined in elevaon but with the 

assistance of the secon it is possible to uncover their depths and spao-temporal qualies. 
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Fig. 2.2.123
Linkage-Entrance 2 serial view from Avinguda Diagonal to space beyond, connues on facing page.

Fig. 2.2.122
Linkage-Entrance 2 ooring outline in plan.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Framing in Linkage-Entrance 2 ii

Firstly, the mulple frame explained on the previous page is shaped by the idea of entrance and 

portal and is delineated by the lines represenng planes sing within the façade of the building 

and parallel to it. These lines represent, or are part of, planes that are perpendicular to the 

direcon of the movement of the pedestrian when entering or crossing the building. The frames 

placed at di erent moments are brought together by the pavement, designed in accordance 

to the generave lines of the linkage and which are perpendicular to the building yet suggest 

connuity and movement. Similarly to the linkage-entrance 1, the ooring changes in a gradual 

manner between the outside and inside. The outside ooring is composed of large pieces of 

a mae, durable material suitable for all weathers, whilst the ooring inside the building is 

polished. The linkage is composed of the intersecon between both oorings, accentuang the 

direcon of the linkage and acng as a rug linking the frames, inving pedestrians to take the 

linkage. The re econs on and of the materials take an important role in relang and bringing 

the outside to the inside.

The mapping of the ooring presents the gradaon between the outside and inside and how the 

inside has invaded and overridden the lines perpendicular to the movement.
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Fig. 2.2.124
Linkage-Entrance 2 overlapping strips in plan (right) and stave diagram of strips (le ).

Fig. 2.2.125
Linkage-Entrance 2 generave lines as entrance in plan (le ); generave lines as linkage in plan (right).
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Mulple Strips of the Linkage-Entrance 2

Based on the overlaying of the delineaons of the linkage-entrance with lines, a plan of 

surfaces represenng this limit is generated. The surfaces are bounded with the bearing and 

generang lines. The longitudinal lines of the limit are more visible and de ne the bands with 

some intrusion of the transversal lines. The plan shows the overlapping of di erent bands and 

gradaons within a band. 

Based on the overlaying, a diagrammac stave, as with the one produced for linkage-entrance 1, 

presents the bands separately with their own gradaon where it applies. The perpendicular lines 

to the stave provide the structure, linking and placing one band in relaon to the others, as part 

of a whole.

The diagram with the generave lines of the opening as entrance and portal is presented 

alongside the generave lines of the opening as linkage. These combined diagrams display the 

spaal con guraon of the linkage-entrance 2. It reveals the duality of this limit, joining and 

separang as well as its asymetry and changeability, where at one point it feels more like an 

entrance but later feels more like a linkage. Thus, the ambiguity is felt but also represented.
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NFig. 2.2.126
Locang Linkage-Entrance 3 within the street paern (top), in plan (middle), in detail (boom).
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Fig. 2.2.127
Linkage-Entrance 3  overlay of direconal hatches, represenng direcons of movement.

N

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Linkage-Entrance 3

Locang Linkage-Entrance 3 i

This Linkage-Entrance is placed so that it connects directly with the old heart of the 

neighbourhood of Les Corts. It is considered an extension of the historical Carrer Anglesola, 

taking this road’s direcon, yet it has a di erent character. It intersects with Carrer Numància

appearing at Avinguda Diagonal about a third of the way along L’Illa Diagonal from Carrer 

Numància. Thus, this linkage-entrance (3), in a similar fashion to linkage-entrance 1, comes from 

the neighbourhood, in contrast with linkage-entrance 2 which simply seeks a direct and easy link 

between Avinguda Diagonal and the inner open space beyond the building. 

This linkage-entrance, in its role as linkage, easily collects the ow of pedestrians from the 

south-west of Carrer Numància and Les Corts and from the north-west of Avinguda Diagonal. 

Yet, the ow from the north-east of Avinguda Diagonal is not aracted into L’Illa Diagonal. As 

a result, the linkage at the Avinguda Diagonal end splits in two under the same entrance. The 

secondary route takes the same direcon as the underground vehicular linkage from Carrer 

de Nicaragua. Both linkages bound the space of the atrium (inner roofed space open to the 

sky), whilst connecng it with the wider context and anchoring it within the building. These are 

re ected in the hatched diagram below.
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Fig. 2.2.129
Views of Linkage-Entrance 3 from Aviguda Diagonal (le ) and from Carrer Numància (right).

Fig. 2.2.128
Linkage-Entrance 3 in plan with view lines.
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Fig. 2.2.130
Secon through L'Illa Diagonal at main Linkage-Entrance 3.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Locang Linkage-Entrance 3 ii

The entrance 3 on Avinguda Diagonal hosts the two linkages where they converge. It sits 

within the ground oor of the podium and is de ned by a constrained oor to ceiling height 

and a long width. In fact, this entrance could easily pass unnoced. The secondary linkage 

ending in the atrium shows shorter views than the primary link with long views with a tunnel 

a ect, punctuated by the light entering the building through the atrium. The entrance into the 

primary linkage from Carrer Numància and aligned with Carrer Anglesola sits on the corner of 

the building, perforang the building by creang an opening where the oor and ceiling are 

mimicked. This contrasts with the opening in Avinguda Diagonal, as it is characterised by its 

height and narrowness aligned with the tradional residenal streets of the old part of Les 

Corts.

The rest of the study concentrates on the study of the intersecon of the entrance from 

Avinguda Diagonal and the two linkages. 
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Fig. 2.2.132
Serial view of Linkage-Entrance 3 from the Avinguda (far le , this page) through interior, to Carrer 
Numància (far right, facing page).

Fig. 2.2.131
Linkage-Entrance 3 generave lines as linkage (above) and ooring emphasising linkage (below).
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Con guring the Linkage-Entrance 3 i

The transversal lines of the linkages crossing the building are long. They show no resistance 

at the Carrer Anglesola end, some resistance at the Avinguda end, and resistance where the 

secondary linkage ends in the atrium. At the Avinguda end, this resistance is due to the in uence 

the Avinguda and, at the end of the secondary linkage, due to the in uence of the inner passage 

of the shopping centre.

The design and lines of the ooring emphasises the direcon of the linkages and the prevalence 

of the linkage with Carrer d’Anglesola. The direconality in the ooring starts in Avinguda 

Diagonal and connues with the alignment of trees. The ooring reveals a moment at the 

intersecon of the two linkages and of the primary linkage and the atrium. By contrast, the 

secondary linkage ooring quickly fades into that of the atrium. The same taccs used in the 

previous linkages are also deployed here.
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Fig. 2.2.134
Linkage-Entrance 3 generave lines located in secon.

Fig. 2.2.133
Linkage-Entrance 3 generave lines as entrance.
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Fig. 2.2.135
View of Atrium tangeally crossed by 
the linkage-entrance 3.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Con guring the Linkage-Entrance 3 ii

The longitudinal lines corresponding with the noon of entrance are fewer and more disnct 

here than in the other cases. An analysis diagram portrays the back façade as a connuous line 

with some folds similar to the ones on the main façade to the avenue. The middle lines correlate 

with the limits of the atrium and the lower ones with the front façade, lines of trees and kerb of 

the pavement. In the previous linkage-entrances, the façade generated a few lines at the entry 

point. In this case, as in the previous cases, the line of the façade is disconnued and supported 

by two short and gentle lines delineang a subtle but important change in the ooring.

In the drawing, the line of the façade is rm and robust. This line can handle being manipulated 

without losing determinaon, and this is more obvious when this is represented within the line 

as a whole. While drawing, lines are made as abstracons and codi ed, providing rigour and 

internal coherence to the drawing. The abstracon and codi caon are not separate processes, 

but dependent on the experience of the line. In the case of the doed line, this is a fragment 

part of a line and reminds us of something that it is there and just li ed where it is delineated 

as a doed line. The dashed line, in contrast to the doed line, may highlight a space beneath 

or above that may or may not maintain a certain relaonship with what it is depicted. The 

thickness of the line is crucial, allowing for a line to take presence or become part of the picture 

without being signalised. The thickness correlates to its capacity of bearing and generang. For 

example, the line delineang the façade takes a thickness as it limits inside from outside and/or 

private from public in relaon to management, use or property. The line delineang the edge of 

a ooring at a large scale will not be recorded but at the smaller the scale, the more relevance 

this will have. Whilst the façade at a small scale is represented by several lines, each with a 

speci c meaning and role.
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Fig. 2.2.136
View of Linkage-Entrance 3 from Avinguda Diagonal.

Fig. 2.2.137
Linkage-Entrance 3 paral elevaon.
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Fig. 2.2.138
Diagram of elevaon of Linkage-Entrance 3 framing and as portal.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Framing the Linkage-Entrance 3

The façade is crossed by the linkages and these perforate the façade, creang a uni ed entrance 

presented as a portal like in the two previous linkage-entrances. This is a discrete portal in 

comparison with the other two portals sing within the podium.

The drawing of the façade at 1:500 scale could only take the line of the portal delineang the 

entrance, the fold of the façade where the portal starts, the line de ning the podium which is a 

constant line in all drawings, de ning the public zone and of interacon of the pedestrian. These 

are all generave and bearing lines, but at this scale for instance, I could not draw the quartering 

of the stone of the façade which dictates the locaon of windows and window shops. Therefore, 

a fragment of the façade was drawn at 1:200 as there is a limit to how much a drawing can take. 

I had to test whether the bearing-generang lines take a di erent meaning and role, becoming a 

mulfaceted limit with di erent roles contested and re ected di erently, at di erent scales. The 

detail of a fragment of the portal at 1:10 but also at 1:50 and in secon reveals that the thick 

line delineang the opening in fact supports the structural load from above. This is re ected 

with a steel pro le with a double funcon, delineang the portal and becoming the edge of the 

stone. Thus, the scale to which I draw determines the frame -the view- of the limit and this will 

change when I change scales. The bearing and generave lines may or may not remain, but they 

have diverse meanings and roles revealed at di erent moments, displaying their temporality and 

their uctuaon. 
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Fig. 2.2.139
Building as limit: Building as line (top); Line making space for (centre, top); Lines intersecng and 
integrang (centre, boom); Building envelope (boom).
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Summary

The delineaon of this case study has shown the Avinguda Diagonal, the superblock, L’Illa 

Diagonal, and the linkages-entrances as limits. These sit in between condions, seeking to 

mediate while keeping their own characteriscs and identy. Thus, they reveal their double 

nature as both limes and limen, that join and cause disjuncon but which manifests with a 

unique balance uctuang in space and me.

This was revealed with the mulple representaon of the Avinguda Diagonal as avenue, 

providing structure to the city, area and access to the superblock and L’Illa Diagonal. Avinguda 

Diagonal as limit (2.2.61, 2.2.66) was represented with a line generang a link of two points 

as well as cung across the territory displaying its double nature both joining and causing 

disjuncon. However, this line also bears as it is a ected and determined by the “things” it 

is crossing; from the topography to the urban fabrics and incidents as open spaces, streets 

traversing it and land uses to name but a few (2.2.66). Thus, this line bears and generates 

directly related to the contestedness and re ecveness of the limit (2.2.63, 2.2.64, 2.2.65).  

Moreover, the incidents at each side of the limit are diverse, inferring an asymmetry to the 

inhabitable strip and determining the double limit. The strip uctuates along its length and 

width as it crosses “things” and it changes through me modifying and in uencing the bearing 

and generang. It discloses an ambiguous strip that over and over seeks a ne balance 

within and between the aributes. The representaons are a frame and a moment, far 

from encapsulang these ne changes but the act of drawing and me in drawing allows for 

re econs and understanding of these dimensions and the modus operandi of the limit.

The secons at L’Illa Diagonal and the typical secon through the original poron of the 

Avinguda Diagonal (2.2.68-2.2.69) reveal a limit willing to join in its cross secon contrasng 

with this limit drawn at a larger scale that displays more as a separator. Hence, in the change of 

scale the limit is revealed di erently. In this representaon, this limit is a broad strip unfolding 

two double limits containing mulple lines. Some of these are generator lines that do not 

coincide with a physical line and are drawn with dashed lines. The mental juxtaposion of these 

two representaons and others would present how this unravels at smaller scale displaying the 

mulfaceted limit that it is mul-layered and mul-dimensional implicit in the noon of the 

topological limit.
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On the Limit

The superblock associated to the Avinguda Diagonal and the residenal area to the south 

reveals itself as a limit and in a similar manner to the Avinguda Diagonal. This both links and 

separates urban fabrics; a wide avenue and a ght street, commercial and residenal, and 

each scale reveals a mutaon on the limit, one complementary to another. These mutated 

limits are part of the network of limits proposed by the geo-polical thinkers revealing the 

topological noon of the limit. At the city scale it displays as a line with certain thickness and 

with simple content, linking in one direcon and separang in the other. This quickly changes 

when moving into the neighbourhood and block scales. The volumes and land uses that 

comprise the superblock (2.279, 2.2.90) are disposed to mediate, yet also to separate and to 

create the superblock’s own identy as enty and limit. It seeks a balance between the forces 

from the Avinguda Diagonal into the residenal area and superblock and vice versa, and from 

the superblock to the other two. Thus, the dynamics of these forces contest and re ect the 

superblock as limit, resembling the re econs on the froner presented by Eugenio Trías. 

Hence, the superblock is the result of these forces displayed at the neighbourhood scale, 

block scale but it also has informed the building and human scales. The proposed volumes 

de ning the limit were in uenced by the adjacent urban grains and their shadow rede ned 

the limit supporng asymmetry, uctuaon and ambiguity (2.2.78, 2.2.82, 2.2.83). The limit is 

also determined by the posioning of the land uses within the superblock but also within the 

buildings (2.2.79, 2.2.90) and these are in uenced by the surrounding land uses. The linkages 

crossing the superblock (2.2.92) posion the volumes in relaon to the surrounding. These 

translate into entrances at the building scale (2.2.93) transforming the limit once again, bridging 

scales and disclosing the double nature of the limit as limes and limen and the other associated 

aributes.

L’Illa Diagonal, while part of the superblock, mediates this, with the Avinguda Diagonal, the 

interior of the block and the residenal area. The façade onto the Avinguda Diagonal has been 

represented as a limit revealing the sky as well as presenng itself to the Avenue and mediang 

with the pedestrian (2.2.88, 2.2.93, 2.2.95). This is penetrated by the linkages that create the 

entrances into the building. The linkages-entrances reveal a sophiscated limit, displaying their 

double nature with clarity and in a slightly di erent way in each of the three cases. In these 

instances, the limes and limen could be isolated providing an understanding of the mulple lines 

of the limit and their bearing and generang relang to the contestedness and re ecveness of 

the limit (2.2.97-2.2.138). The parcular linkage-entrance 3 associated with the atrium reveals 

the desires and nature of the building. L’Illa Diagonal is understood as a line that travels along 

Avinguda Diagonal, folding itself to gain presence and strength in order to confront and respond 
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

to Carrer Numància and its intersecon with Avinguda Diagonal (2.2.139).

Consequently, the representaons helped to develop the understanding of the working 

de nion of the limit and its aributes. The act of drawing displayed the line as limit, a mark on 

the territory that joins along its length and separates the territory it crosses. As limit, it makes 

space for acquiring a thickness, becoming an inhabitable strip revealing a double limit with a 

double, and inially contradictory, nature as limes and limen. Most limits at the large scale are 

revealed as a line and yet, in the change to smaller scale, this acquires a thickness, unveiling a 

strip composed of mulple lines displaying the aributes of joining and disjuncon (limes and 

limen) in a diverse manner and degree. It is in the ne and fragile balance between these two 

where the other aributes take the stage. The binary aributes of re ecve and contested is 

linked in a loose way with the bearing and generang of the lines and referred in the comments 

alongside the drawings. The strip generates two sides; a double limit displaying a natural 

asymmetry determined by the degree of re ecveness and contestedness of it. This case study 

revealed that the aribute of uctuaon relates to the change of role of the limit at di erent 

scales as well to a change due to external forces closely linked to the noon of the limit as 

topological. 

The enquiry of the limit through scales, a basic method deployed by the architect, proves 

valuable and it is in the change of scale and relaons between scales when the limit displays 

di erently. Then, the scalar studies disclose the limit as mulfaceted (mul-dimensional, 

spaally and temporally and mul-layered) with an inherently topological nature. The mapping 

and implied understanding of the composion of land-uses, urban grains, movement paerns, 

volumes and so on allowed me to reveal the contestedness and re ecveness of the limit. 

Working in plan, secon and elevaon, with their inherent measurement and scale, allow for 

a degree of abstracon and conceptualizaon. However, the lived-experience and descripons 

of the limits are embedded within the process of drawing and lead the re econs on the 

bearing and generang of the lines as well as the displaying30 of the aributes of the limit. The 

diagramming requires a higher level of abstracon than the plans, secons and elevaons and, 

in most cases, the diagrams are produced as overlays on top of one of the drawings. Thus, the 

diagrams are not purely conceptual or removed from the convenonal drawings the architect 

deploys for accuracy, and more importantly, agree with the restricon imposed on the research 

of represenng the limit graphically with the convenonal drawing techniques of architecture.

30 The term displaying is used on purpose as the aributes have not been drawn per se, in a separated 
manner but the limit is drawn, and the aributes re ected through the process and the experience of 
drawing.
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153.3 mts

Fig. 2.2.140
Limits of Cerda street block units (top) and a double limit appears when con gured in a grid (boom).
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Fig. 2.2.141
Lines liming the grid of blocks (le ), Axis generang grid (centre),  Block and axis liming and generang 
(right),
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Carrer de la Marina

Fig. 2.2.142
Measurements of Jardins de Lina Òdena Block contested by Carrer de la Marina.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Block Cerdà: Jardins de Lina Òdena

From the Axis to the Heterogeneous Recular i

The city of Barcelona is recognisable from the Eixample grid generated from the measurement 

of the block plus associated space constung the streets and boulevards: the movement 

paern. The typical and basic block measures 113.3x113.3 metres, and sits within the grid with 

axes at 153.3 metres in two perpendicular direcons. when sing within residenal streets.

Thus, the limits of the unit of the block are set at 153.3 metres distance and then, the composite 

forms the grid. Therefore, the axis is constuted by a coinciding non-material double line. This 

takes the Heideggerian meaning of boundary wherein a block ends and begins and, in this 

parcular case, there is a double or shared boundary. In secon, the axis correlates with the 

high point of the street camber (cambio de rasante), de ning the side where the rainwater falls 

making the axis temporarily visible.
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Fig. 2.2.143
Aerial view taken in 1949 showing some irregularies in the grid paern.

Fig. 2.2.144
Analysis of the grid
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Presence of the Immaterial Line ii

In some cases, the axes do not touch mostly due to external reasons31 and live side by 

side, creang a liminal zone or gap (rambla32 or wider pavements) In themselves, these are 

singularies within the grid providing structure and which make it disncve. The lines of the 

grid, as limits, have been contested as well as have re ected the topography and pre-existence. 

These irregularies are re ected with types of boulevards referred as Avinguda, Passeig and 

Rambla, which are wider than the typical streets and provide singularity. The Rambla boulevard 

type formalises the liminal zone into a pedestrian area where the pedestrian is neither here nor 

there, but in-between. The limit delineated with a coinciding double line has made space for an 

inhabitable strip to happen.

This is an in-between like the water of the Torrent in the inlet. The middle promenade is a 

“thing” in itself, di erent to the pavement and the roadway. The limits created at each side 

of the promenade are created by it on the roadway in the same way as the water created the 

shores, limits on the sand (to refer to secon-plan presenng this with lines and distances).

31 The grid adapts to external and pre-exisng condions. It is the way the grid adapts and engages with 
the pre-exisng selements or topographic accidents. Thus, the axis are contested. 
32 Rambla (etymology; Hispanic-Arabic rámla and classic Arabic ramlah meaning sandy area) refers to a 
temporary river and in urban areas refers to a street with a central promenade/plaorm with trees for the 
pedestrians where the water used to run. In many cases the watercourse has been moved when canalised. 
<hp://www.elcastellano.org/palabra/rambla> [Accessed 11 November 2017].
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Fig. 2.2.146
Constructed perimeter of the block providing a uni ed façade but formed of many di erent buildings.

Fig. 2.2.145
Juxtaposion of preceding rural agricultural map overlaid onto the Cerdà plan. 
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Materialised Lines 1

Perimeter Block and its Perimeter i

The perimeter of the block in the Cerdà plan is a geometric line enclosing the area of the 

block corresponding with the re econs upon the perimeter made by Casey. He de nes 

the perimeter33 as an arfactual, enclusive limit contrived to linearity.34 It is determined and 

constructed of geometric lines de ning the outer edge of central mass.35 In this case the 

perimeter is legislave in line with one of the aributes of the border and carries a twofold role:

1. This geometric enclosed line separates the inner space of the block from the outer space. 

The area inside the line is usually private and the outer space public; 

2. The regulaons idenfy the perimeter as a built line from which buildings are aligned, called 

the alignment line. Thus, this line is materialised with the façade and it is where all the 

buildings composing the block meet.

Accordingly, the grid can be understood and drawn with the unit of the block, its perimeter. 

Nevertheless, the area, prior to becoming urban, was rural, governed by lines de ning 

agricultural units and occasional paths providing access to the units. The agricultural unit line 

delineates ownership in a similar manner to the lines delineang the plots within the blocks.  

The agricultural units had to be transformed into urban plots, hosted within the blocks in a fair 

manner and the plots were and are associated with regulaons de ned from the limits. Thus, 

these two lines have a certain correlaon.

33 Perimeter (noun): 1.a. A connuous line forming the boundary of a closed geometrical gure or of 
any area or surface; a circumference; a periphery, outline. 2.b. g. and in extended use. A ring or space 
surrounding something; an edge, limit of extent, verge.  Synonym to boundary, edge, border, margin 
<hp://www.oed.com/view/Entry/140948?redirectedFrom=perimeter#eid> [Accessed 14 December 2017].
34 Edward S. Casey, The World on Edge (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2017), p.29.
35 Ibid., p.116.
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NFig. 2.2.148
Block de ned by the thick perimeter line that receives the party walls and these relate the inner 
and outer façade, hosng and homogenising.

Fig. 2.2.147
Street view showing the diversity of building façades within a uni ed perimeter.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Perimeter Line of the Block as a Mediator ii

The block includes mulple ownerships and occupancies parally revealed on plan by lines that 

act as borders de ning the plots. These lines demarcate, delimit and de ne; they are re ecve. 

These are precise, and once decided, are sll, impermeable and connuous as well as aporec 

and instrumental in character. 

These border lines may not be perpendicular to the connuous perimeter line, but all plot 

lines intersect, end and cut the perimeter line (acng in a re ecve manner) into segments of 

varied width. All plots within a block have one side on the perimeter of the block de ning and 

forming a segment of the façade. Formalised, hence contested by the perimeter line, the façade 

is constructed of segments, each of a slightly di erent height without exceeding the height 

established by the regulaons. Each segment of the façade is perforated with windows and 

doors providing access, light and venlaon to the inner space of the block; and these openings 

will be slightly di erent in each segment. 

Consequently, the perimeter line is not only transgressed by the perforaons but has allowed 

for the segments forming the line to have a degree of singularity. Thus, the perimeter line, once 

formalised by the façade, becomes a border with porosity and vagueness due to the mulple 

subtlees at play. 
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Fig. 2.2.149
Typical street secon of a façade with the view lines of the pedestrian and resident, and delineaon of 
limits on plan.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Perimeter Line of the Block as a Mediator iii

The inial simple perimeter line de ning and separang the private and public domains and 

spaces is revealed to be a complex line where the two domains encounter and are mediated. 

The pedestrian in the street simultaneously perceives the uni ed monolithic façade as well as 

the plots with their parcular perforaons providing rhythm and inving him to overcome it. 

The inhabitant dwelling in the inner private space behind the façade interacts with it di erently 

compared with the pedestrian. For him, the openings provide lighng and venlaon and, on 

some occasions, help decide where to sit, work, or eat. These may contribute to creang the 

atmosphere of the inner space, going beyond funconal requirements. 

The perforaons of the façade also provide access and connecon to the outside, but in a 

di erent measure and manner to the opposite direcon displaying asymmetry. The private 

domain is selecve and engages with the public domain in a controlled way, di ering between 

individuals, collecves and cultures. The perforaons are operated with windows or doors that 

may be overlaid with shuers and/or curtains operated by the inhabitant. The resident can look 

through the window into the public domain or open the window “lining” over. The pedestrian 

from outside may be able to see through windows if curtains and shuers have been opened. It 

is likely that on di erent days they will be able to see di erent interiors providing a connuously 

changeable limit. To get access into the building and thus cross the façade, the pedestrian 

needs to get permission or deploy a key. On the contrary, the resident can cross the façade just 

by opening the door without any control apart from the door. Addionally, balconies are hung 

from the façade ying over the public space sporadically in a measured way, physically blurring 

the clean cut between public and private.Then, it re ects on the street and presents ambiguity. 

Thus, this boundary works like the membrane of a cell with an idiosyncrac and selecve 

relaonship in each direcon, as Senne describes in his essay The Open City. This boundary is 

no longer simply a line. It is an asymmetrical, uctuang and ambiguous strip that separates and 

unites and re ects and contests. It de nes and is de ned by relaonships and categorised by 

human habitaon, starng to reveal its topological nature.
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Fig. 2.2.150
Diagram of Eixample grid showing street blocks, showing 1:1 rao of space allocated to footway and 
carriageway (equal split for road users and pedestrians).
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Kerb as a Boundary iv

Cerdà de ned the street pro le as dedicang equal space to vehicles and pedestrians correlang 

with the 1/1 rao of pavement/roadway. In a typical street, the roadway sits in the middle of the 

secon with the axis de ning the middle point and ridge. The pavement surface is divided in two 

and each sits alongside the side edges of the roadway. 

Thus, the grid inially drawn with the axis can be represented by the visible lines where the 

roadway and pavement meet, i.e. the kerb.36 This is a thin line inially drawn by the urban 

planner. In secon, this is an edge resulng from the encounter of two exposed faces of the kerb 

to resolve the level change between roadway and pavement. 

Once I zoom in, the kerb acquires a thickness and a few lines need drawing alongside the 

iden ed edge to represent the mediaon between the roadway and the pavement for easy 

movement between the two secons. It reads as an element due to its speci c role, plascity 

and materiality. Its role is to separate for funconal and safety reasons the roadway assigned to 

the vehicle from the pavement dedicated to the pedestrian. The plascity of the kerb is revealed 

each me this adapts, allowing it to be physically traversed by pedestrians or/and vehicles and 

to ease the crossing the kerb acquires wider thickness. The kerb, represented and read rst by 

a line and edge, has become a boundary de ned by a strip that at some points separates and 

at others connects by changing and adapng in width and shape showing a considerable level 

of variaon. This boundary is characterised by human interacon, but it takes on some of the 

aributes of the border as one of its sides is precise and constant; it is instrumental and most 

changes correlate with funconal needs.  

Di erent lines are drawn di erently. Some are thicker represenng a change of level, while a 

change of material with no change of level is represented by a thinner line. Thus, the drawing 

codi es lines with an inherent degree of abstracon and groups them, as it would be illegible if 

the lines were di erent and this works towards abstracon plus conceptualisaon. 

36 Kerb (noun) de ned as ”An edging of stone or the like, bordering a raised path, side-walk, or pavement” 
<hp://www.oed.com/view/Entry/102991?rskey=qyxULv&result=1#eid> [Accessed 21 December 2018].
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Fig. 2.2.153
The grid de ned by axes with the space created 
by the chamfers and the inner open spaces. The 
spaces of opportunity for the city.

Fig. 2.2.154
Aerial view of the grid.

Fig. 2.2.151
Grid de ned by the block with chamfered corners 
infering uniqueness and identy.

Fig. 2.2.152
The grid de ned by the axis as a double limit 
presenng the placement of the space created by 
the chamfers.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Figure - Ground of the Grid

Chamfers of the Block i

The peculiarity of the Cerdà block or the Eixample lies in its chamfered corners that allow for an 

alternave understanding of the grid and its limits. The perimeter of the blocks is chamfered, 

and the kerb of the pavement mimics it, making them coalesce. Hence, the pavement is an 

in-between, between the block and the roadway in its own right. On the one hand, the kerb 

is fused with the block making the pavement and the block part of a whole but on the other 

hand the pavement is part of the street; space between buildings is designed for circulaon and 

provides access. This reading derives or is clear from the gure-ground mapping of the trilogy of 

the block, pavement, roadway, able to modify sets of boundaries or borders. So the pavement 

is understood as a space-in-between bounded by a boundary along the kerb and the façade at 

each side.
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Fig. 2.2.155
Ideal grid de ned by the inner open space.

Fig. 2.2.156
Grid de ned by the resultant open inner spaces of 
the blocks. Mapped on aerial view.

Fig. 2.2.157
Grid de ned by the alignment of blocks and their 
characterisc private inner open space.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Inner Open Spaces of the Block ii

Alternavely, the grid can be de ned by the open spaces inside the blocks. The inner line 

de ning the void di ers from the one planned by Cerdà, being irregular and variable in each 

block but at this scale this is not perceived as important. My eye reads the point de ning the 

centre of the block as the opposite to its boundary.

Inially the grid was delineated with simple lines to be imposed in the territory. Nonetheless, 

as these were re-drawing they display as limits re ecng the kerb, street, block mainly locang 

and these were contested by the topography and pre-existances. It is understood that the axis of 

the grid -the limit and line- made space for displaying the aributes of the limit. This can also be 

said of the line liming the kerd and the block. The line limits separang but it also seeks to join 

and in some cases to mediate determining the other aributes. These, as limits, re ect on other 

limits and are contested by them resulng in disclosing what they concealed. In this manner 

they reveal their topological nature.
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Fig. 2.2.158
Aerial view of the Jardins de Lina Òdena from Carrer Marina, redesigned and redeveloped in 2009.

Fig. 2.2.159
Juxtaposion of current layout and 1891 map, showing the old municipal limit crossing the block.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Jardins de Lina Òdena

Five Limits With Di erent Remits and Implicaons 

The aerial view shows the perimeter block Jardins de Lina Òdena, where the building mass has 

great presence holding the Jardins in its interior. It is presented by the pavement within the 

grid. The ve limits delineang the street-block (axis of the grid, kerb, outer line of the block, 

inner line of the block and inner wall of the Jardins) have some presence and these will be 

subsequently presented with the excepon of the axis. The axis was already discussed as the 

generator of the grid and the same applies to any block of the grid.

The boom image presents the juxtaposion of the historical map dated 1891, showing in red 

the old legislave limit between the territoty of Barcelona and Sant Mar of Provensals, that 

used to cross the street-block that is the subject of this case study. This limit also appears on the 

map dated 1933, formalised as a street crossing the block and named as Carrer de los Ángeles.
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Fig. 2.2.160
Kerb located by the axis of the grid and the 
line of the block.

Fig. 2.2.161
Limit of the kerb con gured with mulple lines, shown in red. 
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Fig. 2.2.162
Mulple lines of the limit: Detail of the kerb in plan and secon.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Kerb as Edge-Boundary

The kerb as edge-boundary has already been discussed and this is not any di erent. This edge-

boundary is located by the line of the block and the axis resulng in a double limit. Due to 

the way the edge-boundary is represented the perimeter line of the block is an o set of the 

pavement and as a result of this operaon a strip is generated, in-between. 
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Fig. 2.2.164
Disconnuity on Carrer Sardenya in the line of the block providing access to the Jardins.

Fig. 2.2.163
Plan showing perimeter-boundary in bold as part of the street-block.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Line of the Block as Perimeter-Boundary i

The perimeter-boundary line of the block is the limit perceived by all and this as perimeter, 

boundary and border was discussed in 'Perimeter Line of the Block as a Mediator i, ii and iii'. This 

line is clear as in the other blocks but with the peculiarity of a disconnuity in Carrer Sardenya

which reads as a gap, providing access to the inside of the block. There is a second access to 

the inside of the block but the facade is only disconnued at ground oor level and reads as a 

perforaon, as part of the facade.
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Fig. 2.2.165
Border lines marking ownerships in blue.

Fig. 2.2.166
Block Jardins de Lina Òdena. Map showing legislave lines and property numbers.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Line of the Block as Border i

The perimeter-boundary line of the block receives and contains the dividing lines of the block in 

plots represented in blue crucial to the parcelling map (plano parcelario). The plot lines start at 

the perimeter-boundary line of the block, cross the limit of the inner façade of the block (where 

buildings end in the inside of the block) and end at the inner wall separang the private and 

public domains. 
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Fig. 2.2.167
Thicker line delineang the inner façade of the block posioned by the outer façade of the block and the 
wall of the Jardins.

Fig. 2.2.168
The image above shows a poron of the distant inner 
façade, as viewed when the visitor is located in the centre.

Fig. 2.2.169
The image to the le  shows the inner façade where the 
domesc domain meets the recovered public open space, 
which used to be privately owned.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Inner Line of the Block as Perimeter Boundary and as Rim

The inner façade represented with a connuous line is irregular, in contrast to the simple 

geometry of the perimeter-boundary line of the block. The perimeter-boundary line, 

represenng the block façade and these lines are limits to the same thing containing and 

relang them inmately. Therefore, the two facades work as an asymmetrical spine, but the 

inner façade for the visitor to the Jardins is more a border than a boundary whereas for the 

resident it is more a boundary than a border as it is experienced and inhabited di erently. As 

the perimeter-boundary line, this inner façade reveals the plots and supports the plot lines. This 

inner façade for many of the plots was designed as a funconal membrane (back façade) instead 

of a façade to be viewed from below. This is re ected in the way the limit of the inner façade is 

located by the contrasng regular line of the perimeter-boundary line and the wall determining 

the end of private properes.

In experience the inner façade takes a relevant role delineang the sky liming the "there" and 

framing the "over there". This happens at the rim, coinciding with the delineaon of this limit in 

plan, but not related. The secon discloses this and it is presented in 'Views and Territoriality', 

which follows.
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Fig. 2.2.170
Delineaon of the inner wall of the Jardins as perimeter and posioned by the inner façade of the block.

Fig. 2.2.171
Inner wall of the Jardins and its rim 
presenng the Iiner façade

Fig. 2.2.172
Inner wall of the Jardins and its rim 
presenng the Iiner façade
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Inner Line of the Block as Perimeter-Boundary-Rim

The h limit correlates with the innermost wall that limits the private space from the public 

space. This wall makes space for the Jardins, an oasis for the neighbours. This line is located by 

the line of the inner façade and follows a similar geometry. This wall is drawn as a perimeter 

though for the visitor, physically it is a boundary as it is an end, but visually a border presenng 

what it is beyond it. 

The visitor to the Jardins always perceives and experiences the inner façade in relaon to this 

wall. It sets and presents the inner façade through its rim appreciated in the two images to 

the le . This line bounds space and is the outermost part of the Jardins, a rim that can only be 

transgressed visually, not physically but able to place.
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Fig. 2.2.173
Juxtaposion of the ve limits.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Juxtaposion of the Five Interdependant Limits

The juxtaposion of the limits presented shows the strength of the perimeter-boundary line of 

the block prevailing over the other limits. This limit is the building line, where public and private 

meet and works with the inner perimeter-boundary/border of the inner façade containing an in-

between. The two edges of this in-between work in an asymmetrical manner and with di erent 

intensies. 

Each of the limits is delineated by a line that bears and generates and they are interrelated 

contesng and re ecng each other in a topological manner. Thus, the block is constuted by a 

de ned number of limits delineated as simple lines, where the majority act as boundaries, whilst 

others are more like borders, edges or perimeters.
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Fig. 2.2.175
Photograph taken a er 2005, but before 2009 when the public open space was further increased.

Fig. 2.2.174
Photograph taken a er 2005, but before 2009 when the public open space was further increased.
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Fig. 2.2.176
Aerial view of block

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Liming The Jardins: Making Space For.

Not many years ago, this block was like any other Cerdá block where the façade was the only 

visible element facing the public domain and from which to access the inside private space. 

The middle of the block was originally proposed as green and public space by Cerdà, but was 

then privazed and the di erent plots composing the block were taken over and ulised by the 

ground and rst oor owners. Thus, the current Jardins are the result of converng private land 

placed in the inner block back into public open space and providing access to it. Most of the 

buildings of this block date from earlier than the 1990s, except for two large plots that were 

previously integrated with many much smaller plots redeveloped in the late 90s or 2000s. These 

provided two entrances to the inner open public space, one from Carrer Sardenya through a 

passage open to the sky and the other from Carrer d’Ali Bei through a covered passage crossing 

the building. The resulng space accrued in two di erent stages.

© Google 2018
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Fig. 2.2.176
View inside open inner 
space. 

Fig. 2.2.177
View inside open inner 
space. 

Fig. 2.2.178
The diagram shows the 
visual limits the visitor 
experiences.

The two photographs 
show how the perimeter-
boundary wall is 
composed of old painted 
walls or new walls 
exposing the material 
with no treatment. 

This perimeter-boundary 
wall contains and 
presents the inner 
façade. This wall 
arculates the inner 
façade that de nes the 
horizon and I, the visitor.

In this diagram the 
perimeter-boundary is 
located by or locates the 
inner façade and the 
spaces within the inner 
space. 
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

From a Perimeter to a Visual Boundary ii

The wall acts as a perimeter bounding the Jardins37 associated with the idea of the vessel 

characterised by the edge when this is materialised. This starts and ends on the perimeter-wall 

and physically, I cannot overcome it. It is made of party walls, and the ones belonging to the 

most recent developments expose their rough material, brick. The older party walls are painted 

in a cream colour and keep their original heights and textures. The perimeter wall is uni ed 

by the painng and a layer of planng that wraps it. This added layer consists of a trench of 

soil which accommodates a climbing plant and any variaons in the width of the trench are 

due to the condions of the perimeter itself or the material meeng it on the opposite side. 

Thus, this perimeter wall once drawn as an element in its own right is not represented simply 

by one line but by a few and a strip is displayed. The edge of the wall sll has the idea of the 

perimeter (separang), and viewed from the middle it retains the strong feeling of being in a 

vessel displaying the asymetry of the perimeter. But, on the ground where the wall meets and 

mediates with the ground oor, the aributes of the perimeter and vessel can be quesoned. 

From the inial study of the structural limits of the block, the perimeter wall was placed by the 

inner façade. When drawing the plan of the Jardins in its context, the perimeter wall is a hinge 

arculang the inner façade that serves as a backdrop. Between the visitor and the wall, there 

may be other immediate limits and the wall is the backdrop. Hence, the wall is much more 

than a perimeter due to how this has been treated, de ning our reading but also due to its 

crucial role of posioning the viewer working as a hinge. The representaon of the wall reads 

as a perimeter but also agrees with some of the de nions of the border, as it demarcates and 

de nes, is connuous, aporec, precise, sll and instrumental in de ning public and private 

space. Nonetheless, through drawing, features of the boundary are disclosed. The wall takes 

more than one role. It de nes the Jardins but also belongs to the plots, is visually permeable, it 

changes and de nes human habitaon. It is a funconal element that seeks to be the backdrop 

on which to project things and make relaonships displaying a topological predisposion. Thus, 

the wall as limit contests and re ects and its delineaon by the line bears and generates.

37 Area of 1319 sqm, access via C/Sardenya 172 and C/d'Alí Bei, 121.
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Visitor Visitor

Fig. 2.2.179 
Diagram showing the juxtaposion of the desire line through the block and its structural limits (top). 
Long views from outside of the block to the inside de ne a direct route, through which the limits are 
framed (boom).
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Fig. 2.2.180
Spaces to stay de ned by the line bounding the 
pavement. At the turning point of the route.

Fig. 2.2.181
The route delineates the spaces to stay with 
the perimeter-boundary wall.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Generator of the Design

This secon explains the design of this inner open space from the limit. The limits are introduced 

as layers from outer, distant and more imposing to inner, closer and usually more subtle limits.

Perimeter/Boundary-Wall De ning Spaces i

The design concept for the Jardins is intrinsic to wall. The wall is carefully engineered to become 

an asset and acve in the experience instead of a heavy passive wall. Thus, the design emerges 

from the constraints: the wall and the direcons of the two accesses. The key strategies are:

1. To convert the irregular wall/limit into a simpli ed and recognisable geometry and shape;

2. To facilitate movement through the block adopng the shortest route. 

The route is based on the extension of the two entrances adopng their direcons and 

correlang with the plot lines de ning them. As a result, the route is constuted by long lines 

supported by long views with distant, back and middle grounds o ering a sense of amplitude. 

These long views contribute to the sense of safety as all limits can be reached visually. From the 

inside the distant outside is seen and from the outside the heart of the inner space is also seen. 

From the juxtaposion of the route and the wall, three areas become delineated by both. The 

three are areas to stay, adopng a unique but complementary character and programme and 

intrinsic to the whole through the wall and the journey. To make the route easy and quick in the 

intersecon of the two long views, a breathing, moving or staying area is created, shaping two 

of the iden ed areas in which to stay and play. This area is not the geometric centre but the 

gravitaonal one from which the wall can be perceived in its totality.
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Fig. 2.2.183
Plan with vegetaon that provides order and enhances as well as contrasts with the irregular wall.

Fig. 2.2.182
Photographs of tree types and 
locaon plan.

On the Limit

1. Washingtonia Filifera.
2. Schinus Molle.
3. Tipuan Tipu.
4. Brachychiton
5. Hedera Helix.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Wall and Vegetaon Elements ii

Vegetaon is introduced strategically with the aim of working in relaon to the perimeter wall or 

to create areas while providing shading but also a ceiling; delineang space.

• Brachychiton is the type of tree ulised to dress the perimeter and contribung to that limit;

• Tipuana are planted in recular form to create a space to stay alongside the route;

• Three palm trees are located in a triangle posion to mark a spot, a space - Washingtonia 

Filifera;

• Two Schinus Molle are placed as ornamental trees along a wall that is visible from both 

entrances;

• Hedera Helix is the climbing plant along the wall and part of the limit;

• Low bushes used lineally along the pavement to de ne and separate.
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NFig. 2.2.184
Round xed elements that include lamp posts and trunks of trees. These need the perimeter wall in 
order to be located.

On the Limit
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Wall and Round Elements iii

The mapping of the trunks of the trees and lamp posts seems random, the order appears 

when represented with the wall; the limit and in this case the boundary. The space is lit with a 

measured number of light points: eight lamp posts and three light points hanging from the wall. 
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Fig. 2.2.186
Metal elements.

Fig. 2.2.185
Metal elements.

On the Limit
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Fig. 2.2.187
Metal elements.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Wall and Lineal Ordering Elements iv

Three di erent types of metal elements are used to arculate materials and also working as 

limits with one excepon. 

The doed lines represent a metal at channel used as transion between pavers. It limits 

joining and separang; mediang.. 

The dashed lines represent the use of a metal rounded head channel that resolves the transion 

between the stone pavers and soil or sand ooring. This piece is a limit marking the end and 

beginning for two materials; it separates and links them dealing with an asymmetrical situaon 

in an ordered manner.

The connuous double line represents the locaon of metal perforated channels to collect the 

rain water and these are placed among the stone pavement. This element not only collects 

the rain water but also provides rhythm within the very large homogeneous paved area. 

This is carefully inserted as part of the stone oor ensuring that paviours are cut lengthways 

while providing contrast. This limit is recognisable. It makes space for, separates and joins and 

determines (re ects) on the ooring as an enty. It uctuates, as its role of collecng water is 

only revealed at speci c moments.
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NFig. 2.2.189
Benches placed to enhance liming.

Fig. 2.2.188
Seang: Benches and low wall bench.

On the Limit
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Wall And Seang v

Two di erent types of seang are added: a long low wall and benches.

The long low wall acts simultaneously as wall and bench. It delimits a sandy play-area and the 

pass-through area, it is a double limit. This wall reads with the perimeter wall due to its length. 

It also reads with the other benches as it takes the height of a convenonal bench. Hence, it 

shares qualies with a wall and bench, displaying as a double limit with ambiguity. This wall is 

made of boards of non-treated mber, contrasng with the sand and stone, and is placed at 

the edge, reading as an addion. It separates and links, and mediates with the sand and stone. 

It acts as a bench from both sides, it has made space for sing, jumping, standing, watching, 

watching from both sides. 

The bench has two variaons. The benches placed under the canopies of the trees to the 

north-east have a backrest facing the space for moving through, reinforcing the limit behind, 

the asymetry and the wall as an end. The other benches do not have a backrest, o ering two 

sing posions facing opposite sides. These benches are placed in relaon to a limit revealing 

the double limit. In this case, the benches help to de ne the limit as a boundary relang to both 

spaces, relang and separang. 
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Fig. 2.2.191
Delineaon of the background, middle ground and foreground.

Fig. 2.2.190
Photo of inner space and diagram.
Visitor's outlook, where surfaces structure and 
compose the view.

Layes of vegetaon dressing the 
limits; the walls. 

The layers of trees help to 
mediate and relate the di erent 
limits, "here", "there".

A line of trees and climbing 
plants dress the middle ground 
objects.

The upper line, the rim of the 
building, presents the sky. The 
lower lines de ne the "here" 
and the end of the foreground.

The upper line; the rim 
encloses, presents the sky 
and coincides with the urban 
horizon.

The wall mediang the "there" 
and "over there".From other 
posions these are the "here" 
and the "there". 

These middle lines are part 
of the "here". The thicker 
line marks the beginning of 
the "there". The wall is the 
hinge between the "here" and 
"there".

On the Limit
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

The Journey

Two moments of the journey placed in the middle of the inner space are presented in relaon to 

the experienced limits. The rst one is the moment introduced on the le  and the second is the 

area of trees intersecng with the route through.

Views and Territoriality

I am inside, anywhere I look the boundary-wall accompanies me, I am and feel enclosed and 

protected. The delineaon of this wall has also great presence on the drawing and I read things 

in relaon to it. The inner façade constantly presents the sky and the boundary wall presents 

the inner façade and this is revealed in secon (following page). I cannot see the inner façade or 

boundary wall behind me, but I feel it. But I have full view of it on the drawing. Any stac view of 

the journey encompasses these di erent limits of surfaces composing and structuring my view 

where the edge, visible in a line, is visible and de nes. 
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NFig. 2.2.193
Visitor views of limits.

Fig. 2.2.192
Horizontal angles of view.

15 degress: Preferred view.
35 degrees: Eye of movement.
60 degrees: Head rotaon
94 degrees: Head/eye maximum area.

Those limits that the visitor sees are represented by connuous lines and the thickness relates to their 
presence. The disconnuous lines represent limits that the visitor cannot see from her locaon and the 
doed lines join her eye view with the vertex of a perimeter de ning the point of the seen and unseen. 
Lines in red correlate with the angles of vie for head rotaon and hed/eye maximum area.

On the Limit
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NFig. 2.2.194
Resident views of limits. 

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Visitor and Resident i

The plans below shows the alternave visual territories for the visitor (le ) and for the resident 

(right). The domain of the visitor contrasts with that of the resident who dwells in a at above 

the ground oor. Their domains and territories are de ned by the limits and their order is the 

reverse. The resident, while contemplang the inner open space from his balcony, is in an in-

between that is neither public nor private, outside nor inside. He is protected by the wall just 

behind him containing his private realm whilst he is exposed to the sky de ned by the building 

line and the inner open space de ned by the boundary-wall. 

This visual territory correlates with the limits and what de nes the place. The walls and 

elements delineang their limits are the same but they are perceived and as limits re ect and 

contest di erently. 
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Fig. 2.2.195
Secon with view lines of the visitor on the ground oor and resident on an upper oor.

On the Limit
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Fig. 2.2.196
Plan delineang the Cartesian limits experienced by the visitor and resident.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Visitor and Resident ii

The resident's view is closer to a plan than an elevaon while the view for the visitor is nearer 

to an elevaon where the horizontal distances are compressed and di cult to sense. Thus, the 

resident feels the inner space with the visitor in it is far away, while the visitor feels the resident 

quite near. Distances are experienced by visitors and residents di erently.

The visitor is protected by the boundary wall and more immediate limits such as the treeline, 

pavement, benches and these contrast with the limit of the inner façade and its far away 

ulmate upper edge presenng the sky. They feels protected by the inner-facade and inner wall 

that encloses and acts as a double run, yet they feel exposed to the overlooking views of the 

resident from above.
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Fig. 2.2.197
General view of the conglomerate of limits.

Fig. 2.2.198
View of the study area for the following pages, highlighted.

On the Limit
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Fig. 2.2.199
Main lines of importance for the study area.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Conglomerate of Limits

For this area it is relevant to realise that a line of trees has changed, changing the limit when 

analysing the role of the trees. 

Zoning

The route determined by the extension of the two entrances from the outside de nes the 

di erent spaces to stay. In this case the route loses its de nion, intersecng with the space to 

stay, rede ning the limits. 

This area, through the tacc of layering in plan and the juxtaposion in secon, presents some 

clear limits, with others more delicate that blur or mediate the clearer ones. The studies in 

plan draw the limit in layers that are juxtaposed, revealing how lines represenng changes of 

materials work together with virtual lines that place elements like lights, tree pits, trees. The 

secon shows the layering of lines and virtual and/or transparent surfaces that constute the 

limits.
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NFig. 2.2.202
Perimeter wall in plan, secon noted.

Fig. 2.2.201
View of wall above.

Fig. 2.2.200
Perimeter wall in secon (right).

On the Limit
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Perimeter Wall i

The most prominent limit to consider containing this moment is the perimeter wall. It creates 

this area by folding itself and creang a recess. The wall along its length has two smaller recess 

set within the larger one. These are smoothed by the wrapping and climbing plants that unify 

it with the rest of the perimeter wall. A layer of trees spaced perfectly in a line is added just in 

front of the wall. This limit is constuted by a wall delineang a hard edge; separang public 

and private. However, this has made space for, it separates but the added elements seek to 

join. The climbing plants unify and beaufy the wall, but also present the "there"; the private 

domain seeking to mediate. The line of trees has a similar vocaon to the climbing plants, 

that is separang, containing the visitor "here", as well as joining with what it is beyond, 

the"there". Thus a inhabitable strip with mulple lines is revealed, that joins and separates. It 

is asymmetrical, as this me only one side of the hinge of the limit is displayed. It uctuates in 

the sense that the shadow of the wall and trees draws another line, modifying the strip, plus 

the vegetaon that changes throughout the seasons. It is topological as this wall before was a 

perimeter and now its meaning has been enriched. 
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Fig. 2.2.203
Limit of the area for moving through in plan and secons revealing a strip.

B’B

A’A

Secon B-B’

Secon A-A’

Detail Plan
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NFig. 2.2.204
Pavement limit in plan, secons noted.

A
B

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Pavement Area ii

The study area has two limits at each end: one presented on the previous page and the other 

here. The route is paved consistently, ulising just one type of paviour laid in one direcon. 

This is one of the two locaons where the route intersects with a space to stay, loosening up its 

rigidity (and monofunconally) and gaining in richness, providing exibility, with subtle limits 

and encouraging meandering in a physical but also a visual sense. This presents both a limit 

and a transion, as a result of meeng a di erent material at opposite sides of the transversal 

direcon of the route. 

Limit: the encounter of the pavement with the sand along a straight line that has been precisely 

placed. The resoluon of this encounter is precise. The last paviour adopts a longitudinal 

posion perpendicular to the direcon of the paviours of the route and a metal pro le is placed 

in between these two paviours. Thus, this limit is formed of di erent lines de ning a strip. In this 

case this strip is constant unl it encounters a di erent material, the soluon is di erent, but the 

width of the strip is constant and linear.
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NFig. 2.2.205
In between limits / transion in plan.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

In Between / Transion

Whereas the previous limit is precise, formal and linear, the transion opposite is precise as the 

elements are xed but it is conceptualised as a changeable strip, with subtle taccs handling the 

gradaon between spaces of very di erent qualies. 

When the pavement meets the grass the paviours just stop and this happens along a broken 

line contrasng with the straight line of the limit. Each segment of this broken line has the same 

measurement and is reinforced with a bench xed on the last row of paviours and a tree in each 

kink placed on the grass area.

The broken line de ning the end of the pavement is o set inside the paving area starng at the 

point where the perimeter-wall turns the corner sharply. This broken line de ning the locaon of 

the tree pits and the paviours from these lines towards the grass have a bigger spacing allowing 

grass to grow only in the direcon of the movement demarcang.

Round vercal elements: lighng pots and trees are placed in virtual lines parallel to the broken 

line and the perimeter wall. These form virtual and transparent surfaces that layer the space. 
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Fig. 2.2.207
Mapping the overlay of ooring surface with trees canopies above.

Fig. 2.2.206
Overlapping of tree lines delineang and idenfying an area.

On the Limit
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Fig. 2.2.208
Exploraon of inseron of three pit as part of the pavement transion, delineang changes.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Green Area iii

This area is an in-between space bounded by the perimeter-wall and the broken line where the 

pavement ends. This in-between replicates the limit and the transion of the pavement area 

and the transion is a hinge for the two areas. 
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Fig. 2.2.212
Opposite page, Boom: Diagram revealing the concealed synergies between elements and their 
juxtaposion.

Fig. 2.2.209
Opposite page, Top: Conglomaraon of limits into one where the generave lines are at di erent levels.

Fig. 2.2.210
Opposite page, Middle-Top: Lines of a strip delineated on plan but generated from the secon.

Fig. 2.2.211
Opposite page, Middle-Boom: Delineaon of strips as surfaces revealing juxtaposion.

2.2  Represenng the Limit

Layering

The visitor's view is formed of di erent layers: the background is constuted by the façade at 

the back, framed by the edge of the trees, which are the "here", de ned by the "over there" 

of the façade further back. The perimeter wall with its vegetaon is at the limit of the middle 

ground and this starts with the tree line nearest to me. 

The trees are a strong visual component that carry di erent roles: 

1. They de ne an area underneath the canopies, represented by the projected shadow on the 

pavement. Trees of the same species have synergy working together;

2. The trunks provide direconality and depth to the space;

3. They blur the limits, supporng the idea of the boundary o ering porosity, change through 

shadows and shape, closing and opening, as I can see through… 

The top image presents the some of the layers of this complex limit that includes a 

conglomeraon of limits reading as strips con gured with mulple lines. The middle image 

presents the lines of the limit in plan, yet iden ed in secon and how some of them overlap. 

The diagram below correlang with the middle image delineates the di erent strips with a hatch 

revealing the overlapping. The associated stave diagram (resembling music notaon) notes the 

strips in the lines revealing the complex juxtaposion and how for example a tree is part of the 

limit of the wall but also of the in-between. Thus, it displays how the strips are limits which are 

re-de ned when considered with the other limits or even part of the strip belonging to another 

limit. The delineang reveals the constant re-balancing aributes of separang and joining. It 

displays as ambiguous, asymmetrical, changeable and topological, being rede ned when re-

drawn and re-considered.
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NFig. 2.2.213
CAD Plan of the Block.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Re-Drawing the Block

The Experience of Redrawing the Block: Drawing Lines From the Limit

The City of Barcelona provides comprehensive informaon of the city covering all sorts of data 

from historical maps to CAD drawings for all of the city, with some parts covered at a very good 

level of detail. The city council also publishes their work and projects are available to the public. 

Nonetheless, the plans for the inner open space of the block are not available. Therefore, I have 

drawn it in AutoCad over the base map available from the Geoportalbcn with measurements 

taken from site visits, photographs, google aerial maps and pictures, other maps accessible at 

Geoportalbcn, and the publicaon La+U+Urbana. El Libro Blanco de las Calles de Barcelona

edited by Fomento de las Artes y del Diseño.38

The mechanical experience of drawing the block was laborious, but also revealing. I overlaid 

di erent pdf maps of the block from which to trace. Before drawing any line I had to check how 

they correlated and were codi ed. Then I started with the perimeter of the block, kerb and the 

inner perimeter of the block made consistent amidst all the di ering available informaon. At 

that point, these were perimeters and became referenal lines when I started to locate and 

draw elements in relaon to them. The kerb and the inner perimeter of the block were drawn 

in relaon to the perimeter of the block. The street’s trees were located from the kerb. The 

three spaces to stay in the inner open space were placed from the inner perimeter line and 

most of the other elements were based on that perimeter and the pavement. Everything seems 

interrelated, one element dependent on another.

This open space uses a limited number of materials: 

• Flooring: hard surface- stone pavement, so  areas -sand, soil or grass;

• Lighng: four di erent of points of light: two di erent types of lamp posts and three wall 

lights within the inner open space and wall light spots along the corridor-access from Carrer 

d’Alí Bei;

• Vegetaon: There are four di erent types of trees used in an ordered manner:

1. Along the walls;

2. To create a shaded area;

3. Ornamental: two types;

38 Jordi Farrando, ed., La+U Urbana. El Libro Blanco de las Calles de Barcelona (Barcelona: Fomento de las 
Artes y del Diseño, 2010).
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On the Limit

4. Plus, the climbing plant covering part of most of the walls.

• Ornaments: one type of bench with a variaon, a fountain, a low sing wall, two bins of the 

same design, steel elements as such as pro les to end pavement or collecon of water.

The hard ooring is a key element and provides measurement to the space. The width of 

the paviour39 determines the placement of the tree pits or water collecon. I found myself 

counng the number of paviours between the building boundary line on the access from Carrer 

Sardenya in order to place the green strip along one of the sides, or paviours between the lines 

of collecon of water, the tree pits,etc. When drawing, I saw through lines: lines de ning the 

end of the pavement and beginning of the sand or grass, lines of the collecon of water, lines 

of trees, benches, lights,… These lines are placed in relaon to the perimeter wall, each other 

and the surface of the pavement. The pavement allows the placement of elements due to the 

consistent paern and visible edges of each individual paviour. Unl this point the edge of the 

paviour only existed at the point where the pavement ended, and the edge was revealed as 

edge. The ooring as surface denies the edge of the paviour unl that speci c moment when my 

eyes concentrate on detail, becoming aware of the individual pieces and the edge re-emerges.

The trees were also placed in relaon to the perimeter wall, which at that moment acts as 

a generang line that places the pavement. The tree trunck was delienated on plan and its 

associated canopy above with doed lines. The doed lines represent an area that it is felt by 

the shade but not recorded as there is just so much that can be drawn.

Before presenng the drawing or prinng, the lines of the drawing had to be codi ed, otherwise 

the representaon reads as a sea of lines of equal weight. The order, based on what the 

lines represent, establishes a hierarchy, revealing the level to which the limits operate and 

the manner in which these are interrelated or dependant. Here, we can queson if the limit 

is topological or if the pracce of the architect of drawing at scale makes it topological. The 

hierarchy of lines is established, and then limits are recorded with a line thickness. Some of 

the lines are revealed as bearing and generang and some as limits themselves, re ecve and 

contested.

Thus, the experience of drawing has revealed the appropriate placing of the limit aside from 

de ning, containing, legislang,… and the act of drawing, liming depended on the limit. 

39 Paviours are only cut in their transversal dimension in halves and thirds of their length.
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2.2  Represenng the Limit

Summary

The study of the recovered inner open space in the Cerdà block demonstrates that there are no 

pure simple lines. Most limits and many lines of the limits have more than one meaning and role 

and can be typi ed but not classi ed. The inquiry through drawing has involved the exploraon 

of limits at di erent scales and in relaon to di erent elements, unveiling its presencing40 and 

the bearing and generang of the lines.

The inner open space sits within a block as part of Cerda’s grid and is accessed from two streets 

de ned by the block containing the inner open space and the adjacent block. The inquiry 

resulted in a contextual analysis focusing on the line as limit covering di erent aspects and 

scales. 

Lines in architecture are are limits and these are neither pure nor simple in the sense that 

most lines have more than one role and meaning determined by their bearing and generang. 

An example of this is the single line of the perimeter block (2.2.148) concurring with the line 

of the façade and property line. This disnguishes the inner from the outer space, the public 

from the private. In the change of scale, the single line understood as perimeter is revealed as 

a strip with mulple lines displaying the aributes of the limit and this as border or boundary 

(2.2.149, 2.2.161). Another example is the axis - a shared limit - of the street (2.2.140-141) which 

is an intangible or invisible line to the eye as it is not materialised. However, it de nes the grid, 

locates the block within the grid and it coincides with the ridge of the road area de ning where 

the rainwater falls, directly linking it with the kerb (2.2.160). Furthermore, the kerb also collects 

the rainwater fallen on the pavement. The kerb is located by the axis and the block even though 

the kerb’s original intuive main role is to mediate between and di erenate the pavement 

from the road area (2.2.149). The drawn line in o cial maps correlates with the edge of the 

kerb and not with the strip where the rainwater is collected but in relaon to it. This is a result 

of an “o set”41 of the line of the perimeter block. Hence, based on the drawing experience, the 

kerb is also posioned and dependent on the axis as well as on the perimeter block (2.2.163). 

Once again, at the change of scale, the limit represented with a single (or perhaps double 

disparate lines) reveals as a strip composed of mulple lines with a double nature willing to join 

and separate. The limit and its lines are in uenced and in uence others displaying asymmetry. 

40 In the words of Heidegger.
41 "O set" is a command in AutoCAD to copy and paste a line at a given distance, parallel to the original.
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A further example is the wall de ning the inner open space (2.2.170) which, at rst glance, reads 

as a boundary working in one direcon containing space separang the public and private space 

(2.2.178). Yet it also acts as a hinge between the visitor and the resident and this was revealed 

in secon (2.2.195). Furthermore, this limit in the drawings provides a greater understanding 

on how the limit displays in mulple ways depending on the viewer disclosing the aributes 

of asymmetry, uctuaon and ambiguity (2.2.193-195). The edge of the pavement area 

disnguishes the “this from the that”,42 de nes the end and beginning of granite slabs and the 

area to move through, as well as rede ning the geometry of the space de ned by the perimeter 

wall (2.2.180-181). At the detail scale of the limit between the “this from the that” (2.2.203) 

the limit reveals as a strip with mulple lines leading the transion between the hard to the so  

area and the lines are precise and codi ed deploying the convenons of the architect used to 

design this type of limits. Hence, each of these limits is mulfaceted and topological determining 

and de ning but also de ned by other limits or aspects. Some limits started revealing as 

perimeters or edges but as the exploraon of their representaon progressed, other qualies 

emerged revealing that the limit in queson was a border, boundary or rim. Thus, the limit is 

able to be de ned and rede ned. The mulple lines of the limit may modify or at least their 

bearing and generang may reveal a change in how the limit is re ecve and contested relang 

to the uctuaon and ambiguity aributes.

The limits explained previously are posioned by others but have also the ability to posion. 

This was revealed in the study of grounds of pictures (2.2.191) and through the inclusion of 

the viewer in the convenonal drawings (2.2.179, 2.2.193-195). A limit may be of one type 

or a combinaon of types depending on who experiences it and at which side of the limit the 

person is placed. The outer and inner perimeter correlang with the façades of the block are 

two examples. The resident perceives the façades as boundaries while the visitor and pedestrian 

perceive them as borders, edges and rims at speci c height. Thus, on some occasions, the 

limit is not just de ned by its own physical aributes and parcular locaon with its inherent 

relaons based on proximity, but also by the located body inferring meaning to the limit.

The representaon of the limit is challenging. It rarely can be represented by a line as it needs 

a myriad of lines that are interdependent in a speci c manner. Somemes at a close proximity 

there are a number of lines depicng several limits while the lines also de ne bands appearing 

in sequence or parally overlapping. These lines need to be codi ed depicng the complexity 

of their own bearing and generang, relaonships with other lines and bands (2.2.210-12).

42 "This and that" is used by Gordon Cullen in his decripon of sequences and spaces.
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These reveal in plan, secon or a combinaon of both where me is implicit. First, the main 

lines are seen and in many cases as simple perimeters or edges but as the study proceeds 

these are enriched with complementary interpretaons. Somemes these are inferred from 

newly disclosed subtle lines, interrelaonships or dependencies rede ning the limit or a 

conglomeraon of limits; lines and bands. Some of these subtler lines may correlate with 

non-tangible lines like the canopy of the tree or the added shadow and others de ne edges of 

surfaces or volumes. The resulng diagrams are neither in plan nor secon (2.2.212). Instead, 

they are a conceptual representaon of the limit in queson and to disclose the full experienal 

richness of the limit, should be depicted by a series of complementary diagrams. Then, on some 

occasions, an area displays a conglomeraon of limits that contains an intensity of limit within 

the network of limits.

The act of drawing on top of pictures or plans, secons and so poses the primary queson of 

which lines are to be drawn and how, implying an awareness and selecon by the designer. 

The mechanisc chore of drawing the plan of the block in AutoCad (2.2.213), providing a base 

from which to survey the representaon of the limits, prompted the basic enquiry of the line 

and then the limit as the instrumental element of graphic representaons. Each line represents 

something, and it is drawn in relaon to another or the other lines. Each line has a thickness, 

length and direcon within the drawing, which includes a cardinal orientaon. Between lines are 

measurable distances and the lines are placed with a relave direcon. However, the rst line of 

the drawing is signi cant as it determines the lines to follow and to some extent the credibility 

(in terms of precision) relies on this rst move. In this case, the perimeter block was drawn rst, 

and then, the axis, other perimeters, edges and details followed. These were drawn following a 

similar order in which the limits have been presented and the process of drawing brought the 

aenon to how lines are drawn in relaon to a primary limit. The primary limit refers to the 

limit that discloses at di erent scales and part of the network of limits. This exercise, once again, 

reveals the topological nature of the limit; this as an enty but as part of a whole; mulple and 

mulfaceted.

Finally, the depicon of the limits in this case study shows that in the middle scale the limit 

reveals the greatest complexity and richness, needing the large and small scale to understand 

what the middle one conveys and reveals. The contested and re ecve limit and the bearing and 

generang its lines is revealed in the shi ing between scales; the transion of scales.
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2.3  Interim Conclusion

Part 2 comprises two disnct chapters; chapter 2.1, ‘Convenons of Representaon’ and 

chapter 2.2, ‘Represenng the Limit’ culminang with the interim conclusion. ‘Convenons 

and Representaon’ advances the discussion about the dual form of the drawing as noun and 

acon. The former relates to the drawing as artefact and representaon and the laer to the 

experience of drawing and its relaon to experiences in-the-world. ‘Represenng the Limit’ 

presents graphic representaons of experienal limits in the three case studies supported with 

brief explanaons of the representaons in relaon to the limit. In Part 1, the case studies 

were explored in terms of their experience through descripons to open-up a de nion of 

the limit from the viewpoint of the bordering siege.1 In the descripons (wrien-experience),2

I (from the bordering siege) act as a hinge mediang and arculang the wrien experience 

(belonging to the hermeneuc siege) that Eugenio Trías called symbols and the world (the siege 

of appearance).3 In Part 2, the same relaonship is established between the drawings (graphic 

representaons), myself and the world. 

This chapter outlines seven points of which the rst six present lessons learned in relaon to 

the experience of represenng limits and the representaon4 or delineaon of limits. The nal 

point presents the re ned de nion of the limit in relaon to the working de nion presented 

in chapter 1.4, ‘Interim Conclusion’ at the end of Part 1.

1 The term siege is the translaon of the Spanish cerco which translates as enclosure, fence, hedge, rim, 
halo, loop,… However, it is deployed as Trías’ sense referring to the line that de nes the limit similar to the 
line of the horizon. And bordering siege denotes the bordering nature of the being, represenng the being 
as the limit; the hinge between the siege of appearing (world) and hermeneuc siege (reason/divine).
2 The descripons are supported by images taking a second place and the descripons are based on my 
personal lived experience of the case studies, but I adopted the third-person voice, she.
3 The bordering siege (cognito in the world) mediates and arculates the siege of appearing placed in the 
world (correlang to the phenomenological I -being-in-the-world- in Marn Heidegger’s language) and the 
hermeneuc siege able to transcend worldliness through the wrien and drawing experiences enabling the 
representaons.
4 In this chapter, representaon refers to graphic-representaon.
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The Experience of Drawing and Drawings as Representaons

Drawing5 is adopted as a method to understand the world, as a means of seeing, exploring and 

represenng even though it is disncve and unlike the “thing itself” or its experience. Seeing, 

exploring and represenng, both for the architect and in this research, involves moving (hinging) 

between the world of ideas and concepts and the world of forms and experiences, and vice 

versa.

The drawings are the result of the experience of drawing, the consequence of intense thinking 

through doing.6 The rst drawing for each case study and aspect to explore is usually fragile, full 

of uncertainty and challenges, relying on a pre-selected scale, aspect and medium which may 

or may not be adequate. The “evocaveness” of the rst drawing is followed by another and 

another, all part of the iterave process inherent to design, rede ning the scale, narrowing the 

aspect and perhaps modifying the medium. At some point, the act of drawing takes the lead 

focusing and calibrang my thinking and my eyes. As this process evolves, a drawing may reveal 

something to me that I did not noce before, diverng me from my inial and pre-planned7

journey as well as from the descripons presented in Part 1, 1.2. That drawing may suggest 

or ask me to draw elements di erently, or in di erent ways leading my thinking where the 

drawn element/s take presence and displays their “thingness” to me.8 This experience deploys 

memories of the past (lived-experiences) which are triggered and/or bounded by knowledge 

acquired in the past and by the deployment of resources such as google maps, photos, digi-

maps or others ulised at the beginning of the process. Hence, drawing-experience has enabled 

me to inhabit through the drawing and thus, in a di erent way, to inhabit the limit.

Some drawings were made quickly and just once, while others are the result of several iteraons 

of the same drawing with lile resemblance between the rst and last. In many cases, the 

5 The experience of drawing is similar to the experience of wring discussed in chapter 1.4 ‘Interim 
Conclusion’. Although the medium is di erent, enabling us to see, think about and re ect di erently and 
each displays and reveals di erent, complementary or subtle discrepancies on aspects or elements. 
6 Drawing includes the experience acquired through doing introduced by Josep Maria Montaner 
and presented in chapter 2.1. See Josep Maria Montaner, Del Diagrama a las Experiencias, Hacia una 
Arquitectura de la Acción (Barcelona: Editorial Gustavo Gili S.A, 2014), pp.77.
7 My pre-planned journey may include preconcepons that the experience of drawing challenges and 
encourages me to be crical of.
8 “Thing”, Marn Heidegger’s term referring to the “thing” available to the architect or ready-at-hand 
when before it was occurrence. See chapter ‘The Thing’ in Marn Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought
( rst by Harper & Row, New York, 1971; New York: Perennial Classics, 2001), pp.161-184. And Stephan 
Käufer & Anthony Chemero, Phenomenology. An Introducon (Cambridge, UK and Malden, USA: Polity 
Press, 2015), pp.51-65.
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drawing involves a layering, where tracing paper is placed on top of the photograph, map or 

drawing. Each of the subsequent layers contains some common but also some new lines in 

relaon to the previous and/or subsequent drawing. Hence, the drawing bears and, in many 

cases, also generates9 informaon, from understandings and conceptualisaons, thus taking on 

the qualies of “drawing forth” that Jonathan Hill explains.10

One issue here is the experience of drawing referred above, and another is the drawing as 

representaon available to others for interpretaon. Architectural drawings, as Steen Eiler 

Rasmussen points out, are cold and far from the experience of the referent.11 Nonetheless, there 

have been aempts to connect the Cartesian convenons of architectural drawing to experience 

by deploying symbols in the drawing that facilitates the reader to interpret the drawing. The 

representaons presenng the limits in the case studies have adopted and experimented 

with some of these convenons. Among architects, there is the convenon to show -wherever 

possible- drawings with the north point facing up or to add a north point if not. A reader, who 

has some understanding of sun paths, cardinal points and the local weather can idenfy the 

journey of the sun through space throughout the day and seasons, enabling her to disnguish 

which areas will be occupied by people in winter or summer, where plants will thrive or struggle 

and how the shadows resulng from the movement of the sun will de ne and rede ne the 

space throughout the year. Another technique is to “inhabit the drawing”, referring to the 

pracce of including images of people, bikes, trees and more in the drawing in order to “inhabit” 

the drawn space. The introducon of these images, on the other hand, encourages the reader 

to animate the drawing in her mind, based on her own previous experience of the environment. 

On the other hand it allows her to measure and quanfy things based on her own knowledge 

of some of these objects included, in relaon to the proposed space. Another technique is to 

colour or codify sky, water, vegetaon and so on by matching how these are experienced in the 

world to simplify the reading and subtly guide the eye through the drawing. Drawings are also 

annotated which helps interpretaon. Despite the fact that these annotaons are words, they 

may trigger past memories relang to already built places, which aids the imagining of the new 

proposals. Most of the convenons noted above are shared knowledge and pracce among 

architects. However, the years an architect takes to learn these convenons should not be 

underesmated, nor the skill of interpreng and communicang through drawing. This may be a 

9 Edward S. Casey refers to bearing and generang of the edge in The World on Edge (Bloomington, 
Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2017) p71. However, due to its design nature, this research has revealed 
that lines bear and generate while the limit contests and re ects yet both pairs are interrelated.
10 Jonathan Hill, ‘Drawing Forth Immaterial Architecture’, Architectural Research Quarterly, 10:1 (2006a), 
pp.51-55 (p51) and ‘Drawing Research’, The Journal of Architecture, 1:3 (2006b), pp329-333.
11 Steen Eiler Rasmussen, Experiencing Architecture 3rd edn (Cambridge: The M.I.T. Press, 1978) p14.
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limitaon to non-architects con ning their engagement with the drawings to a certain level.

The techniques discussed above are deployed in the drawings represenng the limits of the 

case studies. In principle, architectural drawings are disassociated from inhabitaon and the 

viewer. Although the above techniques seem technical, they are part of the world and they are 

deployed as mundane elements that we can all empathise with through experience. They seek 

to make drawings more accessible, at least to those who know the convenons, encouraging the 

interpreter to read from and through imaginary inhabitaon based on past lived-experiences of 

places, the body or other ordinary elements. The ability to deploy imaginary inhabitaon varies 

from person to person and architects will have disncve experiences here as they bring their 

professional experience to bear. 

Experienced Lines and the Represented Lines

Most drawings are constuted mainly of lines. These are marks on paper correlang with our 

depicons based on or in uenced by our experiences. The limit is inherent to the line and this 

study looks for the line that reveals the inner necessity that is able to generate and bear: what 

Tim Ingold calls the abstract line. This may include lines of diverse nature: the geometric lines 

which link, for example, and/or the organic line that separate.12 Nonetheless, these lines, which 

in the world per se do not exist but we learn to see them, enable us to move between the two 

worlds.13 When I see the world, I may see through lines or not, but usually I am not aware of 

them. When I draw I need to decide which lines to trace, what they correlate to in the world, 

what they depict and mean. Thus, the act of drawing and its implicit experience allows me to 

move between the world of forms to the world of ideas and back to the world of forms. The 

drawn lines are conceptualised, or at least carry a degree of abstracon, distancing the drawing 

from the things themselves but this simultaneously is tangible, moving them closer to the world 

itself. I, placed on the bordering siege, deploy the line as medium (means)14 mediang the sieges 

of appearances and the hermec siege. The line, within the established theorecal and praccal 

framework, is tangible and abstract, speci c and versale, separang and uning, stac and 

dynamic, bearing and generave, simple and complex. This line has aributes that are very close 

to the de nion of the limit.

12 Tim Ingold, ‘Looking for Lines in Nature’, Earthlines, vol.3 (2012), pp.49-50.
13 Ibid., Ingold quotes Maurice Merleau-Ponty, who uses Leonardo da Vinci’s words saying: This line “is not 
here nor there, neither in this place nor that, but always between or behind whatever we x our eyes upon”.
14 Or the line that bears and generates, in a similar manner to the drawing forth by Jonathan Hill, ‘Drawing 
Forth Immaterial Architecture’ and ‘Drawing Research’.
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The drawn line is tangible as I can trace over it with my nger or pencil, but it is just a depicon 

of the thing, a representaon implicitly abstract. It seems speci c, as it correlates with 

something tangible, but it is versale as it can represent manifold things simultaneously. The 

line may be the end as well as the beginning of something or it may help to mediate di erent 

things. A line unites two or more points, presenng itself with a stac form but while it is drawn 

or made,15 it reveals itself through its movement with implied embedded energy. This becomes 

an element to be travelled through instead of experienced only in its transverse dimension or 

as a stac element. The line may bear but also can generate; this may relate to the line of the 

architect. The line inherently encloses-in-itself bearing characteriscs and meanings as well 

as generang establishing relaons and being proposional. Lines are simple to our eyes. In 

the rst instance, we read lines as edges with unilateral qualies but a er pondering on them, 

other qualies and relaons are revealed to us making them extremely rich and complex. 

Furthermore, the drawn line is a topological line and a line of enquiry. This is the line of the 

limit, which carries the aributes of the de nion of the limit presented in chapter 1.4. The 

drawing exploraon allowed for examining these in architecture and urban design and advance 

the de nion, the understanding of the aributes and the dynamics between them. The line 

has presence and operates in and within the three sieges; I experience it through the drawing-

experience (siege of appearing), I draw it in a codi ed manner (hermec siege), and it enables 

me to think while transcending the experiences and the representaons (bordering siege).

Thus, the limit is latent in the line of the representaons of the limits of the case studies. Limits 

a priori, before engaging or experiencing them, can be drawn with simple lines such as the line 

of the kerb marking the change of level between the pavement and the vehicle lane, the line 

of the façade or the thin line indicang the change of oor surface. However, each of these 

lines, once drawn from the perspecve of the limit as described above, reveal other associated 

lines, perhaps of di erent hierarchies or ones that work together with other already drawn 

line/s creang a limit. Then, the limit displays as a strip that accommodates mulple lines. 

Furthermore, these lines may be related to other nearby lines that are part of the drawing which 

may represent limits or not. Hence, a limit is a strip, a recognisable enty, that is related and 

works with other parts or limits and its reading in isolaon, revealing just part of it.

Many of the drawings represenng the limits of the case studies are tracings over photographs 

or maps where lines were seen and selected based on the aributes of the limit presented 

in Part 1, 1.4. Through that experience, I learned to idenfy the lines that reveal their inner 

15 In the sense Ingold re ects on the geometric-organic lines. Lines made while walking, by the slugs or 
making it with a pen or a sck on the sand.
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necessity leaving appearances aside, although the case study Jardins de Lina Òdena was drawn 

in AutoCAD without involving any tracing in the tradional sense to provide the locaon of the 

lines. This exercise revealed that I rst had to draw the limits and the other lines will be drawn 

and located from the limits. It can be quesoned whether most of the lines of that drawing are 

one type of limit or another, hence these are drawn in relaon to each other and the whole. 

Thus, the architect is habituated to draw the limits in an intuive way and rely on them. These 

are the lines that locate, generate and bear.

Whilst drawing, the lines of the limits are codi ed. In the urban case studies, due to the 

complexity of the limits and interrelaons between limits, it is challenging to codify them 

consistently, correlang between representaons. The limit may be de ned by elements 

that are on the oor or a few meters from it. Furthermore, the line that limits the surface is 

relevant as it works against or in conjuncon with another surface at a di erent level. Thus, 

the representaons of the limit have evolved, as through the drawing-experience I codi ed, 

de-codi ed and re-codi ed one limit and another posing disnct challenges. Indeed, the 

representaon seeking to record the complexity of the experience of the limit moved to a 

codi caon system that resembles musical notaon (2.2.124, 2.2.212). The represented 

codi caon of lines creates a system centring the eyes and mind of the interpreter providing 

hierarchy within lines on one drawing. Furthermore, the layering technique allows for a 

sequence of drawings with sequences of lines to be experienced on the drawing separately 

and in relaon to the other, portraying the idea and hierarchy of the experiences. The reader 

grasps their generang and bearing ability in an intuive way as well as the discrepancies and 

similaries or synergies between line types and lines. 

Frames-in-the-world and Drawings as Frames

Each drawing is a framed view of the world and this is parcular and paral, resembling 

photographs, which are themselves selected views of the world. We experience the world 

through an indeterminate concatenaon of frames, moving from the general to the focused 

view, framing what it is beyond or nearby, and then back again to the long-distance or close-

up view, all presented in a messy and uncontrolled manner. While drawing, I have a similar 

experience where one drawing evokes another, making me move between framed views. 

Somemes these can be dispersed by moving between a distant to a close or general panoramic 

view or between spaces. At other mes, the evocaveness of a rst drawing takes me to a 

second drawing of the same view but framing it di erently.
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These frames are part of a journey, which can be conveyed through a sequence of drawings 

which present spao-temporal qualies of drawing and experiencing. Hence, the technique 

of the sequence includes both allowing the limit to present itself through representaon as 

an enty with its own properes, as well as presenng itself as part of a whole. Thus, the 

sequence of drawings allows the limit to reveal itself as double in nature, mulple, re ecve and 

contested and topological. This technique also enables us to display the aribute of uctuaon 

and change only perceived through me and, in comparison with the before, now and a er

situaons. Although, this technique shows a limit that is ambiguous in the sense that we cannot 

x it in place, somemes it is a perimeter, but then in a di erent frame it acts as border or even 

a boundary. This may show its asymmetry informed by internal or external forces from within or 

outside.

Many of the drawings of the case studies are diagrams, containing solely isolated informaon, 

seen as individual frames, assuming a high degree of abstracon moving from the physical, lived 

world to the world of ideas. In some diagrams, the drawn lines are as evocave as the missing 

lines. The missing lines in a drawing may become the generave ones in another drawing. Each 

drawing of the same or di erent view provides a parcular interpretaon related to a fragment. 

The di erent drawings are complementary providing a mulplicity of representaons allowing 

me to reach and explain the mulfaceted limit. Besides, reframing allows me to overcome the 

paralness and subjecvity of the uniqueness of a drawing.

In many cases, drawings in relaon to the same view, and ones as a result of di erent frames, 

are presented sequenally or beside each other. Both techniques mimic our experience in 

the world, how we see it; here, there and over there, all separated but together. The drawings 

are presented beside wrien re econs upon the drawing to guide the reader, but more 

importantly for me as the researcher to reconcile knowledge (pracce-theory) and the 

appearance-siege and the hermec-siege.

Zooming In/Out and the Scale of Drawings

As menoned above, a limit in one drawing reveals itself as a perimeter, in a second drawing 

with a di erent framing it features as boundary, and it is re-read again in further re-framing 

and re-drawing. The reframing, here, refers to a change of view moving from the general to the 

detail, determining the amount of world framed in the view, which changes correlang with the 
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scale. Scale is a technique that the architect deploys to relate the representaon of elements to 

how these are in the world.

To scale means that the proporons of, and between, the represented elements are in keeping 

with proporons in the world as interpreted mathemacally. Therefore, due to this consistency 

in the representaon, any drawing to scale allows this to be related and/or compared to other 

drawings at a di erent scale. The scale determines the amount of detail and area that can 

be covered. Scale is one of the architectural drawing convenons and in this study, scale has 

allowed me to enquire into the limit and to reveal the limit more fully when many di erent 

scales are covered. The representaons of the limits of the case studies reveal that the large 

(1:1000 and above) and the detail (lower than 1:20) scales reveal simple limits in the sense 

that they could be classi ed and represented with one or a few lines. However, at the large 

scale, how a limit is re ecve and/or contested may be revealed and also how it locates and is 

located by other limits displaying its topological nature. The detail scale reveals limits as edges 

associated to elements and materials.

Nonetheless, the limits at a middle scale, encompassing a wide range of scales between 1:1000 

and 1:50, tend to be mulfaceted unveiling their highest level of richness and intricacy. The 

middle scale relates to inhabitaon triggering our memories of our lived-experience vividly 

when compared to the other scales. This also applies to the drawing as artefact and how it is 

read by the interpreter.

The full range of scales, correlang with di erent framing and re-framing, reveals the diverse 

facets of a limit and its topological nature. The exploraon through drawing unveiled the limit of 

the façade of the block as a single and mulple lines, as perimeter, edge, boundary and border. 

The limit unfolded into another type at the change of scales and each was revealed as re ecve 

and contested but in a parcular manner, showing them to be mulfaceted. Thus, the limit 

cannot be encapsulated and understood from one view, frame or drawing alone but rather from 

mulple ones In the same way, it is dangerous a priori to x a limit as a border, boundary, rim 

or edge as it may be all of them or instead just a few. However, these are displayed at di erent 

points, views and moments and perhaps for di erent users with diverse needs, wills and es to 

the place. Thus, the network of limits proposed by the geo-polical thinkers is comprehended as 

well as the topological nature of the limit; another way in which it uctuates and a reason why 

the limit is experienced as ambiguous.
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Posioning of the Viewer

The above illustrates that drawings are de ned by their spao-temporal qualies and the 

inhabitant. Architectural drawings have removed the inhabitant, the observer or the drawer 

but the limit takes a di erent meaning and representaon when the inhabitant is reintroduced. 

Thus, the reading of a limit from either side of the limit is revealed di erently. This was the case 

at Jardins de Lina Òdena (2.2.193-195), where the limits for the visitor and the resident di er. 

Something similar was learned when the limits for the pedestrian walking along the pavement 

were drawn in relaon to the limits for the resident of one of the ats above (2.2.149). The 

entrance-linkages of L’Illa Diagonal in this study only cover one direcon but these act as a 

membrane providing experiences and a degree of openness in each direcon (2.2.93-138).

The simple act of introducing the gure of a body onto the drawing made the limits react, as 

direconality is added. Delineang the coverage of the gure’s sightlines with doed lines 

revealed the hierarchy of the lines within and between the limits, locang the gure. Thus, the 

limit is determined by the inhabitant and their posion in the place where the limit displays 

itself, in uenced by the forces from outside it and from within. This resembles the descripons 

by Trías of the froner, where the limit su ered the forces from the centre (the Romans), the 

space beyond the froner (The Barbarians) and the limitanei who inhabited the limit itself. 

Therefore, when the inhabitant moves posion the limit mutates and, in some cases, changes 

with them in a similar way to how the horizon alters. The limit is bounded by space, me and 

the inhabitant.

Time in the Experience of Drawing and Time in the Drawing

As introduced in chapter 2.1, drawing is temporal in di erent ways. It is temporal in the sense 

that it includes the experience of the act of drawing and drawing as an act of dwelling and 

making. The experience of drawing makes it easier to concentrate on the present through 

the “reverie” of drawing,16 losing oneself in the moment, in the act of drawing. The drawing 

encapsulates the experience of drawing; the me it takes to make it including the possible 

intervening drawings or aempts leading to the last (but not nal) drawing. They also include 

the circumstances within which the drawing was made determining, in one way or another, 

the end result. What has been read prior or during the making of the drawing as well as the 

medium, size and type of paper or pens and pencils ulised to make the drawing a ects and 

16  Gaston Bachelard, The Poecs of Reverie. Childhood, Language, and the Cosmos (Boston: Beacon Press, 
1971).
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determines the drawing.

The drawing as representaon is like a repository of the past to serve the future. It embodies 

the experience in making the drawing, in seeing as well as the knowledge gained in the past 

whilst looking forward to the future informing other interpretaons, understandings and 

representaons. 

The Limit from the Representaon of the Limits of the Case Studies

The enquiry of the limit of the case studies through their graphic representaon has uncovered 

the working de nion and the aributes presented in Part 1, 1.4 in detail and in certain clarity. 

The uncovering has taken place through the graphic representaons themselves and the act of 

drawing with its inherent re econs. Firstly, this enquiry has enabled a beer understanding 

about what a limit is and its inherent dynamics. Secondly, it has allowed comprehension of what 

the aributes mean, their scope and how they interrelate. And thirdly, to fully grasp some of the 

concepts and theories discussed in Part 1, understanding their meaning, how they present to us 

(displaying) and applicaon as part of or in relaon to the limit in the built environment.

It can be concluded that the working de nion of the limit presented in Part 1 has evolved to 

the following: The limit in the representaon of the case studies is an inhabitable strip. In many 

cases, the strip made space for revealing a double limit constuted of mulple lines. The limit 

is not just double in its physiognomy but has a double nature. It is a join and a disjuncon, 

meaning it presents simultaneously as limes and limen. On the one hand, the limit separates to 

create and protect its identy and the limit as an enty. On the other hand, the limit mediates, 

willing to link the things it separates. The limit aims for an equilibrium between the two, 

although this is connuously a ected by internal and external forces making the equilibrium 

fragile and temporarily causing the limit to uctuate. The mulple lines of the limit bear and 

generate in the sense that they hold meaning and are a ected by external aspects or things, 

along with being able to in uence and rede ne those external aspects and things. Similarly, 

the limit, structured by these bearing and generang lines, reveals itself to be re ecve and 

contested; able to in uence and determine itself and other aspects and things, but is also 

determined by other aspects and things. The degree of re ecveness and contestedness of a 

limit does not display as a pair with symmetry of equal intensity. The same can be said about 

the bearing and the generang of its lines. Thus, the limit displays asymmetry, due to it being 

a strip with a double limit; one at each side. These are contested and re ecve with the forces 
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a ecng the limit from each side from outside into both sides of the limit; the forces may 

di er as well as the consequent resistance from each side resulng in an asymmetry. The limit 

is revealed as mulfaceted meaning that it is muldimensional both spaally and temporally. 

Many of the limits in the change of scale or re-framing reveal themselves di erently. One limit, 

as an example, was catalogued as a perimeter, then revealed as a boundary and then as a 

border. Thus, the re ecng and contesng of the limit, as well as the bearing and generang of 

its lines varies, presents a mulfaceted limit and this is part of its topological nature. Moreover, 

aside from a limit displaying in a disnct way depending on the scale, this is read alongside or 

in contrast to other limits within the same or parallel views as part of a network of limits. Then, 

the limit is also revealed as ambiguous, not just because in some cases we see the limit but 

the clarity vanishes when this needs to be xed by the lines of the drawings due to its variaon 

through me adapng to the ever-changing forces. Moreover, it also displays di erently in the 

change of scale adding another type and level of variaon. And lastly, each limit is unique and 

mulple and there is not just a limit but limits.

The representaon of the limits substanates the limit as a noon with mulple variaons and 

adaptaons based on the disnct display of its aributes and qualies. Here the aributes are 

presented based on the representaons and their re econs that advance and clarify the ones 

presented in Part 1, 1.4, based on theory and the descripons of the case studies:

1. Strip. The introducon of all case studies present limits of single lines (Inlet 2.2.3-6, 2.2.11-

2.2.14; L’Illa 2.2.66, 2.2.67; The Block 2.2.140, 2.2.173) corresponding with limits at large 

scale. However, all these single lines in the change of scale make space for translang 

into mulple lines de ning an inhabitable strip resulng in a double limit. In the Inlet, the 

single line presented in 2.2.14 translates into 2.2.25, constuted of mulple lines. L’Illa

representaon 2.2.66 translates into 2.2.68 and 2.2.69 where each secon correlates with 

several lines similar to the ones presented in 2.2.149. In the Block, the single line of the axis 

in 2.2.140 is already the juxtaposion of two idencal invisible limits unl it rains and the 

single limits in 2.2.173 translate into 2.2.149 and 2.2.161. All these limits present mulple 

lines in the sense that there are more than one, and they are disncve. The representaon 

of these limits has not been inhabited but this can be imagined, and the supporng images 

encourage it. Other limits in the three cases studies at the middle and detail scales directly 

present the limit with the qualies of a strip. Some examples are; in the Inlet, the rock-sand-

water in 2.2.40-41, the stream in 2.2.51 and 2.2.56; in L’Illa, the three linkages-entrances in 

2.2.102, 2.2.25 and 2.2.131 & 133.
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2. Join & Disjuncon. This aribute directly relates to the nature of the limit as limen and 

limes; as threshold or border where something begins and allows for contrasng with 

the boundary, where somethings ends. A priori these seem contradictory, hence they 

display in a complex way aiming for an opmum balance between them which is unique 

to each limit. The representaon of the edge of the stream in the Inlet case (2.2.56) is 

revealed as a border providing a mid understanding of the limit displaying as limes and 

limen simultaneously in its cross secon. Nevertheless, the linkages-entrances of the L’Illa

case study are complex, unveiling the noon of the limes and limen by brie y isolang 

them (2.2.25 and 2.2.131 & 133). This exercise allowed me to queson each separately, 

to understand the dynamics of each and their relaon. This is a special case, revealing, 

with certain clarity through the drawing, the sophiscated balance between both -limes

and limen- and in some cases, this limit is referred to as a hinge. The linkage mediates 

and links displaying in the direcon of the movement, whereas the entrance separates, 

providing a certain degree of resistance to the movement displaying in the direcon of 

the façade. It required an understanding in plan, secon and elevaon, even though the 

diagrams are in plan and collect informaon beer recorded in secon. The juxtaposion 

and dynamics between them are sophiscated aiming to reach an equilibrium. It is a case 

where the noon of the threshold and more accurately of the liminal is latent. In the case 

study of the Block, the limit of the kerb (2.2.160-163) helped to re ect on this aribute 

as a consequence of the relaonship (limit) between the pavement and road area and 

arculang the limits of the façade and the axis (2.2.149-150), and with this interrelang 

the urban scale to the block and human scale. The transion area, the green area iii and the 

layering (2.2.205-2.2.212) explore and re ect on the ne and temporary balance between 

the joining and separang to mediate a space. This was explored in plans at several scales 

providing di erent degrees of accuracy and abstracon in secon and using the layering as a 

technique.

3. Re ecve and Contested. At large scale, the representaon of the limit of the coastlines in 

the Inlet (2.2.3-6, 2.2.14), the Avinguda Diagonal, the superblock and the linkages in L’Illa

(2.2.66, 2.2.77, 2.2.92) and the perimeters and axis in the Block (2.2.173) are represented 

and read as single lines. Each has a meaning and role/s based on what it represents - it bears, 

whereas it also determines or can determine other limits, things or itself meaning that it 

generates. The case of the perimeter block, just as one example, is simple to understand in 

terms of what it bears and generates and at the large scale where the bearing is stronger 
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than the generang (2.2.148). However, in the change of scale, the single line becomes 

mulple (blue lines in 2.2.165) and each adopts their own bearing and generang (2.2.149, 

where the perimeter block is rede ned by others changing it). One line determines itself 

and others, one line exists because of itself and/or others and the others can be lines within 

the same limit or forces from outside. One line may be revealed more strongly, with more 

intensity or dependency than another, as they are individual but also part of an enty and a 

whole. The limit, as enty, in a similar way to its lines bearing and generang, is contested 

and re ecve. The perimeter block at a middle scale is contested by the pavement and the 

kerb and from the other side by the private space and ownership. The perimeter block, now 

more appropriately named the façade, determines itself in relaon to the two situaons 

it mediates (joins and separates); the pavement and the private ownership displaying its 

re ecveness. Thus, the limit of the perimeter block represenng the limit as a single line, 

as limit, is re ecve and contested. The other examples menoned above disclose in a 

comparable manner. The bearing and generang line and the contested and re ecve limit 

started to be disclosed in the Inlet case study but this was understood in the subsequent 

case studies. The line and the limit of the secon of the Inlet (2.2.26), the lines and the 

limit of the rock-sand-water (2.2.40-41) and of the eastern edge of the stream bear and are 

re ecve, generate and are contested. It was in the L’Illa case study, and more speci cally in 

the last two linkages-entrances, when these terms were beer understood in relaon to the 

lines and limits. There is an internal relaonship between the lines and the limit constuted 

by these lines and understanding that the limit reveals in a diverse way but coherently at 

di erent scales, and the lines admit the changes accordingly. It was in the Block case study 

where this understanding led to some of the quesoning in the making of the drawings and 

the associated re econs.

4. Topological. The representaon of the limit reveals this as mulple. There is not just one 

limit but many, in a double sense. Firstly, no two limits are the same, each is unique. This 

is shown in the way the limit reveals its aributes and the interrelaon between them 

de ning the limit as an enty. However, the limit in drawing can be isolated, but this is part 

of a whole and it is determined and in uenced by other elements of the whole making it 

unique. Secondly, most limits reveal themselves di erently at the change of scale, reframe 

or view point. A limit at one scale reveals as a perimeter and then, at a smaller scale, as a 

boundary and nally, perhaps as a border. An example already menoned is the perimeter 

block revealed as perimeter, boundary and border. This is a bland line that bounds a poron 

of space separang from what it is not bounded and joining what it bounds. However, 
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it coexists with other limits posioning them and being posioned by them; these are 

the axis, the kerb (another perimeter at the large scale) and the inner perimeter of the 

block (2.2.141, 2.2.148, 2.2.167, 2.2.170, 2.2.173). Furthermore, in the change of scale, 

the perimeter block instead reads as a boundary that posions and determines the kerb. 

Then, it discloses as a border, or more appropriately said as a membrane, due to the 

contestedness of two realms, one from each side. Thus, the limit is mulfaceted spaally 

and temporally, able to rede ne itself unfolding across scales, re-frames and/or views 

remaining coherent and dependent on the self and the whole. In addion to the unfolding, 

as menoned above, the limit is able to posion and be posioned by other limits revealing 

a relave posion and interdependence determining a network of limits. This was revealed 

in the limits referred to above as well as in the limit of the Avinguda Diagonal and the 

posioning of the linkages-entrances in the superblock and L’Illa building.

5. Asymmetrical. The limit is double and therefore able to admit asymmetry. Besides, the limit 

sits between condions which are independent and in uence it. The limit also proposes 

and reacts in relaon to the condions to reach a temporal balance. Thus, the result in 

these condions and movements is asymmetry. The opposite façades of the inlet, the rock-

water-sand limits and the western edge of the stream, to name a few, display asymmetries. 

The Avinguda Diagonal secons show a di erent degree of asymmetry inferred from 

the external parcular condions edging the limit. The linkages-entrances in L’Illa case 

reveal a double asymmetry due to the two direcons. The kerb, the façade or any of the 

presented perimeters present asymmetry. In all cases asymmetry presents as a result of 

the encountering of condions that the limit mediates. Although, in most of the cases the 

mulple lines of one side of the limit nd a twin line on the other side. The twin line is very 

similar but di erent.

6. Fluctuaon. The limit modi es spaally and through me due to three reasons: rstly 

because of its nature as mediator (limes-limen), secondly in relaon to the limit’s 

re ecveness and contestedness aiming to reach a ne balance between internal and/or 

external forces and thirdly because this unfolds across scales, re-framing and views taking 

di erent meaning and roles. This uctuaon is due to the gradual and coherent changes 

to the varied parts of the whole and itself. The inlet shows the obvious uctuaon of the 

waves, connected to weather condions or rhythmic uctuaons related to day and night, 

seasons, years, sun and moon. Other impercepble changes ending in uctuaons include 

the erosion of the rock due to the intrusion of water. However, in the drawing of the limits, 
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the changes considered were the ones presented above and the shadow in L’Illa superblock 

modifying the inial limit (2.2.82-3). Hence, the limit is xed with a drawing, but the lines 

suggest re econs on the nature of the uctuaon. The diagrams that resemble a sta  of 

music suggest a paral reading involving me (2.2.109, 2.2.124, 2.2.212).

7. Ambiguity The limit displays ambiguity due to its topological nature. Speci cally, being 

mulfaceted and addionally, being a join and a disjuncon, re ecve and contested, 

uctuang and asymmetrical. The limit is acve and reacve within short periods of me 

and it is di cult to halt it. The ambiguity perceived during the lived-experiences and 

again revealed in the descripons is jus ed in the drawing-experience but not so much 

manifested in the graphic representaons.

The three case studies are diverse, yet they complement each other well for this research, 

providing a wide range of limits and challenges. My understanding of the limit progressed as my 

exploraon moved on within and from one case to another. Thus, the graphic representaons 

are not nal representaons of the limit, yet together with the explanaons made as part of 

the enquiry process, they allow the limit to be revealed. The Inlet presents more immediate 

aspects of the limit and in this case study there were aempts to frame the limit, quesoning 

what constutes a limit. The lack of precise measurement in relaon to the other cases made 

this challenging and encouraged me to re ect on basic aspects such as scale and understanding 

based on visual relaonships. The urban case studies di er between them due to their remit 

and role in relaon to their interacon within a larger or smaller range of urban scales. L’Illa 

Diagonal covers land uses of a higher degree of publicness than the Jardins de Lina Òdena, 

like the market, shopping center, hotel and so on. Hence, a priori, it presents more uctuaon 

and ambiguous limits resembling the Inlet, like the Avinguda Diagonal and the three linkages-

entrances. On the contrary, the Jardins de Lina Òdena includes residenal as the main use. Retail 

and commercial as secondary uses reveal more tangible and stronger limits in the sense that 

there is a clear here and there with a line di erenang them. These were easier to point out, 

nonetheless, to begin with read as banal, taking drawing and re econ to unveil the aributes. 

An example were the perimeters unfolding at the changes of scale and a di erent understanding 

was displayed with the introducon of the viewer into the drawing, focusing the re econs.

The graphic representaons of the limit di er from how the limits are experienced-in-the-

world. These contain a high degree of selecon and abstracon implicit in them allowing for 

conceptualizaon and to reach the limit from diverse modes. Despite the graphic representaon 
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of the limit being removed from the lived-experience (experienced-in-the-world) of the limit, is 

a valid approach, allowing us to reach the concealment explained by Heidegger. The drawings 

disclose the presencing and the gathering of the limits that otherwise would not be revealed 

and fully understood. The virtue of the graphic representaons lies in their “unlikeness” 

between the “thing itself” and its experience-in-the-world as Robin Evans pointed out. However, 

they rely on the ability of the researcher, and then the reader, reading into the drawings, even to 

reach the moment where “evocaveness” takes over and can correlate the representaons with 

the thing experienced-in-the-world.

The limit reveals the best and worst of each element. The characteriscs of the elements are 

disclosed at the limit. The representaon of the limit reveals that the limit is a good place 

to learn about things, providing a pedagogical opportunity, overcoming mere appearances. 

It is akin to geng to know somebody not just through their appearance but through their 

acons, reacons and movements. Based on rst impressions, and despite leaving aside any 

preconcepons,17 we create an inial idea of the person which in many cases gets rede ned as 

we get to share me and experiences with them. The limit is the place where things act, react 

and move, exposing their nature, o ering opportunies for comprehension and drawing allowed 

for these to display.

17 It can be quesoned to what extent we leave preconcepons aside completely. On many occasions 
we are not even aware of them unl they are revealed to us when the person surprises us by acng in an 
expected manner.
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The Experienal Limit in Architecture and Urban Design

This thesis has examined the architectural representaon of the visual and physical experienal 

limit in architecture and urban design, exploring its mulple and complex ambiguies. Part 1 

presented an analysis of canonical texts in urban design in relaon to the limit, descripons 

of three case studies, two urban and one landscape, accounng for my experience of limits 

in the environment, and a review of selected literature on the idea of the limit in philosophy, 

anthropology and socio-polical literature informed by the case study descripons and urban 

design thinkers. It concluded by proposing a working de nion of the limit as it is experienced in 

the world. This working de nion was greatly in uenced by Eugenio Trías Sagnier’s ‘Philosophy 

of the Limit’, which draws from Marn Heidegger’s work, in conjuncon with the idea of the 

liminal in anthropology, and re econs on the geo-polical idea of the border.

Therea er, Part 2 enquired into the architectural graphic representaon of the experienal 

limit, informed by the working de nion of the limit provided in Part 1. This was preceded in 

chapter 2.1 with an exploraon of the convenons of representaon considering drawing as a 

medium to see, enquire and propose, and as noun and verb. It re ects upon the line intrinsic 

to the limit and this as the main tool and means to “draw forth”. It also brie y reviewed the 

scope of the notaonal system as part of the process of enquiry and within the pracce of 

architecture and urban design. The following chapter 2.2 presented the exploraons and 

re econs of the graphic representaon of the experienal limit in the three case studies, 

for which descripons of the limits were presented in Part 1. The exploraon of the limit 

through graphic representaons and associated experiences allowed for the limit to be 

revealed in a complementary mode to the descripons, deploying architectural drawing as a 

technique and the process of drawing as a method of enquiry based on the working de nion 

of the experienal limit provided in Part 1, 1.4. The nal chapter of Part 2 presented interim 

conclusions outlined in seven points based on the experience of represenng limits and their 

modes of representaon. The nal point presented the re ned de nion of the experienal 

limit in the working de nion presented in the interim conclusions of Part 1, 1.4.

This concluding chapter rstly re ects on the progression of the de nion of the experienal 

limit and its aributes in architecture and urban design, based on the lessons learned through 
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the case studies and theories presented in Part 1 and Part 2. Secondly, the limitaons of the 

research in relaon to experience, language, drawing and the line follow. Thirdly, it presents 

a succinct re-delineaon of the theories and views on the limit proposed by the canonical 

urban design thinkers. And, it ends by suggesng a limit from which to think and propose in 

architecture and urban design.

The Limit in Experience and Representaon

My aim in this thesis has been to research how the delineaon of limits is experienced in the 

world, in relaon to how they are delineated in architecture and urban design drawing. 

I de ned the limit here as a posive, recognisable, inhabitable, spao-temporal, asymmetrical, 

ambiguous, uctuang, and re ecve and contested strip. This “strip” consists of mulple 

lines and presents a double limit with double nature, able to mediate and integrate, while 

simultaneously separang and disconnecng. Importantly, the limit conceived in this way is a 

join and a disjuncon. The limit, here, is an enty in itself, yet it is “topological”. Despite being an 

enty with its own aributes, some are in uenced and determined by other elements including 

other limits, whilst the limit is also able to in uence and determine others. Moreover, it is 

revealed as mulple at the unfolding of scale or reframing, presents di erently yet coherently 

and interdependently between itself and the network of limits. Thus the limit is mulfaceted 

temporally and spaally.

I have discovered that there is what I have called a double gap in relaon to the primary 

aim, quesoning how the delineaon of limits is experienced in the world in relaon to their 

delineaon in drawing. The rst gap became apparent from a review of urban design literature, 

which revealed not only the relevance of the edge or boundary - or more correctly the “limit”- 

in the built environment,1 but its lack of a clear de nion.2 The limit has thus previously been 

understood largely through examples, discussed according to a variety of associated terms but 

with lile or no correlaon between authors. The second gap relates to the representaon 

1 Authors as such as Jan Gehl and Christopher Alexander state that if the boundary fails the space fails. 
Gehl, Alexander and Quenn Stevens refer to the “edge e ect” coined by Derk de Jonge, explaining how 
people locate themselves in space in relaon to limits determining inhabitaon and acvies. The authors 
menoned previously and others like Jane Jacobs, Larry Ford, Miloš Bobić, Kevin Lynch and Edward T. White 
recognise the relevance of the boundary in public space.
2 The review of the urban thinkers presented in chapter 1.1, ‘The Idea of the Limit,’ concludes that the 
limit is a physical and/or psychological spao-temporal enty which can be inhabited. It is selecve and 
asymmetric taking a privileged locaon, able to separate as well as to establish relaons, able to aract and 
repel and able to deal even to harmonise tensions.
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of the experienal limit in architecture and urban design drawings. Architectural drawings 

are characterised by lines in which the limit is tacit. However, the limit is not experienced as 

a line beyond the drawing. Furthermore, Robin Evans and others3 describe the gap between 

architectural drawing and the buildings they seek to represent, nong that drawings are mere 

representaons of the thing they illustrate. 

This research has followed phenomenological design research methods, posioning research 

in architecture and urban design at the intersecon between phenomenological research 

and design research. It has analysed the world outwards from experience. Phenomenology 

is the study of the structures of conscious experience in the rst person. It is the study of 

“phenomena”; the study of things as they appear to us, things manifesng to us or the way 

we experience things, allowing us “to return to the things themselves”.4 Heidegger argues 

that things present themselves to us, but they do not always reveal themselves to us as they 

are.5 This depends on the mode of access or appearance we have in relaon to them. Thus, it 

is relevant to study how things are presented to us and concealed from us. Consequently, this 

research has been based on my own experience in the world, speci cally in relaon to the limits 

of the three case studies: two urban cases in the city of Barcelona and one landscape case study 

sited in an inlet on the island of Mallorca, selected for their complementarity and wide range of 

urban and landscape limits, which have provided rich, varied lived-experiences that do not let 

me simply accept the rst mode of appearance.

Following this methodology, the limits present in the case studies were described and illustrated 

in this thesis as they appeared to me “in the world”, rstly in the mode of lived-experience, 

and secondly in the modes of descripons and drawings. I have understood the experience 

of drawing here as comparable to the experience of wring whereby, at some moments, the 

wring itself drives the process and one aspect leads to another or one approach leads to 

another. This phenomenon, o en referred to as evocaveness, demonstrates both agency and 

the abdicaon of agency on the part of the author, who can idenfy the thing but also to let 

it speak, display and reveal itself. It relates to literatures on pracce-based and pracce-led 

3 Robin Evans, The Projecve Cast. Architecture and Its Three Geometries (Cambridge, Massachuses; 
London, England: The MIT Press, 2000), p.154. Alberto Pérez-Gómez and Louise Pelleer, Architectural 
Representaon and The Perspecve Hinge (Cambridge, Massachuses, London, England: The MIT Press, 
1997), and Jonathan Hill, ‘Drawing Forth Immaterial Architecture’, Architectural Research Quarterly, 10:1 
(2006a), pp.51-55.
4 Sentence aributed to Edmund Husserl.
5 Dermot Moran, Introducon to Phenomenology (Abingdon, Oxon & New York: Routledge, 2000) p.229, 
based on Heidegger’s book “Being and Time”.
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research.6 Thus, this research is both grounded in phenomenological methods and draws from 

design research. Despite not leading to a classic design outcome in the sense of a resolved 

design proposion, it presents research “through design”, understanding the process of drawing 

itself as mode of inquiry.

In the second part of the research, drawing took centre stage as the primary medium of inquiry, 

informed by my lived-experience and the descripons of the case studies, in conjuncon with 

literatures of the limit drawn from urban design, philosophy, anthropology and cultural studies. 

Drawing was employed to disclose (in Heideggerian terms) the noon of the experienal limit, 

assessing to what extent the experience of limits “in the world” can be depicted in architectural 

drawings, aempng to interpret the complexity of the human experience of limits in 

architecture and urban design. Thus, this research deployed the power and potenal of drawing 

not just to communicate or record, but also to remember and conceptualise. Speci cally, 

drawing was employed as “drawing forth”,7 whereas the lines of the drawing bear and generate,8

as a means to enquire and propose, to bridge mind and object.9

Descripons and drawings are both depicons of the world and both take place through 

experience. Descripons are the outcome of the wring-experience in the medium of words, 

whereas drawings are the outcome of the drawing-experience and their medium is primarily 

the line. The drawing-experience is comparable to the wring-experience, and it allowed for 

introspecve and intense re econ upon the limit. However, each also has its own disncve 

modus operandi, wring is linear while drawing is non-linear. The laer allows for juxtaposion 

and/or layering and to jump between scales or types of architectural drawings (plan and 

secon), allowing us to see things afresh.

Through this process, I discovered that the “evocaveness” of drawing has potenal for the limit 

to manifest its “thingness” (again, in Heideggerian terms) and reveal what is concealed. The 

rst line of the rst drawing is di cult, but when this is drawn it evokes other lines and so the 

6 Christopher Frayling ‘Research in Art and Design’, London Royal College of Art Research Papers, 1/1 
(1993/4).
7 Jonathan Hill, ‘Drawing Forth Immaterial Architecture’, Architectural Research Quarterly, 10:1 (2006a), 
pp.51-55
8 Edward S. Casey, in his recent book The World on the Edge (Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2017), 
deploys these aributes to the edge, here called limit, However, these terms - bearing and generang - in 
this research apply to the lines of the drawing enabling the “drawing forth”.
9 This refers to Heidegger’s idea of the “thing” that gathers and displays its concealment through the 
modes of appearing. And to Trías’ proposal that we, from the bordering siege (from the Spanish word cerco 
referring to the line that de nes the limit - similar to the line of the horizon) are the hinge that mediates the 
siege of appearance (world) and the hermeneuc siege (world of ideas, unworldliness).
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process gradually unfolds through the experience of drawing. In a similar manner, one drawing 

evokes another and another. It is marked by the experience of the drawing talking back to me, 

quesoning and revealing.10 As part of this process, I reach a moment when I lose consciousness 

of the e ort of drawing. The experience of drawing here becomes a kind of reverie.11 This 

“drawing forth” implicates Tim Ingold’s three types of lines, allowing organic and geometric lines 

to be conceived as abstract lines12 that simultaneously bear and generate. The limit – in the 

experience of drawing – both contests and re ects. The lines seem to disclose both inde nite 

and parcular limits,13 and the mulfaceted limit experienced by the beholder, as highlighted 

in the representaon of the limits above, discussed in relaon to L’Illa Diagonal and Jardins de 

Lina Òdena. Thus, the representaon of the limits is unlike the lived-experience of the limit. The 

representaon is deliberate, selecve, and tangible14 while the lived-experience of the urban 

environment is quick, mulple and intangible. To draw takes me and many decisions are taken 

while drawing making it selecve. On many occasions, the decisions are conscious but in other 

cases they are unconscious but lead by previous acons and/or thoughts based on re ecve 

pracce. On a drawing, the tangible outcomes that stay, the represented lines are as relevant 

as the missing ones. Thus, the representaon is also selecve in relaon to what is missed to 

reveal what otherwise was concealed. On the contrary, the lived-experience is characterised 

by the saturaon of the senses through all sorts of unpredictable smuli felt simultaneously, 

and in sequence, over short periods of me. The individual does not select but “takes them in”. 

The lived-experience is the basis of this research while the drawing and wrien experiences 

and their representaons are indispensable, which have revealed the concealed limit providing 

alternave modes of aainment or appearance.15 The representaons rarely oppose the lived-

experiences but, a posteriori, explain parts of them.

In my experiences of drawing limits in relaon to the case studies, architectural drawing 

convenons both enabled the representaons and constrained them. Where necessary, I 

transgressed them. Most of the representaons were diagrams, which were neither plans 

nor secons, but deliberately conceived as hybrids of exisng representaonal convenons 

10 This is part of the re ecve pracce introduced by Donald A Schön in his book, The Re ecve Pracce. 
How Professionals Think in Acon (London, New York: Routledge, 2016) p.78-79.
11 Gaston Bachelard, The Poecs of Reverie (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971), ‘Introducon’, p.6.
12 Abstract lines reveal the “inner necessity” de ned by Kandinsky as the lines that “life force animate(s) 
them and that, since it animates us too, allows us to join with them and experience their a ects and 
pulsaons from within.” in Tim Ingold, ‘Looking for Lines in Nature’, Earthlines vol.3 (2012), pp.48-51 (p.50).
13 The inde nite and parcular refers to the unlimited of Anaximander and Plato’s idea of the in nite and 

nite in things that informed the “ideas of things” of Aristotle.
14 This also applies to the drawing-experience.
15 Heidegger’s term.
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necessary to describe limits. The conclusions of the exercise of represenng limits in the case 

studies was complementary to the accounts of lived-experience I had provided earlier. There 

were some overlaps, and some di erences, but rarely contradicons.

My experience of drawing also showed me that the line is a limit in the sense that it separates, 

de nes an end or a beginning of something and yet is also part of this something. The line 

de ned as limit in this way correlates with a narrow and literal de nion of edge.16 Hence, a 

priori, the use of lines seems counterproducve as it suggests that the limit is simple, clear 

and tangible. The line of the limit bears and generates,17 is simple and complex, abstract and 

representaonal, singular and mulple. The limit re ects and contests, and all the lines of the 

limit at least bear in the sense that they contain meaning or relaonships. The line generates 

by posioning other limit/s or other lines within itself and determines roles, or the nature of 

itself, or other lines. The kerb presented in Jardins de Lina Òdena, for example, acts as the limit 

between a level change for pedestrians, yet it was the limit of the footway and the carriageway, 

but also posioned the façade of the block. The lines of the limit are simple as a line, in itself, 

is simple. Yet, it is complex as each line has a di erent bearing and generang and this changes 

with changes of scale. The delineaon of the block read as a perimeter, generang the street 

and public realm, and bearing the meaning of private realm and value aached to it. At a 

di erent scale, this was revealed as a border and a membrane with a less clear line generang 

a band. Thus, the line needs codifying to depict the similarity and sense of belonging of a line 

to “a” limit, as well as the uniqueness of the line in queson. The line of the kerb delineates 

de ning a sense of belonging for the user. The delineaon of the block (line of the façade) also 

establishes, in a similar but more parcular and stronger way, a sense of belonging to the people 

who live behind that line. Furthermore, it determines the behaviour to be adopted by the visitor 

who has been invited to enter.

The line of the limit is abstract as it encapsulates intangible qualies, yet it depicts a line that we 

see or perceive as a reality on the page. It is mulple, as the limit is constuted of several lines, 

and singular as each line is speci c, posioned and has a role.18 It is also mulple as most lines 

have a twin line on a di erent limit that shares some features or qualies. A simple case is the 

“there” and “over-there” de ned by a single line in all situaons and sharing the role. In the case 

16 For Casey and Richard Senne this is his overarching term instead of limit while I understand the edge 
in its narrow and literal geometric de nion.
17 Despite disagreeing with the term deployed by Casey; the edge I had explored the meaning of “bearing 
and generang” qualies of the edge. These bearing and generang seem close to the disclosure and 
revealing of the thing by Heidegger.
18 Role relates to the reason and way of being of the line enclosed.
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of the mulfaceted limit with mulple lines, we can compare the façade of the block with the 

façade of L’Illa Diagonal across their scales, taking diverse roles and the detailed study through 

lines and bands. The lines of the limit of the kerb is comparable with the limit of the sand-water 

of the Torrent. In many of the limits an imperfect symmetry with a hinge is iden ed, and each 

side contains the same amount of lines and the intensity between them varies between limits. 

This was iden ed in a signi cant number of representaons of the limit, like the water-sand on 

the Torrent in the inlet, the study of the kerb or the limit of the façade on L’Illa Diagonal to name 

a few. Most limits display some lines that are more visible than others and are represented with 

more intensity. These correlate with the lines that generate and bear.

The exploraons through drawing encouraged me and enabled me to appreciate not just 

the experience of drawing limits but also the aributes of limits themselves – following the 

working de nion above – and how they operate in the whole, as enes which do not exist 

in isolaon.19 The exploraon represented and interpreted the limit, composed of bearing and 

generang lines, as an adopon and development of diverse meanings and roles, as studied 

from di erent locaons, eyes or scales, disclosing the mulfaceted condions of the limits 

under scruny.20 It displayed the double basic condion of the limit (in Trías’ terms) as limen 

and limes, joining and separang, acknowledging the tensions between both these acons.21

The representaons revealed the limit in acon in the world as a strip, with a thickness that 

may vary or uctuate, establishing a temporal balance amidst tensions both within the space of 

the limit and from the outside to the limit.22 The fundamental aribute of asymmetry – as the 

limit appears between things – became apparent, and in some cases (as accounted for above) 

mulple asymmetries were disclosed due to the limit being doubled.23 The limit’s ambiguity, 

both spaally and through me, was highlighted, depending from where it is inhabited, by 

whom, and how it is framed spaally. Thus, the representaons of the limit were able to grasp at 

19 The limit is recognisable as it is an enty and it is usually part of whole; a bigger enty. For example, 
L’Illa Diagonal is a limit belonging to the superblock. The Avinguda Diagonal is a limit to L’Illa Diagonal but 
also to the city and the urban fabrics this crosses and the superblock. 
20 Speci cally, the urban case studies disclosed limits that were contested and re ecve. This was the case 
of the linkage-entrances in L’Illa Diagonal or the kerb in Jardins de Lina Òdena. The limit in exploraon was 
determined or placed by other limits and the limit in exploraon was a ecng others.
21 The linkage-entrances of L’Illa Diagonal displayed their dichotomy as limes and limen, where at one 
moment these were more a linkage while a moment later they were experienced as an entrance separang 
whilst allowing some movement through. The façade also revealed this aribute, and the intensity of the 
limes and limen depended from where this was examined.
22 None of the limits are stac. We only need to change posion and the limit changes. The study of the 
limit in the inner open space of the case study of Jardins de Lina Òdena revealed itself di erently when this 
was explored from the eye of the visitor, instead of the eye of the inhabitant.
23 All the limits studied presented asymmetry and in many cases an imperfect symmetry. This was the 
case of the edges of the Torrent in the inlet but also the study of the façade of the block at di erent scales 
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least some of the complex qualies of the limit, but rarely in just one drawing. On re econ, this 

need for mulple representaons is arguably a re econ of the mulplicity of the experience 

of limits in the world. Limits thus revealed themselves through drawing as perimeters, borders, 

boundaries and rims at di erent scales.24 These representaons displayed the limit as a 

parcular enty in one instance, revealing “borderness” and perhaps “perimeterness”, at a 

di erent scale, as well as “boundariness” and so on. On re econ, again, the intensity and 

degree of each aribute of a limit – and the relaveness between them across scale and me – 

is what determines whether it is perimeter, border, boundary or rim at any given moment in the 

frame and the eye of the beholder. De ning the noon of the limit, and aempng to represent 

limits in drawing, have both contributed to conceptualising these operaons of the limit, and an 

appreciaon of its power in interpreng and de ning place.

Limitaons of the Research

Experience as Limit

I am physically bounded, and I can only experience from my body.25 My inner life is dependent 

and based on my experience of the outer world. Thus, mind and body are embodied. In 

everyday life, I am not aware of my body, I do things, move around, go in and out of places, even 

when I visited the case studies, or was drawing the limits, I did not always consciously noce my 

mind working together with my body.26

Yet, body and mind de ne and limit my experiences in two ways: my body is individual and 

unique;27 and my mind and body have been shaped by previous experiences, knowledge and 

beliefs. In the lived, wrien and drawn experiences deployed in this research, the body is the 

to name but a few.
24 A clear case of this was the line delineang the block. This was disclosed as perimeter and later as a 
boundary and then as a border. Something similar happened with the limit delineang the inner open space 
of the block or the edge of the façade, revealed as edge, rim or boundary.
25 Based on Emmanuel Kant, Heidegger, Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Trías. This also can be aributed 
to phenomenologist architect-historians like Peter Zumthor, Juhani Pallasmaa, Holl, Alberto Pérez-Gómez, 
David Leatherbarrow who believe experience takes place with the body and in-the-world.
26 Merleau-Ponty ponders on this idea in his seminal book “Phenomenology of Percepon” and Pallasmaa 
encapsulates this in the tle of one of his most renowned books; “Thinking Hand”, 2009.
27 Everybody is unique with unique proporons between the parts of the body, the hands, feet, legs have 
a speci c size which are a reference of measurement, my eyes are at a height from where I see the world. 
Besides, body and mind connuously change and these are noceable. When we are young we constantly 
grow changing height and even the proporons between the parts mutate. As we grow old our mobility or 
sight gets a ected de ning what and how we perceive though we constantly adapt without nocing it. The 
mind also changes as we acquire knowledge, speci c skill,… De ning how to approach or look at things. 
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hinge between the world and the mind. The body is a limit28 through which I experience and 

through which relaonships with the external world are formed. Furthermore, experiences are 

also unique in the sense that they are determined by the parcular external factors and agents29

that cannot be repeated or recreated at another moment in me. Merleau-Ponty writes; “My 

point of view is for me not so much a limitaon of my experience as a way I have of in ltrang 

into the world in its enrety”.30 Heidegger, in a related but di erent way, believes that the 

presence of things is felt when we dwell, and that the “thing” is disclosed as we experience. The 

speci c yet diverse viewpoints based on the three modes of experiences of the limits displayed 

the mulple limit. The lived-experience of the case studies through the mulple visits revealed 

the limits based on this mode of experience. The wrien and drawn-experiences allowed me 

to dwell on the limits over and over, manifesng themselves anew having had the opportunity 

to reveal their self-concealment and overcoming possible appearances.31 The three modes 

of experiences manifested the limits themselves in varied ways but in a complementary and 

interrelated manner. The wrien and drawn-experiences are directly a ected by the lived-

experience and the wrien-experience has in uenced the de nion of the limit and thus, the 

drawn-experience. However, my research is limited by this double subjecvity (body-mind and 

uniqueness of each moment) and this is an inevitable constraint of the research.

In addion, my experience of the world encompasses the limitaons of my body whilst being 

coloured by my architectural and cross-cultural background. My “default” representaonal 

experience of the world is through the line. I draw lines on paper and in my mind and I see via 

lines. The constraint is that this inquiry springs from my trained ability as an architect to see 

by way of lines. As an architect who has experience in designing, it comes naturally to me to 

engage with the delineaon of drawing in a parcular way, whereby the lines of the drawing 

“talk-back” and a conversaon is established.32 However, my training may restrict the ways I 

In the same way, the eyes provide unique visual frames, the mind provides the lenses through which to 
visualise the frame. 
28 For Trías, this is the bordering siege: the hinge between the phenomenological and the transcendental, 
bridging the experiences and representaons. Also see, Casey, The World on the Edge, pp. 211-212.
29 The case studies are determined by factors and agents. The natural agents had a greater e ect on the 
inlet and the socio-polic and cultural factors a ected more the urban cases. 
30 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Percepon (London & New York: Routledge Classics, 2002). 
First published in French in 1945; English rst edion published 1962 by Routledge & Kegan Paul, translated 
by Colin Smith, p.384.
31 Heidegger disnguishes between two types of experiences: readiness-at-hand and occurrentness. 
Furthermore, he believes that things not always show to us as they are, and these can manifest in di erent 
ways depending on the mode of access (This was presented in chapter 1.3. ‘De ning and Rede ning the 
Limit’ and the secon ‘Human Finitude in Heidegger’). Thus, the three modes of experiences are modes of 
access and these modes include the two types of experiences but in di erent degree.
32 Schön, p.78-79.
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am able to “listen” to the drawing, circumscribing my parcular “reverie” in drawing, because 

my professional responses are already habituated. Drawing acvates my insnct as “re ecve 

praconer” and this would not be experienced in the same way by a person with a di erent 

background, whose engagement may be unlike mine.

Language as Limit

A review of urban design thinkers reveals the discrepancies between the terms assigned to the 

limit amongst di erent authors, since the English language o ers an extensive list of similar and 

commonly used words. Language is part of our everyday life, encompassing human experience.33

Therefore, the mulplicity of terms re ects the richness and relevance of the phenomenon of 

the limit in human experience.

Language is necessary, yet it is a limitaon as “thought is possible only on the basis of 

language”.34 Thought, thus, is limited to the words available to us.35 Nonetheless, we have the 

capacity to create words when necessary and this happens within the pracce of language.36

Consequently, the diversity of languages counts for the diversity of cultures displaying 

discrepancies of available terms and meanings of the same term between languages. Hence, 

these are re ected in the preference of adopted terms by authors.

The terminology of the limit o ers two limitaons. Firstly, some of the terms related to the 

limit do not have correlave terms in other languages such as Spanish, Germain, French 

or Catalan.37 Limits are thus spoken of slightly di erently, and therefore thought of slightly 

di erently in di erent cultures. My work here has stuck to English-language concepons of 

limit, albeit informed by the translaon of works by thinkers wrien in such languages. Secondly, 

33 See Marn Heidegger on ‘On the Way to Language’ in Basic Wrings (New York: First Harper Perennial 
Modern Thought Edion, 2008) pp.393-426 and also Dermot Moran, Introducon to Phenomenology
(Abingdon, Oxon & New York: Routledge, 2000), p.269, based on Heidegger and Hans-Georg Gadamer.
34 Heidegger, p.413 and Dermot, p.269.
35 Gadamer in Moran, p.270.
36 George Steiner, A er Babel. Aspects of Language and Translaon (New York, London: Oxford University 
Press, 1975); Real Presences (London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1989) and Edward T. Hall, Hidden Dimension 
(New York: Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group Inc., 1990), p.91.
37 Most of the literature has been accessed in English and Spanish, most of the informaon for the case 
studies is available in Spanish and/or Catalan. The reading of Heidegger in English has provided a reference 
for the correlaon or lack of it between fundamental terms in German and English. Unfortunately, the 
work by Trías is only available in Spanish and it has not yet been translated into English, hence, in order 
to propose correlaons of words between languages, I turned to the comparison between the Germanic-
Romance languages.
In this research, etymology of terms and correlaon of terms have been researched in English and Spanish 
and then contrasted with German due to the available literature on the subject and to a lesser extent in 
French and Catalan.
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the selecon of terminology has been limited by the terms deployed in philosophy due to the 

conceptual consideraon of the terms. 

Drawing as Limit

Drawings represenng the limit in this research are mainly diagrams drawn from lived-

experience and photographs, maps, plans and secons. Evans discusses the gap between 

drawings and the object they represent. This research embraces this limitaon, and celebrates 

the idea that drawing allows us to advance our thinking, understanding and interpretaon 

through the act of drawing as a pracce. It is thus accepted that drawing is capable of unveiling 

and communicang aspects that would not otherwise be reached through words alone.38

There is an added limitaon that reading drawings requires a skill, which is not at hand to 

everybody. Empathy comes more easily with a wrien descripon when compared to a 

drawing, if you are not used to reading drawings. The descripon is speci c but allows for 

memory to come into play, while the drawing is more abstract, requiring skill to decode it in 

order for memory and then empathy to occur. Thus, where appropriate, the drawings include 

architectural convenons of orientaon, scale bars and/or a drawn human gure to facilitate an 

easier start to reading and engaging acvely with the drawing. The explanaons complementary 

to the drawings seek to assist the reader with engagement with the drawings. However, these, 

in some cases, have manifested self-concealed aspects of the limit not revealed previously as a 

result of the re econ of the drawing through wring. 

Delineang the Limit in Urban Design Theory

The de nions and exploraons of the limit here extend and re ne those proposed by the 

key urban design thinkers introduced in chapter 1.1 and, in this part of the conclusion, I seek 

to relocate the arguments of this thesis in the context of their work. Christopher Alexander, 

Jan Gehl, Quenn Stevens and Miloš Bobić believe in the primacy of the boundary in the 

inhabitaon of the public realm and consider it as an enty per se, yet this study illustrates why 

and how these are prime in our experience of the built environment. In this research, the limit 

has been explored from the experience of the individual while the theorists within the urban-life 

group (Gehl, William Whyte, Jacobs) consider inhabitaon by groups or individuals in general. 

Edges, boundaries, borders or interfaces between spaces are preferred locaons for inhabitaon 

38 This is directly related to the idea of “drawing forth” discussed by Hill and Simon Unwin ‘Analysing 
Architecture Through Drawing’, Building Research & Informaon, 35:1 (2007), pp.101-110.
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for their privileged locaon to see and be seen, feel protected and have wide visual access 

into two spaces or domains. Thus, the idea of limit these thinkers talk about coincides with the 

working de nion presented here. It is inhabitable, placed in between things, in an advantaged 

locaon simultaneously acng as limes and limen. Quenn Stevens also presents parcular 

situaons where spaces are appropriated in relaon to the limits as these o er a sense of 

control and security relevant to all cultures, nocing that people prefer so  limits. So  limits 

translate into limits with mulple varied lines as a sign of being contested and re ecve resulng 

from the negoaon between tensions that a ect the limit, and this puts on the adjacent spaces 

or condions. Alexander refers to the depth of the limit through the speci c case of the “scallop 

edge” requiring a thickness to accommodate acvies while here, this is a strip where the limit 

manifests itself displaying its aributes.

Gordon Cullen’s kinaesthec approach, and his noons of “here” and “there” are fundamental 

to this research. The “here” and “there” have also been related to the proposion by Steven 

Holl, Juhani Pallasmaa and Alberto Pérez-Gómez39 on the fusion of the foreground, middle 

ground and background in the percepon and creaon of space. In this study, the “here” and 

“there” are complemented with the “over there” (or the long view for Holl et. al.) structuring 

the view into three or four visual zones. The “over there” o en refers to the urban horizon, 

contrasng with the geometric horizon and the horizon.40 The views are snaps or fragments of 

my lived-experience and are located by my eyes. The “here” and “there” played a relevant role 

in the descripons, and a line has been drawn to delineate the “here” from the “there”, and 

from the “over there”. These are single lines with no thickness that work as hinges separang 

and joining the realm, structuring the views and are interdependent.41 These lines are re-located 

over and over as we move the posion of our eyes or body. There is a moment when the line 

de ning the “there” becomes the “here” manifesng the end of the here; an inhabitable strip, 

and the beginning of the “there”. Thus, the “heres”, “theres” and “over theres” are revealed as 

part of a smooth choreography displayed in space and me. Thus, the limit is mulple. There 

are types of limit instead of just one and a limit can be mulfaceted, displaying in a diverse 

manner depending on the locaon and scale. The single line of the “there” becomes a mulple 

line to turn into the “here” and disagreeing with the line of the “there”. Therefore, the limit 

39 Steven Holl, Juhani Pallasmaa, Alberto Pérez-Gómez, The Queson of Percepon. Phenomenology of 
Architecture (San Francisco: William Stout Publishers, 2006), p.45.
40 The urban horizon usually is rim of buildings that frame and meet with the sky. The geometric horizon is 
the horizontal line holding the varnishing points of the perspecve. The horizon is the one Heidegger relates 
to the boundary and it moves as we move; thus, it cannot be touched or reached. 
41 They are interdependent in the sense that there is no “here” with no “there” and no “over there” with 
no “there”. One line de nes the end of the “here” but also the beginning of the other, the “there”. 
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is topological, changing depending on from where this is experienced, and this displays as 

enty and yet as part of the whole. This complex but coherent behaviour creates ambiguity, 

rea rming that it is challenging and inappropriate to label the limits with names.

Bobić, in his invesgaon of the urban interface central to the concept of urbanity42 focuses 

on the correlaon with the transion between building and street resulng in an acve 

triangulaon between the boundary between realms and users. The spaal con guraon of 

the interface must be able to cope with the constant tensions due to the condion of being 

in-between. It also should be able to iniate and develop healthy negoaons between users, 

displaying its aributes of contested-ness and re ecve-ness. The visual eld43 for the visitor 

and resident of the inner open space of the Jardins de Lina Òdena were mapped, revealing their 

varied experiences of the limits de ned by the negoaons (limit being contested and re ecve) 

due to their posion and personal interest. This mapping displays the direconality of the limit 

and the “membrane e ect” iden ed by Jacobs, Alexander and Senne. Nonetheless, limits 

are a ected by their users as well as by external agents but also many others as Bobić pointed 

out. The inlet case study portrays this, where the external agents are numerous, with signi cant 

and unpredictable impacts. Thus, the limit can be condioned but not designed44 with a fully 

predictable outcome, due to the number of factors that have a role temporally and spaally. 

In line with Bobić’s interfaces, White presents the urban portals alongside paths and places as 

the major enes of the urban environment, based on the combined methodological approach 

of Cullen and Krier. Bobić’s interfaces are at the building scale, willing to be urban and part of 

this other scale through mediaon, whereas White iden es them at the urban scale applying 

architectural taccs. The experienal limit and its representaon have demanded that we 

consider the limit across a variety of scales, helping to reveal the central aribute of topology. 

Besides, the idea of a portal brings to light its liminal condion, framing and enabling us to look 

both outwards in direcons due to its in-between locaon. This posion is uncomfortable, yet 

advantageous.

Stevens categorises the thresholds and Bobić iden es ve items to classify the morphology of 

the interface and seven types based on the depth of the spaal and visual territorial transion. 

42 Miloš Bobić in Between the Edges. Street-building Transion as Urbanity Interface (The Netherlands: 
THOT Publishers, 2004), p.37 de nes the concept of urbanity as the result of “complex relaonships 
between economic potenals, juridical regulaons, norms, social structure, cultural milieu and tradions, 
religion, geographical locaon and climate, spaal paern and architecture of the city”. De nion was 
provided in 1.1.
43 These are close to their territories. The territory includes all the limits that encircle the user even if she 
cannot see part of them as she has experienced them in other views and she is aware of them. 
44 Bobić, p.79
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Classi caons belong to the scien c world, however, while this research is posioned and 

framed within the phenomenological and design tradions. Therefore, it seems neither 

appropriate nor desirable to propose here a taxonomy of the limit, or indeed a list of terms and 

their de nions. 

The Limit as Philosophical Idea

To account for something as “liming” can sound negave, associated with restricon or 

obstrucon. Indeed, aspects and condions “beyond the limit” are considered out of reach, 

ignored or disregarded. This is also the case in architecture and urban design where, for 

example, the red line delineang the site limits the scope of intervenon and in uence, or the 

line of the kerb limits the pavement as a free area for the pedestrian. That said, in academic 

language in the humanies and the social sciences, research is “limited” to ensure its originality, 

signi cance and rigour.

My concepon of the limit was also broadly negave unl my reading of Trías’ Philosophy 

of the Limit, in parcular the passage about the froner,45 and Heidegger’s condion of the 

boundary presented in his seminal essay 'Building Dwelling Thinking'.46 My aempts to account 

for limits in experience, and represent those experiences, based on the working de nion of 

the limit drawn from Trías and other authors, reveals that the limit is never one thin line but is 

instead con gured of mulple lines. The limit – as they conceive it, and as I have found in my 

invesgaons – is a space of potenal. It is always double, always making space for something to 

happen. The limit is a space allowing for inhabitaon, de ning itself and becoming recognisable. 

But, more importantly, it is space for looking outwards, in more than one direcon. In this 

characterisaon, the limit – as an idea – remains outward looking, open to dialogue, and able to 

mediate between divergent surrounding condions. 

Thought of in this way, the limit is no longer negave, restricng or obstrucng, de ned by a 

line excluding and merely establishing the end of something. On the contrary, here, a producve 

and posive limit is proposed, manifesng itself beyond the binary condion of the “here” and 

“there” delineated by a single line. Instead, from its vantage point, looking both ways, the limit – 

as an idea – is able to re ect what it is beyond itself, and be contested openly by what is at each 

side. The noon of “liming”, here, is potenally reversed into something posive. It taps into 

45  Eugenio Trías Sagnier, Lógica del Límite (Provença, Barcelona: Ediciones Desno S.A., 1991), pp.15-18.
46  Marn Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought (New York: Harper & Row, 1971; New York: Perennial 
Classics, 2001), pp.152.
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the posive associaons of the idea of “taking something to the limit” or pushing something to 

the fullest extent of what is possible. 

The limit, understood in this way, o ers design potenal, parcularly in urban design. This 

coheres in imagining the act of design as “liming”, in this posive sense. When we design, 

when we imagine -parcularly through drawing lines to delineate spaces - we should, perhaps, 

try to conceive more frequently of what we are doing as “liming”. Most straighorwardly, 

this implies enjoying the opportunity for using lines to imagine the creaon of rich, complex, 

mulple boundaries in space and place, which in turn o ers the potenal to heighten human 

experiences of the world. But “liming” might also mean consciously invoking the limit more 

acvely in our thinking. In this way, liming is not just about a simple separaon of “heres” and 

“theres”, but the conceptualisaon of mulple, overlapping spaces in-between, which can be 

enlivening.

Indeed, there is the intriguing possibility to think more broadly of urban design, and maybe 

architecture too, in terms of processes of “liming”. This approach agrees with “liming” as 

a phenomenon entrenched in the everyday and our habitual pracces. Things need to be 

“bounded” to be apprehended, just as things need to be named in order to be acknowledged. 

Trías argues that we dwell-in-the-world, but from the limit. He believes that, from the bordering 

siege, we have the unique posion to look outwards and mediate the siege of appearance 

(world) and the hermeneuc siege (reason). Thus, this is considered as an idea, as a possibility 

of rethinking the processes of design. The liming, which we are habituated to, could open-up 

new ways of imagining spaces, and indeed for conceptualising the act and outcomes of design.

Moreover, the idea of “liming”, thought of in this sense, also seems to open-up a broader 

proposion for thinking about our experience of being-in-the-world, a kind of thought 

experiment. The double limit – as a space for looking both ways, for looking outwards rather 

than inwards, for mediang, mulplying and examining – o ers a philosophical metaphor for 

ways of thinking about the world more broadly. Does the limit, thus conceived, ulmately 

represent the conceptual space of phenomenological thinking? As Trìas proposes, is this 

expanded double limit the place out from which we contemplate our “free fall” in the world, as 

the world presents itself to us? The idea of “liming” can thus perhaps be extended out from its 

experience and representaon in architecture and urban design into a way of thinking about - no 

less  - the philosophical potenal of human experience.
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